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Abstract 
Personal ornaments - jewellery and other items of decoration worn on the body - are 
common grave goods in prehistoric Thailand. Grave goods are important and accessible 
aspects of mortuary ritual and mortuary ritual has proven an attractive means by which 
to interpret prehistoric social organization. Yet little research has been devoted to the 
study of personal ornaments. 
This dissertation has two main aims. First, it begins to redress this omission by 
considering what information is available from personal ornaments and by developing 
a methodological framework for research. An holistic approach is adopted with the 
emphasis on acknowledging the wide variety of classes, styles and materials involved. 
This theoretical background is followed by three site assemblage analyses; Nong Nor, 
Central Thailand (cemetery: c. 1100-700 BC), Ban Lum Khao, lower Northeast Thailand 
(cemetery: c. 1000-500 BC) and Noen-U-Loke, lower Northeast Thailand (cemetery: c. 
300 BC-AD 600). The personal ornament assemblage from each site is described, followed 
by a discussion of its implications in terms of developing technologies, exchange patterns 
and inter-site relationships. 
In general, the typological scheme adapted and developed here is shown to be useful 
across Neolithic, Complex Hunter-Gatherer, and Bronze Age sites in Thailand. However, 
the Iron Age brings a new level of variety in bronze that will require new approaches to 
its typology and more focused studies of individual artefacts are required in order to 
advance our knowledge. 
The second major aim of this dissertation was to apply the personal ornament data 
to understanding social organization at each of the sites, between the different regions 
and over time. Assessments of social organization were based on the distribution of 
personal ornaments within the cemeteries, combined with other data. In Chapter 8 the 
discussion was broadened to include other sites and information. Models of change in 
Central Thailand and the upper Mun Valley of lower Northeast Thailand, and a model 
of the changing exchange patterns underlying the social developments, were 
constructed. 
It is argued that, as has been suggested before, sites such as Khok Phanom Di do 
represent autocthonous populations, with their own personal ornament traditions 
surviving in the face of a major bifurcative expansion of agriculturalists, ultimately out 
of the Yangzi Valley. By the Bronze Age, features of both these cultures can be seen in 
the metal-using communities. However, while there is no longer a distinction between 
local and incursive populations, regional traditions became more important. At the 
same time I argue that ethnic and cultural echoes of the original agricultural expansion 
) 
iv 
created a network that allowed the rapid transmission of the idea of metal-working. 
The distribution of T-sectioned bangles represents this network. 
Turning to Noen-U-Loke I argue that an important feature of the upper Mun Valley 
is its isolation from major centres and routes of trade. By the Late Iron Age (AD 1-500) 
India and China were linked by a 'world trading system', prompting increased social 
complexity in the Mekong River delta, a nodal point in this trade. However, while at 
Noen-U-Loke new materials and some artefacts indicate exchange with these new 
polities, the personal ornaments more clearly reflect a flourishing and independent 
local tradition. At the same time I argue that Noen-U-Loke was not part of a chiefdom, 
but rather a complex big-man society. If these characteristics were the result of isolation 
we may look to communities such as Ban Kan Luang, located downstream at the 
confluence of the Mun and Chi rivers, for the reason behind that isolation. I contend 
that these societies not only controlled trade but also conducted their relations in such 
a way as to retain their powerful position as 'middlemen'. 
Such hypotheses are, of course, not without important caveats and the final chapter 
stresses the need for further research, outlining several specific areas of concern, in 
order to reach more secure conclusions. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
A commodity appears at first sight, a very trivial thing, and easily under-
stood. Its analysis shows that it is, in reality, a very queer thing abounding 
with metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties. (Marx, 1970:76, quoted 
in Renfrew 1986) 
In this thesis the personal ornaments, or jewellery, recovered from three cemetery sites in Thailand will be analysed. Nong Nor is a Bronze Age site from coastal Central 
Thailand, Ban Lum Khao is a Bronze Age site from inland Northeastern Thailand, and 
Noen-U-Loke is an Iron Age site located within a few kilometres of Ban Lum Khao. 
Along with Khok Phanom Di, these sites are linked because they have all been excavated 
by Thai Fine Arts Department/University of Otago joint projects under the direction of 
Charles Higham and Rachanie Thosarat. This means that the excavation, recovery and 
recording methods are essentially identical, allowing for very direct comparisons. Also, 
the present author participated in excavation at all three main sites (that is, excluding 
Khok Phanom Di) providing an extra dimension of knowledge and experience to this 
study. 
Following a structured description of the materials and forms of personal ornaments 
at each site, their distribution between burials and, between burials and non-mortuary 
contexts, will be considered, with partic;ular reference to the nature of social complex-
ity, exchange relationships and technology. The findings will be set against discussions 
of other aspects of the site. Direct comparisons will be made between the three sites and 
the results will be set in their more general Southeast Asian context in order to under-
stand the process of change in Thai prehistory, with particular reference to increasing 
social complexity between the Bronze and Iron Ages. It is hoped that this thesis will 
provide a broader understanding of the occurrence and role(s) of personal ornaments 
in Prehistoric Thailand and that a contribution will be made to understanding the proc-
ess of socio-political change in Thai prehistory. 
> 
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It should be noted that this thesis has been structured so that discussions of, and 
comparisons with, other Southeast Asian assemblages are left until after the material 
from the three main sites has been presented. This is because the present work is strongly 
based on the data collected from the three main sites and the methodology that was 
developed for its collection and description. This approach recognizes the small amount 
of prior work on personal ornaments so that the comparative material is best set against 
the assemblages presented here, rather than the other way around. I can only ask the 
reader to bridle their impatience for this information until Chapter 8 (but, do feel free to 
skip ahead). 
The geographic extent of this study should be defined. The three main sites are lo-
cated in Thailand, a country commonly divided into four or five geographic areas; 
North, Northeast, Central, South and Southeast (Fig. 1.1). However, modern borders 
often have little relevance to prehistory and many of the comparisons and conclusions 
given here have a wider frame of reference incorporating Cambodia, the lower Me-
kong delta in Vietnam, lowland Laos, and the northern Malay Peninsula, all of which 
had some relationship with Thai sites in prehistory. Larger again is Southeast Asia which, 
as defined by Higham (1996a:l-3, following Solheim 1967, Bronson 1989 among oth-
ers), includes the segment of land defined by the Brahmaputra River to the west and 
the Yangzi to the north and incorporating Island Southeast Asia (Fig. 1.2). This defini-
tion is implied when the term is used in this thesis, and while Thailand and neighbour-
ing areas are of most immediate interest, larger Southeast Asia is also of relevance. 
We can now turn to a definition of the material culture at the base of this study. 
'Jewellery' is defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary as "jewels or other ornamental 
objects, esp. for personal adornment, regarded collectively". While the dictionary meaning is 
broad I contend that there is an association with certain materials and types of arte-
facts; 'jewellery' implies high value treasure. 'Personal ornament' is a much less value-
laden term. While 'personal ornament' and 'jewellery' can be used interchangeably, the 
former will usually be used, indicating the widest interpretation. White (1992) has 
made a similar argument for using the term 'representation' in place of' art' when dis-
cussing European Ice Age images. 
Personal ornaments are unique artefacts in that they have, at least at first glance, no 
practical function. They do not hold water, assist in transporting or cooking food, pro-
vide shelter, kill prey or defend against rival humans. Personal ornaments include beads, 
bangles, rings for fingers, toes, ears and noses, hair ornaments and brooches. Virtually 
all societies have them and they first appear in the archaeological record about 40,000 
years ago with finds of pierced animal teeth at the sites of Bacho Kiro in Bulgaria and 
Mladec in Moravia (White 1992). At the Neanderthal site of La Quina, France, pendants 
made from grooved animal teeth and bones date to c. 38,000 years ago (Dubin 1987:21). 
While some have suggested that naturally perforated objects were used as beads as 
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FIGURE 1.1: Thailand (within the dashed line), indicating neighbouring countries and 
illustrating the major bio-geographical regions within the country 
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FIGURE 1.2: Map of Southeast Asia as defined by Higham (1996a) and indicating 
some of the main study areas and sites referred to in this dissertation 
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early as c. 100,000 years ago (Francis 1982e), others link the beginning of personal orna-
mentation with the emergence of modern humans (White 1989, 1994t in particular as 
indicators of developing social sophistication. 
While humans are innately attracted to 'pretty things', and beads and bangles do 
seem to fall into this category, personal ornaments are not always without utility. For 
example, in contemporary western society a certain type of ring on the second finger of 
the left hand indicates that the wearer is engaged to be married. A second ring, of a 
different type but on the same finger, indicates that the ceremony has already taken 
place. In this way social interaction is facilitated by visible signs of an individual's 
place, or role, in society. 
The importance of social persona has also been highlighted by studies of mortuary 
behaviour (e.g. Binford 1971). Death occasions a rite of passage for the individual. In 
the same way that a person can pass from childhood to adolescence or, from bachelor-
hood to a state of marriage, one passes from life to death. Contrary to more clinical 
definitions, many communities see this, not as an instantaneous transformation but, as 
a process in which both family and the wider community are involved. While correla-
tions are not always clear-cut, it is generally accepted that the level and manner of 
community involvement is dictated by the individual's social status and is reflected, in 
the case of death, in how the corpse is disposed of and what accompanies it. Archaeo-
logically, it is important to remember that the excavation of a cemetery uncovers evi-
dence that has been carefully placed by the host community and not the debris of life 
that is our more usual purview. 
The coincidence of personal ornaments and mortuary ritual therefore offers a unique 
opportunity to the archaeologist concerned with reconstructing past societies. The Bronze 
Age cemetery of Nang Nor is an ideal site in which to explore these possibilities. This 
cemetery is the second of two phases of occupation at the site; the first is a hunter-
gatherer shell midden dated to c. 2500 BC and probably represents a short occupation 
of just a few months (O'Reilly 1995). It is the Bronze Age occupation (1200-800 BCt 
however, that this thesis is primarily concerned with. A total of 170 interments were 
discovered. The remains of females and males; adults, children and infants were 
uncovered. As has been shown at nearby Khok Phanom Di, the physical relationship of 
graves can inform us about the living society (Higham and Thosarat 1994) . Combined 
with data on the sex and age at death of individuals and the types, quality and number 
of associated grave goods, we can construct a sophisticated model of society in prehistory. 
In the following chapters I will look closely at the contribution of personal ornaments 
to this model at Nang Nor. 
Khok Phanom Di (KPD), located just 14km from Nang Nor, is a Neolithic cemetery 
site that contains some of the earliest evidence for rice agriculture in the region. Higham 
and Thosarat (1994) and O'Reilly (1995) have argued that a continuity of culture exists 
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between the early phase of occupation at Nong Nor (2500 BC) and KPD (2000-1500 
BC). The cultural link forward to the Bronze Age occupation of Nong Nor (1200-800 
BC) is perhaps less dear. The obvious question here is; did the introduction of bronze 
technology result from an influx of new people and ideas or was it the result of internal 
developments? A comparison of personal ornaments will contribute to answering this 
question. A second question asks if this new technology was associated with a revolu-
tion in social complexity (in the same way, for example, that the advent of the Bronze 
Age was associated the rise of chiefdoms in Scandinavia (Kristiansen 1987)). A consid-
eration of the distribution and range of personal ornaments between graves at the two 
sites will provide some insights. 
A similar approach will be taken to the analysis of Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-
Loke. The first question is: what is the relationship between the coastal site of Nong 
Nor and the contemporary inland site of Ban Lum Khao? Secondly, it is often stated 
that the rise of chiefdoms in Southeast Asia coincides with the beginning of the Iron 
Age (c. 500 BC). If this is indeed the case then an important point of difference between 
Southeast Asia and regions such as Scandinavia is established - with significant impli-
cations on our understanding of alternative routes to social complexity. The compari-
son between the Ban Lum Khao (c. 1000-500 B.C.) and Noen-U-Loke (300 BC-AD 600) 
personal ornament assemblages will be important here. 
Turning to earlier transformations, recent discussions on the invention and spread 
of agriculture based on rice raise further questions, in particular, how many of the 
changes seen in Thai prehistory are linked to an influx of new ideas and even popula-
tions? (Higham 1996a, Higham and Lu 1998). Even this question can be approached 
(although, perhaps not answered) through a consideration of personal ornaments and 
their regional and chronological distribution. 
Finally, it should be noted that each of the sites mentioned was excavated using a 
multidisciplinary approach. Information on many aspects of these sites is, or will be, 
available from other researchers and an overall picture of life within these communi-
ties is emerging. The aim of this dissertation is first to provide a broader understanding 
of the occurrence and role(s) of personal ornaments in Prehistoric Thailand and then to 
use this understanding to contribute to these broader questions. 
Chapter two of this thesis presents an 'orthodox scenario' of the course of prehistory 
in Southeast Asia in order to provide a general context for the following discussions. 
Chapter three will discuss theoretical approaches to analysing personal ornaments and 
mortuary rituat concentrating on the relationship between the two bodies of evidence. 
Before detailing the individual assemblages, chapter four discusses the ideas of style 
and typology and how they have been used in this research. The following three chap-
ters will present and discuss the personal ornament assemblages from each of the three 
sites; Nong Nor, Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-Loke. In each chapter some background 
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is given to the site, followed by a description of the artefacts and a discussion of their 
implications for our understanding of each site. Chapter eight is a discussion chapter 
with two halves. First, comparative material from a number of important sites in Thai-
land is presented. These data are then used to expand the discussion beyond the three 
main sites to a wider consideration of Thai and Southeast Asian prehistory, including a 
short discussion of the evidence from Vietnam. An interplay between developing re-
gional traditions and the control of longer distance exchange is identified as a factor 
both prompting, and limiting, social change. Finally, chapter nine will summarise the 
analyses and, crucially, identify areas for future research. 
·r 
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CHAPTER 2: Southeast Asian 
Prehistory - an 'Orthodox Scenario' 
This brief chapter outlines what I have termed the 'orthodox scenario' for the progression of prehistory in Southeast Asia. It forms a background to the ensuing 
discussions allowing us to place Nong Nor, Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-Loke within a 
larger frame of reference. However, it should be noted that I do not intend to review the 
sequence in full as greater detail is easily available elsewhere (Higham 1989, 1996a, 
Bellwood 1992, 1997, Higham and Thosarat 1998a). 
Establishing a clear culture history is a necessary archaeological first step for this 
study, but because of the relatively brief period of modern research in Southeast Asia, 
and the concurrent political upheavals, our picture of prehistory remains unclear. De-
spite this, culture histories have been put forward, and some have been developed into 
explanatory models to explain the available evidence. 
Bayard's (1984) scheme of General Periods, designed to explain the Northeastern 
Thai evidence as understood at the time, catalogued the main developments from hunter-
gatherers to civilizations. General Period A (GP A) witnessed the development of semi-
sedentary agricultural societies. GP B sees the appearance of bronze technology along 
with simple-ranked chiefdoms. GP C is characterised by iron technology, intensive rice 
farming and a marked increase in ranking. FinallYt GP D heralds the appearance of 
state-level organisations, or at the very least, complex chiefdoms. 
This scheme became fixed in the literature when Higham (1989) used it as the organ-
. ising principle behind his first book length synthesis of the evidence, The Archaeology of 
Mainland Southeast Asia. However, it is clear from Higham' s introductory chronological 
table that such a use had its problems. First, the absolute dates had been amended, part 
of an ongoing process. Second, where does Khok Phanom Di fit? Opinion has shifted; 
KPD was originally thought of as a community of sedentary hunter-gatherers (Higham 
\ 
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1989) but is now seen as practising, or being exposed to, agriculture for at least part of 
its history (Higham 1996a, Higham and Lu 1998). Thirdly, because this scheme was 
developed for use in Northeast Thailand, where there is little or no archaeological evi-
dence for autochthonous pre-agriculturists, such groups are not accommodated. 
Earlier approaches such as Higham's (1972) 'stadial model' and Gorman's (1977) 
'techno-environmental' models delve deeper into the past and so encompass the tran-
sition to agriculture in Southeast Asia. Higham (1989) accommodated these earlier people 
by including a 'Coastal settlement' period and an 'Early hunter-gatherer' period, both 
preceding GP A. 
More recently, this problem has been tackled head-on. With his redefinition of South-
east Asia, as outlined in Chapter One, Higham (1996a, 1996b) has constructed a much 
broader model that allows each major region to be seen both in its own terms and as 
part of a larger picture. It is based on the original three age system," ... without implying 
that it follows similar patterns in other regions" (Higham 1996b:3). In terms of the order of 
technological and socio-political change it parallels Bayard's scheme, but the arguments 
of process, as well as the geographical scope, are very different. The general outlines of 
Higham' s model are described here to provide a background to ensuing discussion 
and as a firm base from which to argue. In this sense it acts as the 'orthodox scenario' 
for the prehistory of Southeast Asia. More recently, Higham and Thosarat (1998a) have 
synthesised Thai prehistory specifically, though with this orthodox scenario very much 
in mind, and, Higham and Lu (1998) have considered the origins and dispersal of rice 
cultivation throughout Southeast Asia. 
Drawing on these publications five main stages can be defined. Figure 2.1 illustrates 
the general chronology that underlies this scenario. 
Pre-agricultural societies: Homo sapiens and its immediate ancestor Homo erectus have 
been in present in Southeast Asia for at least 700 000 years. At the site of Lang Rongrien 
in Southern Thailand it is evident that anatomically modern humans were resident 
some 37 000 years ago (Anderson 1990). There is ample evidence of the Hoabinhian 
hunter-gatherer tradition in upland areas of mainland Southeast Asia, dated from about 
10,000 BC, as well as coastal 'Neolithic' communities, particularly along the coasts of 
Vietnam, and Lingnan. Higham (1996b) asserts that these latter communities were almost 
certainly not agricultural, and suggests that the term 'Neolithic' only be used with care. 
In this context Higham (1995) discusses in detail the phenomenon of complex or 
sedentary Hunter-gatherers. Any similar coastal, sedentary, hunter-gatherer sites in 
Thailand would have been drowned by subsequent sea level fluctuations or buried by 
progradation of the coast. 
The appearance of Agriculture: agricultural societies appeared in the Yangzi Valley at 
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Pengtoushan between 6 500 and 5 800 BC and expanded, over the next 4000 years, until 
we see the appearance of domestic rice at Khok Phanom Di in Central Thailand between 
2000 and 1500 BC. The movement was along the lines of least resistance, the rivers and 
coasts. Whether it was people, ideas, artefacts or, some combination of these that moved 
is not known although linguistic evidence suggests the first. In brief, it is argued that 
the major language family groups of Austronesian and Austroasiatic had a common 
ancestor - Austric. The logical homeland for Austric is in the middle Yangzi Valley, at 
about the time that agriculture was first experimented with. The modern distribution 
of Austroasiatic languages is consistent with the expansion of early agriculturalists 
outlined above (Diffloth 1991, Reid 1994, Blust 1996). 
Khok Phanom Di is still a problem. In 1996 Higham (1996b) left room for a possible 
independent invention of rice agriculture amongst the coastal sedentary hunter-gath-
erers of Thailand and Cambodia. More recently Higham and Lu (1998) have suggested 
that, at Khok Phanom Di at least, autochthonous coastal hunter-gatherers had devel-
oped a close exchange relationship with recently arrived inland farmers. 
The Bronze Age: The Bronze Age appears at about the middle of the second millennium 
BC probably prompted by the trade in exotic bronzes from Shang China. Knowledge of 
this new material and technology is rapidly disseminated throughout the area. This 
trade into Lingnan and other regions of Southern China and Northern Vietnam followed 
routes already well established for the Neolithic exchange of Shang jades. There is little 
evidence that the production or use of bronze, in an of itself, had any real effect on 
social organization in Southeast Asia (although it was certainly used in social display 
during later periods). The cemetery at Nong Nor dates to this period, as does the inland 
site of Ban Lum Khao. 
The debate over the dating of Ban Chiang must be mentioned here. Glover and Syme 
(1993) and White (1997) prefer to date the bronze age, in Northeast Thailand, into the 
third, or early second, millennium BC. If this is the case then local development of this 
technology must be considered. Higham has argued strongly against this interpreta-
tion on the basis of the quality of the radiocarbon samples analysed and, for the pur-
poses of this scenario, it is his interpretation that is accepted. 
Iron Age: Beginning at around 500 BC we have evidence of a new form of organisation 
in the region; the chiefdom. Iron technology spread rapidly throughout the region and 
moated sites appear in Northeast Thailand. There is an increasing emphasis on bronze 
objects for prestige display, particularly among the Dian of Yunnan where there was 
also an associated emphasis on warfare to enforce authority. Similar behaviour is 
recorded among the Dong Son of northern Vietnam. Regional variation increases, while 
at the same time trade and exchange networks grow to bring in many new materials. It 
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is during this period that the foundations of the ensuing complex societies are laid 
down in peninsular Southeast Asia. Noen-U-Loke dates from near the beginning of 
this period and was occupied through to about AD 600, a time when we could expect 
some influence from the more complex societies appearing to the south and west. 
The Development of Complex Society: While beyond his main subject of the Bronze 
Age, Higham (1996a) does differentiate two main trajectories for the development of 
state-level polities in Southeast Asia. In north Vietnam and southern China the 
increasingly complex societies are overtaken by an expanding central Chinese state 
during the two centuries either side of AD 1. In Central Thailand, Cambodia and 
southern Vietnam complex societies based on imported Hindu and Buddhist religious 
and political ideologies, grafted onto local tradition, begin to develop f~om about AD 
200. This process is discussed in more detail in Higham (1989) where he prefers to use 
the term mandala to describe these complex societies, reflecting their transitory and 
fluid nature whereby neighbouring mandalas compete for political ascendancy. It is 
during this period that prehistory passes into history. 
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Higham's model encompasses the full span of prehistory in Southeast Asia, however, 
the archaeological evidence is patchy in its coverage and so leaves room for mistakes 
and improvements. White (1995) and White and Pigott (1996), for example, take issue 
with Higham's analysis of the nature of chiefdoms in Northeast Thailand and Higham 
and Thosarat (1998a) no longer use the term mandala to describe the early states of 
Cambodia and Thailand. 
Nevertheless, the scenario provides a context for discussion and is a source of test-
able hypotheses and assumptions. One way to test, or to examine, the orthodox sce-
nario is to work at a finer scale-how closely does the particular agree with the general? 
In our case, what can be added, or amended, with a consideration of three sites spread 
between the Bronze and Iron Ages of Central and Northeast Thailand? 
I have already referred to the debate over the dating of the Northeast Thai Bronze 
Age and the alternative conclusions that bronze technology was independently invented 
on the Khorat Plateau or that it arrived there as part of a general diffusion originating, 
ultimately, in central China. Also of particular interest is the contention that bronze had 
little or no effect on social organization in prehistoric Southeast Asia, or at least in pre-
historic Thailand (Bellwood 1992, Glover 1993:49, Higham 1996a, b ). If this is so then it 
is a significant departure from the case in other areas of the world. Glover and Syme 
(1993) have noted the contrast with the Bronze Age Harappan civilization of modern 
Pakistan. Another contrasting example is Southern Scandinavia where Kristiansen has 
stated that he is," ... inclined to believe that the introduction of bronze triggered a development 
towards a more stratified social order ... due to its potential for monopolizing wealth, prestige 
and power" (Kristiansen 1987:46-7). Of course the mere presence of metals will not cause 
social change. Kristiansen goes on to explain that this development required a particu-
lar pre-existing social and economic order. Bronze, introduced as a unique prestige 
good may have been the catalyst but, "Social dynamics were ... the driving force" (Kristiansen 
1987:47). 
Glover (pers. comm.) has emphasised that Southeast Asia is a large area with much 
variation. I can only agree and acknowledge that there are clearly differences in the 
trajectory of social change in Northern Vietnam, for example, as compared to North-
east Thailand. However, the divergence, in particular with reference to increasing evi-
dence of warfare and social hierarchy, is much more clearly associated with the Iron 
Age than the preceding Bronze Age (it should be remembered that the rich and com-
plex societies of Dong Son (north Vietnam) and Dian (Yunnan) are Iron Age incarna-
tions that are distinguished by their significant use of bronze). These are issues that will 
be returned to in Chapter 8, below. 
Returning to our question, if it is indeed the case that the Southeast Asian ( or Thai) 
Bronze Age was no more socially complex than pre-metal society, what was missing? 
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Were the pre-existing social and economic orders different enough that social use of 
bronze was not encouraged? And, taking the argument further, what was different about 
the Iron Age that allowed complexity to increase? Finally, what was the nature of this 
complexity and how did it vary? 
Summary 
In Chapter One I outlined the geographic context for Southeast Asian prehistory. In 
this chapter one version of the culture-historical context is outlined, along with the 
dominant explanatory models for this culture-history. While we can assume that Homo 
erectus followed by Homo sapiens were present in Southeast Asia from at least 700 000 
years ago we have very little archaeological evidence until about 10 000 years ago when 
upland hunter-gatherers were active. Coastal, sedentary settlements appear soon after 
in Lingnan and northern Vietnam, however, it seems unlikely that these people practiced 
agriculture. A major transformation took place beginning about 6500 BC in the central 
Yangzi River valley with the development of rice agriculture. This innovation spread 
slowly southwards to reach Central Thailand by about 2000 BC, perhaps carried by 
migrating farmers. The Bronze Age came to Southeast Asia between 2000 and 1500 BC 
and quickly spread throughout the region. Iron arrived about 500 BC and spread even 
more quickly. Finally, beginning about AD 1 states developed out of a milieu incorpo-
rating local societies increasingly in contact with China and India. 
The sites under consideration allow us to look more closely at the relationship be-
tween metal working technology and social organisation in Thailand, and by exten-
sion, Southeast Asia as a whole. 
1 
CHAPTER 3: Studying Death and 
Personal Ornaments 
Personal ornaments in Thai cemetery sites form an important and highly visible part of the mortuary ritual. In fact the nature of personal ornaments means that 
they interact with, and reflect, the social life of a community in much the same way as 
mortuary ritual does. Similar opportunities and pitfalls in analysis also apply. A 
discussion of approaches to mortuary ritual therefore fulfils two roles; first, we need to 
understand mortuary ritual in general to be able to appreciate the role of personal 
ornaments. Second, there has been greater discussion on the meaning and approaches 
to analysis of mortuary ritual than for personal ornaments. This detailed debate 
contributes clues as to how to consider personal ornaments in their own right. 
This chapter begins therefore, with a discussion of the archaeological interpretation 
of mortuary ritual, and proceeds to a consideration of other's approaches to personal 
ornament analysis, and the approach that is taken in this research. 
The Analysis of Mortuary Ritual 
I fondly imagine that Ashanti practices would contribute to an archaeolo-
gists nightmare, for in Ashanti there is a general rule that the body should 
not face the village; however, there are some Ashanti who say that immedi-
ately after burial the body turns itself round to face the village. Some, but 
not all, Ashanti therefore bury the dead facing the village knowing that the 
body will therefore eventually conform to the rule of facing the forest (Ucko 
1969:273, after Rattray 1927:162). 
Ritual - All-purpose explanation used where nothing else comes to mind 
(Bahn 1989:62). 
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Understanding mortuary ritual has been a major concern of archaeologists since, at 
least, the establishment of the Royal Society of London in 1660 and later, the Society of 
Antiquaries of London in 1717. These were the first authoritative fora in which 
antiquarians could present and discuss their work, much of which was primarily 
concerned with the analysis of mortuary remains (Trigger 1989:61-7). Later, in the mid-
nineteenth century, Worsaae's refinement of the Three-Age System depended upon 
evidence originating from closed mortuary contexts (Ibid.). Even from this early stage 
the mortuary context was important on two levels, as a source of well-preserved artefacts 
and as a complete, diagnostic, artefact in itself (Levy 1989:155). 
There are many reviews of archaeological literature relating to mortuary ritual (Bartel 
1982, Chapman and Randsborg 1981, Levy 1989, Tainter 1978). Levy (1989:155) groups 
archaeological uses of mortuary data into four categories, " ... to approach research prob-
lems of chronology and, in addition, topics of ethnic identification, social organization and ide-
ology ... [ adding that] A common theme of all this work is an attempt to explain variability, both 
in time and space, of these prehistoric mortuary remains". It is interesting to note that while 
these categories identify different types of information to be extracted from mortuary 
data, they also trace the development of general theoretical approaches to archaeologi-
cal interpretation; culture-historical, processual and post-processual (Renfrew and Bahn 
1996: 16). 
It is the link between mortuary data and social organisation that has been of major 
interest to prehistorians and archaeologists. Binford (1971) was one of the first to argue 
that this link could be used by archaeologists. He criticised social/ cultural anthropolo-
gists for not investigating variability in mortuary ritual. Where variability had been 
discussed there were three possible explanations. 
1. The limiting effects of the environment, obtaining at the time of death, on 
the free exercise of all forms of body disposal. 
2. Mutual effects of intersocietal contact in producing amalgamations or re-
placements of ritual forms. _ 
3. The characteristics recognised as relevant to the relationship either sev-
ered or established at death between the deceased and the remaining mem-
bers of society. (Binford 1971:11) 
It is in the third of these that we find the link between mortuary ritual and social 
organization. Drawing on earlier writers (Radcliffe-Brown 1922, Bendann 1930, Hertz 
1960, Van Gennep 1960) Binford concluded that the individual's social personality -
the defining element of the relationships severed or established at death - is composed 
of four basic components, " ... (1) age, (2) sex, (3) relative social status within a given social 
unit, and ( 4) social affiliation in terms of multiple membership units within the society and/or 
membership in the society itself" (1971:104). The way a person dies can be a fifth compo-
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nent, especially if it is unusual or of peculiar circumstance or occurring at awkward 
times or places, for example far from home. 
At death this social personality is expressed symbolically. Following Service (1962), 
Binford hypothesises " ... a near identity between the number of social positions within a 
social organization and the number of symbols designating such unit" (1971:17). That is to 
say, while mortuary variability will have some basis in history, it ultimately reflects the 
range of social distinctions recognised by the relevant society and is expressed through 
arbitrary symbols. These are not necessarily obvious. Tainter (1978) for example, has 
stressed that the overall energy devoted to an interment (e.g. relative depth of grave) is 
an important component. It is this basic approach that underlies most archaeological 
interpretations of mortuary ritual. 
Before the 'New Archaeology', archaeologists concentrated on different information. 
Childe (1925) looked to identify ethnic affiliations through mortuary ritual, incorporat-
ing these data with that from other non-utilitarian social characteristics such as orna-
ments, dress and 'homemade' pottery. These 'socially approved' activities are assumed 
to be more resistant to change, compared to tools and weapons which, because of their 
adaptive nature, would diffuse quickly between cultures. Kroeber (1927) took the op-
posite view explaining variation as an expression of changing fashions and thus unre-
liable as a marker of ethnicity. 
More recently an ideological approach has become popular. Arising from criticism 
of the Binford school its practitioners view," ... mortuary remains as symbolic codes ... [which] 
... may both reflect fundamental cultural values and serve as manipulable symbols utilized in 
social conflicts ... " (Levy 1989:156). As an example Levy (1989) notes Shanks and Tilley's 
(1982) consideration of the treatment of human bone in English and Swedish mega-
lithic tombs, in particular their conclusion that the patterns of disposal relate " ... to sym-
bolic codes and to attempts to mis-represent non-egalitarian social relations for the purpose of 
reproducing certain power relations ... " (Levy 1989:157). Similarly, Taylor (1989) has stressed 
that the occasion of death is, among other things, an opportunity for furthering social, 
cultural and political ends. Scarre (1994) has taken a step back to consider what are 
realistic goals when studying prehistoric ideologies. He emphasises a considered ap-
proach employing anthropological analogy to interpret religious and cultural beliefs in 
prehistoric societies. 
This 'use' of mortuary and other ritual by the living is made more understandable if 
we consider the distinction between social organization and social structure, " ... social 
structure provides the precedent and limits the range of alternatives while the social organiza-
tion is concerned with 'concrete activity' and acts of choice and decision ... " (Ucko 1969:274 
after Firth 1951:35-40). Leach (1954:292) makes a similar distinction with his concepts 
of ideal and actual behaviours. Such a dislocation between the social ideal and the 
concrete action may arise for any number of reasons - from personal laziness or indif-
-1 
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ference, to physical or environmental constraints, to a deliberate manipulation of social 
norms to suit personal and/ or hidden agendas. This dislocation, it has been argued, 
may work in even more Byzantine ways; "In death people often become what they have not 
been in life ... " (Hodder 1984:146). 
Taking this approach a step further, Hodder (1984) has argued that it is not enough 
simply to accept that the symbols used in mortuary rituat whether employed to repre-
sent or mis-represent are arbitrary markers indicating variation within and between 
societies. An understanding of the actual ideas represented by the symbols - the specif-
ics of what ritual behaviour meant to prehistoric peoples - is possible and must be 
attempted. This ambitious assertion is not always accepted. 
Variation in mortuary ritual then, is not simply a function of the individual's place in 
society. Moreover, complications are increased when we consider that interment is of-
ten just one aspect of the complete ritual; the remainder, possibly including diagnostic 
elements, is archaeologically invisible. The ubiquitous post-depositional processes 
(taphonomic, bio-turbation, looting etc.) will also contribute to masking the original 
mortuary pattern (O'Shea 1984). The point to remember here is that mortuary data do 
not equal mortuary ritual. 
However, lest we are tempted, given all the above, to shy away from interpreting 
mortuary ritual Tainter has argued that, "To suggest that the complexity of mortuary ritual 
renders burial data inscrutable is to suggest that we ignore an opportunity to understand a 
major component of the archaeological record" (Tainter 1978:108-9). 
In this dissertation Binford's basic proposition that the level of patterned variation 
in the excavated mortuary ritual reflects, to some degree, the complexity of the original 
society is accepted but not accepted naively. Multiple explanations for observed varia-
tion must be considered and the complicating factors discussed above kept in mind. 
The fact that death is an opportunity to create, as much as reflect, social status may be 
particularly apposite. 
Mortuary Ritual in Southeast Asian Archaeology 
The remains of domestic structures have been recovered at the sites of Non Yang (Nitta 
1991) and Non Muang Kao (O'Reilly 1999). Extensive excavations have been conducted 
at Phu Lon and the Khao Wong Prachan valley aimed at investigating copper ore mining 
and processing technologies (Natapintu 1988, Pigott and Natapintu 1988, White and 
Pigott 1996) and, understanding the nature and function of Northeastern Thai moated 
sites has been of considerable interest over the decades (Williams-Hunt 1950, Moore 
1989, Parry 1992, Higham 1996a, McNeill 1997). However these are the exceptions. The 
tropical environment conspires against preservation of most natural materials and it is 
only when stone appears as a building material at the beginning of the proto-historic 
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period that significant structural evidence is recovered. The deliberately buried evidence 
in a cemetery however, is much more likely to survive. The case has recently been stated 
thus: 
During the course of the Thai-Danish expedition to Kanchanaburi Province, 
particular attention was paid to a prehistoric settlement known as the Bang 
Site, near the village of Ban Kao. Many potsherds and fragments of stone 
adzes were found on the surface of this mound, and in 1961-2, Per S0rensen 
opened an area of almost 400 m2• This was a pioneering excavation, no one 
had previously worked in such a mounded site in Thailand (S0rensen and 
Hatting 1967). His team found what has subsequently become one of the 
most important sources of information for prehistoric Thailand: an inhuma-
tion cemetery. (Higham and Thosarat 1998:76) · 
It is clear then that understanding mortuary ritual is important in almost any con-
sideration of Thai archaeology. One of the best examples of the considered use of mor-
tuary data is Higham and Thosarat's analysis of the disposition of burials at Khok Ph-
anom Di. By opening a single large area clusters of burials were able to be identified. 
Variations in wealth between burials and, structures associated with some burials were 
also identified. This prompted an important discussion on the nature of complex hunter-
gatherers in Southeast Asia (Bannanurag 1989, Higham 1989, Higham and Lu 1998). 
Referring to Wilson's (1988) The Domestication of the Human Species Higham (1989) 
implies that a structured burial ground is the funereal version of the built environment 
occupied by the living. Wilson's argument is that a sedentary lifestyle allows the build-
ing of permanent habitations. Buildings create and reinforce permanent, visible divi-
sions in a group of people and so initiates the development of more complex social 
organisation. Complexity may thus be seen as beginning from a psychological response 
to a practical consequence of plenty before becoming a self perpetuating cycle of com-
petition for prestige and status. This plenty need not be produced by agriculture. Higham 
shows that the estuarine environment surrounding prehistoric Khok Phanom 
Di was particularly rich and identifies the people of Khok Phanom Di as complex hunter-
gatherers; that is, that social complexity was capable of existing separately from agri-
culture in Southeast Asia (it should be noted however, that some rice cultivation did 
take place during at least a part of the occupation (Thompson 1996, Higham 1995)). 
The site of Non Nok Tha was also a large area excavation that has been the subject of 
detailed mortuary analysis. Pottery vessels were the most common grave good and the 
distribution of formal types has formed the basis of Bayard's (1984, nd) statistical analy-
sis. Other features considered were age, sex, orientation of the grave, grave depth, the 
presence or absence of a mound over the grave and the presence or absence of a delib-
erately prepared sherd sheet. The most immediate finding was an almost perfectly com-
plementary distribution between three main types of pot during the Non Nok Tha 
(Middle) period. Graves with 2C or 2E pots almost never contained 2L's and vice versa. 
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Also, some other pot types seem to group with either the C's or the L's. Moreover, the C 
and L groups cross-cut aspects of age, sex and wealth which leads Bayard to postulate 
the presence of two affiliative groups in the prehistoric society. While the two groups 
include both rich and poor individuals (based principally on the number of grave goods), 
the C group tends to be richer overall, and, there is a further correlation between rich 
graves and those with an overlying mound. Bayard suggests that at least weak ascriptive 
ranking was present from the first occupation of the site and that this increased mark-
edly during the Non Nok Tha phase. Curiously, the end of this phase seems to correlate 
with a breakdown in the C/L dichotomy and a decrease in overall wealth which Ba-
yard suggests might be consistent with the population's incorporation into a larger 
polity (perhaps a complex chiefdom). 
We shall return to Non Nok Tha (and other Thai sites) in later chapters. The point 
here is that understanding social organisation has been an important use of mortuary 
data in Southeast Asia/Thailand. However, other information can also be gained. Mor-
tuary ritual can be described as one of three major components of an interment, which 
is itself made up of six further components. Figure 3.1 illustrates this relationship. The 
category of grave goods is a major component of mortuary ritual and, while the other 
components that make up mortuary ritual - disposition of the body, location of the 
grave, grave size/ depth, associated building/ structures and archaeologically invisible 
activities - are relatively directly and simply related to the act of disposing of the dead, 
grave goods are imbued with further types of information. As artefacts (and food re-
mains) they inform us on the technology, subsistence activities, environment and the 
trade or exchange relationships the living community was involved in. As noted by 
Levy (1989, see above), burials are excellent sources of complete and well preserved 
artefacts. 
This artefact-based information can then be fed back into the site analysis as extra, 
separate evidence on social organisation. Conversely, mortuary ritual can be looked at 
as an artefact, complete in itself, in order to address questions of inter-societal relation-
ships and ethnicity. There is obviously scope here for circular arguments and these 
should be guarded against. In any case, this potentially complicated relationship be-
tween an interment, its mortuary ritual and the artefacts included as grave goods will 
be further explored in the following discussion of the analysis of personal ornaments. 
The Analysis of Personal Ornaments 
Personal ornaments are an understudied set of artefacts in archaeology. Warden (1992) 
for example, has noted that they are often grouped with other 'miscellaneous' artefacts 
under the somewhat dismissive heading of 'small finds'. In Thailand, Pilditch (1986) 
has commented on the lack of holistic studies designed to gain an 'all over view' of 
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FIGURE 3. 1 The constituents of mortuary ritual in prehistoric Thailand and the role 
played by personal ornaments. 
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personal ornaments and society. Kenoyer (1991) has made similar comments. In his 
introduction to jewellery studies, Ogden has given a reason for such treatment, stating 
that " ... precious metal objects [jewellery] are rarely found in the average excavation and we 
can understand, if not excuse, the immense time and energy that have been devoted to, say, 
pottery classification compared to that expended on earring typology" (1992:7). 
In Southeast Asia however, personal ornaments are common finds in excavations so 
alternative explanations for their relative neglect must be found. One may be the vari-
ety of materials and manufacturing techniques involved, necessitating a broad range 
of expertise for complete analyses. Another reason may be that, like mortuary studies, 
the value-laden nature of this class of artefacts makes interpretation a daunting pros-
pect. Despite these difficulties however, personal ornaments have not been completely 
ignored and, in this section I will briefly review the variety of personal ornament stud-
ies and the sorts of questions that have been addressed. 
In an introductory paper for the Proceedings of the 1986 Shell Bead Conference, Ced 
(1989) has divided the history of anthropological shell bead research (in the USA) into 
three stages. In the first (1840-1920) people were essentially concerned with creating 
inventories, the second (1920-1960) involved a more rigorously scientific approach, with 
better species identification and stricter stratigraphic control, and the final period (1960-
the present) saw a concern with a 'holistic' approach develop. This latest approach is 
said to have identified shell beads as," ... sensitive markers for social, political, economic and 
ideational processes ... " (Ced 1989:2). This summary of changing approaches to shell bead 
research bears a close resemblance to Levy's (1989) discussion of the different uses to 
which mortuary data have been put. 
King's (1990) investigation of the development of Chumash society over 7000 years 
exemplifies the last of the approaches outlined by Ced. Three broad periods in Chumash 
prehistory and protohistory are described. The characteristics of each and the transfor-
mations between them are explained in terms of social and economic processes and 
illustrated by the distribution of beads and other ornaments in the cemetery sites. The 
early period (c. 6000-1400 BC) is characterised by a fairly even distribution of wealth 
items (predominantly shell beads) among graves. There is a generally high level of 
wealth items and relatively little manufacturing evidence was recovered. The types 
and methods of production of beads change very little throughout this period. All this 
suggests to King a generally egalitarian society where status is achieved through per-
sonal effort. 
By contrast the middle period (1400 BC-AD 1150) sees wealth items being concen-
trated in particular areas of the cemeteries, there is less wealth being buried (in total), 
and there is more standardisation in the production of shell beads. In King's estimation 
this represents a society with centralised, inherited, authority. 
Finally, in the late period (AD 1150-1804) we see the development of economic sub-
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systems. Bead types become associated in groups that are always found together. These 
groups are associated with different subdivisions in society. Also, beads appear to be 
deposited in caches rather than as ornaments (necklaces etc.), indicating a more strictly 
economic value. There is now " ... a relatively clear differentiation of political and secular 
economic subsystems ... " (King 1990:196). A final development was the introduction of 
glass beads by Spanish colonists which quickly replaced the shell beads involved in 
secular economic systems but not those related to political authority. These latter beads 
remained in use well into the 19th century. 
Through bead research, King was able to investigate social development from a rela-
tively egalitarian society to ranked society and ultimately to a society incorporating a 
secular economic system. He was able to consider the process of colonisation and in 
addition investigated the maintenance, over time, of separate and distinct economic 
systems in the neighbouring regions of Central California and the Santa Barbara Chan-
nel. 
The process of colonization has been treated by others. Saitowitz and Sampson (1992) 
have used glass trade beads to investigate colonisation in South Africa as has Mitchem 
(1991) for the Spanish colonisation of Florida. 
Personal ornaments as an example of craft specialization have been investigated by 
Kenoyer (1984, 1985, 1991, 1992, 1997) in the Harappan culture as " ... One approach to the 
Socio-political and economic structure of Indus society ... " (ibid. 1991). Arnold and Munns 
(1994) and Arnold (1996) have looked more closely at shell bead production in the soci-
eties investigated by King, in an effort to understand the nature of craft specialization 
with particular reference to the phenomenon of complex hunter-gatherers. 
The link between craft specialization and social organization is strong. Personal or-
naments can inform on social organization in other ways too Gacobson 1987, Halstead 
1989, 1993, King 1990, Bar-Yosef 1991, Theunissen 2000a, 2000b). Jacobson (1987) was 
also able to correlate differences in ostrich egg shell beads in South Africa with the 
herder or hunter-gatherer status of the original communities. Halstead' s (1993) re-analy-
sis of Spondylus shell ornaments from the late Neolithic site ofDimini in Greece is based 
on their distribution amongst domestic areas and between domestic areas and the cen-
tral court (megaron ). Very few are found in the megaron and there is significant variation 
in the numbers found in each of the six domestic areas. These artefacts were widely 
traded as prestige goods throughout central Europe. As a coastal site, Dimini was an 
important production centre. Key elements in his argument are that many have been 
deliberately burnt at Dimini and that faunal evidence does not reveal differences in 
access to food between domestic areas and the megaron. Comparing Dimini with inland 
sites, Halstead concludes that competition for status in this period was occurring be-
tween domestic units, perhaps signified by the competitive accumulation and destruc-
tion of the Spondylus artefacts. However the elite, occupying the central court, gained 
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their status in a different way; from their relations with elite in other neighbouring 
communities, with whom they exchanged their Spondylus ornaments. In this example, 
it is the distribution of personal ornaments between domestic areas that is important. 
In Southeast Asia, it is the mortuary context that is available for analysis. 
As well as identifying ostrich egg shell beads as diagnostic elements of socio-politi-
cal organization, Jacobson (1987) has also been able to use size variability in these beads 
as temporal markers over the last 5000 years. In contrast, Bellwood's (1976:275-7) dis-
cussion of the distribution of glass beads in northern Indonesia is of interest. While 
noting that some were known to have come fr9m pre-Christian era contexts, he also 
reveals that the same types remained popular through to the mid-second millennium 
AD so that they are difficult to use as temporal markers. The question here is how 
much of the style of personal ornaments is determined by history, and how much is it a 
response to changing fashions within a society. This recalls the debate between Childe 
(1925) and Kroeber (1927) on the interpretive value of mortuary ritual and goes to the 
very heart of archaeological and anthropological theory. 
The issue of trade or exchange relationships, and cultural contact, is perhaps the 
most common use of personal ornaments (Bellwood 1976, Loofs-Wissowa 1980-81, 
Bennyhoff and Hughes 1987, Glover 1989, Bronson 1990, Bar-Yosef 1991, n.d, Rubinson 
1991). For example, Rubinson (1991) has used jewellery from the tomb at Dinka Tepe to 
investigate mid-second millennium trade networks in the Near East. Directly pertinent 
to this dissertation, Glover (1989) devotes much space to the discussion of carnelian 
and agate beads at Ban Don Tha Phet, West Thailand, as evidence for significant ex-
change with the Buddhist civilizations of northern India. Williams' (1984, referenced in 
Glover 1989) analysis of drilling techniques for carnelian beads at Ban Don Tha Phet 
has found evidence that a diamond drill was used, supporting the Indian origin hy-
pothesis. Recent work by Theunissen (2000) and Theunissen et al. (2000) is re-examin-
ing these ideas. While accepting that the ultimate inspiration for the Southeast Asian 
finds probably did originate in India, Theunissen questions whether all hardstone or-
naments were imported from the sub-c;ontinent and that a direct cultural influence ac-
companied these artefacts into Southeast Asia (see for example, Bellwood 1976, Glover 
1989). Combining observations of form and the initial results of chemical composition 
analyses of beads from Northeast Thailand, Theunissen suggests that many of the beads 
were manufactured at local Southeast Asian production centres. This is paralleled by 
Bronson's (1990) detailed discussion of the mid-first millennium AD site of Khuan 
Lukpad, Southern Thailand, with emphasis on its role as a glass bead manufacturing 
centre. 
Beads, particularly of glass, occupy a special place in any consideration of personal 
ornaments in that they are avidly collected. It is through collectors, modern-day anti-
quarians, that much information can be gathered. Peter Francis, who has published 
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much of this in-house knowledge (Francis 1982a,b,c,d, 1983, 1986) has written specifi-
cally on the history of Thai glass beads (ibid. 1985, 1990a,b, 1992; see also Bronson 1990, 
Basa et al. 1991, Basa 1992). Indeed, probably the earliest detailed consideration of South-
east Asian personal ornaments was Beck's (1930) survey of archaeological beads from 
Island Southeast Asia. This work was followed up by Lamb (1961, 1965, 1966) and 
Harrisson (1964) who analysed the chemical composition of glass beads. 
Loofs-Wissowa's (1980-81) article on two types of ear ornament, lingling-o and bi-
cephalous earrings, noted as evidence of contact between mainland SEA and the Phil-
ippines, is also of interest. More recently, Reinecke (1996) has collated the available 
information on these bi-cephalus, zoomorphic, earrings. Their distribution across South-
east Asia, from a base in the Sa Huynh culture of southern Vietnam, indicates an exten-
sive exchange network operating from about 500 BC. 
Important work has also been done on the techniques of manufacture of personal 
ornaments. Ciarla (1992, pers. comm.) has investigated manufacturing techniques for 
bangles and related industries. He has noted that the entire manufacturing sequence 
for Tridacna shell bangles is represented at sites in the Lopburi region of Central Thai-
land, including Tha Kae and Hui Yai. In north Vietnam, Nguyen Thi Kim Dung (1996) 
has carried out experimental work on the production of nephrite bangles and beads at 
TrangKenh. 
Personal ornaments then are capable of addressing, and have been used to address, 
a wide range of issues. The holistic approach advocated by Ced (1989) however, has 
not been widely employed in Southeast Asian archaeology. Pilditch's 1986 dissertation 
The Ban Na Di Jewellery is the exception (see also, Pilditch 1984, 1987, 1992, 1993). As 
well as providing a clear description of the personal ornaments, methods of manufac-
ture, associated tools and debris and a selection of related assemblages, her disserta-
tion sets out to" ... discuss what can be assessed of the technology, social practices and exchange 
systems that were current in the region ... " (Pilditch 1986:iii). 
Despite some major difficulties, including the lack of published reports Pilditch was 
able to make some significant contributions. She showed that careful laboratory analy-
sis is rewarded, for example the discovery of cloth (silk) remains clinging to bangles 
and vegetable fibres surviving in bead perforations. Pilditch also outlined in an appen-
dix a succinct set of terms, well illustrated, to begin to standardise descriptions of orna-
ments. This material has been published in part in Higham and Kijngam (1984). Pild-
itch has also written on beads from Ban Bon Noen (Pilditch 1992) and ornaments from 
Khok Phanom Di (Pilditch 1993). Theunissen's (2000a, b) more recent research at other 
Northeast Thai sites, though restricted to a single artefact type, is also very much in this 
vein. 
Personal ornaments are clearly rich sources of information. This dissertation will 
continue the tradition, begun in Thailand by Pilditch, of an inclusive and contextual 
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study of personal ornaments based on clear descriptions. In order to proceed it is im-
portant to first unpick the various strands of information that can be gained, especially 
with reference to mortuary ritual, as cemetery sites are in the majority in Thai archaeol-
ogy. 
Personal ornaments, mortuary ritual and society 
Two major issues are current in Southeast Asian archaeology: the origin of argriculture 
and the origin of the state. This research is aimed, ultimately, at the second of these 
questions by seeking to understand social organization at the three sites considered. 
One route is from personal ornaments through mortuary ritual to an understanding of 
social organization. That is, as an important part of the archaeologically visible mortu-
ary ritual these artefacts help to characterise and differentiate individual burials and, 
by comparison within the cemetery, can identify the social organization in the living 
community. However, personal ornaments contribute to our understanding of social 
organization through two other routes. First, as complete artefacts they provide evi-
dence on technology, exchange and craft specialization. These are all indices of social 
organization (Brumfiel and Earle 1987). Second, at least some personal ornaments have 
an inherent symbolic value as symbols of office, status, or individual wealth (Renfrew 
1986, Hodder 1987). This is clearly a third dimension of personal ornaments that in-
forms us on social organization. Figure 3.2 illustrates these relationships. It is impor-
tant to distinguish these routes if circular arguments are to be avoided. 
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A more holistic way of viewing these relationships is through the concept of 'exter-
nal symbolic storage', recently embraced by cognitive archaeologists, a basic premise 
of which is that "social life ... is mediated by human interactions with things" (Renfrew 
1998). Drawn predominantly from a single work on the evolution of human cognition 
(Donald 1991) the specifics are outside the bounds of this discussion and the implica-
tions for archaeology have still to be clarified. However, the important point here is 
that in terms of understanding social organisation material culture can include any-
thing that impacts upon the individual; a single artefact, burial rites, the physical lay-
out of the village, the natural world and even other people (Strathern 1998). The rela-
tionship between mortuary ritual and personal ornament analysis is close because they 
are both forms of material culture. A similar point was made under the guise of contex-
tual archaeology a decade earlier (Hodder 1987). I would argue that, within this broad 
category, mortuary ritual and personal ornaments are even more closely related be-
cause of their deliberate nature. 
Bannanurag (1989:2-3), considering mortuary data at KPD, stated that an under-
standing of social organisation requires information on five different themes: 1. Mortu-
ary and settlement, 2. The settlement pattern, 3. Environment and subsistence, 4. Con-
trol over resources, special skills and/ or the exchange of exotic goods, and 5. Chronol-
ogy. Personal ornaments can contribute directly to themes 1 and 4 and, they introduce 
a sixth theme related to specific symbols of office or status within the community. 
This dissertation thus has six main aims; 1. to clearly sort, using a transparent typol-
ogy, and describe the personal ornaments from the sites of Nong Nor, Ban Lum Khao 
and Noen-U-Loke, 2. to understand how these artefacts contribute to the mortuary 
ritual at the sites, 3. to assess whether the symbolic values of the ornaments can be 
reconstructed, 4. to understand what these artefacts can tell us about other aspects of 
prehistoric life, e.g. technology, craft specialisation, subsistence, trade and exchange, 5. 
to combine aims 2-4 above to contribute to our understanding of social organization 
and, 6. to investigate the similarities and differences at these sites in the larger context 
of regional variation and the transformations from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age, and 
then to the Iron Age . 
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CHAPTER 4: Style and Typology 
Khok Phanotn Di and Beyond? 
This chapter provides a background to the organization of the personal ornament data given in the following three chapters. First I will consider how others have 
approached the subject. The following sections will describe the relationship between 
material and form, the major classes of artefacts, the descriptive terminology used, disc/ 
bangle styles, materials used, colour and decorative motifs and how personal ornaments 
were worn. 
Beck (1927) considered that beads and pendants could only be described fully by 
stating 11 ••• form, perforation, colour, material, and decoration", in that order of importance. 
Kenoyer (1991) in considering Harappan personal ornaments accepted the importance 
of style (form) in defining the symbolism of an ornament, and his initial subdivision is 
based on this attribute. However, more readily useful to archaeologists, according to 
Kenoyer, are characteristics of material and technology as means to rank artefacts of 
similar form. Another feature Kenoyer considers important is how the ornaments were 
worn - the same artefacts can 'mean' two different things if, for example, worn on the 
left or the right arm. He illustrates this by comparing figurines from the Indus Tradi-
tion with similarly derived items of personal ornament. 
Pilditch (1993) also separates the attributes of form and material. Her description of 
personal ornaments from Khok Phanom Di is organised first by material under the 
headingsi shell, stone, ivory /teeth and bone, and then by form. Form is subdivided 
into three main types; beads, disc/bangles and turtle carapace ornaments. Beads and 
Disc/bangles are then subdivided into styles. Her inclusive typology of disc/bangle 
styles counteracts, in part, the tendency of her overall organization to disguise repeti-
tion of form between different materials. The restricted variety of personal ornaments 
at Khok Phanom Di also lessens this effect. 
The order of classification used in this research arises from the fact that, initially, 
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Nong Nor was the only site under consideration and its close geographical and tempo-
ral association with Khok Phanom Di made it logical to compare the two sites directly. 
Therefore, Pilditch' s typology was used, in adapted and extended form, wherever pos-
sible. Of the three major types at Khok Phanom Di only two - beads and disc/bangles 
-are present at Nong Nor. However, other types (referred to as classes in the remainder 
of this dissertation, see below) make their appearance: earrings and pendants. New 
materials, copper-based alloys and hardstone, were also introduced. Ban Lum Khao 
became incorporated into the research next. As an inland Bronze Age site it seemed 
readily comparable to Nong Nor so the process of adaptation of a single scheme contin-
ued. At Noen-U-Loke however, the new artefacts and materials concomitant with the 
Iron Age have proved problematic. While, to some extent, these innovations have freed 
description and typology from being restrictively tied to one site, the class of disc/ 
bangles is one that persists into the Iron Age and this special case is considered in more 
detail below. 
In short, the typological scheme that is used here has developed organically and is 
based on earlier work. The view taken is that a typology is a heuristic device, and not in 
any way a final word on the nature of the artefacts (Adams 1988, Rice 1996). Generally, 
the groups used here are 'emic', in that they seek to reflect natural boundaries in the 
assemblage, but, in some cases subdivisions of type are based on regular subdivisions 
of measurement units (e.g. length in millimetres) (Dunnell 1986:177). It is not assumed 
that I have recreated the typology(ies) familiar to the prehistoric community (Hodder 
1999:72-8). 
Material and Form 
A study of ceramics can be said to consider one material and one class of artefact. In 
contrast, this study considers many materials and many classes of artefact. The point 
here is that these two attributes crosscut in any inclusive typology of personal orna-
ments and this can lead to confusion if not fully appreciated. For example, in the fol-
lowing chapters the artefacts are organized by material first and then by class and style. 
This is not meant to imply a primacy of the attribute of material over form; they could 
just as easily have been organised by class and style first. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the variety 
of these attributes. Each class, and style, of artefact may occur in a variety of materials 
and vice versa. 
Decoration, colour (Beck 1927) and 'how the artefact was worn' (Kenoyer 1991) are 
other important attributes that should be considered. 
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Personal Ornaments 
I 
I I 
Materials Classes 
Bone, ivory, tooth Rings 
Shell Bangles/anklets/armbands 
Soft stone 
•Necc:-1 
Earrings 
Beads 
Ceramic • Bracelets 
• Anklets 
• Applied to clothing Pendants 
Hardstone • Individual 
Necklets!Torcs 
Glass 
Metals ~pper 
Head bands 
Hair ornaments •Tin 
• Lead 
• Bronze Belts 
• Iron 
• Silver 
• Gold Miscellaneous 
FIGURE 4.1 The cross-cutting categories of 'material' and 'artefact class' that must 
be negotiated when considering personal ornaments 
Major classes of personal ornaments 
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Classes of personal ornaments are defined by use as much as by form. That is bangles 
and pendants can be said to differ in the same way as pots and adzes differ, except that 
bangles and pendants, as personal ornaments, are part of a larger complex of symbolic 
personal artefacts. It is this that ties this diverse group together. Many styles are present 
within each class. In general the styles will be discussed as they come up in the following 
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chapters, however, a special consideration of discs/bangles is given below. It should be 
noted that, aside from the special case of Nang Nor, I will not be treating glass and 
hardstone artefacts at any great depth. These are important components of the 
assemblage at Noen-U-Loke where they are being studied by others. 
Following Kenoyer (1991:82) and Pilditch (1986:205-6) and, including my own ob-
servations, the following classes are recognised (Kenoyer's phrasing is used where ap-
propriate): 
Bead - any object that is perforated along its major axis, generally worn on a cord 
or a wire, sewn onto clothing or used as an ornament. 
Pendant - any object that is perforated or scored at one end and is hung or 
otherwise attached to a cord or a wire, sewn onto clothing or used as an ornament. 
Ring - any circlet (closed or open) made of a continuous homogenous material 
that can be worn on the fingers or toes. 
Bangle - any circlet (closed or open) made of a continuous homogenous material 
that can be worn on the arm. Pilditch also distinguishes armbands as long rigid 
ornaments worn on the arm, however, I will include these as a subset of bangles. 
Bracelet - any circlet made of components such as beads, chain or cord, etc. that 
can be worn on the arm. 
Anklet Bracelet - any circlet made of components such as beads, chain or cord, etc. 
that can be worn on the ankle. 
Anklet - any circlet ( closed or open) made of a continuous homogenous material 
that can be worn on the ankle. 
Necklace - any circlet made of components such as beads, chain or cord, etc. that 
can be worn around the neck. 
Necklet - any circlet (closed or open) made of a continuous homogenous material 
that is worn around the neck (described by Pilditch as a neckband). 
Earring - any object, either of a homogenous material or of composite 
manufacture, that is attached to, or hung from, the ear. 
Miscellaneous - any object for which the primary purpose is ornamental but which 
does not fit into the previously defined groups. 
Terminology 
The terminology used to describe ornaments is relatively simple but should be clearly 
defined. Figure 4.2 illustrates these terms and is once again inspired by Pilditch (1986: 
appendix C). 
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FIGURE 4.2 Schematic illustration depicting descriptive terminology for bangles and 
beads. The bead shown in longitudinal section is biconical in shape 
( 
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Bangles and other discs (Disc/bangles) 
Bangles, anklets, necklets and rings have in common an annular form and while they 
are made from a wide range of materials, the same styles may be repeated in each 
different material. Pilditch (1993), began to make sense of this variety by developing a 
comprehensive classification scheme of discs and bangles. In this she recognised that 
discs and bangles offered the best chance of directly comparing manufacturing 
techniques and stylistic relationships between communities. 
For present purposes there are two main problems with her scheme. First, each of 
her styles is further subdivided using mathematical ratios. These subdivisions are un-
wieldy and there is no real justification for the boundaries chosen; they are not em-
ployed here. Even some of her first level styles are difficult to distinguish easily and 
may usefully be combined. The styles listed and described below are therefore adapted 
versions of those first defined by Pilditch. Second, Iron Age assemblages present us 
with a wide variety of complex forms, principally in bronze, that are not always di-
rectly comparable with those of other materials. This may be a case of material and 
technology dictating, or at least allowing, form. However, there are enough forms con-
tinued from stone and shell into bronze and other new materials for an attempt to be 
made to include all in a single scheme. This has led to the creation of many new styles. 
Pilditch's original scheme described 12 styles, the present scheme more than doubles 
this number. The difficult marriage of Neolithic and Bronze Age assemblages with those 
of the Iron Age is one of the least satisfactory aspects of my research and I predict that 
further research, particularly on Iron Age assemblages, will result in significant re-work-
ing of this typological scheme. 
Pilditch has included discs that could not have been worn as anklets, bangles, neck-
lets or rings in her scheme as part of a continuum of style. While this approach reflects 
her principal site of Khok Phanom Di, where distinctive discs are found, I have fol-
lowed her in this as it conforms with my inclusive approach. 
Most styles are defined on the basis of their radial cross-section (see however styles 
12 and 29 below) and fall into two main groups; discs and bands. In discs the radial 
width is greater than the radial height resulting, in the case of bangles, in an object that 
projects out from the arm. In a band the radial height is equal to or greater than the 
radial width resulting in a bangle that is orientated along the arm. 
Style 1 discs with L-shaped radial sections formed by a single flange around the 
inner edge. Subdivisions include discs with perforations too small to be worn as 
bangles (less than 3.5 cm) and artefacts with no perforation at all, the 'flange' 
becoming a horn-like projection in the centre of the disc. 
Style 2 discs with T-shaped radial sections formed by concentric flanges on either 
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side of the inner edge. 
Style 3 discs with triangular radial sections, the long sides of which are deeply 
concave (the short side formed by the inner edge). 
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Style 4 and 5 discs with triangular radial sections. The internal to external diameter 
ratios are respectively 1:1.75-2 and 1:<l.75. That is, they are divided into heavier and 
lighter weight rings and rings that project extensively from the arm and rings that do 
not. In variations the triangular radial section has been truncated at the outer edge. 
Style 6 and 7 discs with rectangular radial sections, modified by single or double 
bevels at the outer edge. Internal to external diameter ratios are respectively 1:~1.5 
and 1:<1.5. Again, heavier and lighter weight bangles are present and the amount of 
projection out from the arm varies. 
Style 8 and 9 discs with a rectangular radial section; unbevelled and approaching 
square. The radial width to depth ratios are respectively 1:>l.25-~ and 1:>2. 
Variations in absolute radial dimensions occur. These are distinguished from styles 6 
and 7 by the lack of a bevel. Variations in absolute radial dimensions occur. 
Style 10 bands with square radial sections. Radial width to depth ratio is 1±0.25:1. 
Variations in absolute radial dimensions occur. 
Style 11 bands with rectangular radial sections. Radial width to depth ratio is 
> 1.25:1, resulting in a bangle oriented along the arm, not projecting, when worn. 
Variations in absolute radial dimensions occur. 
Style 12 discs with a star shape in plan view. Very distinctive, there are many 
variations on the basic form. 
Style 13 discs with right-angled triangular radial sections, the long side of which 
curves convexly from the inner to the outer edge. Variations in absolute radial 
dimensions will occur. 
Style 14 and 15 discs with D-shaped radial sections in which the straight side is 
formed by the inner edge. The inner to outer diameter ratios are respectively 1:~1.5 
and 1:<1.5. Thus heavily and lightly proportioned bangles are described. 
Style 16 and 17 discs formed by exploiting the natural architecture of a large 
gastropod shell, or made to imitate that form. Style 16 bangles have an 
approximately square radial section, bangles made of trochus shell are typical 
examples. Style 17 bangles are rectangular bands with a ratio of radial width to radial 
depth of 1:>2. Conus shell may be used for these. 
Style 18 discs with circular radial sections. The internal to external diameter ratio 
varies. 
Style 1 Style 2 Style 3 Styles 4 & 5 
Typically very large 
Styles 6 & 7 Style 1 O Styles 8 & 9 Style 11 
See fig. 7.3, S, Noen-
U-Loke & fig. 9.1 G, 
Khao Wong Prachan 
Valley , " 
Style 13 Style 12 Styles 14 & 15 Styles 16 & 17 
Style 18 
I 
•• I 
Styles 19 & 20 Style 21 
Styles 22 & 23 - wire-like, these are 
distinguished by very - distinguished from style 
small dimensions; 18 by split ring and varying diameter 
typically, 3mm is a 
maximum 
applied 
decoration 
~ 
Style 24 Style 25 Style 26 Style 27 
These long armbands are 
not present at our sites but 
can be found at Ban Kan 
Luang in the lower Mun River 
Valley (FAD 1992) 
Style 28 
The spiral earrings at Noen-U-Loke 
are the best examples of this form 
(Fig. 7.9, D-J), however, it is repeated 
at this site in finger and toe rings 
and bangles 
Style 29 
FIGURE 4.3 Schematic representations of the radial sections of the disc/bangle 
styles. Inner diameter is to the left and outer diameter to the right. Radial height is 
vertical and radial widthis horizontal. Not shown to scale 
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Style 19 bands with a rectangular radial sections in which the ratio of radial width 
to height is about 2:1. A very light form, 3 mm is a typical measurement for radial 
width, and the inner to outer diameter ratio is 1:<1.5. 
Style 20 bands with very small rectangular or D-shaped radial sections, 1.5 mm 
(width) by 3 mm (length) being typical dimensions, resembling a wire. Inner to outer 
diameter ratio is 1:<1.5. 
Style 21 bands with rectangular radial sections where the radial width to depth 
ratio is >l.25:1 and, with a concave depression around the outside edge. Inner to 
outer diameter ratio is 1:<1.5. 
Style 22 split ring disc with a rhomboid/ square radial section. Radial dimensions 
are largest near the split and graduate to their smallest at the farthermost point from 
the split. 
Style 23 split ring disc with a circular radial section. Radial dimensions are largest 
near the split and graduate to their smallest at the farthermost point from the split. 
Style 24 bands, all examples so far in bronze, with rectangular radial sections. 
Scalloped edges create a distinctive image when viewed from the side (as worn). 
Style 25 bands with crescent or V-shaped radial sections with the open mouth of 
the crescent or the V facing outwards when worn. 
Style 26 bands with a raised ridge running completely around their outside 
edges. Bronze toe-rings at Noen-U-Loke are the principal examples of this form. 
Style 27 discs with radial sections close to square, or sub-circular, decorated 
around the outer edge with applied spherical bells or solid balls. 
Style 28 bands that are distinguished from style 11 by extending significantly 
along the arm (or leg) when worn. A wide variety of artefacts may be included 
distinguished by the amount and type of decoration on the outer surfaces . 
Style 29 a particularly distinctive form. They are bands produced by coiling a rod 
or wire into a long spiral, in the form of a spring. 
Materials 
'Look around this echoing hall, my dear Peisestratus. The whole place gleams 
with copper and gold, amber and silver and ivory. What an amazing collec-
tion of treasures! ... ' (Homer 1946:66, translated by E.V, Rieu) 
Even when used to make similar artefacts, each material requires a different technology, 
and different levels of effort and time. Broadly, the materials employed at these sites 
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include; shell, soft stone (serpentine, marble, slate), hard stone (carnelian, agatet ceramic, 
glass, tin, copper, lead, bronze (varying alloys), iron, silver and gold. 
Shell 
Shell is easily worked and commonly used for making beads and bangles. Shell earrings 
are also common. It is difficult to identify the species of shellfish used to make specific 
artefacts and it is likely that many species were used opportunistically. However, some 
species have been identified and they are described below. 
Tridacna sp. is a large bivalve often used to make bangles and can be identified by 
the wavy growth lines that remain visible in the shell. Ciarla (1992), has suggested a 
reduction scheme detailing how a single shell may be employed, by using successively 
smaller off-cuts, to make bangles, smaller bangles, earrings and beads. Given the size 
of some bangles, Tridacna gigas must have been used at times. Tridacna maxima and 
Tridacna squamosa are also possibilities. All three species live on or near shallow reefs. 
Trochus sp. shell is another material commonly used for making bangles. It is a gas-
tropod and bangles are manufactured by slicing discs from the cone shaped shell 
(Kenoyer 1985). Many disc beads retain nacreous surfaces and may have been made 
from off-cuts of this shell. The species is probably Trochus niloticus which is a reef spe-
cies endemic to the Indo-Pacific region (Abbot and Dance 1990). 
Conus sp. is another gastropod, the bangles made from this shell are generally smaller 
than those of Trochus. The structure is more dense and nacreous surfaces are not appar-
ent. It appears to be the base that is used for making bangles. It is sliced off and the core 
removed. It is clear from bangle structures that more than one species was employed, 
and there are many candidates (Abbot and Dance 1990: 244-264t the larger ones are 
generally shallow water dwellers. 
Anadara sp. is a small bivalve with clear radial ribs on the outer surface. Anadara 
granosa was commonly eaten at Khok Phanom Di (Mason 1991). A number of disc beads 
at a variety of sites retain remnants of the ribs on one surface indicating they were 
made from this or a similar species. A. granosa is found in shallow muddy waters. 
Freshwater mussel (two species are identified at Khok Phanom Di, Mason 1991:306): 
Pilsbryoconcha exilis and Uniandra contradens rustica) may have been used for making 
some nacreous and fragile disc beads, noted particularly at inland sites. 
Cypraea sp. (cowrie) shell has been found rarely, either complete or as half shells. The 
shell is often pierced at one end for suspension. 
Soft stone 
Soft stone in this context includes marble, serpentine and slate. These are easily worked, 
probably employing the same suite of techniques as used for working shell, that is 
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chipping, grinding and trepanning with bamboo and grit to produce circular 
perforations. Identifying material is not exact without using destructive techniques, 
but artefacts can be assigned to general categories with some level of confidence. 
Marble is a metamorphosed, and therefore coarsely crystalline, limestone. Skinner 
and Porter (1987: 139, 705) note that many commercial marbles have not been meta-
morphosed at all. This confusion is reflected in the variety of textures and colours in 
the marble artefacts from our sites. Two principal materials can be distinguished; one is 
a fine grained, chalky material that appears to be easily worked and retains its polished 
surface. It is often pale blue in colour. The other is more obviously crystalline and is 
white or 'dirty' white in colour. Marble artefacts with black and white bands are also 
present in Thailand but not at the sites considered here. 
Serpentine is ultimately an igneous rock, however, it is often associated with meta-
morphic rocks such as marble (Schumann 1992: 44). It is relatively soft and easy to 
work. 
Slate is a fine grained, low grade metamorphic rock that naturally fractures into thin 
sheets (Skinner and Porter 1987: 138, 704). Bangles of slate are dark grey, black or occa-
sionally dark green. Skinner and Porter (ibid.) note that red slate also occurs geologi-
cally. 
Hard stone 
Agate and carnelian are microcrystalline varieties of quartz distinguished by their colour, 
which reflects impurities in the crystal. These require a different technology to work 
because of their hardness (Mohs' hardness of 6.5-7). Carnelian is orange grading to 
dark-brown in colour. Agate is characterised by colour banding, some simply black 
and white (sometimes termed onyx), others including brown and yellow bands. Rock 
crystal (colourless), amethyst, citrine, jasper and flint are all variations within this group 
(Skinner and Porter 1987). 
Nephrite occurs as bangles at Nong Nor and other sites. While it is indeed a hard 
stone it is related to serpentine, jade and jadeite (Schumann 1992:122). 
Ceramic 
Fired clay has been used at some sites to manufacture bangles or bangle-like artefacts. 
There is no reason to suppose that the range of clay mixtures and treatments is any 
different to that used in the accompanying pottery industries. 
Glass 
Glass, along with iron, agate and carnelian, is one of the distinctive materials that appears 
with the Iron Age. Mostly in the form of small beads, a variety of colours are present. 
I . 
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Red-brown 'mutisalah' beads (Dubin 1987:184, 226-9) are common, however, black, 
red, yellow, green, blue and more rarelft white, are all present. Initially, most are opaque, 
however, translucent beads become more common with time, as do more complicated 
forms and manufacturing techniques. 
Bronze, copper, tin and lead 
A variety of alloys are included under the heading bronze as it has not been feasible to 
analyse a large sample of artefacts, Pigott and White (1996:157) use the term 'copper-
base artefacts' to cover this variety. Analysis of nineteen artefacts from Nong Nor has 
shown that some, at least, are copper only (Reay and Chang 1998). Artefacts of unalloyed 
tin were also recovered from this site. Tin preserves poorly and appears much the same 
texture and colour as the compacted dark marine clays so is easily missed. Lead is a 
common inclusion in later periods, presumably to assist in the casting of more complex 
forms (Seeley and Rajpitak 1984). A single unalloyed lead earring has been found at 
Noen-U-Loke. Copper ore often includes traces of arsenic and, if this remains when 
smelted, an arsenical bronze is produced that has many of the same attributes as a tin-
bronze. However, none of the analysed artefacts from Nong Nor included arsenic (Reay 
and Chang 1998). 
Higham (1989:143, 1996a:45) has illustrated the location of known tin and copper 
sources in Southeast Asia showing that these are by no means scarce. Copper is com-
mon in the hills surrounding the Northeastern Plateau and tin ore is found on the Pe-
ninsula. Cushman (1991) reveals the importance of tin mining to Peninsular Thai 
economy and society well into the historic era. 
Iron 
Iron is identified as the material for some jewellery items at Noen-U-Loke. Connelly 
(2000, pers. comm.) notes that early iron was probably un-carburised and therefore 
brittle. This material would be of limited utility compared to well made bronzes. 
Silver and Gold 
These two precious metals have been identified in small amounts at Noen-U-Loke. 
Gold is easily identified and perfectly preserved, seemingly unchanged from the day it 
was buried. Silver is preserved as a brittle purple-coloured material, heavily decayed. 
Decorative motifs and colour 
It can be difficult to separate a decorative motif applied to an artefact from an attribute 
that is an integral part of the definition of an artefact form or style. Is it a primary or a 
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secondary characteristic of the artefact? It is tempting to construct a typology similar to 
that used by O'Reilly (1995, 1998) to describe pot rim forms from Nong Nor. O'Reilly 
defines the different characteristics of a rim and then for each variable constructs a 
micro-typology. Each individual rim is then described by combining these variable 
designations. For example, form 1.5.9 is described as having an everted rim (1), with a 
simple parallel profile (5) and with a rim contour that is unchanged at the lip and is 
flattened (9). Form 1.5.10 is the same except that it has a rim contour unchanged at the 
lip which is rounded (10) (O'Reilly 1998: 101). In the same way a bangle could be described 
by combining the characteristics of form with that of decoration, however, the simple 
fact is that the vast majority of bangles are undecorated. Therefore, such an approach 
would produce a largely superfluous level of description. Those that are decorated are 
few in number and lack a regularity in decorative motif making a detailed typology 
difficult to justify (bronze bells, at Noen-U-Loke, are a special case in that a spiral motif 
is a regular feature on the outer surfaces). 
Being the exception rather than the rule, decorative motifs are described uniquely as 
they occur. 
Colour is another important attribute, however, in most cases it is closely related to 
the material from which the artefact is made. It is only with glass, and to a lesser extent 
agates, that colour can be easily manipulated. 
How is it worn? 
Kenoyer (1991) described this as one of the most important variables to be considered. 
In pre-Metal and Bronze Age contexts the limited variety of personal ornaments means 
that this attribute is not complicated. It becomes so in the Iron Age, for example, style 
24 'bangles' at Noen-U-Loke. These otherwise simple bands have scalloped edges and 
are worn either as bangles or as anklets. They may be worn singly or in combination 
with other bangles. In each case the form is essentially the same, as are the physical 
dimensions. Is the meaning different in each case? 
Beads are another interesting case. Often found disassociated they may be consid-
ered individually however, they would usually have been components in larger arte-
facts: bracelets, anklets, necklaces, worn in the hair or applied to clothing. In each case 
the meaning of an identical bead may well be different. 
Summary 
This chapter provides a key to the assemblage descriptions and analysis in the fol-
lowing chapters. The essential points are: 
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• archaeological typologies are artificial constructs. They should not be over-
interpreted 
• we do not know how the people of prehistory regarded their personal 
ornaments 
• studying such a wide range of materials and forms conspires against simple 
descriptions and analysis 
• the Iron Age brings added complications 
• it is important to have clearly defined descriptive terminology 
• the attributes of form, material, decorative motif and way of wearing are all 
important variables. Colour should also be considered. 
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CHAPTER 5: N ong Nor - The 
Bronze Age in Central Thailand 
N ong Nor is in many ways the base on which this thesis is built. This Chapter gives some background to the excavation and 'The Bang Pakong Project', of which 
it is part. A descriptive catalogue of the personal ornament assemblage is followed by a 
discussion of aspects of internal site distribution, materials, technology and exchange. 
The Bang Pakong Project 
The excavation at Nong Nor was a continuation of fieldwork conducted during the 
Bang Pakong River Valley Project (Higham and Bannanurag 1990). This was begun in 
1984 with a site survey over a portion of the 540km2 study area situated south-east of 
the Bang Pakong River, Central Thailand (Fig. 5.1). The stated objective of this project 
was," ... a long-term study of a small sector of the Bang Pakong valley, with a view to illuminating 
the patterns of human adaptation over the span of the prehistoric and early historic periods" 
(Higham and Bannanurag 1990:1). Bannanurag states; 
This valley Bang Pakong was chosen for an intensive archaeological investi-
gation for several reasons. Firstly, it borders the Gulf of Siam, and therefore 
provides information on the maritime adaptations during prehistory. It is 
also a strategic valley, the headwaters of which provide access both to the 
Tonle Sap plains and the upper Mun valley. The area incorporates a noted 
source of copper ore, and at the outset of the programme, was known to 
incorporate several major pre- and protohistoric sites, including Khok Ph-
anom Di. (Bannanurag 1989:4) 
The first excavation was undertaken in 1985 at Khok Phanom Di. Opening an area of 
100 square metres (10 by 10m) the excavators reached a depth of 6.8 metres. 154 burials 
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FIGURE 5.1 The Bang Pakong Valley Project study area showing the locations of 
Nong Nor and Khok Phanom Di. 
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were recovered. The large area allowed the investigation of social divisions based on 
the relationships and juxtapositions of kin and/ or wealth. Further to the mortuary evi-
dence a great deal of data was collected pertaining to the economy, external relations 
and natural environment of the people of KPD (Higham 1989, Higham and Banna-
nurag 1990b, 1991, Maloney et al. 1991, Higham and Thosarat 1993, Thompson 1996, 
Tayles 1999). 
Following completion of the excavation, a decision had to be made on how to ex-
pand the project. Should further excavations be undertaken at KPD in an effort to fur-
ther our understanding of this large and important site, or would effort be more profit-
ably expended in investigating other sites in the region, thus shedding light on the 
broader geographical, temporal, and cultural contexts within which the prehistoric in-
habitants of KPD lived (Higham and Thosarat 1998b:4-6)? The second option was cho-
sen, resulting in the excavation of Nong Nor. 
NongNor 
A brief description of Nong Nor was first recorded during the 1984 Bang Pakong Project 
field survey and, on the basis of artefact similarities, it was assessed as of broadly similar 
antiquity to Khok Phanom Di. As ever, excavation entailed a reassessment. While Khok 
Phanom Di dates to between 2000 and 1500 B.C. and contains no metal artefacts, at 
Nong Nor two separate phases were identified. The first is a shell midden (c. 2459 B.C.) 
that predates Khok Phanom Di and characterises the coastal hunter-gatherer occupation. 
The second (1100-700 B.C.), a cemetery, postdates Khok Phanom Di and falls within the 
Bronze Age. The comparison of the pre-metal site and the Bronze Age cemetery of 
Nong Nor allows access to issues of metallurgy and social organisation. Also, the 
comparison spans the period that Higham alleges saw the introduction of rice agriculture 
to Thailand. 
The archaeology of Nong Nor has been extensively published (especially, Higham 
and Thosarat 1998), so only a limited discussion is given here. The excavation was co-
directed by Dr. Rachanie Thosarat of the Thai Fine Arts Department, Bangkok and Pro-
fessor Charles Higham of the University of Otago, New Zealand. Work was carried out 
over three seasons, each within the local dry season (December-February); 1990 / 1, 1991 / 
2 and 1992/3. The site is situated at c. 13°17'north latitude and c. 101°13' east longitude 
being a point 27 km from the Gulf of Siam, 14 km from KPD and lying within Tambon 
Rai Lak Thong, Amphoe Phanat Nikhom, Changwat Chon Buri. It is a low mound 
located amongst rice paddies. Due to modern land boundaries the mound has been 
divided in two, with the western section remaining largely undisturbed while the east-
ern half has had up to 50 cm removed to extend the surrounding rice paddy. In the 
event, excavations were only possible on the disturbed part of the site. Although some 
'r 
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looting had occurred, excavations revealed this to have been localised near to the bound-
ary. 
A mottled yellow clay forms the 'natural' substrate at Nong Nor. The surface of this 
layer slopes down sharply to define the northern edge of the original mound. Specks of 
charcoal and burnt bone were abundant on this surface and' concretions', agglomerations 
of clay, were frequent in the top c. 10 cm of the layer. Overlying this surface were local-
ised lenses of burnt red deposit. Up to 15 cm deep, these lenses are perhaps by-prod-
ucts of a local potting industry. Lenses of concentrated pottery sherds were also present, 
in particular, blanketing the slope defining the northern edge of the mound. The shell 
midden, varying between 20 cm and 70 cm in depth and lensing out completely in 
some areas formed the next major layer. In places, especially near the northern edge of 
the mound, the lower portion of the midden was interleaved with lenses of more of the 
red deposit. Blue-green flood-plain clays capped the midden. 
This general stratigraphic sequence had been disturbed by the excavation of the 
Bronze Age graves. Clearly-defined grave cuts were only visible in the 'natural', so it 
was impossible to identify from which level the graves were dug. Some grave cuts 
were identifiable in the midden but, even the best of these were faint and it is likely that 
many went undetected. It was impossible to identify grave cuts in homogenous flood-
plain clays of layer 1. 
Taphonomic processes and looting had contributed to make quantification of the 
burials difficult. 155 individuals have been identified. Of this total 49 were adult fe-
males, 44 adult males, 29 adults for which sex could not be determined, 10 were chil-
dren (5-14 years) and 23 were infants(< 5 years) at time of death. A further 15 graves 
were excavated but contained no human remains (Tayles et al. 1998). Most individuals 
were disposed extended and supine with their hands crossed over the pelvis and their 
head towards the east. This pattern was not invariable. Orientation was sometimes 
opposite or perpendicular to the standard pattern, some individuals were buried face 
down and one in a crouched position. Secondary burials were also present. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the general layout of burials within the excavated area. 
As well as personal ornaments, other common grave goods were pottery vessels, 
potter's anvils and dog skulls. Two burials included caches of small socketed copper 
objects, perhaps arrowheads or chisels, and, another contained a number of shell ban-
gle cores or blanks. Yet another had a bovid's horns placed around the skull. Skeletal 
elements of pig, deer, chicken and fish, and large complete marine shells were also 
included in some graves. 
Where it could be determined the size (area) of individual graves was variable; rela-
tive both to other graves and to the size of the individual interred. Furthermore, if we 
assume that the burials were all dug from a similar surface then grave depth was also 
variable. 
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FIGURE 5.2 Cemetery plan of Nong Nor indicating age and sex of the interred 
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Boyd's (1998) geomorphological analysis of Nong Nor concludes that during the 
shell midden occupation the site was located on a small headland within a delta or 
estuary with easy access to the open sea. By the Bronze Age however, falling sea-levels 
and a prograding shore would have put the coast some distance away. 
A description of the personal ornaments 
The following terminology is used when describing the personal ornaments. Refer 
also to the descriptive terminology defined in chapter 4 (Fig. 4.2). 
Catalogue number (cat.) - the identification number for each artefact. 
Context within the site. Most involve a burial (B), but some were found in layers 
within the site (L). 
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TABLE 5.1 The relationship between sieve series used to separate disc beads at 
Nang Nor and Khok Phanom Di. The Phi (0) series (NN) can be extended, and 
further subdivisions made, according to table 3. 7 in Endecotts ( 1977) Test Sieving 
Manual 
Size Grade Interval Interval Width Size Grade Interval Interval Width 
(NN) (mm) (mm) (KPD) (mm) (mm) 
One >0.71-1.0 0.29 
Two >l.00-1.4 0.40 One 1.20-2.29 1.09 
Three >l.40-2.0 0.60 
Four >2.00-2.8 0.80 Two 2.30-2.79 0.49 
Five >2.80-4.0 1.20 Three 2.80-3.39 0.59 
Four 3.40-3.89 0.49 
Six >4.00-5.6 1.60 Five 3.90-4.49 0.59 
Six 4.50-6.00 1.50 
Seven >5.60-8.0 2.40 Seven ~6.00- 00 00 
Eight >8.00-11.2 3.20 
Nine >11.20-16.0 4.80 
Material was identified by eye and under hand-lens and stereoscope magnification. 
G. Mason has identified many of the materials, and Dr. A. Reay has identified the tin 
and limestone-marble bangles. 
Decoration - a simple description of any decoration on the surface of the artefact. 
This was very rare. 
Dimensions recorded varied with the artefact type. Figure 4.2 illustrates those re-
corded for bangles and beads, as well as the relevant terminology. In cases of corroded 
or otherwise irregular artefacts, measurements were taken at the least corroded or most 
'representative' points. For rigid artefacts, where the diameter varied, the largest meas-
urement was taken. Second diameter measurements were always taken at right angles 
to the first. All measurements were recorded in millimetres. 
Beads 
Various schemes have been proposed for the classification of prehistoric beads (Beck 
1927, Bennyhoff and Hughes 1987, King 1990, Kenoyer 1991, Pilditch 1993). A relatively 
simple scheme has been used, based upon Pilditch' s methodology at Ban Na Di and 
Khok Phanom Di (Pilditch 1986, 1993). 
Shell 
The vast majority of beads at Nong Nor are made of shell (5474 against 8). All have 
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been assigned to one of four forms: .disc, barrel, long barrel and spherical-carinated. 
Disc Beads. These beads have a circular cross-section (transverse section) and a 
rectangular longitudinal section. In Kenoyer's (1991) terminolog~ they would ideally 
have a length measuring less than one third their diameter. However, length (or 
thickness) is more variable at Nong Nor, and for some is greater than one third the 
diameter. The designation of these as disc beads is based on their inclusion in strings 
where they fall at one end of a continuous scale of variation. One interesting example is 
cat. 378, identified as a belt, from burial 58 (B 58). This includes a large proportion of 
thick disc beads, all with relatively large perforations (one third or more of the total 
diameter). These were made from a thick-shelled bivalve, probably tridacna, suggesting 
that material significantly affects form. 
The beads were passed through a graded series of sieves to establish the size dis-
tribution. In part, this was an attempt to replicate a technique employed by Pilditch 
(1993) at Khok Phanom Di. It was not possible to replicate her sieve series. Although 
her series ran in roughly 0.5 mm steps, investigations revealed that scientific sieves are 
produced in a variety of geometric, rather than arithmetic, series. This is reflected by 
the uneven steps in Pilditch's scheme. The Nong Nor sample is described using the 
international standard phi (0) series of sieve sizes (Endecotts 1977). Table 5.1 outlines 
the relationship between the two size classification schemes. 
Of a total of 5474 disc beads, 4766 were associated with burials; the remainder being 
found on the surface or loose within the midden. None fell through the 1.4 mm (-0.5 0) 
sieve and the maximum diameter (measured directly) is about 12.8 mm. Over 40 per 
cent were retained in the 2.8 mm (-1.5 0) sieve. That is, they have a maximum dimen-
sion between 2.8-4.0 mm (Fig. 5.3). Discounting those where size could not be deter-
mined, a normal distribution is indicated. 
Barrel Beads. This term has been widely used, yet it is poorly defined in the archaeological 
literature. The level of variation that may be included, for example, has not been 
specified. At Nong Nor this term includes classic barrel-shaped beads with truncated 
elliptical longitudinal sections and circular transverse sections as well as cylinders and 
shorter, almost spherical, beads. Beads with curving longitudinal sections may or may 
not be truncated at the ends. Cross-sections vary from blunt triangular to circular and 
elliptical and in some cases are quite flat. Some are very regular in section and carefully 
finished, but others received little such treatment. 
Long Barrel Beads. Almost all these beads come from a single artefact (a necklace in B 32, 
cat. 163). These are best considered a sub-type of the barrel beads where the ratio of 
length/width is~ 2.5. This figure was chosen to distinguish the two groups following 
an attempt to find real divisions in the material. The length/width ratios were graphed 
revealing a weak bimodal distribution either side of a ratio of 2.5 (Fig. 5.4). 
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Spherical-Carinated Beads . There are thirteen beads of this distinctive form. They are 
nearly spherical with a carination running around the equator (where perforations 
occupy the poles). Length is usually slightly shorter than diameter, producing, in effect, 
a very short bicone. 
TABLE 5.2 Stone barrel beads of form 1-4 
Form Cat. No. Context Material L. D.l D.2 P.D. 
1 4 Surface carnelian 9.10 5.65 5.65 1.30 
2 231a B40 carnelian 12.15 6.05 5.80 1.20 
2 237a B8 serpentine 13.50 7.00 7.25 2.65 
2 237b B8 serpentine 7.35 5.15 5.65 2.35 
3 6 Surface carnelian 6.60 10.10 2.00 
3 231b B40 carnelian 6.20 9.80 9.60 1.85 
3 231c B40 carnelian 5.80 9.15 9.40 2.20 
3 231d B40 carnelian 5.15 8.40 8.50 2.00 
3 674 BI07 serpentine 6.10 6.40 6.25 2.00 
4 522 B 83 serpentine 99.00 14.20 14.00 5.10 
L.: Length, D.1: Diameter 1, D.2 : Diameter 2, P.O.: Perforation Diameter 
TABLE 5.3 Glass and clay beads 
Form Cat. No. Context Material Colour I. D.1 D.2 P.D. 
1 152 Al-AL2:3 Glass Opaque powdery green 4.15 4.70 7.30 1.55 
1 223 Al-1 L2:3 Glass Opaque sandy yellow 4.50 4.20 4.25 1.20 
1 950 A12 disturbed Glass Opaque blue/green 3.45 3.90 3.90 1.50 
2 304 B 56 Glass Opaque brick orange/brown 1.60 5.20 2.55 
3 675 B 107 Clay Yellow/brown 6.40 6.70 7.45 1.20 
L. = Length, D.1 = Diameter 1, D.2 = Diameter 2, P.O. = Perforation Diameter 
Stone Beads 
There are eight stone beads, seven from burials. They occur in carnelian and serpentine. 
The former are found in three forms, sub-spherical, barrel and faceted-barrel. Serpentines 
occur in spherical and faceted-barrel forms. 
Serpentine Beads 
Spherical. A single bead in black serpentine was associated with B 107. It was neatly 
finished. 
Faceted-barrel. Two beads were found in the mouth of B 8. Neither is carefully finished, 
both exhibiting irregular polygonal transverse sections. 
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Carnelian Beads 
Sub-spherical. Three beads were found with B 40, shaped as if a sphere were squashed 
by pressure from both ends. The perforations are relatively large and crudely formed. 
Barrel. One bead was collected as a surface find. It was neatly finished with a symmetrical 
longitudinal section, circular transverse section and finely drilled perforation. 
Faceted-Barrel. One bead, found with B 40, together with the three sub-spherical beads. 
It was neatly finished with a fine and well-formed perforation. The transverse section 
is square with rounded corners. 
Stone belt ornament 
This cylindrical serpentine ornament was found in the pelvic region of B 83. It is bead-
like in shape, very long (99 mm), tapering slightly to one end and cut diagonally across 
the long axis at the ends. It is perforated longitudinally. 
Glass beads 
Barrel/rod. Two very small glass beads were recovered, one blue-green and the other 
pale yellow. Both were found loose in the midden and cannot be considered to have 
been in situ. Both have circular transverse sections. 
Disc. A single opaque, brick-orange coloured bead found during post-excavation 
cleaning of the femur of B 56. 
Clay beads 
Spherical. A single sandy-brown coloured bead was included in B 107. 
Beads as composite artefacts 
Beads are usually components of composite artefacts (Table 5.4). Identification of such 
ornaments was based predominantly on their location with respect to the body. These 
identifications may be insecure. For example, those identified as belts may actually 
have been attached to clothing. The general lack of ordered arrangement of the beads 
when excavated argues against this interpretation; Garanger (1972: figs. 47, 104, 162 
and 181) has shown the expected patterning when embroidered disc beads are 
encountered during excavation. However, the level of disturbance at Nong Nor may 
preclude the survival of such arrangements. In any case, such clear patterning was not 
noted during excavation and a level of ambiguity persists. 
Table 16 indicates that disc beads are by far the most numerous components of 
composite artefacts, less than half of those recovered have anything else and only four 
have no disc beads. Only three artefacts have significant numbers of non-disc shell 
beads and two of these also include very large numbers of disc beads. One spherical-
carinated bead is represented in situ. Beads of materials other than shell are rare in 
these artefacts. 
\ 
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TABLE 5.4 Composite artefacts made up of beads 
Artefact Burial Cat. Shell Serpentine Carnelian Clay Total 
Class No. No. 1 2 3 5 6 4 7 2 4 
Necklace 32 163 - 47 11 - - - - - - - 58 
8 237 - - - - - 2 - - - - 2 
44 254 424 - - - - - - - - - 424 
47 261 449 - - - - - - - - - 449 
77 410 40 2 - - - - - - - - 42 
75 547 13 2 - 1 - - - - - - 16 
39 626 2 2 - - - - - - - - 4 
107 670, 674-5 458 60 - - 1 - - - - 1 520 
111 685 257 - - - - - - - - - 257 
112 689 8 11 - - - - - - - - 19 
126 826 - 5 - - - - - - - - 5 
165 1067 27 - - - - - - - - - 27 
Bracelet 9 202 17 - - - - - - - - - 17 
44 253 149 - - - - - - - - - 149 
63 340-1 167 - - - - - - - - - 167 
63 346 33 - - - - - - - - - 33 
35 514 6 4 - - - - - - - - 10 
107 559 326 16 - - - - - - - - 342 
107 667 186 - - - - - - - - - 186 
111 684 106 - - - - - - - - - 106 
112 690 78 - - - - - - - - - 78 
165 1068 60 - - - - - - - - - 60 
Belt 58 378 49 - - - - - - - - - 49 
36 438 550 64 - - - - - - - - 614 
39 443 138 - - - - - - - - - 138 
107 668 186 - - - - - - - - - 186 
90 737-8 77 - - - - - - - - - 77 
Anklet 37 213 4 - - - - - - - - - 4 
25 214 27 - - - - - - - - - 27 
Head 
Ornament 40 231 - - - - - - 3 - 1 - 4 
Bead Forms - 1: disc, 2: barrel, 3: long-barrel, 4: faceted-barrel, 5: spherical-carinated; 6: spherical, 7: sub-spherical 
Pendants 
This is a conspicuous class at Nong Nor. Initially it was difficult to decide whether 
these should be considered separately from the beads, because most are perforated 
along their length rather than at one end. However, these artefacts are found in the 
I 
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TABLE 5.5 Shell pendants 
Form Cat. No. Context L. w. T. P.D. 
lb 196 B 33 71.9 23.4 9.1 3.6 
lb 197 B 33 105.8 27.3 9.8 2.7 
le 203 B 23 90.7 23.3 11.4 2.8 
lb 263 B47 82.4 26.3 14.3 3.4 
lb 345 Surface 16.6 9.0 2.9 
lb 399 B 69 89.3 17.4 9.3 6.9 
lb 518 B 35 18.8 10.5 4.4 & 2.4 
lb 519 B 35 57.7 20.5 7.2 3.1 
lb 615 B 98 114.5 23.4 11.8 3.1 
la 624 B 105 112.8 21.0 10.2 & 13.0 2.4 
la 742 B 109 109.0 24.8 15.8 2.3 
lb 1008 B 163 108.0 27.0 13.8 2.4 
2 74 B 10 35.0 9.0-5.3 8.2 -4.4 
2 1095 B 32 52.8 11.8-5.4 7.2-3.1 
L: length, W: width, T: thickness P.O.: perforation diameter 
chest or neck area in a position indicating that they hung vertically, rather than hori-
zontally as a bead. As well as shell, pendants are made of bronze and perforated animal 
teeth. 
Shell 
This is the least modified of the ornaments at Nong Nor. Made from a large shell (perhaps 
tridacna), these are generally pendulum shaped, varying from 57-114 mm in length. 
Some are sinuous in outline giving the effect of a scimitar blade rather than a symmetrical 
pendulum. They recall Poulsen' s (1987) 'Long Units ( class SD)' from Tonga, ascribed to 
tridacna on the basis of the surviving hinge of the shell (ibid, pers. comm.). This feature 
TABLE 5.6 Animal canine tooth pendants 
Cat. No. Context Species 
1116a B 136 Tiger 
1116b B 136 Dog 
1116c B 136 Dog 
1116d B 136 Dog 
1116e B 136 Dog 
1116f B 136 Dog 
1116g B 136 Dog 
546a B 75 Tiger 
546b B 75 Tiger 
L: Length, P.O.: Perforation Diameter 
L. 
58.00 (broken) 
36.85 
38.20 
21.70 (broken) 
28.75 (broken) 
33.10 (broken) 
28.25 (broken) 
49.70 
53.50 
P.D. 
1.80 
1.50 
4.20-5.00 
4.50 
/ 
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FIGURE 5.7 Two x-rays of the shell pendant, cat. 263, at varying voltages. The 
regular and straight perforation is clearly indicated as is the fragment of bronze lining 
at the right-hand end. The bronze lining may be the result of drilling with a tubular 
bronze drill, which was not removed, rather than a deliberate, secondary, inclusion. 
is repeated in the Nong Nor examples. Poulsen has noted parallels in Fiji and the Mariana 
Islands (ibid.: 199-200) and Sarnrong Sen, Cambodia (Mansuy 1902). A similar artefact 
has recently been recovered from the Balobok rock shelter site in the southern Philippines 
(Ronquillo et al. 1993: plate 13b). 
Although the Nong Nor examples are all of the same basic form, they can be sub-
divided on the basis of the nature of the perforation. 
Form la, End drilled. these are perforated diagonally from the end to one side, with a 
perforation length of c. 5-10 mm. As they are only pierced at one end, they were intended 
to be worn as pendants. Paulsen's 'units', by contrast, were perforated at both ends. 
Form lb, Length drilled. these have been perforated longitudinally. X-ray analysis has 
shown that some perforations are remarkably straight and regular in width (Fig. 5.7). 
Others have been drilled more than once, with the holes not meeting. Some of the holes 
are filled, or lined, with bronze which may be the remains of the original tubular drill. 
Kenoyer (1997, see also Meadow et al. 1996) reports evidence of tubular copper drills 
used to drill agate during the late phase of the Harappan Period (c. 1700 BC) and notes 
that this technique is commonly employed by modern artisans in Khambat, India, for 
larger stone objects. One pendant had been repaired with bronze 'wire'. This had 
involved three sets of paired holes being drilled, two on one face and one on the other. 
Although drilled longitudinally, the placement of these artefacts in relation to the 
body confirms that they were worn as pendants. 
Form le, Double drilled. A single pendant that has been perforated longitudinally as well 
-, 
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as diagonally at the thinner end. 
Form 21 Claw or canine form. This form is rectangular in cross-section, tapering from a 
roughly finished thick end to a more regular thin end. They do not appear to come to a 
point and there is no evidence of perforation. However, binding at the thicker end would 
be effective. It is also possible that these are bangle fragments. Tridacna shell is the 
most likely material. 
Bronze 
Cat. 552, B 89. A single bronze pendant has been recovered. It consists of a rectangle of 
bronze rolled into a slightly tapering tube. The bottom is open and the top, closed. An 
eyelet, or suspension loop, is found at the closed end. The original metal sheet was 
about 3-4 mm thick (length: 53.0 mm, width: 22.8 mm, perforation diameter 3.2 mm). 
Animal tooth 
Canines of dog (Canis familaris) and tiger (Panthera tigris) are present. Some have been 
drilled for suspension through the root, near to the base of the enamel. On others the 
root has broken off and it is impossible to know if they had been similarly treated. 
Pendants as composite artefacts 
Pendants, like beads, are often components in composite artefacts. It is notable that at 
Nong Nor, no artefacts combine pendants and beads. However, pendants are sometimes 
combined with other pendants. Cat. 1116 is a necklace made up of six dog and one tiger 
canine. Cat. 546 is a necklace combining two tiger canines. Cats. 196 and 197 are a pair 
of form 1 shell pendants, associated with a single buriat and are interpreted as 
components of a single necklace. The same is true for cats. 518-9. 
Bangles 
The bangles are classified according to the scheme described in Chapter four above. 
This is an expanded and adapted form of that first devised by Pilditch (1993) when 
considering the artefacts from Khok Phanom Di. 
Shell Bangles 
The shell bangles occur in a variety of forms. They were manufactured from two basic 
materials, a large bivalve, probably tridacna, and one or more gastropod species, 
probably con.us. Six styles are recognised. 
Style 1. Only two bangles are present, manufactured from tridacna shell. Both are large 
artefacts with perforations consistent with use as bangles. While the cross section sweeps 
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FIGURE 5.8 Stone and clay beads (A-H), animal tooth, shell & bronze pendants (1-R) 
A. cat. 196, B. 33 B. cat. 197, B. 33 
form 1B form 1B 
C. cat. 203, B. 33 
form lC 
D. cat. 263, B. 47 
form lB 
G. cats. 518-9, B. 35 H. cat. 615, B. 98 I. cat. 624, B. 105 J. cat. 742, B. 109 
forms 1B form 1B form lA form lA 
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FIGURE 5.9 Shell pendants 
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E. cat. 345 F. cat. 399, B. 69 
form 1 B form 1B 
K. cat. 1008, B. 163 
form 1B 
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TABLE 5.7 Shell bangles - tridacna 
Style Cat. No. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. 
1 155 B 23 21.7 36.0 61.0 134.4 
1 746 B 128 23.2 37.5 61.9 c.140.2 
8 396 B 66 5.1 6.7 31.3 44.6 
9 877 B 138 8.3 19.2 
10 193 B 32 8.5 9.8 
10 381 B 36 10.4 7.8 57.9 74.6 
10 406 B 35 14.4 11.8 55.2 75.2 
;, 10 466 B 87 12.3 7.9 54.8 72.1 
10 679 B 111 14.4 11.3 56.5 78.3 
10 680 B 111 14.3 9.5 56.2 76.2 
10 747 B 128 8.4 8.0 57.9 74.4 
10 794 B 128 9.0 8.4 60.0 71.2 
13 181 B 28 5.8 9.3 33.3 c.51.5 
13 425 B 68 7.9 10.1 36.9 58.4 
13 426 B 68 8.4 13.2 38.3 61.7 
13 427 B 68 5.6 8.2 c.38.0 c.52.0 
13 461 B 68 7.5 9.0 36.3 c.51.0 
14 198 B 33 26.0 12.5 44.0 67.3 
14 394 B 69 17.8 14.3 38.1 67.7 
15 67 B 15 12.5 5.6 c.45.8 c.57.0 
15 124 B8 4.1 6.3 
15 293 Al-B, L2:2 8.1 6.3 
15 741 B 90 12.7 7.9 53.5 68.8 
15 793 B 118 10.9 5.6 
16 258 B 50 8.1 8.1 36.9 51.5 
16 354 B 56 14.5 12.6 34.8 57.6 
;, 
16 465 A3:42, L2:2 7.7 10.8 c.46.0 c.67.0 
16 748 B 130 14.2 9.3 31.4 49.7 
16 1088 XI, surface 13.2 9.4 35.8 52.7 
'z 16 1089 Al-A, L2:2 7.0 
16 1092 B 50 8.1 8.3 
17 280 B49 32.1 13.5 41.5 67.8 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
TABLE 5.8 Shell bangles - fragmentary 
Cat. No. Context Material 
300 A3Ll Tridacna ? 
339 B 63 Conus ? 
347 A3:16 L2:1 Tridacna ? 
474 B 73 Shell? 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width 
R.H. 
14.4 
11.7 
19.3 
R.W. 
9.0 
3.9 
10.1 
60 
sharply up from the outer edge to the top of the flange, the flange itself is not clearly 
demarcated. These would have been impressive as personal adornments. 
Style 9. Cat. 877, B 138 is the only example. It is a fragment only and was probably 
relocated from the midden deposit during the interment of B 138. 
Style 10. These seven bangles form a particularly homogenous set, despite the fact that 
two (cats. 466, 680) do not strictly conform to radial width:depth criteria. They are 
included because of an obvious 'intuitive' similarity with the rest of the group, due 
particularly to the presence of a carved 'notch' on the outer edge. This decoration imitates 
the natural effect on bangles made from gastropod shell. These bangles are manufactured 
from tridacna shell. 
Style 13. These appear similar to style 1. They show basically the same radial section 
except that the curve of the upper surface is convex, from the inner down to the outer 
edge. At Nong Nor, these bangles are small and always associated with infant burials, 
whereas the style 1 examples are relatively very large. 
Style 14. Manufactured from tridacna shell, these two D-sectioned bangles are massive 
artefacts, especially as both are associated with child burials (reflected in the internal 
diameters - less than 50 mm). 
Style 15. Of the five bangles only cat. 7 41 is complete, it is also set apart by a carved 
notch on the outer edge identical to the style 10 bangles. All are manufactured from 
tridacna. 
Style 16. Seven artefacts are present. Variable solidity of the bangles suggests that more 
than one species is being employed, though all are within the conus genus. Cat. 354 was 
associated with a young adult burial, the rest with infants and children. 
Fragmentary. Cat. 193 is from a relatively lightweight bangle with a nearly square radial 
section. The complete bangle was probably a style 10 (above). Cats. 300 and 347 are 
from fairly thick bands, with the latter being irregularly formed. Cat. 339 is probably a 
fragment from a style 16 shell bangle, but appears to have had the original spiral 
architecture ground away. Cat. 474 is probably from a T-sectioned or simple disc form. 
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B. cat. 746, B. 128, style 1 
A. cat. 155, B. 23, style 1 
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C. cat. 181, B. 28 
style 13 
G. cat. 461, B. 68 
style 13 
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style 13 
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style 8 
E. cat. 426, B. 68 
style 13 
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I. cat. 877, B. 138 
style 9 
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FIGURE 5.1 O Shell bangles; styles 1,8,9, 1 O and 13 
F. cat. 427, B. 68 
style 13 
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style 10 
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A. cat. 406, B. 35 
style 10 
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style 10 
H. cat. 198, B. 33 
style 14 
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B. cat. 466, B. 87 
style 10 
C. cat. 679, B. 111 
style 10 
• 
E. cat. 747, B. 128 
style 10 
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FIGURE 5.11 Shell bangles; styles 10, 14 and 15 
A. cat. 67, B. 15 
style 15 
F. cat. 258, B. 50 
style 16 
I. cat. 1092, B. 50 
(two views) 
style 16 
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B. cat. 293 
Al-B, 12:2 
style 15 
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style 16 
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C. cat. 793, B. 110 
style 15 
D. cat. 339, B. 63 
fragmentary 
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style 16 
G. cat. 354, B. 56 
style 16 
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K. cat. 1088, Xl, surface 
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H. cat. 465, A3:42, 12:2 
style 16 
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L. cat. 280, B. 49 
style 17 
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FIGURE 5.12 Shell bangles: styles 15, 16 and 17 
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TABLE 5.9 Marble bangles of style 4 
Cat. No. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. 
262 B47 
271 B 44 
370 B 35 8.6 19.3 c.58.0 c.92.0 
379 B 36 7.4 23.7 54.7 99.0 
380 B 36 8.1 19.2 54.0 89.0 
382 B 36 8.2 22.9 57.4 103.3 
383 B 36 7.9 24.0 53.4 101.2 
386 B 39 8.4 19.9 56.3 97.8 
387 B 39 8.3 15.6 60.5 88.2 
388 B 39 7.1 19.8 53.3 99.5 
447 B 77 6.1 24.8 55.5 105.2 
448 B 77 6.4 20.0 55.5 96.0 
449 B 77 8.6 23.4 · 59.1 104.2 
450 B 77 8.5 23.4 56.7 101.2 
623 B 105 7.7 21.2 57.4 98.6 
656 B 111 9.4 20.9 59.6 100.3 
664 B 106 8.2 20.6 55.9 94.9 
752 B 128 7.8 23.0 c.59.0 c.103.0 
753 B 128 9.3 22.4 c.51.4 c.97.0 
755 B 128 10.2 21.0 c.58.0 c.98.0 
,, 1025 B 165 9.9 21.2 55.0 97.3 
1059 B 165 7.3 20.0 54.9 94.7 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
TABLE 5.1 O Stone bangles - style 2, T-section 
:, 
Cat. No. Context Stone R.H. I R.H. 2 R.W. I.D. O.D. 
316 B 53 Marble 13.0 6.3 23.6 c.57.0 c.97.0 
332 A3:55, L2:l Serpentine 8.6 5.2 17.2 
: \ 356 B 56 Marble 8.7 2.2 2.8 
495 B 83 Serpentine 9.3 3.0 13.1 50.8 76.7 
662 B 111 Serpentine 17.3 7.7 21.9 54.8 97.0 
697 B 109 Serpentine 8.9 7.0 22.4 c.57.0 c.111.0 
792 B 127 Marble 9.0 4.1 28.6 c.58.0 c.115.0 
802 B 123 Marble c.8.0 
890 B 136 Marble 15.4 6.2 15.0 55.8 c.83.4 
943 B 149 Talc 6.9 3.8 29.4 c.57.7 c.115.6 
944 B 149 Serpentine 14.3 4.5 18.0 59.2 94.4 
1087 B 83 Serpentine 13.6 4.2 18.3 c.51.7 c.88.0 
R.H.1: Radial Height 1, R.H.2: Radial Height 2, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
TABLE 5.11 Stone bangles - fragmentary 
Cat. No. 
292 
1090 
1243 
Context 
Xl,L2:2 
B 56 
B 136 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width 
Stone Bangles 
Stone 
Marble? 
Serpentine 
Marble? 
65 
R.H. R.W. 
1.9 10.9 
There are two forms of stone bangle in a variety of raw materials, including serpentine, 
marble and talc. 
Style 4. This is the most common stone form. They are made from marble and both 
Reay and Mason (pers. comm.) consider that all 22 examples could derive from the 
same quarry. Many are significantly corroded. Their consistent form suggests 
standardised production. 
Style 2. At Nong Nor the degree of demarcation of the flanges from the main body in 
these T-sectioned bangles is variable. In some, both the flange and the main body of the 
radial section are thin and platelike, and the demarcation between them is clearly 
defined; i.e. very close to a true T-shape. On others the flange is very low (less than 5 
mm), and merges with the main body in such a way that no point of demarcation can 
be identified. 
Fragmentary. Three fragmentary artefacts have been recovered. Although width and 
thickness measurements are given for cat. 1243, it is impossible from: the fragments 
present, to know which radial dimension is represented by either figure. 
Bronze 
Bronze is a third raw material employed in bangle manufacture. It is found in seven 
main styles. 
Style 2, T-sectioned. One very large T-shaped bangle of this form was recovered ( cat. 604, 
B 105). The flanges and body are clearly demarcated and well defined. This artefact 
clearly recalls style 2 bangles in stone. 
Style 11, Simple Band. This is by far the most common form. The radial section is narrow 
and deep, with typical dimensions of c. 9 mm (height) and c. 3 mm (width). A possible 
join, where the circlet has been closed, is often visible as a diagonal lump of corrosion. 
Style 18, 0-sectioned. Only two bangles, from a single burial, were ascribed to this form 
(cats. 671-2, B 112). They have a circular radial section. Once again, there appears to be 
a join at one point on the circlet, however, the level of corrosion makes it difficult to be 
certain. 
Style 15, D-sectioned. These have a D-shaped radial section with the flat side of the 'D' 
66 
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A. cat. 231, B. 44 C. cat. 370, B. 35 
B. cat. 262, B. 47 
D. cat. 379, B. 36 E. cat. 380, B. 36 F. cat. 382, B. 36 
.. ... .. • 
G. cat. 383, B. 36 
0 
H. cat. 386, B. 39 
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I. cat. 387, B. 39 
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FIGURE 5.13 Marble bangles of style 4 
A. cat. 388, B. 39 
D. cat. 448, B. 77 
G. cat. 656, B. 111 
B. cat. 447, B. 77 
E. cat. 450, B. 77 
0 H. cat. 752, B. 128 10cm 
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FIGURE 5.14 Marble bangles of style 4 (cont.) 
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C. cat. 449, B. 77 
F. cat. 623, B. 105 
I. cat. 664, B. 106 
A. cat. 1059, B. 165, style 4 B. cat. 1025, B. 165, style 4 
D. cat. 755, B. 128, style 4 E. cat. 128, B. 25, style 2 
G. cat. 495, B. 83, style 2 H. cat. 1087, B. 83, style 2 
0 10cm 
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C. cat. 753, B. 128, style 4 
F. cat. 316, B. 53, style 2 
" • I. cat. 617, B. 109, style 2 
FIGURE 5.15 Marble bangles of style 4 (cont.), also marble and other stone bangles 
of style 2 
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-·· .... •t-... A. cat. 662, B. 111 B. cat. 792, B. 127 C. cat. 890, B. 136 
style 2 style 2 style 2 
F. cat. 284, Xl, L2:3 
style 2 
c1 . . 
--··· ·•---D. cat. 943, B. 149 
style 2 
H. cat. 671, B. 112, style 18 
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E. cat. 944, B. 149 
style 2 
I. cat. 672, B. 112, style 18 
10cm 
FIGURE 5. 16 Stone bangles of style 2 and bronze bangles of style 18 
G. cat. 62, B. 13 
style 2 
• 
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TABLE 5.12 The bronze bangles 
•f Form Cat. No. Context R.H. R.W. I.C. Form Cat. No. Context R.H. R.W. LC. 
11 8 surface 6.7 2.9 11 966 B 147 9.7 3.2 *173.0 
11 29 B7 9.0 2.6 11 967 B 147 6.8 3.0 192.0 
11 38 B7 9.4 2.9 11 999 B 147 8.7 2.3 
11 59 B 12 5.0 2.0 11 1000 B 147 11.4 2.1 168.0 
11 95 Xl, surface 11.2 3.8 11 1001 B 147 11.4 1.9 170.0 
11 97 Xl, surface 9.1 2.2 11 1096 B 111 7.1 2.7 *183.0 
11 102 Al,L2:2 6.5 2.2 11 1097 B 35 8.6 3.1 *179.0 
11 117 Xl, L2:1 11.8 4.2 11 1098 A3:28, L2:1 7.3 2.1 
11 204 B 25 9.2 4.6 11 1100 A3:69, L2:l 4.6 2.2 
11 227 B43 8.1 2.3 129.0 11 1102 B ?97 7.0 2.2 
., 11 301 A3,Ll 10.8 2.8 11 1103 Xl, L2:1 9.2 4.6 
11 309 A3:28 L2:1 11.9 3.2 11 1104 B 25 10.5 4.1 
.( 
11 335 A3:55 L2:l 7.0 2.7 11 1105 B 43 7.8 2.7 
11 360 B 56 6.6 2.9 11 1107 Al-B L2:2 6.8 2.6 
l 
11 384 B 39 9.2 3.3 207.0 18 671 B 112 8.3 6.8 218.0 
11 385 B 39 9.6 3.0 *176.0 18 672 B 112 8.7 7.3 213.0 
·r 11 389 B 35 8.8 3.5 184.0 2 604 B 105 20.6 36.4 195.0 
11 390 B 35 8.0 3.0 185.0 20 205 Al-D L2:3 c.1.5 c.1.5 
11 391 B 35 8.3 3.4 *177.0 20 283 B 48 2.3 1.8 
11 392 B 35 7.4 3.3 *178.0 20 305 B 55? 2.4 1.7 
11 393 B 35 7.2 2.9 202.0 20 326 A3:69 L2:1 2.6 1.5 
11 419 B 80 9.7 3.9 20 350 A3:46 sfce. 3.3 1.6 
11 457 B 84 10.6 4.0 20 433 A3:58L2:2 3.4 1.8 
11 467 A3:44L2:2 12.0 4.2 20 460 A3:55 Llb:1 3.0 1.6 
11 475 A3:15 L2:3 10.4 3.7 20 464 A3:59L2:2 3.0 1.3 
:1 
11 488 A3:41 L2:2 9.4 3.8 20 470 A3:59L2:2 3.0 1.6 
.~ 
11 492 A3:41 L2:2 7.6 2.5 20 1101 surface 2.0 1.4 
11 515 A3:28L2:3 9.8 3.9 15 3 surface 5.7 3.1 
11 517 B 35 8.8 3.5 15 32 Al-AL2:1 5.3 3.1 
11 520 A3:30L2:2 11.0 4.3 15 36 Al-AL2:1 5.8 4.4 
,-\ 11 525 B96 10.6 3.3 15 47 Al-DL2:1 4.3 3.3 
11 539 B92 9.2 2.2 15 101 Al-AL2:1 5.5 3.7 
11 661 B 111 7.6 3.1 
\ 
200.5 15 123 B8 5.5 2.6 
11 796 B 65 8.6 4.1 *257.0 15 281 B 48 5.9 3.3 
11 830 B 116 7.2 2.5 15 337 A3:30L2:1 5.4 3.5 
11 873 B 138 11.1 1.8 15 486 A3:44L2:3 5.1 2.8 
11 882 B 147 11.1 2.3 19 48 Al-D L2:l 5.5 2.9 
11 963 B 147 11.0 2.0 172.0 19 89 Al-C L2:1 6.4 3.2 
11 964 B 147 7.6 2.7 21 1099 B 84 10.4 3.5 
11 965 B 147 11.4 1.8 166.0 
R.H.: Radial height, R.W.: Radial width, I.C.: Inner circumference,* measurements taken from incomplete bangles 
TABLE 5.13 Tin bangles 
Cat. No. 
550 
551 
Context 
B 86 
B 86 
R.H. 
c.11.0 
10.2 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width 
R.W. 
c.11.0 
10.3 
Cat. No. 
1190 
925 
Context 
B49 
B 154 
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R.H. R.W. 
10.2 12.1 
formed by the inner edge of the bangle. Indications are that they were lightweight 
bands with the inner diameter large relative to the radial dimensions. Some longer 
fragments show the longitudinal curvature expected in a bangle. 
Style 19, Double Wire. The fragments recovered give the impression of two wires, each 
almost square in section, fused together along one side. A complete bangle would 
resemble two thin bands fused side by side. Once again, only fragments are present 
and it is possible that they are not bangles at all, or perhaps represent remnants of more 
complex forms, for example spiral bangles (see the spiral forms in tin, discussed below). 
Style 20, Wire. Only one of these collections of fine wire-like bronze fragments was 
confidently associated with a burial. The radial sections generally resemble a flattened 
'D' with typical dimensions being 1.5 mm (width) by 3 mm (length). As none is complete, 
it remains possible that they are not bangles but needles, wires (Maddin and Weng 
1984) or some other utilitarian artefact. 
Style 21, Concave Band. A single fragment with a radial section similar to the simple 
bands (form 1) described above, but with a concave depression around the outside 
edge. 
Fragmentary. Cat. 1010 & Cat. 1048, B 117. The fragments are so small and broken that 
no likely form can be reconstructed. 
None of the artefacts represented by styles 15, 19, 20 and 21 is complete and it 
remains possible they are not bangles at all. The most questionable are those assigned 
to style 20. Conversely, the curvature of style 15 specimens is consistent with their be-
ing bangles. Most of these bangles were not associated with burials, so interpretations 
cannot be confirmed by their location. Very few other types of bronze artefact have 
been identified, so that an interpretation as bangles remains the most likely. 
Tin 
Two tin spiraliform bangles are associated with B 86 (Fig. 5.19, M & N). These were 
made by coiling a length of metal, the radial section of which is circular and has a 
diameter of about 1 cm. They can be assigned to style 18 on the basis of radial section, 
but more properly should be assigned to style 29 due to their spiral form. A third possible 
bangle fragment was recovered from B 49 (Fig. 5.19, 0). The radial dimensions appear 
-, 
.\ 
.( 
-r 
,) 
'\ 
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TABLE 5.14 Shell earrings of form 1 
Cat. No. Context Shell L. w. Th. I.D. s.w. 
llsurface Tridacna 29.1 29.1 3.7 11.5 2.8 
81 Xl surface Tridacna 32.4 32.3 8.4 14.9 2.5 
376 A3:89 L2:1 Conus 25.2 25.0 5.6 8.5 3.0 
377 A3:2L2:2 Tridacna 17.9 17.78 5.7 5.2 3.2 
745 A5Lla Tridacna 20.3 20.0 3.7 11.0 2.0 
33 Al-DL2:1 Conus 36.2 6.1 9.4 
132 Al-AL2:2 Conus 3.0 
L.: Length, W.: Width, Th.: Thickness, I.D.: Inner Diameter, S.W.: Slot Width 
TABLE 5.15 Stone earrings of forms 1 and 2 
Form Cat. No. Context Material L. w. Th.1 Th.2 I.D. S.W. 
1 477 B 84 Serpentine 32.9 24.8 2.2 5.2 5.8 2.0 
1 655 B 111 Serpentine 35.3 28.8 4.8 5.4 3.2 
1 805 B 123 Nephrite 45.4 22.5 2.0 7.9 3.7 2.6 
1 895 B 86 Serpentine 21.0 17.7 6.8 6.6 2.9 
1 1078 B44 Serpentine 23.9 17.4 5.0 4.0 2.3 
2 245 B44 Serpentine 14.7 14.1 9.1 6.1 2.0 
L.: Length, W.: Width, Th.1: Thickness, Th.2: Thickness at flange, I.D.: Inner Diameter, S.W.: Slot Width 
similar, although only fragments remain. It is impossible to tell if the complete artefact 
was of spiral form. Two other fragments were recovered, near the wrists of B 154, and 
are interpreted as bangles. They are exceedingly fragmentary and no form can be 
reconstructed. 
Discussion 
Two points can be made about the bangles as a whole. There are few matching forms in 
different materials, the T-shaped bronze and stone bangles being the only clear examples 
(style 2). This is interesting as more such parallels may have been expected. Second, we 
should note the standard character of some of these forms, in particular the style 10 
shell bangles, the style 4 stone bangles (and to a lesser degree the style 2 stone bangles) 
and the style 11 bronze bangles. The first two of these forms appear to be unique to 
N ong Nor. The third (the T-sectioned bangles) represent a form that is widespread across 
Southeast Asia. The style 11 bronze bangles may also represent a widespread form. 
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FIGURE 5.17 Bronze bangles; style 11 
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FIGURE 5.18 Bronze bangles; style 11 (cont.) 
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FIGURE 5.19 Bronze bangles; styles 15, 19, 20 & 2 and style 18/29 tin bangles 
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Anklets 
A single flake of tin was found in the ankle area of B 154 (cat. 921). Its location has 
prompted the identification. 
Earrings 
Artefacts most likely to be earrings are present in most of the materials already noted at 
NongNor. 
Shell Earrings 
Two forms are present. None was found in a burial context and their designation as 
earrings cannot be supported by contextual evidence. 
Form 1, Simple ring. These possible earrings are flat circular discs perforated centrally, 
and with a slot cut at one point in the circumference so that the ring is discontinuous. 
The radial section is rectangular with the radial height generally less than the width. 
The ratio between the diameter of the central perforation and the outer diameter varies 
from less than a third (cat. 377, ratio= 0.29) to more than a half (cat. 745, ratio= 0.54, 
figures are calculated based on the maximum outer diameter). Therefore, while this 
last specimen can be described as ring-like in appearance, others are better described as 
perforated discs. Those identified as of bivalve origin have obvious growth lines creating 
a layered effect (except cat. 745, which appears homogeneous). These layers usually lie 
nearly parallel to the planar face of the ring. The single gastropod example has the 
spiral structure of the original shell still visible, even though it has been considerably 
modified. This last artefact appears to have been burnt. 
TABLE 5.16 The shell bangle blanks 
Cat. No. Context M.D. M.Th. Cat. No. Context M.D. M.Th. 
498 B 87 35.4 15.4 504 B 87 55.6 19.0 
499 B 87 33.0 16.7 505 B 87 55.4 21.0 
500 B 87 34.2 12.4 506 B 87 52.9 15.1 
501 B 87 33.5 9.9 507 B 87 53.4 18.0 
502 B 87 30.6 11.0 508 B 87 52.0 19.5 
503 B 87 47.9 15.3 516 A3:28L2:3 32.0 19.0 
M.D.: Maximum Diameter, M.Th.: Maximum Thickness 
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TABLE 5.17 The shell bangle cores 
Cat. No. Context L. 
239 B 44 38.0 
318 A3:57 L2:1 20.5 
531 B 89 44.1 
627 A2:91 L2:2 11.7 
L: Length, Mx.D.: Maximum Diameter, Mn.D.: Minimum Diameter 
Serpentine and Nephrite Earrings 
Two forms are present. 
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Mx.D. Mn.D. 
38.6 35.6 
26.0 22.2 
42.8 36.0 
30.3 27.5 
Form 1, D-shaped keyholed. While the shell earrings were circular these are generally D-
shaped. The straighter edge is thicker than the curved one. A hole is drilled centrally 
(usually from both sides) and a slot cut, joining the hole with the centre of the curved 
edge in such a way as to resemble a keyhole. The serpentine example is amber-yellow 
in colour and the serpentine/ nephrite artefacts range from a pale mottled green through 
to a dark, evenly-hued black-green; no two appear the same colour. Two of these stand 
out. Cat. 805 has been made from part of a T-sectioned bangle, as has cat. 477. This 
specimen has a second hole at one end which has been filled with bronze, it also appears 
to have been burnt. The bronze may have been a deliberate decoration, a suspension 
device or most likely the means of repairing the original bangle. 
Form 2, Barrel Bead. A single artefact was recovered. Cat. 245 was originally classified as 
a stone bead, However closer examination reveals a slot cut diagonally down the side 
in exactly the same way as the earrings. The form is similar to a short barrel bead with 
flat (truncated) ends. 
Bronze 
This item might be an earring (B 147, cat. 998). It comprises a strip of bronze of similar 
radial dimensions to the form 1 bronze bangles, and was found in close proximity to a 
number of the same. However it is not a closed circlet but has been bent into a U-shape 
TABLE 5.18 Earplug/spindle whorl 
Cat. No. Context 
69 B 15 
78 Xl, surface 
Material 
Clay 
Tridacna 
L. 
22.1 
12.9 
D.1 
40.6 
28.2 
D.2 
35.2 
23.9 
W.D. P.D. 
35.1 6.4 
20.7 5.3-9.0 
L.: Length, D.1: Diameter end 1, D.2: Diameter end 2, W.D.: Waist Diameter, P.D.: Perforation Diameter 
TABLE 5. 19 Fish vertebra discs 
Cat. No. Context 
230 XI L2 
236 Al-B L2:2 
R.H. 
5.7 
5.4 
R.W. 
8.8 
9.6 
I.D. 
10.2 
14.9 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.; Outer Diameter 
O.D. 
26.2 
c.34.4 
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and could have been worn as an earring. The other possibility is that it is a broken 
bangle, however, it seems too short. Also, there is little other evidence for the deformation 
or 'killing' of mortuary jewellery at Nong Nor. 
Tin 
Form 1, Simple Ring. A single earring, cat. 652, was recovered from B 105. Although 
poorly preserved, it appears to be a simple ring with a circular radial section of c.7 mm 
diameter. Cat. 1108 is a fragment of tin associated with B 45 (radial depth: 4.75 mm, 
radial width: 5.65 mm). 
Fragmentary. Some possible flecks of tin were found near the skull of B 163 (cat. 1054). 
Raw materials and manufacturing debris 
A number of tridacna shell artefacts provide evidence for local manufacture. Two forms 
are present. 
Flaked Blanks. These are a variety of roughly-flaked circular discs. Some have relatively 
flat surfaces, being one of the planar faces or occurring along part of the outer edge and 
forming an 'end'. One was partially ground to a more regular1 circular shape round 
part of the circumference. Diameters vary considerably and none is large, suggesting 
that these were blanks for children's bangles. All come from a single burial cache except 
cat. 516, which is an irregular block rather than an obvious preform. 
Bangle cores/truncated cones. These are all cylinders with a slightly tapering longitudinal 
section. One is very short. The most interesting is cat. 531. A circular groove was deeply 
cut into the thinner end to form a ring and a small core. The artisan had then begun to 
saw round the outside to separate the ring from the main block. It is not known whether 
the other examples resulted from, or were destined to be subject to, the same treatment. 
Diameters are again small and it seems likely that these artefacts are re-used bangle 
cores ( Ciarla 1992). 
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TABLE 5.20 Bronze fragments 
Cat. No. Context M.D. Cat. No. Context M.D. 
10 Al Ll 10.2 177 Al.B L3 feature 29 10.2 
35 Al.C 2:1 7.4 180 B 33 2.0 
98 Al.D 2:1 3.8 1019 B 117 5.2 
137 B8 8.7 1191 Xl L2:2 6.9 
M.D. : Maximum Dimension 
Miscellaneous 
As with all archaeological investigations, a number of artefacts, in particular bronze 
fragments, cannot be easily classified. It is likely that some are not ornaments at all, 
however, they are discussed here as some sort of ornamental function is the simplest 
explanation for their presence. 
Shell 
Modified operculum. Cat. 806, B 138. A piece of fossil or sub-fossil operculum from a 
gastropod shellfish. It is perforated at one end, probably by gouging rather than drilling. 
It is of relatively even width and thickness and is curved along its length. The main 
planar surfaces have not been ground or smoothed in any way (length: 138.0 mm, 
width: 13.7 mm, thickness 3.3 mm). 
Earplug/spindle whorl. A single, probably tridacna, artefact ( cat. 78). It has a concave 
outer edge and so could have been worn as an earplug. However, it is also perforated 
centrally and could have been used as a spindle whorl. The overall shape is similar to a 
thin pulley with one end smaller in diameter than the other. 
Animal tooth 
A single pig tusk is present, found under the right femur of B 83 (cat. 484). There is no 
evidence of working but part of the base of the tusk has broken away. It remains possible 
that it was perforated for suspension as with the dog and tiger teeth noted above. 
Alternatively, binding round the base would serve equally well for suspension. However, 
no notches, or distinctive wear, were noted. 
Bone 
Disc. Two artefacts made from fish vertebrae. The outer edges appear to have been 
smoothed and relatively large perforations made through the centre. The most likely 
use is as beads or pendants. 
A. cat. 239, B. 44 
E. Clay ear plug, cat. 69, B. 15 
B. cat. 531, B. 89 
Shell bangle cores 
I 
C. cat. 318 
A2:91, L2:1 
F. Shell ear plug, cat. 78, Xl, surface 
0 
D. cat. 627 
A3:57, L2:1 
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G. Bronze sphere, cat. 1 
10cm -----
FIGURE 5.21 Manufacturing debris and other miscellaneous artefacts 
Clay 
Disc. Cat. 751, A7 L2:1, Unit 5. A single fragment of a disc-shaped object with an original 
diameter of about 5 cm. The cross section is bowl like and it is perforated in the centre. 
The most likely uses would be as some sort of pendant or bead, or as a spindle whorl 
(diameter: c.50.0 mm, perforation diameter: 6.3 mm, thickness; 10.4 mm). 
Earplug/spindle whorl A single artefact (cat. 69) that resembles the shell artefact noted 
above ( cat. 78) in that it is cylindrical and perforated longitudinally with the outer edge 
being concave around its circumference. One end has a greater diameter than the other. 
However, it may be too heavy, and the outer groove too shallow to have functioned as 
an earplug. Other interpretations include use as a spindle whorl or as a bead. 
Bronze 
Sphere. Cat. 1 is solid bronze sphere with a diameter of 11.9 mm. It may have been a 
bead. 
Metal sheet. Cat. 523, B 93. A single object which may simply be part of a larger, original 
artefact. It is oblong in shape, slightly curved along its length and with a small triangular 
projection to the side, near one end. It may be a pendant but does not appear to be 
perforated for suspension. The area most likely to be perforated, in the case of a pendant 
however, has not survived (length: 36.1 mm, width: 21.1 mm. thickness: 1.7 mm). 
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Isolated Fragments. A number of small fragments of bronze were recovered in various 
contexts. None can be identified as belonging to particular artefacts but given the paucity 
of other types of complete bronze artefacts, it is likely that most are from bangles. 
Metals at Nong Nor 
Metal artefacts in this report have been described as made of either bronze or unalloyed 
tin. Recent work has confirmed the status of the tin artefacts. For the bronzes however, 
while the majority are likely to be copper/tin alloys at least one artefact, cat. 882, may 
in fact be composed of copper only. Similarly, a cache of projectile points (cat. 556), or 
possibly chisels, found at the knee of B 102 also appear to comprise unalloyed copper. 
In this report then, 'bronze' is a convenient appellation and some variation is implied. 
A fuller discussion of the analysis of metals at Nong Nor is provided in Reay and Chang 
(1998). 
Discussion 
1. Distribution of Personal Ornaments 
Higham and Manly (1998) undertook a statistical analysis of a large range of grave 
goods at Nong Nor, including pottery, tools and animal remains, as well as personal 
ornaments. They considered both presence and absence data and the total number of 
inclusions. Their conclusions are interesting because they contribute to a picture of 
Nong Nor as a relatively undifferentiated community. However, considering the 
personal ornaments alone one is faced with a somewhat different scenario. 
The personal ornaments can be divided into two groups; those that occur commonly 
and are produced with consistency in form, material and size and, those that occur 
uniquely or rarely. Table 5.21 illustrates the distribution of the more common artefacts 
in terms of how many burials of a certain sex and age contain them. The most common 
bangle forms, in shell, stone and copper-based alloy are all relatively evenly distrib-
uted between the sexes, as are large numbers of shell beads and the stone earrings. 
Shell pendants show the only real tendency to occur in association with a single sex; 
four male burials contain these artefacts as opposed to only one female. However, they 
are also found in non-adult burials. These pendants, along with the style 11 bronze 
bangles, are the only ornaments found in all three major contexts. In contrast, some 
ornaments are found only in child and infant burials. These are the style 13 shell ban-
gles and the style 16/17 shell bangles, with one exception from burial 56, a disturbed 
context that includes both adult and child remains. 
'( 
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In contrast with Higham and Manly's conclusion, then, there does appear to be a 
difference in the range of grave goods found in adult and sub-adult graves, though one 
must always be aware of the influence of sample size. 
A variation between adult male and female personal ornaments is revealed when 
we consider the unique or rare items (Table 5.22). First however, the difference between 
adults and non-adults is emphasised. With the exception of the bronze pendant, none 
of these rare items is found in non-adult burials. If we add tin bangles to the exceptions, 
none of the remainder is found in identifiable female burials either. There is then, a 
clear tendency for these, arguably ostentatious, personal ornaments to be associated 
with males. Further support can be gained by looking again at the distribution of shell 
beads. Burial 32, a male, stands out, it includes the only necklace made completely of 
barrel beads, and the only occurrence of long barrel beads (although two other burials 
have significant numbers of barrel beads, burial 107, a male and burial 36, a female). 
If we accept this distinction then the important question becomes, what is the nature 
of these rare artefacts and do they differ from the common artefacts other than on the 
basis of their rarity? While one must be careful about conferring values onto prehistoric 
peoples it does seem that the unique artefacts may be the most valuable. The materials 
include the most exotic, for example carnelian, and the technology is the most advanced 
- the style 2 bronze bangle included in burial 105 is the only complex casting recovered 
from the site. 
We can look at this idea more closely by considering the group of burials, including 
burial 105 (male), that has been identified by Higham and Manly (1998) as standing out 
in spatial terms. The three closely associated female burials are well endowed with 
personal ornaments. Burial 35 included two shell pendants, one style 10 shell bangle, 
one style 4 marble bangle and seven style 1 bronze bangles. This is the only female 
burial to include shell pendants and the bangles are all common styles. Burial 36 in-
cluded a possible belt of over 500 disc beads and 64 barrel beads, one style 10 shell 
bangle and four style 4 marble bangles. This is the only female burial with significant 
numbers of barrel beads; the bangles are again common forms. Burial 39 included three 
style 4 marble bangles and two style 11 bronze bangles; both common forms. Of these 
four interments only burial 36 did not include a dog skull. 
These female burials are 'rich' because of an accumulation of common personal or-
naments. In contrast the male, burial 105, can be said to rely more on symbolic values. 
The style 2 bronze bangle stands out. This is associated with a shell pendant and a dog 
. skull- both arguably symbolic inclusions, though not rare. Also, the grave is very large 
- up to 4 metres long and 1 metre wide - which also must have symbolic value as there 
is no pragmatic reason for the size of the grave. It may be then, that the rare ornaments 
operated as specific symbols of status as opposed to the common ornaments that oper-
ated as more pedestrian items of accumulative wealth. Females and males, therefore, 
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TABLE 5.21 Common personal ornaments. Number of burials containing each type, 
divided by sex and age. 
>lOObeads >10 barrel Pendants Stone ear. Sh.B.10 Sh.B. 16/17 St.B. 2 St.B.4 B.B.11 
Male 3 3 4 2 3 1? 6 5 5 
Female 3 1 1 3 2 2 5 6 
Adult? 1 1 1 1 1 4 
Child 3 2 2 
Infant/ 
Pot 1 
TABLE 5.22 Rare personal ornaments. Number of burials containing each type, 
divided by sex and age. 
Cam.B. Serp. B. Teeth B.pend. Sh.B.1 Sh. blanks B.B.2 B.B.18 Tin bangles 
Male 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 
Female 1 1 
Adult? 1 1 
Child 
Infant/ 
Pot 1 1 
may differ not so much in 'gross wealth' as in what is displayed, wealth or symbols of 
status? 
Alternatively, the facts that the style 4 marble bangles are so consistent in form and 
could have derived from a single quarry, the consistency in form of the style 10 shell 
bangles and the style 11 bronze bangles, and, that the style 4 marble bangles and the 
style 10 shell bangles are unique to Nong Nor, all argue for local manufacture of these 
items. Despite the lack of domestic Bronze Age stratigraphy, there is some evidence 
that shell bangles were made at the site. Unfortunately, there is no evidence of local 
bronze working. If these common artefacts were manufactured locally then they might 
be expected to have a lower value compared to the, probably exotic, rare artefacts. In 
this interpretation the rare artefacts are simply 'worth more' and symbolic values are 
not implied. 
Another interpretation is that these rare personal ornaments reflect individual per-
sonality, activity and opportunity. As well as bangles, they include carnelian and ser-
Excavation at Nong Nor, 
Central Thailand, 1991-3 
o .... -===--===--sm 
~ Bronze T-sectioned bangle 
~ Stone T-sectioned bangle 
- Stone earring 
Stone T-sectioned bangle 
& Stone earring 
FIGURE 5.22 Cemetery plan of Nong Nor indicating the distribution of T-sectioned 
bangles (style 2) and serpentine & nephrite earrings 
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pentine beads and tiger, dog, pig and shark teeth. These may reflect the activities the 
owners were involved in. Hunting and perhaps wider travel and contacts outside the 
local community would have allowed these individuals to collect such artefacts. In this 
interpretation males are not necessarily differentiated as more wealthy but rather as 
being involved in distinct economic activities. Burial 40, for example, includes the car-
nelian beads and no other grave goods (although it remains possible that further items 
lie unexcavated beyond the head). Burial 136 includes tiger and dog teeth but is other-
wise not well endowed. Burial 75 also includes tiger teeth and again, is not otherwise 
wealthy. 
The disturbed nature of the cemetery limits a potentially excellent sample so that it 
is difficult to choose between these alternatives. The essential point is that there are 
differences in ownership of personal ornaments between groups based on age and sex. 
\ 
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Another issue is whether or not there is evidence of spatial groupings of personal 
ornaments in the cemetery. This is important because a simple visual assessment of the 
cemetery layout indicates a well structured western half and a less ordered, or 'messy', 
eastern half. Higham and Manly (1998) noted that serpentine, jade (more correctly ne-
phrite), talc and carnelian tend to occur in the eastern part of the cemetery. Looking 
more closely at these artefacts they are all, apart from the single occurrence of car-
nelian, style 2 stone bangles or stone earrings. When the burials containing these are 
marked on the site plan they tend to group to the east, but not closely together (Figure 
5.21). However, if the style 2 bronze bangle is included then the distribution extends 
significantly into the western portion of the cemetery. The other personal ornaments 
are even more evenly spread between the eastern and western parts of the cemetery. 
A third question is whether personal ornaments differ in concert with different grave 
orientations. Most burials are orientated roughly east-west, however, a few are orien-
tated north-south. These are concentrated in the eastern part of the cemetery and con-
tribute to its disorganised appearance. Eight burials can be identified, burials 52, 123,125, 
126, 127 and 137 are all female, burial 107 is the only male and burial 131 is of a child 
(11-12 years old). Burial 52 has her head to the northeast, the remainder are to the south. 
Burials 52, 131, 125 and 127 are significantly disturbed or not completely excavated. 
Given the poor sample all that can be said is that none stand out as being particularly 
rich and shell beads predominate when personal ornaments do occur. There is no bronze 
in any of these burials. The male, burial 107, is relatively the 'richest' in that it includes 
a serpentine bead and the only clay bead recovered from the site. The four burials 123, 
125, 126 and 127 are closely associated as are the burials 131 and 137 suggesting that 
these represent social groups, perhaps families. 
2. Materials, technology and exchange 
Small numbers of a relatively large variety of materials are present. First, however, it is 
important to note the absences. In common with Khok Phanom Di there are no bangles 
of trochus shell. This is important as trochus shell bangles are, as we shall see in the 
following chapters, very common in Northeast Thailand and is perhaps the clearest 
evidence of separate marine catchments being exploited by the Central and Northeast 
Thai communities. It is also relevant to note that the notch carefully carved in the outer 
edge of the style 10 shell bangles turns these into stylised versions of a trochus, or other 
gastropod, bangle. 
There are no clay bangles. These have not been reported from Khok Phanom Di, 
however, I have seen some examples in the collection from this site stored in the Prachin-
buri National Museum. I have never seen a complete clay bangle nor one from a secure 
mortuary context, so, their absence from Nong Nor may result from the fact that the 
upper part of the mound, and therefore any domestic remains dating to the cemetery 
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FIGURE 5.23 SEM images of the surface of perforation casts of two carnelian beads 
from burial 40, Nong Nor, Shown at similar magnifications. The left-hand image is 
from a bead probably drilled with a diamond drill. The right-hand image is from a 
bead drilled otherwise, perhaps with a bronze drill. 
occupation, had been destroyed prior to excavation. 
With the notable exception of burial 133, no turtle carapace artefacts occur. Burial 
133 has been interpreted as dating to Phase 1, the shell midden occupation, and the 
appearance of a turtle carapace is significant because of its common occurrence at Khok 
Phanom Di. This may support the early date assigned to this burial, with which, unfor-
tunately, no other personal ornaments were associated. 
Also of chronological significance, two materials were used to make the small sam-
ple of non-metal earrings. Those of shell were never associated with a burial, those of 
stone were always so associated. As well as material, form also differs. The conclusion 
that the shell earrings date to Phase 1 seems inescapable. The only difficulty is that no 
earrings, of any material, have been reported from Khok Phanom Di. 
In terms of other materials, the carnelian beads must be among the most significant. 
Given the suggested terminal date of 700 B.C. for the cemetery occupation, these are 
the earliest provenanced carnelian beads in Thailand. This is not necessarily anoma-
lous. Nong Nor was still within reach of the coast, and therefore coastal exchange routes, 
and, similar beads have been manufactured in Pakistan and NW India from at least 
2500 B.C. (Dubin 1987, Kenoyer 1997). An attempt has been made to clarify whether or 
not the Nong Nor beads originated in India. Four beads were associated with burial 40. 
Visual examination reveals that one bead, the faceted barrel, appears similar in quality 
to those claimed to originate in India. I was able to compare it with some from Ban Don 
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Tha Phet. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) examination of an internal cast of the 
perforation showed the regular ridges that are said to indicate use of a diamond tipped 
drill at Ban Don Tha Phet (Williams 1984, Gwinnett and Gorelick 1987, 1991) (see Fig. 
5.22). 
Visually, the remaining three beads appear very different. They are much less regu-
lar in form, the perforations have a much larger diameter and there is a significant 
conical depression around one end of the perforation. Gwinnett and Gorelick (1991) 
note that similar features result when a bead is drilled from one end only, with about 
the last ten percent of the hole punched out (most often beads are drilled from both 
ends, meeting in the middle). The extensive damage to the end of one of the beads 
suggest a less than expert command of this technique. SEM examination of the perfora-
tion cast reveals faint and irregular ridging which, along with the larger diameter, sug-
gests that a combination of a bronze or similar drill and an abrasive compound was 
used. 
The faceted barrel bead indicates contact, either directly or down-the-line, with an 
accomplished hard-stone ornament workshop. The latter is more likely considering 
the damaged state of this bead and that the other three beads are not well made at all. It 
appears that a limited supply of sub-standard beads was all that was available to Nong 
Nor. 
In terms of the origin of the beads, while Theunissen et al. (2000:99) have suggested 
that Iron Age agate and carnelian beads in Northeast Thailand may have been manu-
factured in Cambodia, the early date of the Nong Nor examples suggests that India is 
their most likely source (although it should be noted that one bead amongst the collec-
tion analysed by Theunissen from Noen-U-Loke appears identical to the three simpler 
beads from Nong Nor). The long serpentine bead (cat. no. 522), found with burial 83 
may be important in this context. It is of the same type as those I have observed in the 
collection at the Ban Kao National Museum in Western Thailand, said to derive from 
the site of Khao Talod Yai. The Bang Site at Ban Kao (2300-1500 BC) also has similar 
artefacts (Francis 1985, Higham and Thosarat 1998, Sorenson & Hatting 1967:126). These 
sites are located near the eastern end of the Three Pagoda's Pass which, therefore, may 
have provided a conduit for ornaments to enter Western Thailand, and ultimately the 
Bang Pakong Valley, from India from before the Iron Age. Alternatively, Glover (pers. 
comm.) notes that these long beads are common throughout Central and Southeast 
Thailand, but that he is aware of none from South Asia. He goes on to suggest that they 
are an " ... example of the continuity of ornament types across time and technologies of manufac-
ture". This is an area for future research; also of interest are the later context examples 
from Ban Chiang (FAD 1991:199). 
The style 2 stone bangles (T-section) may also be evidence of exchange. They are 
made of serpentine, marble and talc. Some have been repaired, following breakage, by 
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drilling and using bronze wire. In addition, two of the stone earrings are re-used seg-
ments of these bangles, one of serpentine and one of nephrite. Serpentine is related to 
nephrite and, geologically, the two stones often occur together (Schumann 1992:122). 
The re-use and repair of these artefacts suggests that they are rare and that the raw 
material was not locally available. Nguyen Thi Kim Dung (1996) has reported on the 
nephrite ornament manufacturing site of Trang Kenh in northern Vietnam dating to 
the late second millennium B.C. It is not clear whether the same styles are represented 
at the two sites but Trang Kenh must be a possible ultimate source for the Nong Nor 
examples. As with the carnelian, a case can be made for down-the-line exchange of 
these bangles, though from the opposite direction, from as far away as northern Viet-
nam . 
This form of bangle is interesting in a wider sense. It is widely distributed across 
Southeast Asia and recalls the bi ornaments, usually made of jade and originating in 
China (You-di 1978). Masato (1994, in Chinese) provides a map showing the distribu-
tion of these bangles from central China, including the Huanghe and Yangzi river val-
leys, to coastal southern China, northern Vietnam, Central and Northeast Thailand and 
Malaysia, at a site near to Kuala Lumpur. The table on page 263 seems to suggest that 
they first occur in north Vietnam from about 1500 B.C. Examples made from blue glass 
have been recovered from Ban Don Tha Phet. Slate, marble and limestone examples, 
very similar to those of Nong Nor, occurred at Ban Na Di (Pilditch 1984). Bronze exam-
ples have been recovered from Ban Chiang (White 1982) and Samrong Sen (Noulet 
1879, illustrated in Higham 1996a:21) as well as Nong Nor. 
Tridacna shell pendants also show evidence of repair. The repaired example is well 
made with less evidence of the natural shell form than the others. It is decorated with 
two parallel lines of dots running along the edge of one face and three pairs of holes 
were drilled to allow repair of the break. Remnants of bronze wire remained in the 
holes. Tridacna shell bangles are not rare at the site, however, the repair, and the one 
individual buried with flaked tridacna shell bangle blanks, suggest that the raw mate-
rial may not have been easily acquired. As noted earlier, the closest similar artefacts 
derive from Samrong Sen, located in the Chinit River valley near the eastern end of the 
Tonle Sap (the great lake), Cambodia (Mansuy 1902). This implies contact, either over-
land via the lowland passage between the Cardamon and Dang Raek mountains, or 
alternatively, that both sites were in contact with the same source; the Mekong Delta 
providing the conduit to the inland site. 
3. The relationship with Khok Phanom Di 
The limited number of personal ornament classes at Khok Phanom Di compared to 
Nong Nor indicates a clear difference between the two assemblages. Turtle carapace 
ornaments occur at Khok Phanom Di but not at Nong Nor and no earrings or shell 
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pendants were recovered from Khok Phanom Di. Such differences are counterbalanced 
in part by the number, variety and quality of shell beads at Khok Phanom Di. For exam-
ple, barrel beads are represented at both sites. While the Nong Nor examples are some-
what irregular with traces of the original shell structure apparent. The Khok Phanom 
Di barrel beads are much more carefully crafted. Also, the 120,000 shell beads found 
with a single burial at Khok Phanom Di is many times the total number of beads found 
in the whole of the Nong Nor excavation. 
At Nong Nor, the emphasis has moved from beads to bangles. Of 154 mostly com-
plete interments at Khok Phanom Di, only 20 shell disc/bangles from eight burials, 
and, 17 fish-bone disc/bangles from three burials were recovered (although many frag-
ments of stone and ivory bangles were also recovered, but not from mortuary con-
texts). In contrast, Nong Nor's 155 often disturbed interments yielded 32 shell bangles, 
33 stone bangles, 44 bronze bangles and 4 tin bangles. In particular, no style 2 stone 
bangles were recovered from Khok Phanom Di. Considering their wide currency 
throughout Southeast Asia this further emphasises the dislocation between the Khok 
Phanom Di and Nong Nor assemblages. It may be worth considering whether this can 
be related to the hypothesis that rice agriculture arrived in Thailand with expanding 
agriculturalists originating from China. 
4. Metals at N ong Nor 
Perhaps the most obvious difference between Nong Nor and Khok Phanom Di is the 
presence of metals at Nong Nor. Reay and Chang (1998) have analysed some of the 
metal artefacts, almost all of which are bangles, and shown that copper, tin and bronze 
were all used at the site. The bronze alloys include about 7-10 percent tin and neither 
lead nor arsenic were present in any of the analysed artefacts. The style 11 bronze ban-
gles are some of the most common found at the site. Neither are they restricted in dis-
tribution, metals were found with male, female, child and infant burials, located in 
both the western and eastern parts of the cemetery. 
Conclusions 
1. While there is no evidence of formal hierarchy in the Nong Nor cemetery, the 
personal ornaments reveal distinctions between males and females and between 
adults and sub-adults. 
2. Rare and arguably ostentatious artefacts tend to be associated with males. 
3. Some ornaments, however, are common among the population; style 10 shell 
bangles, style 4 marble bangles and style 11 bronze bangles. 
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4. There is no evidence for regular distinctions in personal ornaments based on 
location in the cemetery or orientation of the grave. 
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5. No trochus shell bangles occur at Nong Nor. This contrasts particularly with the 
Northeast Thai sites. 
6. The carnelian beads suggest down-the-line exchange reaching from India to the 
Bang Pakong Valley. 
7. The T-sectioned (style 2) stone bangles suggest down-the-line exchange from the 
east and north, as far away as northern Vietnam, which, in one interpretation, could 
be a reflection of an expansion of early rice agriculturalists from central China. The 
tridacna shell pendants also suggest contacts to the east. 
8. The classes of personal ornaments present, and emphasis on different classes, 
contribute to a picture of Bronze Age Nong Nor as quite distinct, culturally, from 
Khok Phanom Di. 
9. Metal artefacts do not appear to be intrinsically valuable: it is the form that is 
more important. 
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CHAPTER 6: Ban Lutn Khao 
Ban Lum Khao is a Bronze Age settlement located in the Mun Valley (Figure 6.1). It is separated from Nong Nor and Khok Phanom Di by the Dang Raek and 
Phetchabun mountains and so represents a separate geographic zone. It is, however, of 
broadly the same antiquity as Nong Nor, and thus provides an important comparison. 
This chapter presents some background to the excavation itself, and, the 'Origins of 
Angkor Project' of which this was the first site to be investigated. The personal ornament 
assemblage is described, followed by a discussion of the artefacts and their implications. 
The Origins of Angkor Project 
Upon the completion of the Bang Pakong Project, Higham and Thosarat turned their 
attention to the Khorat Plateau of Northeast Thailand. Their new project began with 
the thesis that the well known moated sites of Northeast Thailand (Williams-Hunt 1950, 
Moore 19891 Parry 19921 McNeill 1997) are repeated on the plains of northern Cambodia. 
Therefore, the same social forces may have been operating both north and south of the 
Dang Raek mountains prior to the development of social complexity - the rise of the 
state - in Southeast Asia. Thus: 
The research [the excavation of Noen-U-Loke] ... has as one of its principal 
objectives1 a definintion of Iron Age culture in the upper Mun Valley with 
particular reference to trends whicy could have contributed to the origins of 
Zhenla1 and thus by definition the civilization of Angkor. (Higham and 
Thosarat n.d.:2-3) 
Although attention was to be focused on the moated sites, thought to date to the Iron 
Age and to be immediate precursors to state society, Ban Lum Khao was identified as a 
Bronze Age site representative of the milieu out of which the Northeast Thai Iron Age 
emerged. Investigations at sites such as Ban Chiang (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 19761 
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FIGURE 6.3 The location of the excavations at Banlum Khao 
White 1982), Ban Na Di (Higham and Kijngam 1984) and Non Nok Tha (Bayard and 
Solheim n.d., Bayard 1984b) already gave some indication of the developments during 
this period, however, they were concentrated on the Northern part of the Plateau. Also, 
the chronology of some of these sites remains under discussion (White 1997, Higham 
and Thosarat 1998a:84). Ban Lum Khao, and Noen-U-Loke (to be discussed in the fol-
lowing chapter), have the advantage of being located in the Mun River Valley in the 
southern Khorat Plateau near Phimai, a major regional centre of the Angkorian empire. 
Also, it was hoped that the compilation of a good sequence of radiocarbon dates from 
these sites would help clarify our understanding of the culture-historical sequence of 
the region as a whole. 
BanLumKhao 
Ban Lum Khao is a modern village located in Amphoe Non Sung, Nakhon Ratchasima 
Province, Northeast Thailand (latitude 102° 20' longitude 15° 14'). A description of the 
site is included in a comprehensive report to the Thai Government (Higham and Thosarat 
2000) so only a general outline is given here. 
The village overlies the Bronze Age mound that is our present subject. A single sea-
son of excavations was carried between November 1995 and January 1996 near the 
western edge of this mound, as defined by the Prasat Stream (Fig. 6.3) . An area of 10 x 
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14.5 metres was opened to a depth of c. 1.85 metres revealing three layers of cultural 
deposit overlying a homogenous olive-yellow natural substrate. At least 110 burials 
were recovered, divided into four mortuary phases. 
The general stratigraphy can be described as follows. Layer 1 is made up principally 
of modern domestic deposits, however, the lower spits include some prehistoric arte-
facts and two of the total number of burials. Layer 2 is made up of a very different fine, 
sandy soil. It is in this layer that the majority of the burials were located. Layer 3 is a late 
Neolithic occupation layer including pits cut into the natural substrate and areas of 
dense shell midden. The only datable charcoal derives from this layer so providing a 
terminus post quem for the burials of 1400-1000 BC (Higham 2000). Sand lenses indicate 
episodic flooding during this initial occupation period. 
The principal feature of Ban Lum Khao is its cemetery. At least 110 individuals have 
been identified by Domett (2000). Of this total 25 are adult females, 19 are adult males, 
15 are adults for which sex could not be determined, 16 were children (5-14 years) and 
35 were infants (<5 years). Domett notes that fragmentary remains of a further 9, to a 
maximum of 51, individuals was recovered, some as inclusions in other burials, others 
excavated in the general spits. For the present purposes it is only the more complete, in 
situ, burials that are considered. The majority were interred extended and supine, with 
the head to the south-southeast, although a significant number are orientated to the 
east-northeast. Some secondary burials occur. Infants and neonates are often interred 
within large whole pots along with smaller pots and other objects included as grave 
goods. 
The grave goods deposited at Ban Lum Khao include bangles of shell, ivory and 
stone, shell earrings, shell beads, pottery - especially Prasat-style trumpet mouthed 
pots (forms 5A-E, O'Reilly 1999:164), clay spindle whorls, clay anvils, stone adzes, stone 
whetstones or abraders, fragments of red ochre and occasional clay pellets. Faunal in-
clusions were pig foot-bones and mandibles, dog mandibles, bivalve shells, whole fish, 
a fragment of turtle carapace and a deer antler. 
Clay bovid figurines and fragments of clay and ivory bangles were recovered from 
the cultural layers but not from secure grave contexts. 
A description of the personal ornaments 
The descriptive terminology used here is consistent with that employed in the preceding 
chapter. 
Beads 
Beads are not common artefacts in the Ban Lum Khao cemetery; they are found in only 
13 burials. However, there are some relatively large finds. Cat. 580, for example, is 
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made up of 786 shell disc beads associated with burial 30. Burial 52 includes at least 
2,505 shell disc beads. As well as beads made of shell a small number of stone beads 
and a single clay bead were recovered from a general layer, but, none was found in 
association with burials. Also, although difficult to determine, it is likely that some 
beads were made from ivory or bone. 
Shell beads 
A total of 3837 shell beads, recovered from burials, have been analysed. Of these only 
four are not disc beads. Three are barrel shaped and one is made from the pierced top of 
a small gastropod. Burial 52, an adult female, was interred with 2505 beads, 65.3 per 
cent of the total. Ih addition, 206 shell beads from non-burial contexts have been analysed. 
All but one are disc beads, the odd bead being of cylindrical, barrel form. 
Although some effort has been made to identify the shell species, or genus, that has 
been used to make the beads, these identifications are based on visual characteristics 
only and are not definitive. Nevertheless, considering characteristics such as layering 
within the shell, and the presence or absence of nacreous surfaces, has resulted in three 
main groupings; those made from a Tridacna sp. type shell, those made from a Trochus 
sp. type shell and, as in cat. 820, burial 59, those made from an Anadara sp. type shell. 
Anadara sp. are bivalve shellfish with well defined ribs. If the beads were well finished, 
traces of the ribs would be removed and these could be confused with Tridacna beads, 
as could any beads made from Con us shell. Similarly, beads made from freshwater mussel 
shell would be similar in appearance to Trochus beads. Complete freshwater mussel 
shells are frequent inclusions in burials at BLK. 
In addition to these three main groups, cat. 655 (burial 61) is a portion of a small 
gastropod shell with the centre removed that may have been used as a bead. 
Shell beads from non-burial contexts 
These bead finds are listed in order of layer and spit beginning with the upper levels of 
the site. In the following descriptions P.D. is an abbreviation for perforation diameter. 
Cat. 773, Bl:B, L2:4 is half of a single large disc bead. It is made of Trochus sp. or 
another nacreous shell. Both planar surfaces are slightly curved. Diameter: c. 20.0 
mm, thickness: 3.3 mm, perforation dia.: 6.7 mm. 
Cat. 1511, L2:5 is a find of just four beads, three are complete. Largest - diameter: 
4.1 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; smallest - diameter: 3.3 mm, length: 0.7 mm, 
P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Cat. 1246, Bl:C, L2:5 is an unassociated find of three disc beads of Tridacna sp. 
shell. Largest - diameter: 4.6 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.5 mm; medium - diameter: 
3.7 mm, length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm; smallest - diameter: 3.7 mm, length: 0.6 mm, 
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P.D.: 1.0 mm. 
Cat. 1506, L2:6 is a find of just two disc beads, one complete. Diameter: 3.7 mm, 
length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Cat. 1507, L2:7 is a find of just five disc beads. Largest - 3.8 mm, length: 1.3 mm, 
P.D.: 0.9 mm; smallest - diameter: 3.1 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 0.5 mm. 
Cat. 320, Bl:A, L2:7 is a single disc bead, probably of Tridacna sp. shell. Diameter: 
4.4 mm, length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm. 
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Cat. 1240, Bl:C, L2:8 is three very white disc beads, perhaps of Tridacna sp. shell. 1 
- diameter: 4.5 mm, length: 0.8 mm; 2 - diameter: 3.7 mm, length: 0.8 mm; 3 -
diameter: 3.7 mm, length: 0.5 mm. 
Cat. 1501, Bl:C, L2:9 comprises eight disc beads, two as fragments only. Largest-
diameter: 3.6 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm; smallest - diameter: 2.5 mm, length: 
0.5 mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm. 
Cat. 1508, L3:1 is an unassociated find of five quite differently-sized disc beads. 
Largest- diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm; smallest- diameter: 2.8 
mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 0.7 mm. 
Cat. 1503, Al:C, L3:2 is made up of 108 disc beads, some of which are very small. 
However, size ranges widely. At least one is of a dark grey shell, another example is 
probably of Trochus sp. shell. Largest- diameter: 4.5 mm, length: 1.2 mm, P.D.: 1.5 
mm; smallest - diameter: 2.0 mm, length: 0.35 mm, P.D.: 0.7 mm. One example is long 
relative to its diameter - diameter: 3.0 mm, length: 1.7 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm. 
Cat. 1354, Al:C, L3:2 is a single disc bead. Diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 1.5 mm, P.D.: 
0.9mm. 
Cat. 1347, Al:C, L3:2 (feature 1) is a single disc bead. Diameter: 2.7 mm, length: 0.7 
mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm. 
Cat. 1175, Al:C, L3:2 (feature 1) comprises four shell disc beads, one cylindrical 
shell bead and one cylindrical clay bead. The disc beads; largest - diameter: 3.5 mm, 
length: 1.2 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm; smallest- diameter: 2.9, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm. 
The cylindrical shell bead; diameter: 8.4 x 7.6 mm, length: 17.7 mm, P.D.: 4.1 & 3.2 
mm. Clay bead; see the clay bead section below. 
Cat. 1504, Al:C, L3:2 (feature 1) comprises four beads, three are complete. Largest -
diameter: 4.8 mm, length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 0.7 mm; smallest - diameter: 3.0 mm, length: 
1.2 mm, P.D.: 1.3 mm. The third complete bead is not circular but is a round-cornered 
triangle. Diameter: 3.0 mm, length: 1.2 mm, P.D.: 1.3 mm. 
Cat.1505, Al:C, L3:2 (feature 1, surface of 'n') is a find of 18 disc beads of mixed 
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sizes and colours. White, pink/brown and dark grey shell are all represented. Largest 
- diameter: 3.3 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.1 mm; smallest- diameter: 2.8 mm, length: 
0.6 mm, P.D.: 1.1 mm. 
Cat. 1500 Bl:B, L3:2 is a find of just two disc beads, one complete. Diameter: 4.0 
mm, length: 1.6 mm, P.D.: 1.1 mm. 
Cat. 1502, Bl:B, L3:3 is an unassociated find of 28 disc beads. They are generally 
consistently sized however, one is very flat and thin. Also, one is made of a dark grey 
shell. Largest- diameter: 3.0 mm, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; smallest- diameter: 
1.7 mm, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 0.6 mm; very flat disc - diameter: 3.6 mm, length: 0.7 
mm, P.D.: 1.6 mm. A single serpentine bead was also recovered from this context, see 
the stone beads section below. 
Cat. 1046, Bl:B, L3:3 (lens 1) comprises seven disc beads recovered from flotation 
residue. Most are probably made from Tridacna sp. shell although one is dark grey to 
black in colour. Largest- diameter: 2.5 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 0.6 mm; smallest-
diameter: 2.1 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D. 0.6 mm. 
Cat. 1362, Bl:A/B, L3:3 (feature 1) is a single disc bead that has been drilled from 
one side only. Diameter: 2.5 mm, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Shell beads from burial contexts 
These finds are listed in order of burial number. Note that some burials include more 
than one find of beads. 
Cat. 165, B. 2 is made up of 11 disc beads, dimensions are given for one. Diameter: 
4.6 mm, length: 1.2 mm, P.D.: 0.7 mm. 
Cat. 580, B. 30 is a find of 786 disc beads, described in the burial drawings as a 
necklace. These are consistently small beads making it difficult to identify the shell 
type. Tridacna sp. shell seems most likely. Large- diameter: 3.1 mm, length: 0.5 mm, 
P.D.: 0.8 mm; small- diameter: 2.3 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm. 
Cat. 765, B. 45 is a collection of 29 disc beads located near the mid-section of this 
individual. The nacreous surfaces remaining on many of these beads suggest that 
they were made from Trochus sp. shell. Largest - diameter: 4.8 mm, length: 0.8 mm; 
smallest - diameter: 3.3 mm, length: 0.7 mm. Perforation diameters vary from: 0.9 
mm to 1.8 mm (or, 21- 45 per cent of the total diameter of individual beads). 
Cat. 649, B. 48 comprises three barrel-shaped beads, associated with 21 disc beads 
(see cat. 1597 below), found near the jaw of this individual. Described together as a 
necklace all these beads are stained green, probably from contact with bronze. 1 -
diameter: 6.6 mm, length: 12.4 mm, P.D.: 3.2 mm; 2 - diameter: 6.9 x 6.8 mm, length: 
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12.2 mm, P.D.: 3.5 mm; 3 - diameter: 7.0 x 6.4 mm, length: 11.8 mm, P.D.: 3.1 mm. 
Cat. 769, B. 48 is a single disc bead drilled from one side only. Diameter: 3.0 mm, 
length: 0.9 mm, P.D.: 0.6 mm. 
Cat. 888, B. 48 comprises just two disc beads of Tridacna sp. shell. The dimensions 
of the most complete example are; diameter: 2.9 mm, length: 0.7 mm. 
Cat. 1597, B. 48 comprises 21 disc beads, stained green, and associated with cat. 
649 (three barrel-shaped beads, see above) near the jaw of this individual. Although 
badly weathered these beads appear consistently sized; dimensions are given for 
two. 1 - diameter: 3.5 mm, length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; 2 - diameter: 3.2 mm, length: 
0.9 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm. 
Cat. 800, B. 52 comprises 145 disc beads located at the left hand of this individual. 
These are probably made from Tridacna sp. shell. Perforation diameters are large; 
typically 38 to 50 per cent of the total diameter. Largest - diameter: 4.0 mm, length: 
1.0 mm; medium - diameter: 3.0, length: 0.5 mm; smallest - diameter: 2.6 mm, length: 
0.4mm. 
Cat. 801, B. 52 is made up of 255 disc beads located near this individual's right 
hand. Most beads fall within the following size range. Largest - diameter: 3.4 mm, 
length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 1.1 mm; smallest - diameter: 2.3 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D.: 1.1 
mm. A few beads are larger still and one in particular is long relative to its diameter -
diameter: 4.2 mm, length: 2.6 mm, P.D.: 1.8 mm. 
Cat. 802, B. 52 comprises 560 disc beads found in loose association with this burial. 
The beads appear to form two groups when sorted by size. Most are in the following 
size range; largest - diameter: 3.4 mm, length: 1.3 mm, P.D.: 1.5 mm; smallest -
diameter: 2.4 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm. The second group is slightly larger 
with a diameters between 4.1 mm and 4.5 mm. 
Cat. 803, B. 52 comprises 20 disc beads located at the neck of this individual. These 
are probably made of Tridacna sp. shell and are very consistently sized, some 
examples are given. 1- diameter: 4.3 mm, length: 1.1 mm, P.D.: 1.8 mm; 2- diameter: 
4.2 mm, length: 1.3 mm, P.D.: 2.2 mm; 3 - diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 1.5 mm, P.D.: 1.7 
mm. One example is particularly small with a diameter of only 3.0 mm. 
Cat. 1012, B. 52, comprises 243 disc beads made from Tridacna sp. shell located at 
the left knee of this individual. There is great variation in size. Largest- diameter: 4.2 
mm, length: 1.1 mm; smallest- diameter: 2.15 mm, length: 0.4 mm. 
Cat. 1013, B. 52 found about the left pelvis, or left hand, of this individual were 654 
disc beads, many concreted together in strings. Consistently sized and neatly formed 
these are among the smallest found at this site. Largest - diameter: 3.7 mm, length: 0.8 
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mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm; smallest - diameter: 2.4 mm, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 1.1 mm. 
Cat. 1014, B. 52 is a further large find from this burial, located at the right pelvis or 
right hand. A total of 308 consistently sized disc beads were recovered. Many appear 
to have been drilled from one side only. Most are within the following size range; 
largest- diameter: 3.4 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; smallest- diameter: 2.5 mm, 
length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 0.5 mm. One is particularly large; diameter: 4.2 mm, length: 1.7 
mm, P.D.: 1.5 mm. 
Cat. 1015, B. 52 comprises another 320 disc beads located about the upper body of 
this individual. The size range is particularly large with an even spread of sizes 
throughout the range. Largest - diameter: 5.8 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.5 mm; 
smallest - diameter: 2.2 mm, length: 0.5 mm, P.D.: 0.6 mm. 
Cat. 701, B. 59 comprises a number of shell beads, not examined. 
Cat. 820, B. 59 is a find of 56 disc beads. Some, if not all, are clearly made from 
Anadara sp. shell or, some other similar small bivalve. The planar surfaces are curved 
and the ridges present on the original outer surface of the shell are clearly visible. 
Dimensions are consistent; some examples follow. 1- diameter: 4.4 mm, length: 0.7 
mm, P.D.: 1.8 mm; 2 - diameter: 4.5 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.7 mm. 
Cat. 833, B. 59 comprises at least three disc beads of Tridacna sp. shell. Only one is 
complete. Diameter: 4.3 mm, length: 1.1 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm. 
Cat. 655, B. 61 is the top of a small gastropod shell that has had the central portion 
removed. It may have been used as a bead. Diameter: 5.4 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: c. 
2.0mm. 
Cat. 767, B. 62 is a find of just three disc beads located in the area of the skull. 
Largest- diameter: 3.5 mm, length: 1.0 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; smallest- diameter: 3.5 
mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Cat. 843, B. 62 is made up of 18 consistently sized beads. At least two have 
nacreous surfaces and so are probably of Trochus sp. shell. Largest - diameter: 3.7 mm, 
length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm; medium - diameter: 3.5 mm, length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 0.8 
mm; smallest- diameter: 2.9 mm, length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm 
Cat. 1486, B. 72 is reportedly a single disc bead found on the cranium. Not 
examined. 
Cat. 898, B. 76 is a find of just two disc beads of indeterminate shell type. 
Examination of burial drawings suggest that there are more beads concreted to the 
cranium of this burial. 1- diameter: 4.3 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 1.5 mm; 2-
diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 1.3 mm. 
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FIGURE 6.4 Shell beads, earrings and bangles (styles 1, 2, 10, 11, 15 & 16). Disc beads: A. cat. 580, 
B. cat. 1332. cylindrical bead: C. cat. 1175. Shell earring: D. cat. 993. Shell bangles (non-burial) - style 
10: E. cat. 37, F. cat. 105, G. cat. 623. style 11: H. cat. 56, I. cat. 65, J . cat. 746, K. cat. 850. style 15: 
L. cat. 179. style 16: M. cat. 107, N. cat. 501 , 0. cat. 848. Shell bangles (burial) - style 1: Q. cat. 662, 
R. cat. 913. 
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Cat. 923, B. 84 comprises 150 disc beads in at least two strings. Some, at least, have 
remaining nacreous surfaces suggesting they are made of Trochus sp. shell or fresh 
water mussel. They are all of similar dimensions. Typically- diameter: 4.5 mm, P.D.: 
0.8mm. 
Cat. 1332, B. 89 comprises 150 consistently sized disc beads found in the head area. 
Some are dished, suggesting Anadara sp. shell. Largest - diameter: 3.8 mm, length: 0.8 
mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm; smallest - diameter: 2.9 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Cat. 1357, B. 101 is another single disc bead, probably of Tridacna sp. shell. 
Diameter: 3.7 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 0.7 mm. 
Cat. 1509, B. 103 is a find of just two disc beads found within a pot. Also associated 
is a fragment of bronze. 1 - diameter: 3.6 mm, length: 0.6 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm; 2 -
diameter: 3.4 mm, length: 0.4 mm, P.D.: 0.9 mm. 
Cat. 1337, B. 107 comprises 86 disc beads from the waist area of this burial. Most 
are concreted together into strings making individual measurement difficult. At least 
one is dark grey in colour, which may be the original colour of the shell or it may 
have been burnt. Typical dimensions: 1 - diameter: 4.0 mm, length: 0.8 mm, P.D.: 0.5 
mm; 2- diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 0.7 mm, P.D.: 0.8 mm. 
Cat. 1510, B. 107 comprises a further 8 disc beads from this burial. They have 
nacreous surfaces remaining and are pinkish-brown in colour indicating Trochus sp. 
shell. Diameters: 3.6-4.0 mm, lengths: 0.6-0.9 mm, P.D.: c. 1/3 of total diameter. 
Stone beads 
A few (6-9) marble and serpentine beads have been recovered. These soft stone beads 
are more crudely made, and required a simpler technology to produce, than the 
hardstone beads of the Iron Age. None were recovered from burial contexts. 
Cat. 1353, Bl:B, L3:3 is a single dark-grey disc bead, probably of serpentine, 
recovered from the flotation residue. A single cut mark is visible around the 
circumference as if the bead was to be cut shorter before the artisan changed their 
mind. Diameter: 5.1 mm, length: 1.7 mm, perforation diameter: 1.2 mm. 
Cat. 949, Al/Bl:A, L3:l, feature 1 is a find of two dark-grey serpentine disc beads. 
The perforation in the larger bead is deeply countersunk. Large - diameter: 6.8 mm, 
length: 4.0 mm, P.D.: 1.4 mm; small - diameter: 3.1 mm, length: 0.9 mm, P.D.: 1.0 mm. 
Cat. 1119, Bl:A, L3:1, feature 17 is a single dark-grey to black serpentine disc bead. 
Diameter: 5.2 mm, length: 2.3 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm. 
Cat. 1281, Bl:C, L2:8 is a single yellow /white marble disc bead. Diameter: 3.1 mm, 
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-,, TABLE 6.1 Beads as composite artefacts 
-\ 
Artefact Burial No. Cat. No. Shell disc Shell barrel Shell type Total 
Necklace 30 580 786 Tridacna 786 
48 649, 769, 
888,1597 24 3 Tridacna 27 
62 767,843 21 Tridacna 21 
76 898 2+ ? 2+ 
84 923 150 Trochus 150 
, r 89 1332 150 Anadara 150 
107 1337, 1510 94 Trochus 94 
-I Belt/ 
bracelet? 45 765 29 Trochus 29 
' ' Burial 52 
L. Brace? 52 800 145 Tridacna 145 
Rt. Brace? II 801 255 II 255 
Loose II 802 560 II 560 
Necklace? II 803 20 II 20 
left knee II 1012 243 II 243 
;,- L. pelvis/ 
hand II 1013 654 II 654 
' 
Rt. pelvis/ 
hand II 1014 308 II 308 
upper body II 1015 320 II 320 ~ 
Loose 2 165 11 Tridacna 11 
59 701, 820, 
833 59 Tridacna & Anadara 59 
_\ 
Total 3831 3 3834 
;\ 
- \ 
TABLE 6.2 Earrings 
-", 
Cat.# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Material Style Notes 
993 B.57 4.7 5.3 28.0 36.9 tridacna 10 split ring: split width: 1.3 mm; rt. ear 
1011 B.57 3.3 4.0 18.1 25.0 tridacna 10 split ring; split width: 1.8 mm; left ear 
1058 B. 90 1.5 2.7 c.10.0 bone? 8 1/3 fragment; in grave fill 
1355 Al:C, L3:2 1.6 2.5 c.10.0 burnt bone? 8 1 / 3 fragment 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D. Outer Diameter 
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length: 6.1 mm, P.D.: 1.4 mm. 
Cat. 1513, L2:8 comprises four disc beads, one of which is definitely crystalline 
marble, the remainder are probably also of marble. Largest (definitely stone) -
diameter: 4.3 mm, length: 1.3 mm, perforation diameter: 1.6 mm; smallest - diameter: 
3.5 mm, length: 1.4 mm, P.D.: 1.2 mm. 
Beads as composite artefacts 
As at Nong Nor, how the beads were worn, that is, as necklaces, bracelets, belts or 
otherwise, is unclear. Identifications are based on the area of the body where the beads 
were found, however, this is not a simple procedure. For example, the hands are often 
located over, or near, the pelvis making the distinction between bracelets and belts, or 
even applique on clothing, difficult - although, this last option seems unlikely at Ban 
Lum Khao. The many beads found with burial 52 are the most difficult to identify. 
Although they were collected as a number of separate catalogue numbers from near 
the neck, the pelvis and both arms, there is no evidence that these correspond to separate 
artefacts. Post excavation examination of the beads shows that at least some were interred 
as strings, perhaps very long necklaces? Alternatively they may have been strings of 
beads placed over the body. Finally, the possibility remains that there were a number of 
separate artefacts, a necklace, bracelets, and perhaps a belt? Choosing between these 
alternatives is difficult. However, if we note that among the 13 burials containing beads, 
necklaces are the only clearly indicated composite artefacts, then this may be the most 
likely conclusion for the beads accompanying burial 52. 
Earrings 
These are simple circular split-rings made of shell or bone. They represent a matched 
pair from burial 57 and the fragmentary remains of two other similar artefacts. 
Shell bangles (n= c. 31) 
The majority of these bangles are made from Trochus sp. manufactured by slicing a 
series of discs from the cone-shaped shell. Many are fragments from outside grave 
contexts. However, burial finds are also often fragmentary. Burial 89 includes numerous 
fragments of at least 13 complete bangles worn in a set on the forearm. This is not 
uncommon in Bronze Age Thailand and may have provided a model for the large sets 
of bronze bangles found in later Iron Age sites. Note also that of the complete bangles, 
many are of Tridacna. 
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FIGURE 6.5 Shell bangles (styles 2, 10, 11 & 16) and ivory bangles. shell bangles - style 10: A. cat. 
1209, B. cat. 1299. style 11: C. cat. 309, D. cat. 985, E. cat. 1123, F. cat. 1207, G. cat. 1208, H. cat. 
1597. style 16: I. cat. 306/374, J. cat. 1098, K. cat. 1274, L. cat. 1276. style 2: M. cat. 994. Ivory 
bangles - N. cat. 1414, 0. cat. 1431. 
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FIGURE 6.6 Shell artefacts. Earrings: A. cat. 1058, B. cat. 1011, modified shell: C. 
cat. 1010, D. cat. 1365, E. cat. 1340. 
Other shell artefacts 
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Whole bivalve shells are common grave inclusions at Ban Lum Khao however, the two 
included here have been pierced, perhaps for suspension. A single modified cowrie 
shell has also been found. 
C~t. 1010, Al:C, L2:7 is half a cowrie shell that has been split longitudinally. No 
other working is visible. Length: 30.0 mm, width: 12.3 mm, shell height: 8.3 mm. 
Cat. 1133, B. 99 is a pierced, elongated, bivalve shell. The perforation is not 
completely circular. Length: 31.4 mm, width: 18.2 mm, shell height: 6.3 mm, 
perforation diameter: 6.7 mm. 
Cat. 1340, Al:A, L2:5 is a fragment of trochus shell that may be a segment of a 
bangle preform. Radial height: 10.7 mm, radial width: 5.8 mm. 
Cat. 1365, Bl:A/B, Ll:1 is a half fragment of a pierced bivalve shell. Length (half): 
24.0 mm, width: c. 26.0 mm, shell height: 11.7 mm, perforation diameter: 7.3 mm . 
Ivory bangles 
Only two ivory bangle fragments have been found at BLK, neither from burial contexts. 
The decorative motifs on the two bangles are similar. 
Cat. 1414, L2:9 is a one third fragment of an ivory bangle decorated around the 
outer surface with six incised lines. One of the two central lines is punctuated by 
closely spaced countersunk dots. Radial height: 13.6 mm, radial width: 2.6 mm, inner 
diameter: c. 55.0 mm. 
Cat. 1431, L2:4 is a small fragment bangle decorated around the outer surface with 
seven horizontal lines. The central line and one of those adjacent to it are both 
punctuated by closely spaced countersunk dots. Radial height: 14.8 mm, radial 
width: 4.5 mm. 
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TABLE 6.3 Shell bangles from non-burial contexts 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Shell Style Notes 
37 Al:A, L2:3 7.2 7.9 C. 65.0 tridacna 10 1/5 fragment 
39 Al:B, L2:sf.5 7.3 7.3 c. 70.0 tridacna 18 1/5 fragment; well finished 
51 Al:B, L2:5 8.0 5.7 c. 60.0 trochus 16 1/5 fragment 
56 Al:A/B, L2:5 12.4 4.6 c. 65.0 tridacna 11 1/5 fragment; well worn 
65 Al:A, L2:6 7.2 3.4 C. 70.0 tridacna 11 1/5 fragment 
84 Al:B, L2:6 7.2 5.6 C. 45.0 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment 
/ 105 Al:B, L2:7 7.9 7.1 C. 60.0 tridacna 10 1/5 fragment; well finished & polished 
107 Al:B, L2:7 5.6 6.8 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1/5 fragment; well finished 
121 Al:A, L2:8 6.0 5.8 C. 80.0 trochus 16 very small fragment; burnt? 
y 179 Bl:B, L2:5 7.8 7.2 tridacna 15 1/ 4 fragment; well finished; large flat 
surfaces at top and bottom of x-section 
278 Bl:A, L2:6 4.1 1.8 tridacna? 11 very small fragment 
.d 293 Bl:A, L2:6 3.8 5.5 C. 40.0 tridacna 7 1/3 fragment; well finished 
501 Al:A, L3:1 8.4 8.9 C. 90.0 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment; large dimensions 
539 Al:C, L2:3 6.3 7.2 trochus 16 very short fragment; badly weathered 
550 Al:C, L2:3 6.2 7.3 c. 80.0 trochus 16 1/4 fragment 
623 Bl:C, L2:4 5.9 5.3 c. 42.0 tridacna 10 1/3 fragment; scars from removing 
core obvious 
·x 629 Al:C, L2:4 5.5 6.0 C. 90.0 trochus 16 1/3 fragment 
746 Bl:B, L3:1 14.6 5.7 c. 60.0 tridacna? 11 1/ 4 fragment; curved long sides on x-
section 
"" ' 768 Al:C, L2:8 3.9 5.3 C. 85.0 trochus 16 1/3 fragment; well finished ' 
848 Bl:B, L3:2 8.5 8.0 48.0 trochus 16 1/2 fragment 
849 Bl:B, L3:2 8.4 6.8 C. 55.0 trochus 16 1/3 fragment 
850 Bl:B, L3:2 13.3 5.3 C. 60.0 tridacna 11 well finished 
• ..J_ 851 Bl:B, L3:2 6.4 5.5 c. 55.0 trochus 16 1/3 fragment 
852 Bl:B, L3:2 5.0 7.3 C. 50.0 trochus 16 1 / 3 fragment 
854 Bl:B, L3:2 7.1 5.5 c. 55.0 trochus 16 1/3 fragment 
903 Bl:C, L2:9 trochus 16 very small fragment 
1384 L2:6 5.3 6.2 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1 / 5 fragment 
1390 L2:8 5.0 6.2 C. 85.0 trochus 16 1 / 3 fragment 
~~ 1420 L2:3 6.3 4.4 c. 100.0 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment 
1429 L2:4 tridacna 1? very small fragment 
1433 L2:4 5.1 5.3 C. 80.0 trochus 16 1/5 fragment 
R.H.:Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
i' Other bone and ivory artefacts 
•"( Cat. 235, B. 38 is a short fragment of burnt ivory broken at both ends. Otherwise 
unmodified. Diameter: 11.4 mm x 11.8 mm, length: 44.1 mm. 
~ Cat. 416, B. 39 is a fragment of turtle carapace located near the upper body of this 
individual. 
Cat. 575, B. 28 is a single dog tooth located near the neck of this individual. Not 
examined. 
Cat. 589, B. 44 is a length of antler laying parallel to this individual's left side. 
Cat. 605, Al:A, L3:2 is a length of long bone (originally labelled as antler), sawn at 
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TABLE 6.4 Shell Bangles - burial 
Cat.# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Shell Style Notes 
·~ 
306/ B.9 4.5-5.2 3.3-5.6 51.8 61.5 trochus 16 almost complete; not circular; 
374 assoc. with burial pot 
309 B.19/20 22.9 5.3 58.2 62.0 tridacna 11 almost complete; heavily 
weathered; amongst disar 
ticulated bones of 2 burials 
662 B.50 13.1 20.3 48.6 87.6 tridacna 1 complete; well finished 
985 B.52 8.8 4.4 c. 60.0 tridacna 11 1/3 frag.; perforated once 
from inner to outer surface 
1597 B.52 8.4 4.9 58.0 67.7 tridacna 11 3 / 4 frag.; heavily weathered 
994 B.57 6.0 19.6 61.7 100.3 tridacna 2 complete; two original breaks 
.'r 
repaired with bronze wire; a 
low flange is present on one 
~·i 
face only; located between 
left arm & left pelvis 
1377 B. 77 4.8 9.3 trochus 16 1/5 fragment; well finished 
1085 B. 85 7.3 7.2 c. 90.0 c. 99.0 trochus 16 1/2 fragment 
!'( 
1078 B. 89 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment 
1079 B. 89 5.8 7.7 C. 80.0 trochus 16 1 I 5 fragment 
1080 B. 89 5.4 6.1 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1 I 4 fragment 
1081 B. 89 2.9 3.2 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment 
1082 B. 89 4.7 3.8 trochus 16 very short fragment 
1098 B. 89 5.0 7.0 82.0 93.0 trochus 16 1/2 bangle 
?- 1099 B. 89 5.3 6.2 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1/5 fragment; well finished 
1100 B. 89 5.0 5.8 c. 90.0 trochus 16 1/5 fragment 
1101 B. 89 3.3 5.7 c. 85.0 trochus 16 1 /2 bangle; very well finished 
1102 B. 89 5.7 6.0 c. 80.0 trochus 16 1/2 fragment 
-i_ 1103 B. 89 4.5 5.7 trochus 16 1/ 4 fragment 
1104 B. 89 6.2 5.8 72.0 trochus 16 1/2 bangle 
1105 B.89 trochus 16 1 I 8 fragment 
;!- 1106 B. 89 5.0 2.8 c. 85.0 trochus 16 1 I 4 fragment 
1107 B. 89 4.4 3.7 trochus 16 1/3 fragment; 
1108 B. 89 6.5 3.8 trochus 16 very short fragment 
··1 1112 B. 89 6.0 3.5 trochus 16 very short fragment 
1126 B. 89 trochus 16 2 x 1 / 4 fragments 
1282 B. 89 trochus 16 more fragments of trochus 
bangles from B. 89; at least 6 
bangles represented 
957 B. 91 7.2 5.4 trochus 16 very short fragment 
l. 1123 B. 95 10.1 3.6 c.55.0 tridacna 11 1 I 3 fragment; left fore arm 
1207 B. 99 16.3 6.2 51.0 64.4 tridacna 11 complete; heavily eroded; left 
wrist 
1208 B. 99 18.1 8.0 50.6 64.6 tridacna 11 complete; well finished; bev-
elled comers on outer edge; 
left wrist 
,.. 1209 B. 99 6.6 6.2 44.0 56.5 tridacna 10 complete; left wrist 
1274 B.105 8.1 7.3 52.0 64.5 trochus 16 complete 
1275 B.105 8.0 6.8 52.4 64.6 trochus 16 
1276 B.105 8.1 5.0 51.7 62.6 trochus 16 3 / 4 fragment 
1276a B.105 7.1 5.6 51.5 63.2 trochus 16 3 / 4 fragment 
1299 B.107 4.2 4.3 c. 41.0 c. 50.0 tridacna 10 almost complete; assoc. with 
shell beads - all concreted 
together with arm bones; rt. 
forearm 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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FIGURE 6.7 Stone bangles (style 1 & 2) . Style 1: A. cat. 699, B. cat. 1338. style 2: C. cat. 116, D. cat. 
223, E. cat. 481, F. cat. 570, G. cat. 700, H. cat. 755, I. cat. 785. 
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FIGURE 6.8 Stone bangles (style 2), stone object, bone object and clay bangles. Stone bangles: A. 
cat. 982, B. cat. 983, C. cat. 984, D. cat. 1298. stone object: E. cat. 31. bone object: F. cat. 1380. clay 
bangles - style 2: G. cat. 595. style 4: H. cat. 648b, I. cat. 1092. style 8: J. cat. 308, K. cat. 692a. style 
9: L. cat. 57 4. style 10: M. cat. 183, N. cat. 329/598, 0. cat. 340, P. cat. 648a, Q. cat. cat. 786. 
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both ends. This may have been a simple bone reel. Length: 39.4 mm, outer diameter: 
34.6 mm x 32.5 mm, inner diameter (max.): 22.2 mm. 
Cat. 840, Al:B, L3:2 is an almost square fragment of turtle carapace. One corner has 
been broken off. At least one edge retains its natural form. Length: 40.9 mm, width: 
38.5 mm, thickness: 3.7 mm. 
Cat. 1428, L2:4 is a worked tab of long bone that has been burnt. Phallic form. 
Length: 50.4 mm, width: 31.6 mm, thickness: 4.7 mm. 
TABLE 6.6 Stone Bangles 
Cat.# Context R.H. R.H.2*R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
44 Al:A, L2:4 20.3 6.3 c. 42.0 11 1/ 4 fragment; white crystalline 
marble; well worn 
116 Al:A, L2:8 8.7 4.4 40.0 2 1/ 4 fragment; pale, mottled, marble; 
well finished 
223 Bl:B, L2:5 8.3 5.1 31.5 C. 60.0 2 very short fragment; white marble; 
well weathered 
288 Bl:A, L2:6 c. 16.0 c. 16.0 13 crystalline marble; very small 
fragment 
481 B.45 7.8 4.9 22.7 c. 55.0 2 1/5 fragment; pale marble; well 
weathered 
570 B. 21 10.1 4.3 22.5 61.3 106.7 2 pale, mottled, marble; well finished; 
left forearm 
699 B.59 19.4 30.8 59.8 121.7 1 pale, mottled, marble; well finished; 
rt. forearm 
700 B.59 13.2 3.6 21.1 58.2 102.7 2 pale, mottled, marble; well finished; 
left forearm 
755 B.45 7.8 4.7 22.5 54.4 97.7 2 1/2 fragment; pale, mottled, marble; 
well finished; located amongst 
remains of lower left arm 
785 B. 67 /B. 69 8.8 5.0 45.4 2 1/5 fragment; marble bangle; well 
(nowB.88) finished 
824 B.64 7.0 9.8 53.2 71.7 10 white marble; curved outer surface; 
manufacturing scars still present; left 
forearm? bone fragments located at 
upper pelvis 
982 B.52 8.5 4.5 40.0 59.2 2 3 / 4 fragment; marble; well finished; 
rt. forearm 
983 B.52 7.1 2.8 15.9 55.6 86.0 2 pale, mottled, marble; well finished; 
rt. forearm 
984 B.52 8.8 4.5 24.5 55.6 118.4 2 pale, mottled, marble; well finished; 
left forearm 
1149 B.45 C. 30.0 C. 65.0 C. 90.0 2 marble; very small fragment; area of 
grave 
1298 B.42 9.8 4.2 29.6 53.0 112.2 2 pale grey /blue marble; well finished; 
left elbow 
1338 B. 82 41.8 54.0 62.0 173.2 1 grey /white crystalline marble, well 
finished and very large! 
R.H.: Radial Height of Flange, R.H.: Radial Height Adjacent to Flange, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer 
Diameter 
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FIGURE 6.9 Clay bangles. Non-burial - style 11: A. cat. 787, B. cat. 1152. style 15: C. 
cat. 45, D. cat. 82. style 18: E. cat. 178, F. cat. 205, G. cat. 236, H. cat. 266, I. cat. 
641. Burial - style 4: J. cat. 498. style 15?: K. cat. 671. 
Stone bangles 
These marble bangles were found in a range of forms that would have been familiar to 
any inhabitant of Bronze Age Thailand. The ubiquitous T-sectioned and L-sectioned 
bangles predominate. Some of the latter are very large and heavy. The quality of the 
marble varies between fine-grained pale yellow or blue stone, with a smooth surface, 
to grainy white or grey /white crystalline marble. It is this coarse marble that was often 
used for the larger bangles, while the T-sectioned bangles were made of the fine-grained 
material. Almost all were found in mortuary contexts. 
Other stone artefacts 
Cat. 21, Al:A, Ll:4 is an almost square tabular sandstone object with rounded 
projections extending out from the top two corners. It has been pierced from front to 
back near the centre of the top edge. It may have been used as a pendant or perhaps a 
portable whetstone. Height: 52.0 mm, width: 71.1 mm, thickness: 17.6 mm (at top) to 
12.5 mm (at bottom). 
Cat. 66, Al:A, L2:6 is a circular tab of marble. The outer edge is sloped so that one 
face is smaller in diameter than the other. A small hole was begun in the centre of the 
largest face, but not completed. Diameter (max.): 18.9 mm, thickness: 4.8 mm, 
perforation diameter: 1.4 mm, depth: 2.0 mm. 
Clay bead 
Cat. 1175, Al:C, L3:2, feature 1 comprises four shell disc beads, one cylindrical 
shell bead and one cylindrical clay bead. Clay bead - diameter: 4.7 mm, length: 4.8 
mm, perforation diameter: 1.3 mm. See the entry under 'shell beads' for details of the 
other beads. 
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TABLE 6.6 Clay bangles - non-burial 
~ 
Cat.# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Style Notes 
45 Al:A, L2:4 13.5 13.3 irregular 15 mottled matt black/ brown surface, dark 
grey core 
82 Al:B, L2:6 8.2 6.5 c. 40.0 15 dark matt black surface, dark grey core; has 
... one original end, i.e. split ring 
~ 
178 Bl:B, L2:5 7.7 7.5 C. 40.0 18 matt grey /brown surface 
183 Bl:B, L2:5 13.3 13.7 c. 40.0 10 matt black surface (partially burnished?); 
dark grey core 
205 Bl:A, Ll:3 10.0 9.5 c. 40.0 18 matt grey surface, grey core 
236 Bl:A, L2:2 12.5 13.3 c. 40.0 18 matt, light, orange/brown surface, dark 
grey core with c. 2 mm rim of orange 
266 Bl:A, L2:5 7.7 8.6 c. 42.0 18 rich orange/ brown surface; burnished? 
308 Bl:A, L2:8 5.3 8.3 C. 40.0 8 matt black/brown surface, dark grey core 
329& Bl:A, L2:9 8.9 10.8 C. 60.0 10 burnished black surface, dark grey core 
598 
340 Bl:A, L2:9 7.7 9.5 c. 45.0 10 matt grey /brown surface, grey / brown core 
" 574 Al:C, L2:3 7.4 17.4 c. 45.0 9 mottled black/brown surface, dark grey 
" 
core 
595 Al :A, L3:2 18.3 24.3 C. 45.0 2 burnished rich brown surface; dark grey 
core; R.H. without flange: 9.4 mm, flange 
width: 4.4 mm 
598 see, cat. 329 
641 Bl:C, L2:4 10.8 10.8 c. 100.0? 18 rich red/brown slipped surface, dark grey 
core 
648a Al:C, L2:5 13.9 11.3 C. 60.0 10 cloudy grey /white surface, dark grey core 
648b Al:C, L2:5 8.0 9.9 c. 55.0 4 burnished black surface, dark grey core 
692a Al:C, L2:6 9.6 15.3 c. 60.0 8 matt black surface, dark grey core 
692b Al:C, L2:6 12.7 8.1 c. 55.0 11 matt black surface, dark grey core 
711 Bl:C, L2:6 7.8 7.1 <50.0 15 matt black surface, black core 
786 Bl:C, L2:6 11.7 10.0 c. 50.0 10 matt black surface, dark grey core 
787 Bl:C, L2:6 12.5 7.3 c. 60.0 11 matt black/brown surface, dark grey core 
796 Al:C, L2:6 7.1 6.9 c. 65.0 18 matt grey /brown surface, dark grey core; 
cross-section thickened centrally 
1092 Bl:A/B, L2:4 19.3 29.6 c50.0 4 matt black surface, dark grey core; 
irregularly curved 
1152 Bl:A/ B, L2:8 10.2 7.6 11 light brown, matt, surface, dark grey core 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
TABLE 6.7 Clay bangles - burial 
Cat.# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Style Notes 
333 B.17 8.7 8.0 C. 60.0 10 mottled grey / browri surface, grey /brown 
core 
498 B. 37 11.9 22.0 4 matt black surface, black core 
671 B.55 9.8 8.4 C. 50.0 15? matt grey /black surface, dark grey core; D-
sectioned but with the curve on the inner 
surface!; also in this bag a length of clay 
tuyere or pipe; vicinity of burial 
R.H .: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
\ 
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TABLE 6.8 Bronze Fragments 
Cat.# Context 
89 Al:B, L2:6 
213 Bl:C, L2:6 
228 Bl:A, L2:2 
229 Bl:A, L2:2 
376 B.39 
468 Bl:C, L2:1 
469 Al:C, L2:2 
510 B.16 
639 B.56 
653 B.39 
745 B.58 
899 B. 73 
1041 B.88 
1042 B.88 
1079 B. 12 
1153 Bl:B/C, L2:2 
1167 Al/Blc, L2:2 
1205 B.103 
1426 L2:2 
1512 B.90 
M.D.: Maximum Dimension 
Clay earrings 
M.D. Comments 
C. 33.0 
26.0 
11.0 
7.1 
wire: 23.0 
tab: 17.0 
13.8 
11.0 
15.2 
8.0 
10.5 
10.7 
13.9 
31.7 
14.6 
24.0 
24.0 
20.0 
15.5 & 11.2 
45.0 
irregular object; resembles fragments of 2 rings concreted 
together; circular x-sections: 7.4 x 8.3 mm 
linear fragment with oval/rectangular x-section: 3.6 x 2.9 mm 
oval/rectangular x-section: 2.8 x 3.1 mm 
specks of powdery bronze corrosion 
spherical nodule located at rt. elbow 
a collection of bronze fragments, nodules, tabs and wires - some 
may be bangle fragments ? 
wire/bangle fragment?; oval/rectangular x-section: 2.4 x 3.0 mm 
irregular lump 
irregular nodule 
irregular fragment 
maybe wire or thin bangle fragment ? 
irregular lump 
non-descript fragment 
linear, nail-like form with irregular 'nail head' at one end, 
fishhook?. Shaft dia.: 5.0 mm 
elongated triangular tab; thickness: 4.2 mm 
curved fragment of bronze wire - bangle ? ; triangular x-section; 
R.H.: 2.4, R.W.: 2.7 mm 
irregular lumps 
linear fragments with square x-sections e.g. R.H.: 3.9 mm, R.W.: 
3.9 mm; bangle fragments ? 
linear fragment; triangular x-section: 4.6 x 6.1 mm 
bronze fragment beside pot, cat. 1020 
Cat. 522, B. 38 is a fragment (approximately one quarter) of a small ring or earring. 
It has a matt-black surface and a dark-grey core. The cross-section is circular (style 
18). Radial height: 5.1 mm, radial width: 5.0 mm, inner diameter c. 15.0 mm. 
Clay bangles 
In common with all other sites I have been involved with no clay bangles were found 
either whole or directly associated with a skeleton. As such their designation as bangles 
can be disputed. The range of forms however, so closely parallels that of bangles in 
other materials that this seems their most likely use. An alternative explanation as pot 
handles is handicapped by a singular absence of handled pots in the larger assemblage. 
Three fragments were found in burial contexts but there is no evidence that they 
were deliberate grave inclusions. 
':l 
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Other clay artefacts 
Cat. 9, Al:B, Ll:4 is a cylinder of clay broken at one end and coming to a rounded 
point at the other. The extant end is decorated with incised lines that spiral down 
from the point. The surface is a light orange/brown colour. Use is unknown. Length 
(broken): 37.0 mm, diameter: 31.2 mm. 
Cat. 227, Bl:A, L2:2 is a clay tube with a circular cross-section. One end has been 
broken off and it has been pierced longitudinally. It comes to a rounded point at the 
extant end and has eight rectangular projections radiating out at the broken end. The 
central portion forms a narrower waist. The surface is matt-black in colour and the 
core is dark-grey. This artefact is in the same family as the clay rollers of Ban Chiang 
and may have been used as a bead. Length (broken): 33.0 mm, diameter (max.): 32.6 
mm, waist diameter: 24.8 mm, perforation diameter: 5.9 mm. 
Cat. 1145, Bl:C, L3:1 is a fragment of folded pot rim which has had the broken 
edge, where the rim joins the body of the pot, reworked to a smooth surface. Use 
unknown. Radial height: 11.5 mm, radial width: 9.2 mm, inner diameter: c. 160 mm. 
Bronze bangles 
It is perhaps ironic that while described as a Bronze Age site there is very little bronze at 
BLK. No bronze jewellery was found in a grave. Only one find is likely to be the remains 
of bronze jewellery. 
Cat. 1167, Al/Blc, L2:2 comprises four fragments of bronze. One is an irregular 
nodule but the other three may be fragments of child's bangles or perhaps earrings. 
Dimensions are given for the two largest. 1) radial height: 2.6 mm, radial width: 2.2 
mm, I.D.: c. 40.0 mm and, 2) radial height: 2.6 mm, radial width: 2.4 mm, inner 
diameter: c. 45.0 mm. 
Bronze fragments 
The remainder of the bronze found at BLK is in the form of small fragments or 
unidentifiable lumps. Some of these may be the remains of artefacts with a particular 
use however, many are probably manufacturing by-products. It is interesting to note 
that at the Bronze Age site of Nong Nor, far to the south, a similar paucity of bronze 
was recovered during the first season of excavation and it was not until the second 
season that a range of bronze artefacts was uncovered. It remains possible that a wider 
range of bronzes exist in the unexcavated areas of BLK. 
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Discussion 
1. The variety of personal ornaments 
The most obvious feature of this assemblage is its relative impoverishment. Of the over 
100 burials only 34 had any personal ornaments at all. In addition the variety is limited. 
Earrings, a limited range of bangles, shell beads and a single, possible, dog-tooth pendant 
constitutes the total range. Outside mortuary contexts, however, clues to a wider variety 
exist. Soft-stone disc beads, a clay bead, fragments of ivory bangles, clay bangles and 
bronze were found. 
The absence of bronze grave goods is particularly puzzling. The proposed dates for 
the site place it well within the Bronze Age and the fragments recovered attest to this 
metal's presence at the site, including pieces consistent with bangles or earrings. 
The most likely explanation for this lack is that the excavation was undertaken at the 
edge of the present mound, which is probably near the edge of the prehistoric mound. 
Perhaps the low status, or poorer, individuals were interred here with high status graves 
placed nearer the centre of the mound. This is, of course, impossible to prove without 
further excavation but some supporting evidence can be found. At Ban Na Di, for ex-
ample, Higham and Kijngam (1984) found significant differences in wealth between 
the two areas excavated. Also, although many burials at Ban Lum Khao included a 
number of pots as grave goods, none approach the numbers included in wealthy graves 
at the nearby and contemporary site of Ban Prasad (Mongkhonkamnuanket 1992). 
Another contributory factor may be that 46% of the total interments are of children 
(less than 15 years old), including a significant number less than 1 year old (Domett 
2000). This compares with Nong Nor where only 21 % of the total were children (Tayles 
et al. 1998). Sub-adults may be expected to attract less grave goods than adults. 
The alternative explanations are either that Ban Lum Khao is particularly poor in 
relation to other contemporary sites or that personal ornaments were simply not im-
portant constituents of the local mortuary ritual. 
2. Distribution of personal ornaments 
The distribution of personal ornaments within the excavated cemetery shows no clear 
pattern, either by interment type (Fig. 6.10) or spatially (Fig. 6.11). Probably, it is the 
relative paucity of personal ornaments at the site that contributes to this impression; it 
certainly means that the assemblage cannot be divided into common and rare artefacts 
as at Nong Nor. 
The shell beads, for example, are distributed between males, females and sub-adults. 
The outstanding find of 2505 beads was associated with an adult female, however, the 
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FIGURE 6.10 Ban Lum Khao cemetery plan, mortuary phase 3 
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next largest find of 786 beads was interred with an adult male. Similarly, trochus shell 
bangles were found with males, females and sub-adults. 
Tridacna bangles occurred in several forms. None were found with adult males, al-
though, they were present in both adult female and sub-adult graves. Significantly, two 
style 1 tridacna shell bangles were included- at Nong Nor these were associated with 
males. Conversely, when we consider the stone bangles, the two style 1 examples were 
found with adult males only. Style 2 stone bangles were also present, however, they 
were distributed between adult males and females. 
There is then, little clear evidence of a distinction between male and female grave 
goods. Only the lack of tridacna bangles with males stands out. However, a clearer 
distinction between adult and sub-adult grave goods can be discerned in that no stone 
bangles, of any form, were found in sub-adult interments. 
Aside from age and sex, orientation of the grave is the other obvious distinction. Of 
the 34 graves containing personal ornaments all but two are north-south orientated. 
The two graves with east-west orientations are burial 2, containing 11 shell beads and 
burial 64 containing the single style 10 stone bangle. Both burials are well endowed 
with pottery vessels. 
Finally, Higham and Thosarat have divided the cemetery into several phases based 
on superposition and burial goods. Again, burial 2 and burial 64 stand out. They are 
respectively of phase 4 and phase 1. All remaining interments containing personal or-
naments are from phase 3 (Figs. 6.9 & 6.10). Unfortunately, the limited numbers make 
comparisons between phases relatively meaningless. Looking more closely within phase 
3, of 22 complete, or almost complete, adult interments only nine included personal 
ornaments as grave goods. One of six child burials and seven of the 26 infant burials 
were similarly endowed. Not only were personal ornaments limited in variety but also 
in number. Given that many of the phase 3 burials had no shortage of other grave 
goods the conclusion that personal ornaments only partially contributed to designat-
ing status or wealth at Ban Lum Khao seems inescapable. The alternative explanation 
is that personal ornaments were indeed clear signs of wealth or status but that the area 
excavated includes few individuals meriting such treatment. 
3. Materials, technology and exchange 
There is little that is remarkablE: about the materials and technology exhibited at Ban 
Lum Khao. Ivory, shell and marble are all easily worked and well represented at other 
sites in Northeast Thailand. The developing technological sophistication evident at Nong 
Nor, including a variety of metals and hardstone, is not repeated here. Only Cat. 1338, 
the very large L-sectioned marble bangle stands out- because of its size and weight- it 
must have been very uncomfortable to wear. 
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Table 6.9: Personal ornament distribution at Ban Lum Khao 
Burial Age Sex Phase Shell Shell Shell Trochus Tridacna Stone Other/notes 
" bead bead earring bang. bang. bang. 
disc barrel 
64 40-4 F 1 1 
72 20-4 F 1 1 
19/20 20-4 F 3 1 
21 30-9 F 3 1 
42 20-9 F 3 1 
45 30-4 F 3 29 ? x3 frags. stone bangle 
52 25-9 F 3 2505 2 3 
57 30-9 F 3 2 1 
61 19 F 3 x1 gastropod shell top 
bead 
77 25-9 F 3 1 
85 25-9 F 3 1 
95 20-9 F 3 1 
38 30-9 F 4 1 x dog tooth& worked 
ivory 
30 30-4 M 1 786 necklace 
28 35-9 M 3 dog tooth 
48 40 M 3 24 3 
59 30-9 M 3 59+ 2 
67 25-9 M 3 1 frag . 
82 20 M 3 1 
•> 89 35-9 M 3 150 13+ 
101 7 C 2 1 
90 12 C 3 shell ring & bangle 
frags. 
99 13 C 3 3 pierced bivalve shell 
91 0.5 I 2 ? frag. of trochus only 
9 0 I 3 1+ 
50 0 I 3 1 
58 0 I 3 bronze frag. 
62 0 I 3 21 worked ivory 
76 0.75 I 3 2+ 
84 0.25 I 3 150 1 shell id. from burial 
drawing 
103 0 I 3 2 frag. bronze bang.? 
105 0.75 1 3 3+ 
107 0 I 3 92 1 
2 2 I 4 11 
,, 
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One aspect of the shell and stone bangles that is interesting is the lack of manufac-
turing scars remaining on any of the surfaces. This suggests that these ornaments were 
either very carefully finished before use or that they were worn routinely during life, 
and therefore not manufactured specifically for the mortuary ritual. The level of wear 
on edges and outer surfaces supports the latter case. 
The importance of marine shell at these inland sites is emphasised by a considera-
tion of the Ban Lum Khao assemblage. Clearly exchange networks that extended to the 
coast were well established at the time, the only questions are the route and how the 
exchange was conducted. The most likely route is via the Mun River and then the Me-
kong River to the delta region of southern Vietnam. This would allow marine shell 
from both coastal Vietnam and parts of the Gulf of Thailand, away from muddy esturies, 
to enter the exchange network. There is no evidence for on-site manufacture of these 
artefacts, and few are present, which together suggest that exchange was small scale 
and more likely to conform to a down-the-line, rather than a direct, model. 
4. The relationship with Nong Nor 
By moving from Central to Northeastern Thailand we have crossed either the 
Phetchabun or Dang Raek mountains, depending on the route taken, and left the coastal 
environment behind. Clearly a direct relationship with Nong Nor cannot be expected. 
Despite this, the personal ornaments indicate some cultural associations, although the 
messages are mixed. 
The style 2, T-sectioned, stone bangles are the clearest example of a relationship. 
Already noted in the previous chapter, these occur at both sites, and widely throughout 
Southeast Asia. As at Nong Nor they are only found with adults at Ban Lum Khao, 
indicating some restrictions in access. I suggested in chapter 5 that coastal Vietnamese 
production sites may be the ultimate source for these artefacts. Exchange routes that 
both follow the coasts and the major river systems would account for this wide distri-
bution. Style 1, L-sectioned bangles are also shared by the two sites. Conversely, Tro-
chus bangles, while present at Ban Lum Khao, are absent from Nong Nor. This may be 
a special feature of Nong Nor as these bangles do occur at other Central Thai sites. I 
have noted their presence at Non Pa Wai in the Khao Wong Prachan Valley study area. 
Earrings are another artefact type that points up the differences. Only simple, circular 
shell earrings are found at Ban Lum Khao. While these were found at Nong Nor they 
were not in burial contexts and therefore probably date to the phase 1 occupation. In 
contrast the distinctive split-ring stone earrings of Nong Nor are not repeated at Ban 
LumKhao. 
The shell beads are also worthy of mention. There is no evidence that any of the 
beads of Nong Nor were made of anything other than tridacna shell. The Ban Lum 
Khao beads suggest that a variety of shell was used in their manufacture, and, although 
r, 
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they have been assigned to three groups; Tridacna sp., Trochus sp. and Anadara sp., these 
are indicative only and it may be that a wider variety of shell, including local freshwa-
ter species, may have been employed on an opportunistic basis. 
In sum, Ban Lum Khao exhibits a much smaller range of personal ornaments than 
Nong Nor, both in terms of material and artefact types and styles. Despite this smaller 
range, some ornaments are unique to Ban Lum Khao: ivory bangles, trochus bangles 
and clay bangles. The simplest way to explain these features may be to imagine a broadly 
similar culture adapted to, and modified by, distinctive local conditions. 
Conclusions 
1. The number and variety of personal ornaments at Ban Lum Khao is 
impoverished. In particular, no bronze artefacts were recovered. 
2. Some personal ornaments represented at the site do not occur in mortuary 
contexts (for example, ivory bangles). 
3. As with other Northeast Thai Bronze Age sites trochus shell is at least as 
important as tridacna shell, this contrasts significantly with Nong Nor. 
4. The few personal ornaments and, relative to nearby Ban Prasad, the few other 
grave goods, suggests that a poorer section of the total cemetery was excavated. 
5. The few personal ornaments make it difficult to detect patterns in distribution. It 
is unclear whether adult males and females were treated differently however, some 
artefacts do appear to have been denied to sub-adults. 
6. The personal ornaments were probably imported from some distance away, 
following a down-the-line model, as complete, finished, artefacts. 
7. They were well worn before being employed as grave goods. 
8. Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao show similarities that suggest either the same 
ultimate source for some artefacts or a related basic culture. 
9. There are also clear differences between the two assemblages that must reflect 
local conditions, exchange regimes and developments. 
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CHAPTER 7: Noen-U-Loke 
N oen-U-Loke is an Iron Age moated site located in the Mun River valley on the lower Khorat Plateau (Figs. 6.1 & 6.2, previous chapter). While it lies less than 20 
km's west of Ban Lum Khao, it contrasts with the Bronze Age site in a number of 
fundamental ways, none more so than its personal ornament assemblage. In this chapter 
an outline of the excavation and site is given, followed by a description of the personal 
ornaments. The personal ornament assemblage is then discussed in terms of what it 
tells us about the evolving community and its relationship with Ban Lum Khao and 
NongNor. 
The excavation 
Noen-U-Loke was excavated under the direction of Higham and Thosarat as the major 
part of the 'Origins of Angkor Project' (see chapter 6). It is principally an Iron Age site, 
however, it also includes a Bronze Age component at its base, as revealed by the initial 
excavations conducted by Wichakana (1986). The site was chosen, in part, because of 
this long and inclusive sequence and also because the five moats visible on aerial 
photographs are more than are associated with than any other in the area (Fig. 7.1, plan 
view). The fact that there is no modern occupation on the site helped to confirm the 
choice. A detailed description of Noen-U-Loke can be found in the site report (Higham 
2000) - only the main points are given here. 
The mound covers an area of approximately 12 ha. Two seasons of excavation re-
moved 220 m2 of deposit, reaching natural at a depth of c. Sm and revealing 130 buri-
als, as well as evidence of domestic structures in the form of post-holes, clay floors and 
walls and metal smelting or casting furnaces. The stratigraphy, physical depth and time 
depth are all greater than at Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao with six general layers 
identified. Working from the present ground surface down, layer 1 includes the dis-
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W. E. Boyd and R. McGrath 
FIGURE 7.1 Plan of Noen-U-Loke showing the site of the excavations and the banks 
that demarcate the moats. 
turbed surface material and so is discounted here. In addition, a date from Layer 2, spit 
2 suggests recent accumulation at about 200 + /- 50 BP. Therefore, the material from this 
layer probably also represents recent use or, perhaps, disturbed earlier deposits. Layer 
3 includes in situ material. Although radiocarbon determinations are still scarce, it is 
suggested that this layer accumulated during the period 250-650 AD. As well as buri-
als, a large amount of industrial and occupational remains were uncovered, including 
furnaces and burnt clay floors. Layer 4, again, includes much occupational evidence 
along with many burials. In fact, it may be from this layer that the majority of burials 
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within layers 5 and 6 were dug. Radiocarbon determinations suggest that layer 4 was 
deposited between about 200 BC - AD 300. Layer 5 is dominated by postholes, areas of 
burning and pits. Only two burials are included. Finally, layer 6 represents natural 
substrates into which postholes, pits and burials were dug. Radiocarbon analysis sug-
gests that most of the cultural material belongs to the Iron Age and dates to the second 
half of the first millennium BC. However, one small hearth dates to 1010-790 BC, at the 
2 sigma confidence level, confirming a Bronze Age presence. The bottom of layer 6 
reveals completely natural substrates with an ancient stream bed crossing the north-
west quadrant of the excavated area. 
Higham and Thosarat have divided the burials into 5 phases, based on stratigraphic 
relationships. Phases 3 and 4 are divided, in turn, into clusters based on areal patterning 
(Fig. 7.2). These will be considered in greater depth when discussing the distribution of 
personal ornaments. The relationship between burial phases and stratigraphic layers is 
not direct, because the layer from which a burial is dug is not necessarily the same layer 
in which the contents are found. If the grave cut is not visible, then only the layer in 
which contents occur is known. In general, however, the relationship is as follows; burial 
phases 1 and 2 correspond with layers 5 and 6. Burial phase 3 corresponds with layer 4. 
Burial phase 4 corresponds with layer 3, although the contents of many phase 4 graves 
were uncovered within layer 4. Burial phase 5 is most closely associated upper layer 3. 
Amongst the interred individuals 26 males, 21 females, 22 adults of unknown sex, 5 
children (5-15 years old) and 56 infants and neonates are represented. Grave goods 
include pottery, animal bones, agricultural tools, weapons, and an enormous variety of 
personal ornaments. 
A description of the personal ornaments 
Even at first glance, the personal ornament assemblage is much more diverse, both in 
terms of the materials used and the classes and styles of artefacts present, than those of 
Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao. The artefact classes include; beads, pendants, finger 
and toe rings, bangles and anklets, necklets (tores), belts, a variety of earrings and 
earplugs, bells and other less easily classified objects. The materials employed include; 
shell, ivory, agate, carnelian, glass, bronze or other copper alloy, iron, silver and gold. 
Some discussion of the carnelian and agate artefacts is given here, however, these are 
largely being studied by others (Theunissen 2000, Theunissen et al. 2000), as are the 
glass beads which I only briefly mention. These omissions are unfortunate and it is 
hoped that later syntheses will combine the data from all these pieces of research. 
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Shell Artefacts 
Shell occurs as beads, bangles, a single earring and large earplugs. All are probably 
made from Tridacna sp. shell. 
Shell bangles 
None of the up to 25 bangles were complete nor were any definitely associated with 
human remains. The vast majority were found in layer 4 or deeper. Most have D-shaped 
cross-sections (style 15). Style 11 bangles (simple bands with a rectangular cross-section) 
are also relatively common. Only one is not of Tridacna sp. shell and it has been burnt 
making identification of the shell difficult. 
Shell beads 
Fifty shell disc beads and a single modified cowrie shell have been found. The latter 
could have been used either as a bead or sewn onto cloth. 
Cat. 492, B. 37 is four shell disc beads associated with five orange glass beads. 
Cat. 343, B. 47 is a single shell disc bead and a single bone cylinder bead (see bone beads 
below). Shell - diameter: 3.4 mm, length: 1.0 mm. 
Cat. 513, B. 41 is a single shell bead associated with at least 36 glass beads in the general 
area of this burial. 
Cat. 770, B. 42 is a find of fifteen shell disc-beads, recovered from the head area of burial 
42. Many are best described as thick discs or short cylinders but some are true flat discs. 
See table 21:2, this page. 
Cat. 1628, B. 116 is made up of 29 shell disc beads associated with three black glass 
beads. Eleven orange and another 89 black glass beads were found around the neck of 
this individual. 
Shell earrings 
Cat. 1556, B. 110, is a simple split-ring earring of tridacna shell. The end, at one side of 
the split, comes to a point while the other end is square. R.H.: 5.2 mm, R.W.: 3.6 mm, 
I.D.: c. 7.0 mm, 0.D. 13.9 mm, split width: 2.6 mm. See fig. 21:1, pp. 253. 
Shell earplugs 
These three artefacts are presumably made from tridacna shell. Each is in the form of 
two discs, one slightly smaller than the other, joined by a narrow waist. There is no 
perforation. See table 21:3, this page; fig. 21:1, pp. 253. 
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TABLE 7.1 Shell bangles 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Shell Style Notes 
534 A2, 14:14 11.6 6.3 c.40.0 tridacna 15 fragments of 2 different bangles 
9.8 4.5 C. 40.0 tridacna 15 
680 A2, 14:15 9.0 5.6 C. 42.0 tridacna 15 well worn, smooth surfaces 
684 B2, 14:12 10.1 7.4 C. 45.0 tridacna 15 
707 B2, 14:12 3.8 2.1 C. 60.0 tridacna 15 very light-weight bangle 
739 B2, 14:14 7.8 6.7 C. 50.0 tridacna 15 
771 B. 41/44 6.9 5.0 C. 55.0 tridacna 15 
810 A2/B2, 14:13 7.2 3.0 C. 40.0 tridacna ?15 very weathered 
811 A2/B2, 14:15 7.6 5.8 c. 40.0 tridacna 15 very weathered 
1371 C3, 14:10 10.4 5.9 C. 40.0 tridacna 15 1/3 fragment; ends may have been cut straight 
1386 C3, 14:10 
fea.1 7.9 5.1 C. 45.0 tridacna 15 1/3 fragment; again ends appear cut straight 
1473 C3, 14:12 8.0 5.1 c. 50.0 tridacna 15 1/4 fragment 
1484 C3,5:2F.1 7.0 3.6 C. 60.0 burnt?? 11 1/5 fragment; burnt, so i.d. as shell not secure 
1517 CZ, 14:12 2.3 6.8 C. 32.0 tridacna 15 1/3 fragment 
1552 CZ, 15:2 12.9 5.9 c. 45.0 tridacna 15 1/3 fragment; well finished 
1558 CZ, L6:2 8.2 5.7 C. 42.0 tridacna 15 1/3 fragment; well finished; angled inner edge 
1564 CZ, L6:sf.3 10.9 4.8 C. 32.0 tridacna 15 very tall D-shape at area measured; scars from 
cutting out core still evident 
1565 CZ, L6:sf.3fea.l 9.2 4.8 C. 55.0 tridacna 11 well finished 
1566 CZ, L6:3 22 .9 6.2 tridacna 15? very tall, narrow, D-shape; very short fragment 
1568 CZ, L6:sf.3 fea.l 6.3 3.7 tridacna 15 well finished; inner surface significantly angled 
1571/ CZ, L6:sf.3fea.l 8.1-8.3 4.2-3.7 C. 40.0 tridacna 15 these 2 fragments are from the same original 
1574 bangle; illustrate variation in dimensions 
around circumference; well finished 
1583 Cl, 14:10 8.0 5.6 C. 55.0 tridacna 15 well finished 
1591 Cl, 14:13 7.6 4.2 C. 40.0 trochus? 17? shell i.d. not certain 
1739 Bl/Cl, 14:12 17.4 3.9 tridacna/marble 11 
1778 X;Xl, 14:10 13.6 7.8 tridacna 15 very weathered 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
TABLE 7.2 Shell beads from 
burial 42, cat. 770 
D. Th. P.D. 
3.5 2.3 1.7 
3.4 2.5 2.0 
3.6 4.1 1.5 
3.8 2.0 2.0 
4.0 1.2 2.0 
4.2 2.6 1.6 
D.: Diameter, Th .: Thickness, 
P.D.: Perforation Diameter 
Bone and tooth 
Cat. 317, B2, 4:5 fea. 17 (whole pot residue) 
is a single small bone bead. 
Cat. 518, B. 42 is made up of two bone disc 
beads associated with seven orange glass 
beads. Diameter: 3.8 mm, length: 2.2 mm, 
perforation: 1.7 mm. 
Cat. 711, B2 L4:10 includes six possible bone 
beads. The three discs and three short 
t, 
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TABLE 7.3 The shell earplugs 
Cat. Context D. disc 1 D. disc 2 D. waist Length Comments 
479 B. 27 48.7x48.7 51.2x51.7 18.0x18.0 20.2 2 earplugs; 1 complete, 1 fragments only; 
discs, at c. 6 mm thick are thicker than 
other earplugs 
485 B. 27 44.2 46.5x47.0 14.2x14.6 15.4 1 complete; rt. of skull 
D.: Diameter 
cylinders are arranged in an alternating pattern. They are associated with five orange 
glass beads. 
NUL # 343 1 B. 47 is a single bone cylinder bead associated with a shell bead (see above). 
Diameter: 4.1 mm, length: 4.3 mm. 
Cat. 559, B. 33 includes three possible bone beads associated with over 400 glass beads 
as a necklace. 
Animal teeth 
These artefacts are relatively rare represented by just seven elements. Perforations or 
other suspension devices are rarely obvious. However their location relative to the body 
and the nature of the artefacts themselves makes their designation as ornaments secure. 
No cat. no., B. 26 comprises two large pig canines (tusks) found near the neck and pierced 
for suspension. They have been extensively worked so that they have a round cross-
section and come to a sharper point than natural. 
Cat. 483, B. 27 is four tiger's canine pendants. At least two have clear perforations. 
Lengths: 54.6 mm, 58.0 mm, 65.4 mm & 63.0 mm respectively. 
Cat. 14161 B. 102 found inside pot, Cat. 1399, is a young pigs tusk that may have been 
used as an ornament. The root is broken away and no perforation survives. Length: 
43.0mm. 
Cat. 1434, Xl, L3:8, feature 1, is also a young pig's tusk. Other features are similar to cat. 
1416, above. Length: 37.5 mm. 
Ivory bangles 
This is a relatively common artefact (n=15), especially considering the unpopularity of 
the other non-metal bangles. These are often associated with children. Decoration is 
not common and this provides a contrast with the ivory bangles from Ban Lum Khao. 
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FIGURE 7.3 Shell bangles, shell earplugs and earrings, canine pendants, ivory bangles, slate bangles and clay bangles. Shell bangles 
· style 11: A. cat. 1484, B. cat. 1565. style 15: C. cat. 684, D. cat. 707, E. cat. 1371, F. cat. 1552, G. cat. 1566, H. 1568. style 17: I. 
cat. 1591. shell earplugs: J. cat. 479, K. cat. 485, L. cat. 489. shell earring: M. cat. 1556. Tiger canine pendants: N. cat. 483. ivory 
bangles: 0. cat. 453, P. cat. 494, Q. cat. 1206, R. cat. 1257. ivory or turtle carapace bangle: S. cat. 561. slate bangles: T. cat. 594, 
U. cat. 1495, V. cat. 1501, W. cat. 1510. clay bangles: X. cat. 572, Y. cat. 703, Z. cat. 744, AA. cat. 1746, BB. cat. 1790. 
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TABLE 7.4 Ivory, slate and clay bangles 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. F.L. Style Notes 
IVORY 
453 B2, L4:6 17.5 3.8 c.40.0 11 1/2 fragment 
494 A2, 4:12 8.0 3.1 C .40.0 11 1/3 fragment; ivory or shell? 
542 Bl,4:7 15.0 2.6 c. 45.0 11 1/3 fragment 
561 B.27 10.5 5.5 c. 40.0 29.0 12 maybe turtle shell; burnt; remains of 
one point (broken) which projects out 
at right angles 
706 B2, L4:12 16.0 5.3 c.40.0 31.1 11 undecorated 
1128 C2, L4:5 15.1 3.9 c. 38.8 11? 3 / 4 fragment; narrower at one end than 
the as retains shape of the original tusk 
1206 C3, L4:7 19.9 c. 4.0 38.4x41.8 52.6 11? I.D. is a minimum measure and O.D. is 
a maximum; the bangle is narrower at 
one end than the other due to natural 
shape of the tusk; not well finished 
1257 B. 97 6.9 5.1 11 set of 3 bangles; well finished; very 
fragile; 
9.2 4.6 30.7x35.7 11 right hand 
10.4 4.4 11 
1258 B. 97 9.3 5.3 52.5 11 set of 3 bangles; heavily concreted; well 
finished 
10.0 4.0 11 with original tusk shape maintained; 
left hand 
9.6 3.9 11 
1263 C2, L4:sf.8 
fea.1 15.7 3.8 c. 40.0 11? 1 / 4 fragments only; very well finished 
1339 A3, L4:11 17.4 3.7 11 1/3 fragment; very well finished with 
significant bevelling 
SLATE 
1495 B3, L6:4 5.8 13.8 c. 55.0 9 1 / 3 fragment; grey/ green slate; 
scars from removing core visible 
1501/ A3, L6:5/ 
'( 
1510 A3, L6:6 6.6 13.1 c. 58.0 9 2 fragments join to form 1/2 the 
original bangle; grey/ green slate; 
scars from removing core visible 
CLAY 
703 A2, L6:2 13.1 6.4 c. 35.0 25.3 11 rounded at top and bottom; yel 
low/ orange/brown inside, black core 
744 B2, L5a:2 18.6 15.6 c.50.0 48.1 8 irregularly formed; grey & brown 
surface, black core 
1746 B2/B3, L6:5 10.7 12.5 47.6 10 light grey /brown surface, black core 
1790 Xl, L6:4 9.4 13.2 c. 45.0 38.0 8 dark sandy-brown surface & core 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, F.L.: Fragment Length 
;, 
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Slate bangles 
As with the shell bangles these are only represented by fragments of two artefacts and 
are not associated with burials. It is interesting to note that slate is present, but not 
marble, a much more popular bangle material in prehistoric Thailand. 
Clay bangles 
None of the four clay bangles fragments were found whole or directly associated with 
a skeleton and as such their designation as bangles can be disputed. Their form however, 
so closely parallels that of bangles in other materials, that this seems their most likely 
use. An alternative explanation as pot handles is handicapped by the singular absence 
of pots with handles in the larger assemblage. The fragments recovered are generally 
from the lower levels of the excavation. 
Bronze 
As noted above, bronze is the most common material for ornaments at this site. A wide 
variety of artefacts are made from this material. Most are bangles, of which there are 
several major forms (including anklets), however other artefacts include; earplugs, tores 
(necklets), belts and, perhaps the most numerous, finger and toe rings. Total numbers 
of these artefacts, particularly bangles and rings, are difficult to assess because of the 
fragmentary nature of the sample. Total numbers given are therefore estimates only. 
Bronze tores (n=3+) 
Cat. 481, B. 27, comprises a set of three bronze tores, one fragmentary, corroded together 
in their original orientation. Each is cast with a spiral pattern around the surface in 
imitation of a twisted rope. These are all split rings with large gaps between the ends. 
The fragmentary tore indicates that they are of solid bronze without cores of clay or 
. some other material. One interesting feature is that the two complete tores were worn 
such that the diagonal lines formed by the spirals converged rather than ran parallel. 
Dimensions are given for the two complete artefacts, the third was probably of similar 
size. 1) R.H.: 11.4 mm, R.W.: 11.5 mm, I.D.: 102.1 mm, 0.D.: 113.7 x 123.7 mm, split 
width: 57.0 mm and, 2) R.H.: 11.8 mm, R.W.: 10.5 mm, I.D.: 104.0 mm, 0.D. 112.3 x 121.6 
mm, split width: 59.2 mm. 
Cat. 1518b, B. 96, is a powdery fragment that may be part of a bronze tore. Bagged with 
cat. 1518a (bronze bangle fragment). R.H.: 9.2 mm, R.W.: 7.8 mm. 
\ 
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Bronze belts 
Two sets of belts have been found in situ, however, fragmentary remains of others have 
also been recovered suggesting a total of at least nine original artefacts. 
Cat. 208, B. 14, is made up of three bronze belts. Each band is of solid bronze with a 
circular radial x-section. These are not complete circlets; each has a clasp fashioned by 
beating or otherwise fashioning one end into a long flat strip which is then turned in a 
spiral to form a tube. The other end, which is tapered to a long point, is inserted into 
the tube to complete the circlet. The exact details of this construction are unclear and 
there is some variation. On one belt the long point appears to be made up of two 
intertwined strands of bronze. 
All three belts have similar overall dimensions - I.D.: c. 25.0 x 26.0 cm, R.H.: c. 7.0 
mm, R.W.: c. 7.0 mm, length of clasp: c. 10 cm, diameter of clasp: c. 9 mm, inner diam-
eter of clasp tube: c. 3 mm. 
Cat. 959, B.69, is a fragment of the spiral-form clasp of a small bronze belt, including the 
portion of core that the spiral is wrapped around. Diameter of clasp (spiral): 7 mm, 
max. diameter of core: 2.3 mm, length of fragment: 23.9 mm. 
Cat. 1046, B. 69 is a set of four belts from the waist of this individual. Each is a long rod 
of bronze, with a circular cross-section, bent into an oval belt. One end is tapered to a 
narrow tail. The other end was formed, perhaps forged, into a long narrow strip that 
was then turned, as a spiral, into a tube. The tail is inserted into the tube as a clasp. Belt 
1) R.H.: 6.3 mm, R.W.: 7.2 mm; belt 2) R.H.: 6.3 mm, R.W.: 6.1 mm; belt 3) R.H.: 5.7 mm, 
R.W.: 5.7 mm; belt 4) R.H.: 6.5 mm, R.W.: 6.7 mm. Belt 1) I.D.: 180 mm x 270 mm, 0.D.: 
210 mm x 285 mm, diameter of clasp: c. 8.0 mm. 
Cat. 2000c, B. 69 is a fragment of spiral clasp from a bronze belt. It is probably from the 
same artefact as cat. 959 above. Diameter of clasp (spiral): 9.4 mm, length of fragment: 
20.2 mm. See also cat. 2000a (bangles) and 2000b (rings). 
Cat. 1947a, B. 96 is a fragment of bronze belt clasp with the tail still inserted. Other small 
fragments of the spiral are also present. Diameter (spiral): 8.0 mm x 8.1 mm, diameter 
(tail): 4.3 mm decreasing to: 2.0 mm, length: 25 mm. See also cat. 1947b (bangle). 
Cat. 1456c, B. 105 (grave cut) is the fragmentary remains of a small belt of familiar form. 
It was probably worn by a child. It is associated with bangles (1456a) and rings (1456b ). 
Diameter of clasp (spiral): 5.7-6.5 mm, diameter of core: 3.5-4.7 mm. 
Cat. 1536, B. 105 is a fragment of bronze belt that does not include the spiral clasp. It is 
probably from the same belt, or same set of belts, as cat. 1456c (above). Diameter: 2.9-
4.7 mm, length of fragment: 80.6 mm. 
Cat. 1536b, B. 105 is a curved fragment of bronze rod gently tapering to a point at one 
end. It is probably a fragment of bronze belt. R.H.: 3.6 mm, R.W.: 4.4 mm, length of 
fragment: 28.2 mm. 
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FIGURE 7.4 Bronze belts, tores and bangles. Bronze belts: A. cat. 1046, B. cat. 208. Bronze belt clasps - close-ups: C. cat. 208 (1:1), 
D. cat. 1046, E. cat. 1536, F. cat. 1947a, G. cat. 1661, H. cat. 1562. Bronze tores: I. cat. 482. Bronze bangles - style 4: J. cat. 417. 
style 5: K cat. 441. style 11: L. cat. 853, M. cat. 1618. style 11 & 15: N. cat. 801. 
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Cat. 1585, B. 111 (next to B. 105) is a fragment of bronze rod that is probably from a belt. 
R.H.: 5.2 mm, R.W.: 5.1 mm, length: 44.8 mm. 
Cat. 1661,A2/ A3 4:10 is a short fragment of spiral tube that looks much like the clasp of 
a belt. However, the ends are well finished so it appears to be the complete artifact. The 
original metal is relatively heavy and tightly coiled. It is perhaps a broken belt that has 
been reworked for use as an earplug or bead. OD: 11.0 mm x 10.6 mm, ID: 3.8 mm, 
length: 19.6 mm. 
Bronze bangles 
· This is a very numerous artefact (non-burial n= c. 63, burial n= c. 531). The numbers are 
perhaps inflated by the often arbitrary distinction between bangles and anklets. Only 
artefacts that were found worn on the ankles have been included in that section. 
Anything else of the right size, and form, to be either an anklet or bangle has been 
included as a bangle. This is because the variety of forms is virtually identical for both 
parts of the body (although the more ornate forms, few in number, may be restricted to 
use as bangles). So, unless found in situ they cannot be distinguished. 
The most common forms are simple bands (style 11), and bangles with roughly square 
(style 10) or circular (style 18) cross-sections. One relatively common variation on the 
simple band, when viewed as worn, has complementary scalloped edges creating the 
impression of a series of overlapping ovals around the circumference of the bangle 
(style 24). A common distinction, but one for which the meaning is difficult to assess, is 
between split rings and complete circlets. This does not appear to correspond with any 
particular form of bangle and the only relatively predictable aspect is that if one bangle 
in a set is split then the rest are also likely to be split, and vice versa. 
Finally, it is common for multiple bangles to be worn on either arm and in many 
cases the combination appears to have been deliberately put together to create a pat-
tern in its own right. In such cases the argument can be made that the 'artefact' is the 
combination, not the individual elements (bangles). 
Bronze anklets (n= c. 39) 
The only variable that distinguishes anklets from bangles is their location on the body. 
For this reason all the comments about bangles (above) apply equally well here. Also, 
the number of anklets included here is probably smaller than it should be as any artefacts 
not clearly associated with a particular part of the body have been included in the 
bangle section. It is important to keep this in mind when comparing the two artefact 
types. 
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Table 7.5 The Bronze Bangles - non-burial 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D O.D. Style Notes 
5 Al, L2:5 2.5 2.5 18 mis-shapen fragment; bangle or wire? 
7 Al, L2:6 3.8 4.0 C. 60.0 15 fragment of 1 bangle 
15 Bl, L1 fea. 1 5.4 4.8 37.3x37.6 22 diamond x-section but not thicker near split; 
split ring; assoc. with burnt clay feature 
144 3:11 5.2 1.4 c. 50.0 simple rectangular cross-section; repoussee 
design ( circular bumps raised on outside 
surface by beating out from inside surface) 
174 3:5 4.4 1.7 11 fragments of 1 bangle 
177 A2, L4:1 5.0 2.7 c. 55.0 11 fragment only 
195 B2, L3:6 5.2 2.2 C. 50.0 11 fragment of 1 bangle 
369 Bl, L4:sf.14,fea.4 4.1 2.2 15 fragment only 
-y 
404 B2, L4:5 13.1 2.4 11 fragment of 1 bangle 
:, 417 A2, L4:7 2.7 8.3 C. 40.0 4 1/2 fragment 
427 B2, L4:sf. 6 fea. 1 2.0 2.3 C. 50.0 18 fragments of at least 1 bangle 
428 A2, L4:sf. 8 4.3 3.0 C. 60.0 15 fragment of 1 bangle 
441 A2, L4:8 1.5 6.3 33.5 46.3x46.6 5 1 complete bangle 
442 A2, L4:8 4.4 4.4 C. 60.0 fragment of 1 bangle?, triangular cross-sec 
I._ 
tion, flat on one face and pointed on the 
other 
450 B2, L4:6 8.7 3.0 c.80 11 fragment of 1 bangle 
459 A2, L4:9 9.6 3.8 c.80 simple band with convex x-section ( outer 
surface) 
574 Bl, L4:sf. 10 fea. 1 3.2 2.6 c.50 15 fragment of 1 bangle 
--./ 
607 Bl, L4:sf. 10 fea. 1 8.4 3.1 c.65 11 fragment of 1 bangle 
649 B2, L4:8 4.4 1.9 11 1/3 fragment; 
667 A2, L4:13 fea. 2 2.3 2.5 C. 65 10/11 many v. small fragments 
668b B2, L4:9 8.4 3.2 11 v. short fragment; see also cat. 668a (bronze 
frag.) 
677 A2, L4:13 fea.2 3.0 2.6 15 1 bangle only; very light radial dimensions 
681 A2, L5:1 6.3 6.4 C. 60 15 1/3 fragment 
681 A2, LS:1 6.9 6.6 c. 60 18 1/3 fragment 
738 B2, L4:11 21.5 3.3 C. 45.0 11 very wide band; fragment; 
,) 
778 Al/Bl, L3:3 3.1 3.7 C. 55 15 fragment only 
801 A2/B2, L3:8 8.0 3.1 ?c. 50 11 remains of 7 bangles; the first five corroded 
7.5 2.7 ?c. 50 11 together in original orientation, each 
3.3 2.4 ?c. 50 15 comprising only 1/2 the original bangle; the 
::, 3.3 2.6 ?c. 50 15 last 2 were alsol/2's but were not 
4.0 2.9 ?c. 50 15 attached; small (children's?) bangles 
' 4.3 2.7 ?c. 50 11 
4.4 2.8 ?c. 50 11 
853 C2, L3:2 fea.l 4.7 2.1 c.40 11 fragments of 1 bangle 
' 853 C2, L3:2 fea.l 4.0 1.6 c.55 11 fragments of 1 bangle see also 853 (bronze 
,, frags.) 
854 C2, L3:2 4.0 1.1 c. 40 11 1 bangle; 
'.! 
854 C2, L3:2 4.5 2.0 c.45 11 single bangle; split ring 
,r 1033 Cl, L3:10 6.7 3.6 C. 70 11 fragment 
1143 B3, L4:sf. 4 9.6 3.7 11 fragment 
1185 B3, L4:5 7.8 3.9 1 small fragment 
;.\ 1197 Cl, L4:6 3.8 2.9 c.40 11 1/8 fragment 
1212 C3, L4:7 4.1 3.5 15 fragment of 1 bangle 
1274a B3, L4:9. 5.2 2.2 11 v. small fragment; see also 1274b (rings)& 
1274c (bronze fragments) 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
·'-
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Table 7.5 The Bronze Bangles - non-burial (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D O.D. Style Notes 
1280 C3, 14:8 fea.1 7.7 2.7 c. 40 simple band; convexly curved (outer 
surface); very small projecting knob may be 
original 
1347 Xl, 13:3 6.3 2.0 11 single fragment 
1365 B3, 14:10 6.2 5.5 c.45 15 
1420 B3, 14:13 3.5 2.1 c.48 11 fragment; appears to have a catch 
1424 B3, 4:14 4.0 4.0-4.3 c.40 27 1/2 fragment of a unique bangle from NUL; 
circular cross-section decorated with 1 row 
of spherical knobs around the outside edge 
(c. 5 mm diameter) 
1433a Xl, 13:8 5.4 3.1 11 fragments of at least 3 bangles; 
fea.1 3.5 4.7 8 loose bronze; see also, cat. 1433b 
3.2 3.8 8 (bronze rings); also, 1 green glass; large pit 
1439 Cl, 4:8 5.8 4.0 10 fragment of 1 bangle 
1618 B2/C2,3:5 5.0 1.9 c. 30.0 11 many frags = at least 2 bangles 
1646 Cl/Bl,4:1 3.5 3.3 33.6x36.6 42.0x43.6 15 split ring 
1656 B2/B3,4:l 4.4 3.1 c. 66.0 15/18 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
Spiral bronze/metal earrings 
These artefacts are common in this site (n= 10-11). They are made by turning a length of 
circular bronze (or other metal) wire in a spiral to form a tube. The ends of the original 
wire come to points resulting in a flat end to the tube. While these spirals have been 
interpreted as ear plugs they are often orientated vertically with respect to the body 
rather than horizontally as might be expected. Given this, an alternative interpretation 
as hair ornaments is just as well supported. 
Cats. 291 and 292 from B. 14 stand out for two reasons. First, they are made from a 
purple metal, tentatively identified as silver and second, the wire appears to have been 
clad in gold; fragments of gold foil survive between the spirals. 
Flat spiral ornaments (head spirals) 
Cat. 577, B. 30 is a flat spiral made up of bronze rod located at the right ear. Three and 
one quarter turns remain. R.H.: 1.9 mm, R.W.: 4.0 mm. 
Cat. 584, B. 35 is a simple flat spiral ear ornament. R.H.: 2.2 mm, R.W.: 2.6 mm. 
Cat. 626, B. 39 is a very large spiral ear ornament preserved by virtue of remaining 
adhered to the right side of the skull. At least 9 full turns remain making this a very 
impressive artefact. Its positions suggests that it is not an ear ornament but perhaps 
worn attached to a headband or cap. R.H.: 2.4 mm, R.W.: 3.6 mm, diameter (overall): 
104.4 mm x 105.0 mm. 
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FIGURE 7.5 Bronze bangles. A. cat. 1646 (style 15), B. cat. 1656 (style 15/18), C. cat. 15 (style 22) , D. cat. 81 (B.1, style 10), E. 
cat. 88 (B.1, style 11 & 21), F. cat. 137 (B. 4, style 22), G. cat. 138 (B. 4, style 22), H. cat. 267 (B. 14, style 9 (x 75]), I. cat. 472 
(B. 30), J. cat. 472a (B. 30), K. cat. 326a (B. 20, style 7/8), L. cat. 481 (B. 27, style 11 · 2 views). 
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FIGURE 7.6 Bronze bangles. A. cat. 1657 (B. 31, style 24), B. cat. 467 (B. 32), C. cat. 560 (B. 33, style 11), D. cat. 581(B. 36, style 
11), E. cat. 600 (B. 40, style 25), F. cat. 552 (B. 46, style 25), G. cat. 650 (B. 48, style 11/15), H. cat. 874 (B. 59, style 23), I. cat. 
879 (B. 59, style 23), J. cat. 897 (B. 61, style 10), K cat. 689 (B. 49, style 15), L. cat. 696 (B. 49, style 11). 
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FIGURE 7.7 Bronze bangles. A. cat. 912 (B. 62, style 15), B. cat. 913 (B. 62, style 10), C. cat. 993 (B. 69, style 8), D. cat. 1602 (B. 
69, style 10), E. cat. 1943 (B. 77, style 24), F. cat. 1147 (B. 79, style 11), G. cat. 1148 (B. 79, style 24), H. cat.1149 (B. 79, style18), 
I. cat. 1150 (B. 79, style 11), J. cat. 1151 (B. 79, style 11), K cat. 1664 (B. 80, style 11 & 15), L. cat. 1664 (continued), M. cat. 1665 
(B. 80, style 10 & 15), N. cat. 1216 (B. 82, style 24), 0. cat. 1222 (B. 82, style 15), P. cat. 1223 (B. 82, style 18). 
;. 
·-1, 
... 
~ 
f> 
.j. 
I> 
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FIGURE 7.8 Bronze bangles. A. cat. 1227 (B. 91, style 24), B. cat. 1336 (B. 86, style 24), C. cat. 1356 (B. 98, style 18), D. cat. 1360 
(B. 98, style 18, E. cat. 1682 (B. 99, style 11) , F. cat. 1683 (B. 99, styles 4,7 & 11), G. cat. 1703 (B. 99, style 24), H. cat. 1469 (B. 
102, style 11), I. cat. 1472 (B. 102, style 11), J. cat. 1471 (B. 109, style 5), K cat. 1539 (B. 113, style 8/10), L. cat. 1707 (B. 113, 
styles 8 & 23), M. cat. 1598 (B. 115, styles 7,10,11 & 15), N. cat. 1609 (B. 115, styles 7,10,11 & 15), 0 . cat. 1689 (B. 118, style 
10) 
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Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial 
BuriaJ/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
Burial 26 (Male, MP2) 
543 3.2 1.9 20 wire-like fragment only 
543 3.1 2.2 20 double entry? 
Burial 27 (Male, MP2) 
481 28.4 2.4 51.0x86.0 59.0x96.0 11 1 very wide band; the circlet has been 
squashed; appears to be a split ring with 
; the ends crossed over when squashed; 
has at least one spike of bronze on inner 
surface; matting impressions on outer 
surfaces; left wrist 
" 
Burial 30 (Female, MP3B) 
J~ 472 4.7 4.1 49.0x52.0 57.0x 63 4 bangles (3 complete); left wrist; split 
2.3 4.1 rings; all similar dimensions 
4.0 3.2 
" 2.3 4.2 c.35 
Burial 35 (Female, MP3B) 
\/ 581 4.0 3.0 48.0x50.6 53.Sx:57.4 11/15 4 bangles; left wrist 
4.4 3.4 44.0x48.5 51.9x55.4 11 
4.3 3.5 10/11 
4.4 3.3 11 
582 3.7 2.8 57.6x58.2 60.0x63.5 15 2 bangles; rt. wrist 
4.3 3.0 57.6x58.2 60.0x63.5 15 
,,,-l 
--~ Burial 40 (Female, MP3B) 
600 14.1 1.9 C .55 25 3 bangles; left wrist; all similar dimensions 
13.0 2.3 38.5x44.5 25 &form 
12.6 2.3 41.2x48.6 46.0x53.0 25 
Burial 48 (Female, MP3B) 
•, 650 4.7 2.0 C. 50.0 11/15 fragments of at least 5 bangles; 
4.5 1.9 c. 50.0 11/15 measurements indicate variety only 
4.7 1.6 c. 50.0 11/15 
4.5 1.8 C. 50.0 11/15 
4.7 2.0 C. 50.0 11/15 
C( 
' Burial 49 (Female, MP3B) 689 3.4 2.4 c. 60.0 15 fragments of at least 2 bangles; right 
3.0 2.1 C. 60.0 15 forearm 
\ 
Burial 52 (Female, MP3B) 
682a 18.6 3.9 c. 40.0 11 very wide band; 1/4 fragment; see also 
cat. 682b (bronze frag.) 
696 11.9 3.5 55.0x56.8 62.5x64.0 11 3 identical bangles; each decorated with 
10.9 4.0 54.6x57.0 62.Sx:64.8 11 incised vertical lines around the outer 
11.4 3.5 11 edge; left forearm 
697 11.0 3.3 49.0x55.9 57.lx64.3 11 2 bangles practically identical to cat. 697; 
12.2 3.6 51.lx57.5 59.lx65.4 Ii decorated with same incised vertical 
lines around outer edge; right forearm 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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\ Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
" Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
Burial 33 (Male, MP3B) 
-"' 560 11.5 3.1 58.0x66.0 11 1 large bangle; split ring; left wrist 
630 3.7 2.4 fragments only 
Burial 32 (Adult, MP3B) 
467 23.2 3.8 c.55 small fragments of at least 2 
8.4 3.5 bangles 
J 
Burial 113 (Female, MP4A) 
1523a 3.6 4.2 c.55 7 fragments of at least 2 bangles; see also 
2.6 3.8 C. 68 7 1523b (rings) 
1539 2.0-3.8 3.9-4.0 49.0x56.0 8/10 at least 17 bangles in a stack; at least 15 are 
of either style 8 or 10, very similar; 
4.3 8.3 51.0x54.2 8 split ring; more extreme x-section than oth 
ers of this form; penultimate at distal end 
5.1 5.0-11.6 36.3x50.0 23 circular x-section that thickens significantly _, 
towards split; bangle on distal end of stack 
.-;, 1707 3.3 3.6 54.5x64.3 64.2x72.0 8 stack of at least 21 bangles; right hand; 
3.4 4.2 50.0x58.0 8 appear to decrease in size from prox. to 
7 4.5-12.3 4.2-12.5 37.5x50.7 53.9x62.2 23 distal end of stack; dimensions given for 
1, 20 &21; 21st bangle (distal end) 
different form 
Burial 105 (Male, MP4A) 
OOOa 3.5 3.7 C. 50 7/18 fragments of at least 1 bangle; see also ~· OOOb (ring) 
1 1456a 9.9 3.4 c.45 11 fragments of at least 5 bangles; scalloped - r 
(grave cut) 6.4 3.0 c.40 11 bangle is a large example; see also 
23/69.4 2.8 c. 50 24 1456b (rings) & 1456c (belt) 
3.0 3.7 C. 60 10 
2.8 2.8 c.50 10 
T 1456y 9.4 3.0 c.50 11 fragments (1/4 or less) of at least 4 
5.8 2.5 C. 35 11 bangles; the last given here may be a spiral 
2.1 3.0 8 bangle of at least 2 turns; see also 1456z 
.7 9.2 2.1 24 (rings) 
3.5 3.8 c.55 18/29 ,,, 
1468a 7.2-8.6 2.0 c. 55 24 fragment of 1 bangle; RH in dip: 6mm; 
-, located east ofB. 105 with scattered human 
bone & glass beads; see also 1468b (rings) 
( + chips of glass & silver?) 
Burial 78 (Adult, MP4A) 
1073a 5.8 3.8 c.60 15 small fragments of 2 bangles; see 
6.8 1.8 24 also 1073b (rings) 
1116 7.4 2.2 24 small fragment of 1 bangle; RH in 
dip: 6.0mm 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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·', Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
·, Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
Burial 95 (Adult, MP4A) 
1249 24 small fragment 
1364a 6.3-7.7 2.5 c. 40.0 24 small fragment; from flot. 
1364b 7.1 1.4 24 fragments of at least 2 bangles; from flot.; 
5.1 2.5 11 RH in dip (1st): 5.8 mm 
1921a 5.8 2.3 34.9x35.6 40.5x40.8 11 at least 6 bangles (3 complete) ; see also 
5.8 6.1 24.8x26.0 37.9x38.0 15 1921b (rings) & 1921c (bell) 
6.8 6.1 C. 24 c. 37 15 
3.1 2.6 c.90 15 
5.0 3.5 c.55 15 
6.3-8.2 1.8 24 
1363b 7.8 2.0 24 fragments of at least 3 bangles; B. 95; 
6.2 2.5 11 see also 1363a (rings) 
3.1 2.9 c.65 10 
Burial 96 (Adult, MP4A) 
·( 1481a 2.8 3.3 7 very small fragments of at least 3 bangles; 
1.8 2.8 7 see also 1481b (rings) 
8.1 2.1 11 
• T 1504a 3.1 3.9 c.80 7 1/4 fragment 
' 2.2 2.9 C. 70 7 1/5 fragment 
-:, 8.1 2.1 11 very short fragment; alltogether fragments 
of at least 3 bangles; see also cat. 1504b 
(bronze rings); grave area 
1516b 6.4 1.8 C. 40 11 very short fragment 
,, 1518a 2.9 3.2 C. 70 7 1/4 fragment; see also 1518b (bronze tore) 
1519 2.8 3.3 7 1/4 fragment 
1520 2.1 3.4 C. 70 4 fragment 
1595 2.9 3.3 C. 75 7 1/2 fragment; under pelvis 
1947b 2.5 3.1 C. 90 8 fragments of 1 bangle; see also 1947a 
(belts) 
Burial 109 (Adult, MP4A) 
'/ 1471 2.7 3.2 c. 46.0 52.6x53.8 5 split ring; very regular shape; unusual x-
section 
Burial 80 (No Bone, MP4A) 
1664 5.4 2.8 30.0x31.7 37.5x39.0 11 stack of 10 bangles; rt. hand 
5.4 3.8 29.5x30.6 37.5x38.6 15 .,, 
5.5 3.7 29.7x32.2 36.6x38.8 15 
5.5 3.8 32.4x33.0 40.4x42.l 15 
5.4 3.6 32.5x33.l 40.5x42.4 15 
·\ 5.8 4.0 30.2x31.6 38.9x39.2 15 
6.2 2.9 similar similar 11 3/4 frag.; split ring 
5.1 3.8 33.3x35.6 41.5x44.2 15 split ring 
4.8 4.5 40.2x42.2 15 split ring 
4.3 3.8 28.4x32.2 37.0x40.9 15 split ring 
1665 4.9 3.9 31.3x32.7 39.4x40.9 10 stack of 6 bangles; dimensions not given 
5.0 41.9x42.0 10 for 6th (frags.); 2nd & 3rd maybe split rings; 
5.0 3.4 32.lx34.5 40.6x41.8 15 left hand 
4.2 4.4 32.3x33.6 39.lx41.9 10 
3.1 3.8 C. 33.0 10 
1945a 2.8 4.4 C. 50 8 1/4 fragment; flot; see also1945b (rings) 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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' Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
Burial 122 (Infant, MP4AP) 
1763 7.8 2.1 c.40 24 small fragments of3 bangles; noted on bag 
9.1 2.1 24 as rt. earring· which ring?; 1st- RH in dip: 
5.4 2.4 11 6mm, 2nd- RH in dip: 8.5mm 
1764b 5.0 2.5 c.50 11 small fragments of at least 2 bangles/rings; 
4.7 5.0 c. 35 10 see also 1764a (earrings) 
1765 2.8 8.0 c.35 9 at least 19 bangles; rt. hand; 14 still in 
4.8 3.4 c.36xc.46 11 stack; 1st & 14th measures. given here; 1st 
measure. here (distal bangle) is unique 
form; remainder style 11; next 5 or 6 
smaller; remainder similar in size to the 
2nd measure given here; some, at least, of 
large examples are split rings 
1766 2.4 5.7 c.40 9 at least 16 bangles; left arm; matching 
' 3.1 c.45 bangle set to cat. 1765; 1st given here is 5.1 11 
1st in stack, unique; remainder all style 11, 
very fragile/misshapen; example measure 
1953a 8.6 2.1 c. 45 24 fragment of 1 bangle; RH in dip: 6.7 mm; 
heavy bangle; see also 1953b (rings) 
Burial 99 (Female, MP4B) 
1220 8.8 2.8 C. 55.0 11 fragment 
1387 9.0 2.8 C. 45.0 11 fragment; split ring (original end present) 
1682 8.7 5.3 64.8x58.8 75.3x69.4 11* stack of 4 bangles; complete; each 
72.4x68.3 11* decorated with a row of circular 
72.9x69.7 11* (c. 5mm dia.) nubs around centre of 
8.2 4.6-5.1 63.2x58.5 73.4x68.3 11* outside circumference 
~ 1683 3.1 3.8 49.7x57.4 58.3x65.1 7 set of 7 bangles, measurements for ends of 
3.9 3.7 47.0x49.5 55.8x57.3 4 stack given; graduate in size from one end 
to the other; split rings; right wrist 
1703 7.7-10.4 3.0 43.0x43.6 50.0x51.9 24 very heavy for this style; complete; neck 
area 
er Burial 98 (Male, MP4B) 
1356 5.8 5.4 46.8x50.1 58.2x62.0 18 set of 7 bangles; measurements 
5.7 5.5 49.0x51.0 60.2x62.9 18 given for 2 at either end of stack; all? split 
rings; left wrist 
1360 5.3 4.8 44.6x45.6 55.2x58.0 18 split ring; complete; rt. wrist 
1413 5.1-6.8 1.4 C. 60.0 24 fragment; split ring (original end present); 
-~ rt. wrist 
" Burial 84 (Male, MP4B) 
1241a 8:5 2.0 24 small fragment of 1 bangle; RH in dip: 
6.9mm; see also 1241b (rings) 
Burial 31 (Child, MP4B) 
1657 9.2 2.6 c.45 24 3.4 fragment of 1 bangle; rt. elbow; 
RH in dip: 7.6 mm 
1658 9.2 2.2 c.48 24 1 wide bangle; left elbow; RH in dip: 
7.4mm, WL: 5.6mm 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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\ Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
Burial 46 (Infant, MP4B) 
549 3.9 3.1 C. 40 15 1 bangle 
552 9.2 4.0 c.40 25 1 bangle; V-shaped cross-section 
Burial 77 (Infant, MP4B) 
1943 8.2 2.2 24 fragments of at least 1 bangle; RH in 
dip: 6.1 mm 
Burial 79 (Infant, MP4B) 
1147 7.6 3.1 35.8x37.3 41.9x42.8 11 complete bangle; possibly scalloped 
1148 6.9-8.4 3.2 36.2x40.0 42.8x47.0 24 complete; upper left arm; heavy 
1149 3.3 3.1 31.0x33.0 37.8x38.7 18 left wrist 
1150 10.3 4.7 32.lx32.2 45.5x47.7 11 complete; right arm 
\ 1151 5.3 3.0 26.6x30.9 34.lx36.l 11 complete; right wrist; unusual split ring 
with the ends beaten into over-lapping 
sub-circular tabs 
';> 
Burial 81 (Infant, MP4B) 
1437 6.8 1.7 C .50 24 1/3 fragment; RH in dip: 5.1 mm; 
,Y under skull 
1438 7.8 1.8 24 small fragment; RH in dip: 5.2 mm; -_, 
located over femur 
1473 5.0-6.7 1.7 24 1/3 fragment; scalloped fragments from 
1946 3.5 1.7 c.55 grave fill 
2001a 3.9 2.3 C. 50 11 small fragments of at least 1 bangle; 
.,,,.J.- see also 2001b (spiral earrings) 
1 
r-
Burial 120 (Infant, MP4B) 
1740 2.7-3.2 2.4-3.7 27.6x30.8 35.3x36.9 29 spiral of 6 turns, 26cm long; x-section: 7/ 
15; associated with green glass beads (seed) 
1743 3.0 6.6 c.42 6 1/2 fragment; decorated with short vertical 
incisions around outside edge 
'<Y 
3.3 3.1 c.45 15 1/3 fragment 
3.3 2.8 10 1/16 fragment 
~ 
Burial 62 (Female, MP4C) 
912 3.7 2.8 48.0x53.5 57.4x59.6 15 at least 10 bangles; 7 complete or almost 
4.4 3.6 50.0x52.0 57.5x59.0 15 complete; left wrist 
., 913 5.5 3.6 47.0x48.0 54.0x57.0 11? fragments of at least 15 bangles; 13 still in 
4.0 3.6 45.0x?- 52.0x60.0 10 a stack - measurements given for bangles 
" at either end of stack; all split rings; all 
,, similar dimensions; rt. wrist 
?a 4.6 3.6 c.80 1 fragment; see also ?b (rings); (2/70) 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
Burial 82 (Female, MP4C) 
1215 4.9-7.2 1.4 c. 45.0 24 1/2 fragment 
1216 5.4-6.7 1.3 C. 40.0 24 fragment 
1222 4.3 4.5 46.2x47.3 55.6x56.4 15 at least 6 rings; 4 in stack; split rings; rt. 
4.3 4.4 46.8x47.8 55.7x57.6 15 wrist 
1223 4.8 4.5 47.0x48.0 54.0x56.0 18 stack of 7 bangles; measurements given 
3.8 5.0 46.0x51.5 55.4x60.8 18? for bangles at either end • these 2 are split 
rings, the rest not; all similar dimensions; 
left wrist 
1227 4.2 4.0 47.0x48.2 56.2x56.7 10 stack of 4 identical bangles; two complete; 
4.4 4.5 45.0x47.6 54.4x56.8 10 all split rings; rt. wrist 
\ 4.3 4.3 C. 50.0 10 
Burial 69 (Male, MP4C) 
993 3.5 4.0 67.0x85.0 8 stack of at least 11 bangles; all similar 
dimensions to those given; rt. elbow 
,I 1602 2.9 3.8 79.6x73.4 87.2x79.1 10 stack of 9 bangles; all virtually identical; 
3.0 3.1 78.5x74.0 10 dimensions given for 1st and 7th in stack; 
left elbow 
1942 4.0 3.1 10/11 fragments of 1 bangle 
2000a 2.7 4.1 c.80 7/8 fragments of 2 bangles; rt. armband; see 
4.7 3.0 9 also 2000b (rings) & 2000c (belt) 
-,-
Burial 86 (Male, MP4C) 
1336 9.3 3.9 36.2x36.4 44.2x44.4 24 split ring; scalloped; which arm? 
\ 
' Burial 75 (Adult, MP4C) r 
1121 9.1 2.6 C. 70 11 very small fragment of 1 bangle; see others 
of this cat. number (earrings & rings) 
1121 9.0 2.0 11 fragment of 1 bangle 
Burial 118 (Adult, MP4C) 
p 1688 9.9 2.8 c. 55 24 fragments of at least 4 bangles; rt. hand 
3.6 4.8 c.110 8/10 
4.4 1.9 c. 70 11 
-" 3.6 1.9 c.40 15 
1689 5.0 5.1 45.0x56.3 57.0x68.7 10 stack of 7 bangles; left wrist; dimensions 
5.0 4.8 48.7x57.5 59.7x70.0 10 for 2nd & 7th given; decorated with rope 
· 1 pattern (corroded); all split rings 
1952 4.0 2.4 c.60 11/15 fragments of at least 2 bangles 
o, 
'" Burial 63 (Infant, MP4C) 928 6.2 2.9 31.0x31.4 38.2x38.9 11 stack of 6 bangles, one has come loose 
5.8 3.4 32.4x30.8 38.3x38.4 11 (3rd set of measurements), others are 
5.8 2.9 31.0x31.9 39.2x40.0 11 1st and 5th in stack; left wrist 
928b 5.9 3.8 31.2x32.0 38.5x38.8 11 stack of 6 complete bangles?; all complete; 
5.8 3.0 31.2x33.2 36.8x40.5 11 dimensions for 1st & 6th in stack; 
0,, 933 5.1 3.6 30.lx31.9 38.2x39.6 11 complete; rt. of rt. wrist 
972 6.0 3.6 28.6x31.2 37.0x38.5 11? single complete bronze bangle 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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"\ Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
Burial 91 (Infant, MP4C) 
1226 5.1 3.9 C. 35.0 15 fragments of at least 3 bangles; 
7.1 2.6 C. 50.0 24 2 scalloped; left wrist 
6.1-6.8 2.2 C. 50.0 24 
1227 5.3-6.6 1.3 24 fragments of at least 2 bangles; one 
8.5 9.8 c. 42.0 24 heavier than the other; rt. wrist 
1227 8.8 2.5 24 fragments of at least 3 bangles; rt 
6.8 1.6 24 wrist; (2/125) 
Burial 15 (Female, MP4D) 
275 3.6 4.5 c.60 7/15 1/4 fragment; area of B. 15 
1490a 8.5 2.1 c. 40 24 fragments of 3 bangles; 1st· RH in dip: 
2.4 3.5 c. 70 4 7.2 mm; 3rd may be a ring; see also 
\ 6.3 2.1 c. 30 11 1490b (rings) 
Burial 14 (Male, MP4D) 
209 2.7 4.6 C. 70 85:x90 8/9 arm band; left arm; made up of c. 75 
3.1 4.3 8 individual bangles all of the same form; 
measurements given here from either end 
,, of stack 
267 5.0 2.3 C. 70 80:x95 · 75x110 9 arm band· c. 24 cm long; rt. arm; made up 
of c. 75 individual bangles all of the same 
form; appear to graduate in size from end 
to end 
213 3.6 3.0 c. 70 18 1/3 fragment; foot area 
Burial 20 (Adult, MP4D) 
t 326a 3.8 5.4 c.50 7 at least 2 bangles; see also 326b (rings) 
3.9 5.4 c.52 7/8 
Burial 16 (Female, MP4M) 
247 3.2 3.4 C. 50.0 10 fragment only 
·;r Burial 10 (Female, MP5) 
156 2.6 4.4 c. 55.0 8 fragments of 3 bangles; rt. arm 
2.2 2.4 c. 50.0 10 
3.1 2.7 C. 55.0 10 
Burial 1 (Male, MP5) 
81 4.4 4.2 c.45 10 stack of at least 4 bangles; x-sections 
~ 3.5 2.9 c.50 10 vary but all close to square; rt. distal 
3.1 3.1 10 forearm 
3.2 3.5 c. 70 10 
85 3.8 3.4 11 fragments of c. 9 bangles; at least 1 
5.4 4.1 11 of form 21; dimensions are of large 
4.3 4.4 21 fragments; rt. elbow 
4.3 3.7 21 
88 5.6 4.4 62.0x72.0 69.6x84.7 11 8 bangles in a stack; 6 of form 11; 2 of 
5.5 3.9 11 form 21 (groove around outside); 
4.4 3.6 21 1ft. elbow 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
Burial 61 (Male, MP5) 
897 3.3 3.0 c. 50.0 10 fragments of a single bangle 
995 3.3 2.8 C. 55.0 15 single bangle; left arm 
~ 
Burial 65 (Male, MP5) 
975 3.4 2.6 C. 70.0 10? remains of at least 3 artefacts; 2 
3.1 3.9 10? (measurements given) are bangles; the 
remainder possibly a bangle or some 
other bronze ring 
1941 3.6 1.8 11 fragments from at least 2 bangles 
3.2 3.8 8 
I 
Burial 68 (Male, MP5) 
' 978 4.8 1.9 11 fragments of at least 2 bangles 
4.0 2.4 10/11 
,"( 
979 3.7 2.1 C. 70 11 1/4 fragment 
Burial 59 (Adult, MP5) 
874 4.9-6.5 4.8-6.4 42.0x46.0 52.7x58.6 23 complete bangle; which arm? 
879 5.5-6.8 5.1-6.5 43.0x53.0 57.5x64.0 23? complete bangle: rt. wrist 
Burial 67 (Adult, MP5) 
1031a 4.1 3.1 10 fragments; see also 1031b (ring) 
1031c 4.0 3.0 10 fragments; see also 1031d (ring) 
Burial 4 (Infant, MP5) 
137 5.0-7.8 5.6-6.6 46.6x50.0 59.4x62.6 22 split ring with radial dimensions greatest 
either side of the split; diamond shaped 
x-section with a carination on outer and 
; inner edges; left arm 
138 5.4-7.1 5.1-6.7 48.2x50.2 60.6x61.9 22 same description as cat. 137; gap at split: 
1. 7mm; right arm 
,Y 
\ -,, 
Burial 7 (Infant, MP5) 
150 2.7 2. c.55 15 fragments of at least 2 bangles 
-', 3.3 2.9 15 
Burial 102 (Infant, MP5) 
··1 1469 5.7 3.1 33.0 41.0 11 3/4 fragment 
1470a 6.8 3.1 C. 33.0 11 at least 1 bangle; fragments; see also cat. ,, 
1470b (ring) & cat. 1470c (bimetallic ring) 
.\ 1472 6.3 3.1 35.5x34.5 41.9x42.9 11 stack of 3 bangles; 1st - complete; 
6.6 3.0 C. 38.0 11 2nd - 1/3 frag.; 3rd • split ring 
4.0 3.9 c.40 15 
1416a 10.1 5.1 34.0x35.0 43.0x44.0 11? fragments of at least 3 bangles, 1 scalloped; 
8.6 3.6 32.0x30.0 37.0x37.0 11? see also, cat. 1416b & c (bronze bell, rings); 
t.b.a. 7.4- 9.1 2.3 c.50 24 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.6 The Bronze Bangles - burial (cont.) 
Burial/Cat. R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
Burial 115 (Infant, MPS) 
1598a 5.9 3.8 28.2x28.5 37.2x37.4 15 at least 9 bangles; left arm; 4 relatively 
5.9 3.5 26.5x28.0 36.7x37.1 15 small (1st 4 measures given here); 
5.4 4.8 c.32 c.41 10 remainder, large (last 3 measures given) 
4.4 4.7 c.35 7/10 
"' 3.4 3.8 c.41 7 
4.7 4.4 51.2x53.0 10 
3.3 3.7 37.lx37.4 44.5x45.6 7 
1598b 5.5 4.2 c.35 11 small fragments of at least 4 bangles 
4.2 3.9 c.38 15 
5.4 4.5 10/15 
3.2 3.8 c.50 10 
1609 4.8 3.3 23.4x26.8 34.5x35.6 11 at least 18 bangles; rt. arm; fall into 3 
5.6 3.7 36.0x37.0 11 groups • distal group rep. by the 1st 4 , 
\ c.4.5 3.9 32.5x39.2 15 measurements given here (n=8, small); 
4.5 3.2 33.2x33.8 mid. group rep. by next 3 measurements 
3.1 3.7 50.4x51.2 7 (n=6, larger); prox. group rep. by last 
~~ 
2.6 3.6 43.6xc.4 50.9x51.2 7 measure. (n=4, small again); each group 
3.3 3.6 42.3x42.3 49.9x50.3 7 quite consistent 
c.5.4 3.5 28.lx31.8 35.8x39.0 10/11 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
--·-
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TABLE 7.7 The bronze anklets 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
159 B.10 3.4 3.1 c. 45.0 10? small fragment only; rt. leg 
506 B.25 3.0 2.9 c. 35.0 18 6 anklets; both feet? 
5.1 2.8 c. 36.0 11 
6.2 5.1 c. 40.0 10/11 
5.8 2.2 33.6x33.7 38.2x39.8 11 
6.7 1.6 c. 55.0 24 
8.3 1.6 24 
610 B.39 22.7 4.0 11 fragment; left ankle 
908 B.62 5.0 4.8 57.0x68.0 10 fragments of at least 5 anklets; 2nd one 
is complete; all split rings; rt. ankle 
5.6 5.2 58.0x70.0 10 
5.8 4.1 59.0x66.0 11 
5.0 4.4 similar 11 
5.2 4.4 similar 11 
909 B. 62 5.4 4.6 63.5x57.4 71.0x67.7 10 5 anklets, 4 remaining in a stack; 
5.3 4.2 64.0x59.0 74.0x68.4 10 dimensions given for 1st and 4th in 
6.3 5.1 similar 10 stack and for loose anklet (last set of di 
mensions); left leg 
930 B.63 5.8 2.9 34.8x42.7 40.2x48.9 11 stack of 3 anklets; complete; left 
5.9 3.6 38.3x38.6 44.8x47.9 11 ankle 
6.0 3.0 33.0x36.9 41.5x44.0 11 
931 B. 63 6.4 3.2 33.6x37.l 40.5x43.4 11 stack of 3 anklets; complete; rt. 
5.8 3.8 35.lx37.9 41.9x45.4 11 ankle 
similar 11 
934 B. 63 6.5 3.9 28.9x30.8 37.7x38.6 11? complete; maybe bimetallic; located left 
';-
of left ankle 
l 1152 B. 79 7.3 2.8 36.0x36.4 43.5x44.0 24 3 anklets from left leg; scalloped 
8.3 2.1 43.5x44.0 48.2x49.8 24 edges not very well defined; 
8.1 2.9 40.0x42.0 24 relatively thick metal 
1153 B. 79 7.9 4.0 39.5x40.6 47.7x49.2 11 2 anklets, one complete (1st); 
8.0 2.3 similar similar 11 maybe split rings; rt. ankle 
1158 B. 81 7.3 1.8 36.5x39.5 11 1 circlet; left ankle 
T 1159 B. 81 4.3-5.3 1.3 c. 36.0 24 prob. split ring; lightweight; right leg 
1160 B. 77 6.6-8.6 1.4 c. 45.0 24 fragment; band starts narrow and be 
comes wide ( dimensions given for wid 
est part); left leg 
1161 B.77 7;9 1.7 39.6x41.1 43.0x44.5 24 at least three anklets, 1 complete 
7.5-8.5 1.6 24 (1st set of dimensions given); from 
7.1-8.8 2.1 24 area of body 
1208 B.79 6.5 1.2 c.40.0 24 fragment 
1210 B.92 6.4-8.4 1.9 c. 50.0 24 scalloped; split ring; which ankle?; fi 
bres attached to one fragment 
1228 B. 91 5.4 5.0 c. 45.0 15 fragments; at least 1 complete 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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FIGURE 7.9 Bronze bangles and bronze anklets. Bangles: A. cat. 1740 (B. 120, style 13), B. cat. 1743 (B. 120, style 6) . Anklets: C. 
cat. 506 (B. 25, style 10,11 & 24), D. cat. 908 (B. 62, style 10), E. cat. 909 (B. 62, style 10), F. cat. 934 (B. 63, style 11), G. cat. 
1152 (B. 79, style 24), H. cat. 1153 (B. 79, style 11), I. cat. 1158 (B. 81, style 11), J. cat. 1159 (B. 81, style 24) , K. cat. 1160 (B. 
77, style 24), L. cat. 1161 (B. 77, style 24), M. cat. 1537 (B. 113, style 15), N. cat. 1610 (B. 115, style 7/8). 
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FIGURE 7.10 Bronze anklets, bronze and bimetallic spiral earrings and flat spiral ear ornaments. Anklets: A. cat. 1611 (B. 115, 
style 7), B. cat. 1662 (B. 80), C. cat. 1663 (B. 80). Spiral earrings: D. cat. 86, burial 1, E. cat. 916, burial 62, F. cat. 1482, burial 
78, G. cat. 1727, burial 113, H. cat. 1728, burial 113. Bimetallic earrings: I. cat. 291, burial 14, J. cat. 292, burial 14. Flat spirals: 
K. cat. 577, burial 30, L. cat. 584, burial 35, M. cat. 626, burial 39. 
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FIGURE 7.11 Bronze ear spools and earrings. A. cat. 1044,burial 69 B. cat. 1045, burial 69 C. cat. 102 D. cat. 188, burial 9 E. cat. 
1273 F. cat. 1353, burial 98 G. cat. 1408, burial 98 H. cat. 986,burial 621. cat. 1701, burial 99 J. cat. 1702, burial 99. 
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Table 7.8 Spiral Earrings 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Length Notes 
86 B.1 4.7 4.3 15.5xl2.0 c. 26.0 c. 30.1 rt. ear; heavy wire 
94 B.1 3.4 3.6 14.7x14.1 c.23.6 13.6 left ear; lots of iron rust associated • maybe clad in iron? 
291 B.14 3.7 3.7 19.8x21.8 purple metal; gold foil present between spirals· originally 
clad whole wire ?; right ear 
292 B.14 4.4 5.0 11.8 20.7 28.8 same as cat. 291; noticibly thicker wire; left ear 
501 B. 25 3.2 2.2 18.8x19.8 23.0x24.0 1.5 turns only 
505 B.25 3.3 2.4 17.0x18.7 21.7x22.5 fragments of spiral ring; same artefact as 501 (above)? 
916 B. 62 2.4 2.3 C. 16.0 19.8 1 earring; both ends broken off this loosely wound spiral; 
c. 2.25 turns 
1482 B. 78 10.5x10.9 21.7 23.1 6 turns 
1727 B. 113 3.3 10.9xll.1 18.9xl9.3 38.0 at least 7 turns 
1728 B.113 4.2 3.9 18.5xl9.2 34.5 rt. ear; 7.5 turns; very thick bronze 
2001b B.81 3.4 2.6 7.2 19.0x19.0 7.4 2 small, & short, spirals; 1st may be complete (c. 1.75 
3.2 2.8 7.6 14.0xl4.0 6.3 turns); 2nd broken; see also 2001a (bangle) 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
Bronze earplug 
Two bronze earplugs were recovered from burial 69, one from either side of the head. 
They are spool-shaped with a large perforation. Each is decorated with concentric incised 
circles on the flared surfaces. A third possible earplug was associated with burial 104. 
Cat. 1044, B. 69 was located on the right side of the skull. It has three concentric circles 
incised on the wider surface with just one partially visible on the narrower surface. It 
has a somewhat battered appearance. The maximum outer diameter is 49.5 mm. The 
narrower side has an outer diameter of 44.1 mm. The outer edge is concave, forming a 
channel, with a minimum outer diameter of 35.1 mm. The internal diameter measures 
28.9 x 29.4 mm. The length, along the axis of the central perforation, is 26.9 mm. 
Cat. 1045, B. 69 provides a clear partner for cat. 1044, though it is less damaged. It was 
found to the left of the skull. Three concentric circles are incised on the wider surface, 
two are visible on the narrower surface. Max. 0.D.: 49.1 mm, second 0.D.: 45.3 mm, 
min. 0.D.: 35.4 mm, I.D.: 28.1 x 30.7 mm, length: 24.8 mm. 
Cat. 1651, B. 104 is the fragmentary remains on an unusual style of ring; described on 
excavation as a left-side earring. The original form was probably a short tube made of 
very thin, sheet-like, bronze and is probably an earplug. R.H.: 7.0 mm, R.W.: 0.8 mm, 
0.D.: c. 20 mm. 
Other bronze earrings (n= c. 56) 
No cat. no., is a single fragment of what is probably a U-shaped earring with a roughly 
rectangular cross-section. R.H.: 3.6 mm, R.W.: 1.8 mm. 
Cat. 102, is a small split ring, the ends of which overlap. It is assumed to be and earring 
based on form. R.H.: 2.0 mm, R.W.: 1.9 mm, I.D.: 11.5 mm, O.D.: 12.2 mm x 15.3 mm. 
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Cat. 155, B. 10 comprises two otherwise plain bronze rings identified when excavated 
as earrings. 1) R.H.: 3.1 mm, R.W.: 2.1 mm, I.D.: c. 20.0 mm and, 2) R.H.: 3.3 mm, R.W.: 
1.5 mm, I.D.: c. 22.0 mm. 
Cat. 188, B. 9 is a single U-shaped earring from the left ear. It is not well formed, being 
bent rather than curved. R.H.: 3.1 mm, R.W.: 2.7 mm, length: 13.3 mm, width: 9.3 mm. 
Cat. 189, B. 9 is a single U-shaped earring from the right ear. It matches cat. 188 (above) 
in form and completes the pair. R.H.: 3.3 mm, R.W.: 3.4 mm, length: 17.4 mm, width: 9.7 
mm. 
Cat. 192, B. 9 is a large bronze split ring with a convex triangular cross-section. The free 
ends overlap each other and the radial dimensions are slightly greater near the ends. 
R.H.: 3.5-4.2 mm, R.W.: 3.8-4.2 mm, I.D.: 42.3 mm x 42.9 mm, 0.D.: 51.1 mm x 51.7 mm. 
Cat. 324, B. 20 is a simple ring earring, based on location. It may be a split ring. RH: 2.4 
mm, RW: 2.7 mm, ID: c. 20 mm. 
Cat. 330, B. 12 is a three quarter fragment of a simple ring earring from the left side. It 
may be a split ring. R.H.: 3.5 mm, R.W.: 1.6 mm, ID: 18.9 mm. 
Cat. 510, B. 31 is ,what appears to be a scalloped bangle but was described as a left 
earring when excavated. R.H.: 8.0 mm, R.H. in dip: 7.2 mm, R.W.: 2.0 mm, I.D.: 38 mm 
x 41 mm, 0.D.: 42 mm x 46 mm. 
Cat. 932, B. 62 is a very small fragment of a simple split ring earring with a D-shaped 
cross-section. Noted as from the right ear. R.H.: 1.5 mm, R.W.: 1.5 mm, I.D.: 6.5 mm. 
Cat. 963, B. 61 is made up of fragments of a simple ring described as a left earring when 
excavated. It has a rectangular cross-section. R.H.: 2.7 mm, R.W.: 1.3 mm, I.D.: c. 30 mm. 
Cat. 984, B. 71 is a simple split ring earring of bronze. R.H.: 2.7 mm, R.W.: 2.8 mm, I.D.: 
16.5 mm, 0.D.: 22.2 mm. 
Cat. 986, B. 62 is a set of six small U-shaped, or split ring, earrings from the left side of 
the cranium. They are very corroded but seem consistent is size and form. Three are 
described here. 1) R.H.: 3.1 mm, R.W.: 2.9 mm, I.D.: 9.0 mm, O.D.: 16.0 mm; 2) R.H.: 2.7 
mm, R.W.: 2.1 mm, I.D.: 8.8 mm, O.D.: 14.7 mm; 3) R.H.: 2.4 mm, R.W.: 2.4 mm, I.D.: 7.8 
mm, O.D.: 13.0 mm. 
Cat. 988, B. 62 is made up of many fragmentary remains of what may be a simple split 
ring earring. R.H.: 3~1 mm, R.W.: 1.5 mm, I.D.: c. 20 mm, simple rectangular cross-section. 
Cat. 1015, B. 71 is another simple split ring earring making a perfect pair for cat. 984 
(above). R.H.: 2.9 mm, R.W.: 3.0 mm, I.D.: 17.2 mm, O.D.: 22.9 mm. 
Cat. 1099, B. 76 is a ring described on the basis of location as a left earring. In other 
respects it is identical to the scalloped bangles common in the site, though with a small 
inner diameter. R.H.: 8.1 mm, R.H. in dip: 6.0 mm, R.W.: 2.5 mm, I.D.: c. 35 mm. 
Cat. 1224, B. 82 is a fragment of bronze described, when excavated, as an earring, 
presumably on the basis of location. It is a strip of bronze with scalloped edges identical 
to the style 24 bangles. If it is indeed an earring then this is a secondary use. 
'( 
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Cat. 1273, C2, 4:8 feature 1 is a U-shaped strip of bronze with a rectangular cross-section. 
This is a relatively common form. R.H.: 2.8 mm, R.W.: 3.7 mm, overall width: 14.7 mm, 
overall length: 20.0 mm. 
Cat. 1331, B. 86 is a one third fragment of a ring described as an earring when excavated. 
R.H.: 1.3 mm, R.W.: 0.8 mm, I.D.: c. 20 mm 
Cat. 1353, B. 98 is the partial remains of at least three earring units similar to cat.'s 1701 
and 1702 (below). Only the conjoined discs from the bottom of the unit remain. The 
decoration is the same with a raised central knob and rim on each disc. Width ( disc 
pair): 13.6 mm, height (disc): 8.9 mm, thickness: 1.7 mm. 
Cat. 1375, B. 98 is a one quarter fragment of bronze described as a ring when excavated. 
Located at the neck it has a sloping rectangular cross-section so that the diameter is 
significantly larger at one end than the other. R.H.: 6.5 mm, R.W.: 4.6 mm, thickness of 
bronze: 2.1 mm, I.D. c. 25 mm. 
Cat. 1395, B. 98 is the fragmentary remains of a set of six U-shaped earrings. They appear 
to be identical though in very poor condition. Diameter of wire: 2.1 mm x 2.5 mm, 
length: c. 11.5 mm. 
Cat. 1408, B. 98 is a complete bronze artefact that, while it was located near the left 
hand, was described as an earring when excavated, and I can only agree. It is a heavy 
split ring with a generally D-shaped cross-section that becomes larger near the ends. It 
is a form that is common, in many materials throughout prehistoric Thailand. R.H. 
(opposite split): 5.2 mm, R.W. (opposite split): 4.8 mm, R.H. (adjacent to split): 7.6 mm, 
R.W. (adjacent to split): 7.4 mm, I.D.: 7.0 mm, 0.D.: 19.5 mm x 20.5 mm. 
Cat. 1521, B. 96 is a simple bronze ring which, by virtue of its location at the left ear, is 
designated as an eardng. It is not a split ring so its use must remain debatable. Circular 
cross-section. R.H.: 2.9 mm, R.W.: 2.6 mm, I.D.: 16.6x17.4 mm, 0.D.: 22.3x22.9 mm. 
Cat. 1562, B. 96 is a short, narrow, bronze spiral. It resembles a belt clasp but the 'wire' 
is heavier and the inner diameter is smaller. Described when excavated as a right earring. 
I.D.: 2.8 mm, 0.D.: 9.2 mm x 9.8 mm, length: 17.4 mm. 
Cat. 1613, B. 115 is described as an earring from the left ear of this individual. It appears 
to be a simple ring but is not complete. R.H.: 2.5 mm, R.W.: 1.4 mm, I.D.: c. 19 mm. 
Cat. 1701, B.99 matches cat. 1702 (see description below). It is located on the left side of 
the head. It is made up of eight units of identical form to cat. 1702. Overall length: 36.5 
mm, I.D. (eyelet): 5.9 mm, 0.D. (eyelet): 11.2 mm, diameter (rod): 2.2 mm. 
Cat. 1702, B. 99 is an ear ornament made up of eight units located on the right side of the 
head. Each unit comprises a bronze rod, formed into a circular eyelet at one end, and 
with two conjoining discs at the opposite end. The discs lie in the same plane as the 
eyelet and each is moulded so that a small knob rises in the centre, is circled by a 
depression, and the outside edge is again raised. This set is better preserved than cat. 
1701 (above) and provides a guide to the detail of that matching set. All the units are 
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corroded together and lie parallel. This suggests that the set was hung by a cord threaded 
through the eyelet and then through the ear. Overall length: 37.4 mm, I.D. (eyelet): 6.4 
mm, 0.D. (eyelet): 10.7 mm, diameter (rod): 2.1 mm, diameter (disc) 9.6 mm. 
Cat. 1764a, B. 122 is a half fragment of a bronze ring. It is probably a split ring and 
therefore an earring. R.H.: 3.6 mm, R.W.: 3.3 mm, I.D.: c. 20 mm. See also cat. 1764b 
(bangles). 
Bronze finger rings (n= c. 517) 
These are some of the most numerous ornaments considered in this report, with multiple 
rings on multiple fingers of each hand not uncommon. The vast majority are very 
simple rings with a band-like form. The most common departure is when the effect of 
multiple rings is produced by coiling a single length of bronze wire into a long spiral. 
Three rings stand out (cat 237, B. 4) because of a signet-like decoration. On one is a 
spiral motif and on another a diamond motif is used. 
Bronze toe rings (n= c. 145) 
Many toe rings are similar in form to the finger rings discussed above. However, as the 
big toe is so much larger than either the other toes or, the fingers, rings for the big toe 
are noticeably larger and, usually, heavier. Once again, sets of rings are not uncommon 
and spiral forms, imitating multiple individual rings, are also present. 
Unidentified bronze rings 
Many small rings; toe rings, finger rings and possibly earrings, are found loose in the 
substrate or in the general area of a burial and so cannot be assigned a particular use. 
Often these are fragments only (n= c. 154; fragments and complete rings). 
Bronze bells (n= 63) 
There appear to be two main forms of bells at this site. The most common is spherical 
with a slit at the bottom and an eyelet attached to the top. A pea (small metal ball) is 
enclosed inside the sphere. There is some variation in size and level of decoration but 
they are all essentially very similar. Cat. 587 has the clearest decoration remaining. One 
face has broken away but the other has a spiral beginning in the centre of the face that 
uncoils to cover the whole hemisphere. The small cap is decorated with a spiral or 
concentric circles, and the eyelet is also in the form of a spiral or stacked wheels. 
Cat. 331 represents a different type of bell which is long and cone shaped. It is sig-
nificantly larger than the spherical examples and presumably had a clapper inside but 
no trace remains. The main body of bell is up to 5.6 mm thick It is interesting that the 
eyelet attached to the top and the thicker, textured, cap around the upper third of the 
159 ,, 
Table 7.9 Bronze finger rings 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
t.b.a. B.1 2.5 1.2 fragment of 1 ring; rt. hand 
t.b.a. B. 59 3.5 1.7 c.18.0 11 fragments of at least 3 rings; variation in RH in on 
-'>-_ fragment btwn: 3.l-4.2mm 
t.b.a. B.104 2.7 1.4 C. 16.0 29 fragments of at least 1 spiral ring 
t.b.a. B. 111 2.3-3.3 2.5-2.8 16.5 7-15 3/4 ring found under pot; x-section varies around 
circumference 
75 B. 1 2.4 1.4 16.4x19.4 19.9x23.4 11 7 rings in a stack; 5th finger; which hand? 
76 B. 1 2.6 1.9 18.3x19.8 21.lx23.2 11 10 rings in two stacks of 5 each; 2nd and 3rd fingers; 
77 B. 1 2.8 1.9 18.2x19.7 21.9x23.3 11 7 rings in stack; 4th finger, 1ft. hand; all similar size 
78 B. 1 2.4 1.8 c.20.0 15 1/2 only; rt. hand 
89 B. 1 2.5 1.7 c. 25.0 ? fragments of at least 2 rings; rt. 
3.0 1.5 ? hand 
90 B. 1 3.0 1.9 18.lx18.8 21.5x23.4 11 20 complete rings in a stack; 4th finger, rt. hand; all 
similar dimensions 
'{, 92 B. l? 2.7 1.6 C. 20.0 11? fragments of at least 2 rings; rt. thumb 
3.3 1.7 C. 25.0 11? 
157 B. 10 2.1 2.0 15.2xl6.0 19.6x20.7 18 atleast 6 rings; 2 of form 18; at least 4 of form 11; 
3.6 1.5 11 rt. hand 
158 B. 10 3.6 2.0 C. 20.0 11? at least 3 rings; left hand 
3.5 2.0 C. 20.0 11? 
3.4 1.8 
214a B. 14 2.5 3.5 17.3x18.2 25.0x25.0 8 at least 17 rings; left hand, finger 1; size grades from 
2.8 3.8 16.0x16.4 23.6x23.9 8 large to small 
214b B. 14 2.8 2.9 21.lx21.3 27.3x27.7 8 at least 9 rings; left hand, finger 2; size grades from 
2.9 3.5 18.7x19.l 25.9x26.6 8 large to small 
214c B. 14 2.3 3.1 18.3x18.7 24.8x25.0 8 at least 8 rings; left hand, finger 3 
2.0 3.3 17.0x17.4 24.lx24.3 8 
i 214d B. 14 
' 
3.0 2.2 18.8x19.3 23.8x25.5 29 at least 1 spiral; 2 fragments, 5 & 3 turns 
3.0 1.8 17.lx19.8 23.0x24.0 29 respectively; left hand 
214e B. 14 2.1 3.1 22.2x22.3 28.4x28.8 8 11 rings disassociated from original stacks; left hand 
215a B. 14 2.8 3.6 18.lx18.2 25.3x25.7 8 stack of at least 15 rings; rt. hand, finger 1; also at 
2.8 3.0 20.8x21.8 27.8x29.3 8 least 1 more ring loose 
215b B. 14 3.7 2.7 15.0x16.5 19.7x21.8 29 4 spiral rings; at least 4, 7, 4 & 4 turns respectively; 
3.6 2.2 19.2x21.6 24.9x26.5 29 rt.hand 
3.0 2.2 18.5x18.6 23.8x24.8 29 
3.0 2.6 16.4x20.8 23.5x25.8 29 
237 B.4 2.5 2.0 13.8x15.5 20.0x20.l signet/18 diamond shaped signet with inset relief diamond 
pattern; sig.width: 5.4 mm 
2.1 1.8 signet/18 circular signet with cast pattern of 2 interlocking 
, spirals; sig. dia.: 6.6 mm ,, 
2.2 1.8 signet/18 circular signet; pattern not clear, maybe spirals again; 
>\ sig. dia.: 7.6 mm. 
All three rings on the same finger of the left hand; 
326b B. 20 2.2 2.9 c. 20.0 7 at least 1 ring; see also 326a (bangles) 
415 B. 53 5.1 1.8 21.4x22.1 25.5x26.3 11 2 complete rings; rt. hand 
4.8 2.6 19.3x20.4 26.0x26.8 11 
473 B. 30 2.5 1.8 18.4x19.8 22.7x23.0 10 rings; left hand 
583 B. 35 4.1 2.0 16.3x16.9 20.5x21.2 11 rings, 9 similar to the 1st given here, last 2 
8.0 3.5 18.lx18.6 differ; left hand 
6.2 3.2 14.8x15.1 21.2x22.0 
585 B. 35 4.1 2.3 17.2x20.2 23.lx25.3 5 rings; all similar dimensions; rt. hand 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.9 Bronze finger rings (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
591 B. 36 8.0 2.6 15.0x:15.3 20.3x21.l 11 3 complete rings; left hand 
9.7 2.9 14.0 19.0x:21.0 11 
8.2 2.0 15.1 20.3x20.6 11 
593 B. 37 10.5 2.9 16.0x:16.5 21.8x22.0 11 4 wide rings; rt. hand 
9.2 2.2 16.8x17.5 21.7x23.2 11 
10.3 1.9 15.8x16.0 20.6x21.0 11 
9.1 2.7 14.3x14.4 19.0x:19.2 11 
609 B.39 3.3 2.6 14.6x16.3 19.4x21.0 11 4 rings; all similar dimensions; left hand 
;' 611 B. 39 4.0 2.4 c. 20.0 1 ring; rt. hand 
700 B. 53 5.3 2.4 19.3x21.2 25.0x:26.9 11 1 complete ring; fragments of 2 more; left hand 
4.8 1.8 11 
4.3 2.4 11 
721 B. 53 5.0 1.6 18.5x19.6 22.3x23.8 11 4 rings in a stack; rt. hand 
5.2 11 
·( 4.6 11 
4.8 1.7 20.2x21.5 24.lx25.4 11 
875 B. 59 2.8 1.2 C. 20.0 11 fragments of at least 3 rings; rt. hand 
3.4 1.0 c. 23.0 11 
3.9 1.5 C. 18.0 11 
896 B. 61 2.8 1.2 c.19.0 15 fragments of 2 rings; rt. hand 
2.4 1.8 C. 20.0 15 
907 B. 59 3.4 1.4 C. 18.0 at least 4 rings; left hand 
910a B. 62 2.8 2.3 C. 23.0 11 at least 10 rings; left hand, finger 1 
910b B. 62 2.2 2.0 C. 19.0 c. 23.0 15 at least 9 rings; left hand, finger 2 
910c B. 62 3.1 2.4 17.lxl7.6 22.7x23.0 15 at least 6 rings; left hand, finger 3; 1st & 6th given 
2.4 1.8 16.7x17.4 20.0x:21.5 15 here . 
·' 910d B. 62 2.4 2.0 c.18.0 11/15 at least 3 rings; left hand, finger 4 (may be distal 
end of another finger already counted) 
910e B. 62 3.2 2.7 16.0x:17.0 21.lx22.9 15 at least 8 rings; left hand, finger 5 (may be part of 
2.8 2.1 c.18.0 15 another finger already counted) 
911 B. 62 2.8 2.2 C. 23.0 11 at least 28 rings on 3 fingers (5, 13 & 10); rt. hand; 
2.6 1.6 c. 19.0 11 difficult to measure; largest stack has some variation 
in diameter, esp. larger rings located at finger joints 
979 B.68 3.0 2.2 18.1 11 at least 5 finger? rings; 3 in stack 
3.4 2.2 c.18.0 11/15 
2.6 1.9 c.18.0 11 
1031d B. 67 2.4 1.7 c. 15.0 11 1 ring fragments; see also 1031c (bangle) 
1080 B. 73 2.9 3.3 16.3x16.5 23.lx23.3 7 at least 9 rings, 6 complete; left hand 
( 2.5 3.3 15.5x16.6 23.0x:23.2 7 
< 2.7 3.0 16.9x17.4 22.6x23.8 7 
2.8 3.3 16.3x16.7 23.0x:23.0 7 
;,,;_ 2.4 2.9 16.0x:16.5 22.0x:22.0 7/18 
2.6 3.0 c.16.5 3 
2.6 3.0 c.18.0 7 
2.7 2.9 16.5x16.7 21.9x22.4 7 
1081 B. 73 2.5 3.5 17.2x17.5 24.0x:24.2 4 at least 6 rings; rt. hand 
2.1 3.5 16.4xl6.8 23.7x24.4 417 
2.4 3.5 16.2x17.3 23.8x24.4 7 
2.4 3.0 16.9x17.5 23.2x23.6 7 
1.9 3.0 17.0x:17.2 24.3x24.3 417 
2.5 2.9 c.17.0 7 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.9 Bronze finger rings (cont.) 
'\ 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
1097 B. 76 5.2 1.9 17.4x18.5 22.lx24.2 11 3 complete finger rings; rt. hand; at least 1 (all?) 
7.2 2.7 16.5x19.1 23.lx24.1 11 decorated with 3 parallel incised lines around 
,c. 6.8 2.4 17.7xl9.0 23.0x24.1 11 outside surface 
1098 B. 76 2.0 1.8 16.2x16.3 20.8x21.0 15 at least 13 rings; left hand; stack of 9 (1st & 2nd 
2.4 1.4 17.4x18.0 21.2x22.2 15 here = 1st & 9th in stack) even graduation in size 
3.0 2.4 17.7x18.0 23.9x24.0 15 from 1-9; 2 more stacks of2 each 
•/ 
C. 4.0 c. 3.0 18.8x18.8 24.8x26.0 15 
2.9 3.0 17.0x18.3 23.5x25.0 15/18 
f 3.2 2.8 17.9x19.0 23.6x26.5 15 
1357 B. 98 3.1 3.0 22.6x24.6 29 3 spiral rings; left hand; no. of turns respectively: 5, 
3.3 3.3 22.4x26.3 29 3&4 
2.6 2.8 23.8x25.0 29 
1359 B. 98 2.7 2.1 11 fragments of7 rings; fused as flattened stack; 
2.7 1.8 11 rt.hand 
.f.. 2.5 1.4 21.0x9.7 11 
1426 B.94 4.0 1.8 C. 20.0 11 4 rings (3 complete in stack -style 18); left hand 
4.3 5.0 18.4x18.4 28.5x29.0 18 
26.0x27.0 ?18 
5.3 4.9 15.9x17.0 27.0x27.2 7/18 
1451 B.104 2.8 1.6 14.8x18.6 29 at least 2 turns 
,~ 1516a B.96 C. 4.0 c. 2.0 c. 19.0 11 at least 14 rings; 1st 3 in stack similar to 1st mea-
sure 2.4 3.4 c.18.0 7 given here; remaining 5 in stack and frag. rings 
rep. 2.3 3.3 c.18.0 4/7 by other measurements given; see also 1516b 
2.5 3.4 c.18.0 7/10 (bangle); at least 2 are split rings (earrings?) 
1538B. 113 2.3 1.6 17.9x19.5 22.0x22.1 11/18 at least 25 rings -1 stack of7 (1st measure given), 1 
2.9 1.7 18.4xl8.4 22.0x22.4 11 stack of 11 (2nd measure), remainder = fragments; 
dimensions within stacks seem consistent; left hand 
I 1594 B.96 2.8 3.1 18.4xl9.2 25.4x26.1 7 1 ring; under pelvis 
I 
1603a B. 69 1.8 2.7 21.8x23.2 27.2x27.2 8 at least 16 rings; rt. hand, finger 1; all similar size 
1603b B.69 2.0 2.7 17.4x17.6 23.3x23.4 8 at least 14 rings; rt. hand, finger 2; all similar size 
2.5 2.0 17.8x18.0 21.6x22.0 18 though most have circular cross-sections 
1603c B.69 1.8 2.3 19.7x19.8 23.lx23.6 7 at least 5 rings & at least 1 spiral ring (7 -9 turns); rt. 
3.4 2.0 15.8x17.5 21.7x23.8 24 hand, finger 3 
If 1603d B. 69 2.3 2.3 23.5x24.0 18 at least 16 rings; rt. hand, finger 4; 10 heavier 
2.2 1.8 c. 18.0 18 dimensions, 6 lighter & located distally 
1604a B. 69 3.1 2.0 11 at least 8 rings; left hand, finger 1; thumb? 
1604b B.69 2.1 2.3 16.5x17.2 10 at least 18 rings; left hand, finger 2 
1604c B.69 1.9 2.8 17.9x18.0 8 at least 19 rings; left hand, finger 3 
c( 3.0 3.3 19.2x19.5 7 
cc( 1604d B.69 3.3 2.2 C. 21.0 10 at least 9 rings; left hand, finger 4; larger than other 
fingers? 
1604e B.69 3.0 2.4 c. 20.0 15 at least 11 rings; left hand, finger 5 
1659 B. 31 3.1 2.9 19.6x21.l 26.2x27.6 15/18 7 rings; rt. hand; single stack of 6 simple rings (prox. 
2.3-2.7 2.5 15.5x16.4 20.9x21.8 29 end) & 1 spiral ( distal end); spiral at least 5 turns, 
length: 14mm 
'r' 
( 
1660 B. 31 2.4 2.4 19.6x19.6 24.4x25.1 29 1 very long spiral ring of at least 12 turns; left hand; 
length: 32.4mm 
1690 B. 118 3.5 2.4 15.9x16.8 21.8x22.8 11 stack of 5 rings; rt. hand; all very 
3.8 2.6 15.9x16.4 20.6x21.6 11 similar in dimension 
1705 B. 113 2.6 1.8 16.9x20.4 21.0x24.4 15 stack of 8 rings; rt. hand 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
_, 
z 
,i 
·, 
'( 
C( 
,:_ 
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Table 7.9 Bronze finger rings (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
2.6 1.7 18.3x19.2 22.5x23.4 15 
1705a B. 113 2.4 1.5 c. 16.0 15 at least 4 rings; rt. hand, finger l; assoc. with 1706 
( silver ring) 
1705b B. 113 2.8 1.9 c.17.0 11 at least 10 rings; rt. hand, finger 2 
1705c B. 113 1.7 1.6 16.4x18.4 20.0x22.0 11 at least 17 rings; rt. hand, finger 3 
2.3 1.4 C. 15.4 11 
1913 B. 75 2.9 3.7 20.0x20.4 26.6x27.5 7 single complete ring; bimetallic? 
1936 B. 37 8.0 2.4 16.5x17.1 21.lx22.2 11 5 rings; left hand 
10.2 20.6x22.0 11 
6.4 1.3 15.3xl6.2 18.2x20.0 11 
8.4 2.1 17.5x17.8 21.4x22.4 11 
8.4 2.1 14.6x15.7 20.5x20.5 11 
2000b B.69 3.2 1.8 11 1/4 fragment; rt. hand?; see also 2000a (bangles) & 
2000c (belt) 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter, t.b.a.: to be assigned 
bell are similar to the decorative elements common on the spherical bells. The project-
ing eyelet is decorated with a spiral or stacked-wheel cast pattern and the cap has many 
parallel incised horizontal lines running around it. 
Other Bronze artefacts (n= 18) 
No cat. no., A3 4:1 is a possible bangle fragment with a D-shaped cross-section. RH: 3.5 
mm, RW: 3.8 mm. 
Cat. 380, is a small fragment of bronze, curved in two planes and with a rim along the 
one original edge. Length (rim): 9.8 mm, thickness: 2.2 mm, thickness (rim): 3.5 mm. 
Cat. 383, is a long, narrow pendant with an eyelet at the top and with the diameter 
becoming slightly larger towards the bottom. Length: 33.3 mm, diameter (base): 6.8 
mm x 7.4 mm, eyelet diameter: 7.6 mm, eyelet thickness: 3.4 mm, perforation: 2.0 mm. 
Cat. 469, is a small fragment of bronze that is half of a small catch or hinge. Although 
not exactly the same dimensions it is of a form that would complement cat. 573 (below) 
or a similar artifact. It is the end of a simple band with an eyelet projecting vertically 
from the centre of the end. Width: 8.6 mm, thickness: 3.5 mm. 
Cat. 573, at first sight appeared to be a fragment of a simple bangle. However, cleaning 
revealed that it was a finely worked catch or hinge. A curved band, one end has been 
divided in three with the central portion removed and the two outer strips rolled back 
on themselves, on the outside of the curve, to form two parallel eyelets. Width: 7.7 mm, 
thickness: 3.2 mm, length: 22.5 mm, diameter of eyelet: 5.1 mm, perforation: 1.6 mm. 
Cat. 653, B2, L4:8 is a circular tab made up of bronze wire coiled into a tight spiral. It is 
not apparent whether or not this was part of a larger artefact. Maximum diameter: 11.6 
mm, R.H. of wire (thickness of tab): 1.7 mm, R. W. of wire: 2.1 mm. 
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A B C 
D 
E 
F (4 sets ofrings) 
G (5 sets of rings, 2 views) 
5cm 
FIGURE 7.12 Bronze finger rings. A. cat. 75, burial 1 B. cat. 77, burial 1 C. cat. 90, burial 1 D. cat. 94, E. cat. 214, burial 14 (end 
view) F. cat. 214, burial 14 (side view) G. cat. 215, burial 14. 
A (3 rings, 3 views) 
1cm 
B 
E 
C 
G 
J 
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D 
F 
H 
5cm 
FIGURE 7.13 Bronze finger rings. A. cat. 237, burial 4 (3 rings) B. cat. 415, burial 53 C. cat. 473, burial 30 D. cat. 583, burial 35 
E. cat. 585, burial 35 F. cat. 591, burial 36 G. cat. 593, burial 37 H. cat. 609, burial 39 I. cat. 700, burial 53 J. cat. 721, burial 53 
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A B (6 rings) 
' 
C (5 rings) 
D E (3 sets, 2 views) 
F G 
H I 
c::::==i1M111n====-11111111111~==i 5 cm 
FIGURE 7.14 Bronze finger rings. A. cat. 910, burial 62 B. cat. 1080, burial 73 C. cat. 1081, burial 73 D. cat. 
1097, burial 76 E. cat. 1098, burial 76 F. cat. 1359, burial 98 G. cat. 1426, burial 94 H. cat. 1516, burial 96 
I. cat. 1538, burial 113. 
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A 
B (3 sets) 
C (sets in situ & 1 closeup) 
D (2 views) 
E F 
G 
H (4 rings) 
5cm 
FIGURE 7.15 Bronze finger and toe rings. Finger rings: A. cat. 1594, burial 96 B. cat. 1603, burial 69 C. cat. 1604, burial 69 D. 
cat. 1659, burial 31 E. cat. 1660, burial 31 F. cat. 1690, burial 118. Toe rings: G. cat. 160, burial 12 H. cat. 165, burial 12 I. cat. 
210, burial 14. 
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Table 7.1 O Bronze toe rings 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
160 B. 12 4.5-6.2 4.7-7.6 24.6x25.6 36.Sx37.2 ?18 1 ring; located near rt. forearm? 
165 B. 12 3.9 1.1 19.3x19.4 22.5x22.6 11 at least 5 rings; rt. foot 
3.5 1.9 16.7x17.6 20.0x21.0 11 
3.1 1.4 15.8x17.6 19.8x20.6 11 
210 B. 14 6.4 8.7 27.2x28.0 45.2x46.0 15 2 rings; left foot 
7.3 8.6 27.2x27.8 44.0x44.3 15 
545 B. 47 3.2 3.2 27.4x27.7 34.4x35.0 18 1 ring; possibly a toe ring 
698 B. 53 5.7 2.6 27.3x29.6 34.4x35.1 11 set of 3 toe rings; right foot; toe? 
5.8 2.3 26.5x28.5 34.3x34.5 11 
6.8 2.1 27.7x28.7 35.0x36.0 11 
699 B. 53 6.0 2.8 26.5x27.8 34.5x35.0 11 set of 4 toe rings; big toe; left foot 
6.1 2.6 27.6x27.9 33.6x34.8 11 
6.2 2.7 28.0x29.0 34.lx36.0 11 
6.2 2.9 27.6x28.3 34.3x35.5 11 
717 B. 54 20.5x22.4 26.2 11 4 toe rings in stack; dimensions taper from one 
11 end to the other; radial ht. of stack: 20.7 mm 
11 
20.9x23.8 30.0 11 
18.0xl9.7 25.0x26.4 11 2 toe rings in a stack; radial ht. of stack: 10.9 mm 
19.6x20.5 25.4x27.2 11 
1082 B. 73 3.7 3.4 15.7xl6.0 22.5x23.2 10 9 toe rings in stack; rt. foot; measurements given 
4.4 3.0 18.3x18.5 24.5x24.8 10/15 for 1st and 9th; 2 larger rings in centre of stack 
(OD: 25.8x26.8mm); iron cladding 
1166 B.87 3.6 3.2 23.3x23.5 30.5x30.5 10 stack of 3 rings; big toe, rt. foot 
3.0 29.5x30.0 
2.7 2.8 23.8x24.6 31.0x31.7 15 
1456z B.105 2.2 2.2 c. 20.0 18 at least 8 rings; 1st 1/4 fragment, next 2 complete, 
2.5 3.4 c. 20.0 18 remainder all fragments similar to last given here; 
3.4 3.1 C. 18.0 18 see also 1456y (bangles) 
3.3 2.1 15 
1529a B. 105 5.5 6.6 27.3x27.5 39.0x39.3 7 stack of 3 rings; rt. foot, toe 1 
5.7 39.2x40.2 
5.0 6.5 28.4x28.9 40.8x40.9 8 
1529b B.105 8.2 2.2 15.8xl6.8 21.lx21.3 11 5 rings ( 4 in stack); rt. foot, toe 2 
2.5 2.5 17.8x18.0 7 
2.6 3.4 17.4x19.0 25.8x26.3 7 
3.2 3.4 4 
3.3 4.1 c.17.0 8 
1529c B.105 3.1 3.7 18.0xl8.5 25.7x27.l 7 stack of 3 rings; rt. foot, may also be from toe 2 
3.4 3.4 25.lx25.2 7 
2.8 3.2 18.5x18.6 25.0x25.5 7 
1530a B.105 5.7 6.0 26.6x27.4 39.6x39.7 7 stack of 3 rings; left foot, toe 1; distal to proximal 
6.3 40.lx40.5 given 
6.7 6.4 27.0x27.6 40.5x41.l 10 
1530b B.105 2.5 3.7 16.5x17.3 23.7x24.8 9 stack of7 rings; left foot, toe 2; #'s 1 (distal) & 7 
2.6 2.7 c. 18 23.6x24.8 8 (prox.) given 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.1 O Bronze toe rings (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
1530c B.105 2.2 2.8 17.6x17.7 22.7x23.7 7 stack of 15 rings; left foot, toe 3; #'s 1 (distal), 12, 
2.3 25.6x25.6 14 & 15 (prox.) given; possible fibre cladding lining 
3.0 3.4 26.6x27.8 inner surface of stack 
8.8 2.3 17.7x17.9 21.9x22.5 11 
1540 B.113 2.6 1.6 16.0x19.6 19.5x22.5 15 5 rings in stack plus 1541 (below); 4 similar in 
dimension, last 1 before silver ring larger- RH: 3.0 
1605a B. 69 4.9 5.1 26.8x30.2 37.8x40.9 8 6 rings; rt. foot, toe 1; 5 similar to the 1st given 
3.2 3.9 21.6x22.4 31.5x31.6 7 here & 1 smaller on end (2nd measure) 
1605b B. 69 2.3 2.4 17.9x22.l 23.lx26.2 15 at least 12 rings (10 in stack); rt. foot, toe 2; 1st 2 
3.0 4.0 c. 21.0 7 given here form stack; 2nd 2, loose 
2.4 2.5 17.6x17.8 22.3x24.3 15 
2.2 2.1 19.0x19.4 24.3x24.3 15 
1605c B. 69 2.5 2.0 16.3x18.4 20.8x22.2 15 stack of at least 8 rings; rt. foot, toe 3; consistent 
2.5 2.7 c.18.0 C. 22 10 dimensions 
1606 B. 69 4.0 3.8 25.3x25.8 33.2x33.4 10 stack of 7 rings; left foot; all very similar; 2 may be 
4.2 3.8 26.0x26.4 34.4x34.6 10 bimetallic 
3.6 3.5 25.9x26.3 33.9x34.2 10/15 
1691a B.118 2.7 3.2 19.0x20.l 22.0x25.8 29 1 spiral ring; at least 14 turns; measurements from 
2.1 2.8 18.4x19.6 25.3x25.7 29 2 positions along spiral 
1691a B.118 3.6 3.1 20.7x22.7 27.5x29.0 10/18 
3.5 3.5 19.0x19.6 26.8x27.8 18 
1691a B.118 4.5 5.7 18.3x18.4 28.7x28.9 7 at least 6 rings (2 complete); fragments are lighter 
4.4 4.4 28.7x29.l 10 weight rings (poss. from 1 spiral, not simple rings?) 
2.9 2.5 18.7x19.7 15 
1691b B.118 4.9 4.3 20.2x21.3 29.2x29.9 10 9 rings (1st 2 in a stack, next 5 in a stack) 
4.7 3.5 20.9x21.7 28.3x29.3 10/15 
4.7 4.1 21.9x22.0 30.4x30.5 11/15 
5.2 4.1 C. 21.9 30.0x30.7 11 
4.6 4.4 29.8x30.4 11 
4.8 4.3 22.3x22.4 30.2x31.6 10 
4.6 3.7 c. 21.0 11 
4.6 3.8 C. 22.0 11 
3.9 3.6 c. 22.0 11 
1691c B.118 5.0 3.9 20.8x22.3 29.5x30.1 15 5 rings (4 in stack); all very similar 
4.8 3.7 22.2x22.3 30.4x30.6 15 
30.5x30.5 15? 
29.6x30.4 15? 
4.5 3.9 21.8x24.5 29.5x32.2 15 
1693 B. 74 2.8 3.0 23.4x23.7 29.8x30.l 7 1 complete ring; left toe 
1734 B.82 10.8 6.7 26.3x27.0 38.7x40.2 3 3 toe rings; first has a rounded triangular x-section 
9.3 c. 7.0 38.6x40.3 26 - less defined version of the 2nd, a band with a D-
5.6 4.0 22.2x22.8 15 sectioned projection around the outside edge; left 
foot 
1735 B. 82 9.9 5.7 26.4x27.0 39.0x39.4 26 stack of3 rings; rt. foot; width of raised decoration: 
10.0 6.5 24.9x26.6 38.6x39.6 26 c. 5mm 
5.0 4.7 20.7x23.0 10 
1773 B.122 3.8 3.5 17.0x17.5 24.8x25.0 29 1 spiral toe ring; 2 .5 turns 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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A (4 rings) 
B C (2 views) 
D 
E F (2 views) G 
J (2 views) 
I (2 rings) 5cm 
FIGURE 7.16 Bronze toe rings. A. cat.699, burial 53 B. cat. 545, burial 47 C. cat. 717, burial 54 D. cat. 1082, burial 73 E. cat. 1166, 
burial 87 F. cat. 1529, burial 105 ~arge toe) G. cat. 1529, burial 105 (smaller toe) H. cat. 1540 & 1541, burial 113 I. cat. 1530, 
burial 105 (large toe) J. cat. 1530, burial 105 (smaller toe). 
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B 
A 
D 
E F G 
H 
i=:=••c=:::1111•1e=::i 5 cm 
J K 
FIGURE 7.17 Bronze toe rings and an unidentified ring. A. cat. 1605, burial 69 B. cat. 1606, burial 69 C.- G. cat. 1691 burial US 
(5 sets) H. & I. cat. 1734, burial 82 J. cat. 1773, burial 122 K. cat. 1453. 
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Table 7.11 Unidentified bronze rings 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
?a B. 62 1.8 1.7 C. 15 1 fragment; see also ?a (bangles) 
t.b.a. B.77 1.9 1.8 C. 20 18 1/3 fragment 
OOOb B.105 2.4 3.4 c. 16 4 fragments of at least 1 ring; see also OOOa (bangles) 
t.b.a. B. 105 2.9 2.5 C. 20 10 1/4 fragment; split ring? 
t.b.a. B.105 2.6 3.2 16.5x17.3 24.3x24.6 7 1 complete ring; + many frags. of bronze 
t.b.a. B. 59 2.5 1.2 11 fragments of at least 2 rings; see other rings from this 
2.9 1.2 11 burial 
,' t.b.a. B.110 6.8 2.3 c.25 11 single ring fragment 
t.b.a. B.111 3.2 4.4 16.lx17.4 25.3x26.1 7 complete ring; under pelvis 
t.b.a. B.113 2.7 1.5 very small fragment of 1 ring 
t.b.a. B.115 2.4 1.5 c.20 11 fragments of 1 ring (2/56) 
85b A2, L3:sf.3 2.5 1.3 C. 25 11 fragment; finger ring?; see also cat. 85a (bronze frags.) 
.\ 157 B.10 3.7 1.5 C. 25 11 several fragments; all similar sizes; 1 finger ring? 
240 B.13 1.4 1.8 C. 18 7/18 1 very fine ring 
241 B.13 1.3 1.8 C. 20 7 1 very fme ring; from flot.; makes a pair (earrings?) 
with cat. 240 
247 B.16 2.4 3.3 C. 30 8 fragment; from flot 
256 B. 12 2.0 1.9 C. 15 11 fragment; finger ring ? 
287 1.7 2.2 c.22 8 1/3 fragment 
)' 
310 B.21 3.3 2.2 n small fragments 
325 B. 20 3.0 2.6 c. 25 11 1/3 fragment (spiral?) 
;:r 347a 3.2 2.1 c.25 11 fragment only; see also 347b (bronze fragments) 
349 3.8 1.5 16.2x16.4 19.5x19.8 11 2 rings corroded together 
4.0 1.3 16.9xl7.4 20.4x21.0 11 
386 3.0 2.9 c.40 7/18 1/3 fragment 
.\ 645 B2, L4:7 10.0 2.4 c.20 11 fragment; very wide band; finger ring ? 
691 B.49 5.5 2.0 c. 20 11 1/3 fragment; fmger ring ?; also fragment of bronze 
wire/bangle ? 
692 B. 50 1.9 1.9 c. 15 18 fragment; finger ring ? 
712b B2, 14:10 1.9 1.7 c. 22 15 fragment; see also cat. 712a (bronze fragments) 
726 B2, 14:10 6.6 1.8 11 fragments 
:f 779 B2, L4:sf.6 1.8 5.0 c.25 7 fragment; earring ? 
856 C2, 3:2 2.8 2.5 C. 10 11 small fragment of ring or earring 
903 C3, 3:8 2.0 1.8 C. 18 15 1/2 fragment 
:..';'/ 968 Cl, 3:7 4.1 1.7 c.20 11 1/8 fragment 
977 A3, 3:9 fea. 2 2.6 2.6 C. 17 18 1/2 fragment 
983 B.62 2.8 2.2 c. 18 10 3/4 fragment; rt. of pelvis 
·< 1012 B. 63 6.0 4.1 31.8x33.0 41.4x42.9 11 complete; not split ring 
1022 B. 63 2.0 2.2 c. 20 18 fragments of at least 2 rings 
\ 2.0 2.3 c. 18 15 
,, 1031b B. 67 2.4 1.8 C. 15 15 1/4 fragment; see also 1031a (bangle) 
1048 Cl, 3:13 2.5 2.2 c.20 ?15 1/2 fragment 
1061 Cl, 4:1 1.9 3.0 c.20 7 1/2 fragment 
I·· 1063 B. 69 2.3 2.4 C. 19 ring fragments; + frags. of 3 glass beads 1071 B. 73 2.0 2.1 C. 18 18 2/3 fragment from flot 
1073b B. 78 2.6 2.4 19.0xl9.2 24.2x24.3 18 3 rings (1 complete); see also 1073a (bangles) 
. ::-~ 3.5 2.5 C. 18 11 
3.3 3.1 C, 16 7 
1079 B. 59 3.4 1.1 11 fragments of at least 2 rings 
2.5 1.2 11 
1130a B.86 2.9 2.5 19.5x20.4 25.2x26.0 18 1 complete ring; see also 1130b (bronze fragment) 
1144 B3,4:4 2.9 2.8 c.23 15/18 1/2 fragment 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.11 Unidentified bronze rings (cont.) 
--
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes :, 
1145 B3, 4:4 6.7 2.2 12.4x12.6 18.0x:19.2 11/15 1 complete ring 
1173 B. 74 3.7 3.2 c.20 4/5 1/2 ring; from screening 
1174 B. 73 2.5 3.2 16.3x16.4 23.lx23.4 7 complete ring and 1/3 fragment; from screening 
2.2 2.9 C. 18 7 
1187 B. 78 1.9 1.6 11 fragment; from grave cut 
1202 Cl, 4:6 3.6 2.8 C. 18 11 1/2 a bronze ring; maybe a split ring 
1207 C3, 4:7 6.5 1.9 c. 12 11 1/2 fragment; this small ring is similar to 1145 above 
1231 B. 81 1.8 1.7 c. 20 18 3/4 fragment; very thin for this diameter 
1232 C2, 4:7 10.4 4.6 c. 18 11 1/2 fragment; heavy ring 
1241b B. 84 2.0 2.0 c.22 18 fragments of 2 rings; 2nd very small & maybe a split 
1.6 1.6 c.5 18 ring; other bronze fragments, see also 124 la (bangle) 
1274b 3.0 2.3 c. 18 11/18 1/4 fragment; see also 1274a (bangles) & 1274c 
(bronze fragments) 
1275 Xl, 2:1 2.8 2.3 C. 18 15 1/3 fragment 
1279 Cl, 4:7 6.5 1.9 c.20 11 very small fragment 
' 
1291 B.85 1.8 2.4 c. 17 7 fragments of 2 rings 
2.2 2.3 C. 15 18 
1362 B. 85 1.4 1.3 c.8 18 1/4 fragment of very, very small ring ( earring?) 
1363 B. 95 3.6 3.1 c. 18 15 fragments of 2 rings, 2nd may be a split ring 
3.6 3.5 c. 17 15/18 
/- 1363 B.95 3.0 2.8 18.0x:19.2 24.5x25.2 15 2 complete rings from flot (2/23) 
> 2.6 2.3 16.7x17.2 21.lx22.2 15 
1363a Cl/Xl 2.2 1.8 C. 19 15/18 fragments of at least 4 rings; B. 95?; see also 1363b 
•_:,. 
4:1/4:6 2.8 2.8 C. 17 18 (bangles) 
3.0 2.5 C. 18 11/18 
2.7 4.0 8 
\ 
1409 C3, 9:10 fea. 1 2.6 2.3 18 1/3 fragment of very small ring - , 
1416c Xl, 13:sf.13 2.0 2.8 17.5x17.8 23.4x23.8 8 at least 13 rings; 4 complete, 4th is a small diameter 
fea.21 3.0 3.4 18.9x19.1 16.2xl6.7 7 split ring - earring?; otherwise 2 sizes with i.d.'s 
2.5 3.9 18.5x18.7 25.4x26.4 8 of c. 18 mm and c. 25 mm -finger rings and toe rings?; 
3.5 3.3 8.7x10.0 15.8x16.2 18 see also, cat. 1416a & b (bangles & bell) 
2.7 3.0 c.28 10 
2.1 2.3 c.18 18 
2.2 2.5 c.20 10 
2.3 2.9 c.18 8 
2.5 3.2 c.18 7 
2.8 3.1 c.18 7 
6.2 3.0 c.25 11 
"\ 3.0 3.4 c.28 8 
\ 3.0 1.5 8 
1433b Xl, 13:8 2.5 2.9 16.8x17.3 22.5x23.4 18 complete 
fea.1 3.1 3.8 17.4 19.8 18 3/4 fragment 
>, 2.0 2.5 fragments of two rings; altogether at least 4 rings; 
2.4 3.1 see.also cat. 1433a (bronze bangles); loose bronze 
1456b B.105 2.6 3.6 16.2x16.4 22.3x23.2 7 at least 14 rings ( 4 complete); also variety of x-sections 
(grave cut) 2.4 2.6 16.5x16.9 22.5x22.5 7 among fragments; found in grave cut; see 
2.8 3.2 16.8x17.0 23.4x24.7 7 1456a (bangles) & a1456c (belt) 
2.6 3.6 14.9x16.6 23.0x:23.8 7 
1468b Xl, 3:13 2.9 2.6 17.lx17.7 23.0x:24.4 18 at least 8 rings (3 complete); located east ofB.105, 
2.7 2.5 17.3x18.3 24.lx24.3 7 along with scattered human bone & glass 
2.6 3.0 c.20 7 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.11 Unidentified bronze rings (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
2.9 3.2 c. 18 7 beads; see also 1468a (bangles) 
2.5 2.6 c. 18 18 
1.9 2.0 c.20 18 
3.5 2.8 c.22 11 
2.3 2.8 16.3x17.5 22.6x23.8 7 
1470b B.102 3.0 3.0 18 1/3 fragment; see also cat. 1470a (bronze bangle) & 
cat.1470b (bimetallic ring) 
1481b B. 96 2.8 2.6 18.2x18.6 23.4x24.2 18 3 rings (2 complete) 
2.8 3.6 16.lxl6.8 23.2x23.6 7 
2.8 3.7 C. 18 7 
1453 B3, 4:11 fea.2/ 6.6 2.3 c. 18 1/2 fragment; unique form- band decorated on 
C3, 4:10 fea.l outside edge as two opposing rope patterns 
·l 1490b B.15 2.4 3.0 c. 20 7 small fragments of at least 5 rings; see also 1490a 
(bangles) 2.9 2.9 C. 17 18 
2.5 2.8 C. 20 8 
.,, 2.0 1.9 c.20 18 ·\ 
2.6 3.3 c.20 7 
1503a B. 105 2.6 2.8 c.20 at least 2 rings; see also, cat. 1503b 
1.6 2.4 c. 18 (bronze fragments) 
1504b B.96 3.5 3.0 15.8x16.l 21.5x22.5 18 complete; fragments of at least 2 
2.5 3.0 C. 18 18? more rings, 3 all together; grave 
2.1 1.9 C. 20 18? area; see also cat. 1504a (bangles) 
1523b B.113 2.9 1.4 c. 18 fragments of at least 4 rings; see ,, 
2.8 1.8 c.18 also 1523a (bangles) 
1559 B. 105 2.3 3.2 26.4x27.4 32.8x33.5 4/5 1 large, thin, ring; complete; found under pot 
1, 
1561 B.111 3.2 3.6 19.4x21.2 27.lx27.8 7 2 rings (1 complete); rt. of skull 
2.4 3.1 c. 19 7 
1586 B. 105/111 3.5 3.9 16.4x16.8 24.2x25.3 7 3 rings (2 complete) 
4.2 4.8 C. 17 7/18 
2.5 2.2 c.20 15 
> 1598c B.115 2.3 1.3 c.30 11 very small fragment 
1560 B.111 3.1-3.5 3.3-4.6 18.7x19.4 28.0x28.0 7 single complete ring located near bronze belt 
C> 
1921b B. 95 3.3 3.0 17.0x17.5 23.3x23.9 10/18 at least 9 rings (1 complete); see 
2.9 4.0 c.20 7 also 1921a (bangles) & 1921c (bell) 
2.8 2.8 c. 18 18 
3.6 3.3 C. 18 15/18 
3.8 2.7 c.22 11 
2.8 2.1 
,; c.20 7 
', 
2.7 3.4 C. 18 417 
", 2.1 1.6 c.20 11 
1938 B. 59 3.4 1.0 fragments only - from flot 
1944 B. 77 1.7 1.7 c.20 18 1/3 fragment 
1945b B. 80 2.4 1.2 C .20 11 1/3 fragment; see also 1945a (bangles) 
1949 B.111 2.0 2.4 15.0xl5.7 20.4x22.0 7/18 1 ring 
1950 B.110 6.0 2.2 c.25 11 1/3 fragment 
1951 B.115 2.3 1.2 1/3 fragment 
1953b B.122 4.5 3.5 c.25 10 fragment of 1 ring; see also 1953a (bangle) 
:, R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, O.D.: Outer Diameter 
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Table 7.12 Bronze bells 
Cat. Context H. D.l D.2 P.D. Style Notes 
176 20.6 13.6 2.1 sphere 1 bell; more pendulous than others of this form; pea 
in situ 
204 c.12.0 7.3 7.4 sphere fragmentary remains of 1 bell 
288 15.8 13.1 1.8 sphere 1 bell; v. long perforation; pea in situ 
308 16.4 11.1 1 bell; more pendulous than others of this form 
331a AZ, 4:6 65.2 41.6 5.9x6.3 cone unique form; may be pendant (no sign of clapper); 
see also 331b (bangle) 
379 20.2 14.2 2.0x2.2 sphere 1 damaged bell; traces of decoration on eyelet remains 
587 19.4 14.1 1.5 sphere 1 broken bell; very clear decoration 
~ 716 B. 54 17.8 13.4 2.7 sphere 21 bells; all of very similar dimensions; many still in 
,'} 18.5 13.0 12.3 sphere clusters; left foot 
809 15.8 sphere? lbell 
-1, 826 1.0 sphere? eyelet only at top of bell; spiral decoration 
851 C3, L2:4 18.0 12.8 2.3 sphere 1 bell; well preserved; circular decorations cast on 
faces and about the cap; fibres present in perforation 
'( 935 Cl, 3:4 15.0 10.3 sphere 2 bells; 1 broken; similar in size 
11.3 2.1 sphere 
1170 B3, 4:5 12.2 8.6 7.5 2.0 sphere 1 very small bell 
1213 B3,4:7 >11.2 9.6 sphere 1 bell; perforation broken off 
1416b Xl, L3:sf13 19.5 sphere large bell with bottom broken off; pea is preserved-
fea.21 dia.: 5.1 mm; see also, cat. 1416a & c (bangles & 
/ bronze rings) 
1480 B. 96 24.4 18.8 23.0 2.0 sphere 2 bells; grave fill; 2nd shows detail of moulded 
18.9 13.7 14.0 2.0 sphere perforation 
1655 21.2 14.1 1.7 shpere 1 broken bell; clear cap (acorn like) 
_\ 1695 B2/B3, 4:1 >21.3 1.9 sphere 1 broken bell 
1755 B.120 16.2 11.1 10.5 0.7 sphere lbell 
1758 B. 124 29.7 22.7 3.6 sphere 21 bells; 2 large (1st 2), rest similar to 2nd 2 given 
26.0 20.0 20.0 2.3 sphere here; 1st has 2 horns near the top; traces of circular 
18.6 14.2 13.0 ·1.0 sphere or spiral decoration on faces of larger bells at least 
15.8 12.5 11.0 1.2 sphere 
1921c B. 95 7.0 fragment of one small bell; see also 1921a (bangles) 
& 1921b (rings) 
H.: Height, D.: Diameter, P.O.: Perforation Diameter 
Cat. 732/ B2/ 4:11 fea.6 is a band or tube of bronze. It is long relative to its diameter. The 
'.( thin wall is curved on its inner surface so that it is thicker mid-way along its length 
than at the ends. Only fragments are present. This artefact has been described as a toe 
ornament but it is unclear on what basis/ it could just as well be an ear plug. R.H./ 
length: 23.2 mm/ max. R.W. : 3.2 mm/ I.D.: c. 20 mm 
Cat. 766/ B2/ L4:1 is a fragment of bronze that may be from a bangle or a pot. It is curved 
as if from a pot and the remaining edge appears to form a rounded projecting rim. R.H.: 
12.8 mm/ R.W.: 6.6 mm/ thickness: c. 3.0 mm/ rim height: 3.6 mm/ rim width: 4.4 mm. 
> Cat. 1130b/ B. 86 is a fragment of bronze that may be part of a bangle or a pot. It has a 
comma shaped cross-section and curves longitudinally. R.H.: 16 mm/ R.W.: 5.1 mm. 
Cat. 1202/ Ct 4:6 is a fragment of bronze rod with a triangular cross-section. Possibly a 
fragment of bangle or ring. R.H.: 2.8 mm/ R.W.: 3.2 mm. 
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A B C (2 views) 
D 
1cm E (cluster) 
F (3 views) G 
H J 
L (3views) 
K (5 bells, 2 views) 
5cm 
M N (2 views) c:==::111111•111 lcm 0 
FIGURE 7.18 Bronze bells and other bronze artefacts. Bells: A. cat. 176 B. cat. 288 C. cat. 716, burial 54 D. cat. 587 E. cat. 716, 
burial 54 (cluster) F. cat. 851 G. cat. 935 H. cat. 1170 I. cat. 1480, burial 96 J. cat. 1755, burial 120 K. cat. 1758, burial 124 L. cat. 
331 Bronze hinges/catches: M. cat. 469 N. cat. 573 Bronze pendant: 0. cat. 383. 
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-" TABLE 7.13 Bronze Fragments 
-\ 
Cat. Context Max. D. Notes Cat. Context Max. D. Notes 
t.b.a. B. 59 6.7 751 B2, L6:3 10.0 unrecognizable fragments; 2 
85a A2, L2:sf.3 17.0 linear with roughly square x- bags with this cat. # 
section: 5.3x4.9 mm; other simi 795 Al/B, L3:7 10.3 originally spherical ?; now 
lar fragments present; see also broken 
cat. 85b (ring frag.) 853 Cl, 3:2 fea. 1 3.8 
294 7.6 lump 865 B3, 3:4 10.5 
347 45.0 bronze rod; dia.: 3.2x3.9 mm 1018 C3, 3: 13 16.2 
376 Bl A, 2:1 7.0 rounded lump 1026 Cl, 3:9 fea. 1 9.6 egg shaped ball 
410 9.0 corroded bronze fragment 1035 12.0 fragment of thin bronze sheet 
424 B. 28 3.0 1088 Cl, 4:2 11.7 
432 B2, L4:sf.12 17.6 linearwith rectangularx-section 1116 B. 78 8.0 
fea. 1 bulging out on one of the long 1122 12.6 bronze pellet 
-\ sides to form a ridge along its 1146 B3, 4:4 24.3 
length: 7.3x3.3 mm 1178 C3, 4:6 12.3 rod 
460 20.7 bronze lump 1182 Cl, 4:5 1.5 
528 15.5 bronze wire; dia.: 2.7x3.1 mm 1188 A3, 4:6 12.0 
564 15.0 1211 C3, 4:7 26.5 
571 18.6 fragment with piano-convex 1214 B3, 4:2 6.1 
cross-section 1217 C3, 4:7 29.6 
578 11.9 tabular fragment; bangle? 1218 B. 95 8.9 rod 
668a B2, 14:9 23.0 linear with oval x-section: 1238 9.0 lump 
·,, 3.8x4.4 mm; other similar frag 1250 B. 95 12.5 wire 
ments present; see also cat. 1252 B3, 4:8 23.8 
·;), 
668b (bangle frag.) 1259 C3, 4;8 6.6 
682b B. 52 28.0 irregular globular tab ofbronze 1274c 28.0 tabular fragment; curvilinear 
705 B. 50 6.1 flattened ovoid bronze lump edge where not broken; width: 
-l- 710 Al, 16:7 50.3 linear with roughly circular x- 25mm, thickness: 5mm; see also 
section: 6.9x6.3 mm; casting 1274a (bangles) & 1274b 
spillage? (rings) 
712a B2, 14: 10 20.0 ovoid tab of bronze; other 1280 C3, 4:8 fea. 1 22.0 
fragments of bronze waste; see 1333 Cl, 4:8 11.0 
also cat. 712b (bronze rings) 1366 B3, 4:10 29.4 
.'.:'1; 
734 B2, 14: 12 8.4 ovoid bronze lump 1408 Sq.?, L2:6 19.4 linear with rectangular x-sec-
738 B2, 14: 13 46.2 linear with rectangular x- tion 6.9x4.6 mm; bangle ? 
section: 5.7x2.3 mm; bangle 1427 A3, 4:15 12.0 
frag.? 1461 C3, 4:10 fea.1 6.5 
10.3 irregular bronze lump 1467 B. 106 9.0 
11.3 irregular bronze lump 1497 22.2 hollow bronze lump (tube?) 
743 B. 25a 25.2 irregularly shaped brone tab; closed at one end; diameter: 
\ thickness: 5.1 mm 12.2mmx12.4mm, ID: 6.2mm 
745 B. 25a ? powdery fragments of corroded 1500 38.7 perhaps spillage from casting? 
) 
bronze; maybe 2 bags with this 1503b B. 105 44.0 linear with circular x-section; 
cat. no.? 4.6x5.0 mm; bangle?/ nail?; see 
746 B2, L6:1 35.3 irregular linear rod; roughly also cat. 1503a (bronze rings) 
circular x-section: 4. lx5 .2 mm 1584 B. 111 30.5 large lump under pelvis 
10.2 irregular lump of bronze; 2nd 1777 X;Xl, 4:9 36.0 
fragment in cat. 746 
Max.D.: Maximum Dimension, t.b.a.: to be assigned 
:t 
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Cat. 1265, is a linear tab of bronze with a notch near one end. Length: 65.4 mm, width: 
12.7 mm, thickness: 6.3 mm. 
Cat. 1298, Xl, 2:4 is an elongated pendulum shaped bronze fragment. It has a sub-
circular cross-section and may be a point. Diameter (near thicker end): 4.0 mm x 4.8 
mm, length: 31 mm. 
Cat. 1553, is a regular, wedge-shaped, bronze block broken at one end. It may be a 
bronze axe or adze or may be a plug for creating a socket when casting an iron axe. It 
has a generally oval cross-section with sharper edges along the sides and down the 
middle of one face. Length: 30.0 mm, width: 28.0 mm, thickness: 13.6 mm. 
Cat. 1592, Cl, 4:13 is a curved fragment of bronze sheet with a deep rectangular notch 
cut in one edge. It is broken along the edge furthermost from the notch. Length: 29.2 
mm, width: 23.8 mm, thickness: 2.1 mm, width of notch: 5.9 mm . 
Cat. 1677, A2/ A3, 5:1 is a very straight fragment of bronze rod with a D-shaped cross-
section. R.H.: 4.0 mm, R.W.: 3.0 mm. 
Cat. 1736, B2/B3, 4:15 is a fragment of bronze rod that may be a straightened bangle 
fragment. R.H.: 4.1 mm, R.W.: 2.8 mm, length: 23.9 mm. 
Cat. 1738, Bl/Cl, 4:12 is a long hollow point with a circular cross-section. Length: 43.5 
mm, diameter (large end): 11.6 mm x 11.9 mm, I.D. (large end): 6.0 mm. 
Cat. 1843, B3 4:11 is the head of a rounded bronze arrowhead or chisel similar to examples 
found at Nong Nor and Non Pa Wai but the socket (if it was present) broken off. Length: 
34.6 mm, width: 31.6 mm, thickness: 3.4 mm. 
Bronze fragments 
Bronze is often found in small fragments or as unidentifiable lumps or other shapes. 
Some of these may be artefacts with a particular use while many are probably discarded 
manufacturing by-products. 
Bimetallic rings 
This artefact type is very common (n= 52) but, equally, very difficult to reconstruct a 
use or way-of-wearing for. Made with a core of bronze, which was then iron clad, these 
peculiar artefacts commonly occur in pairs and are often located near the shoulder, 
though it is not unusual for them to be found elsewhere. They are too small for bangles, 
too large for finger or toe rings and are not split in order to be worn as earrings. The 
simplest explanation is that they were used as some type of fastening device for clothing. 
It is important to note that I do not know if all these artefacts do indeed have a core of 
bronze. However, they are similar enough in size and form to be grouped together. 
Often, even on complete examples, the bronze shows through the corroded iron. 
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Iron artefacts 
Two finds of iron bangles and a single find of iron necklets (tores) have been made. 
These are particularly interesting as, generally in this site, iron has been used for tools 
and weapons while bronze has been used for jewellery. 
Cat. 872, B3 3:6 resembles two bimetallic rings in a stack but with a solid bottom across 
one end. I have not been able to determine if the 'bottom' is original or a product of 
corrosion of the iron 'rings'. Length: 28.7 mm, diameter: 44.8 mm x 47.3 mm. If these are 
indeed rings the ring furthermost from the 'bottom' measures - R.H.: 9.0 mm, R.W.: 8.1 
mm. 
Cat. 1392, Xl, 3:8 feature 1 is a heavy iron ring with a roughly circular cross-section. The 
level of corrosion makes it difficult to determine features but it is most likely a split ring 
earring with the radial dimensions larger adjacent to the split than elsewhere. Corrosion 
has also inflated the dimensions recorded here. R.H.: 13.7 mm, R.W.: 12.5 mm, I.D.: 6.4 
mm, 0.D.: 24.4 mm x 24.9 mm. 
Cat. 1718, B. 108 is a single iron tore. It is heavily corroded so it is impossible to tell if it 
was decorated or not. It is very close to a perfect circle in shape and there is no sign of 
decoration at the ends. R.H.: 10.8 mm, R.W.: 11.4 mm, I.D.: 91 x 97 mm, O.D.: 122 x 125 
mm. 
Cat. 1719, B. 108 is the heavily corroded remains of either two separate iron bangles or 
a single larger artefact. The former is more likely; the artefacts were worn on the left 
wrist. Bangle 1 - R.H.: 19.2 mm, R.W.: 8.3 mm, I.D.: c. 50 mm, style 15. Bangle 2 - R.H.: 
13.3 mm, R.W.: 5.3 mm, I.D.: c. 50 mm, style 15. 
Cat. 1720, B. 108, located on the right arm, is a pair of iron bangles complementing 
those found on the left arm (cat. 1719). These are split rings. Bangle 1 - R.H.: 12.6 mm, 
R.W.: 4.0 mm, I.D.: c. 60 mm, style 11/15. Bangle 2 - R.H.: 12.8 mm, R.W.: 4.4 mm, I.D.: 
c. 60 mm, style 15 . 
Lead 
Cat. 852, is a single lead pellet with a diameter of 16.8 mm. 
Silver 
Cat. 291, B. 14 is a spiral earring made of silver wire, encased in gold foil and then 
coiled into a spiral to form a tube. It is from the right side of the skull. 
Cat. 292, B. 14 completes a pair with cat. 291. It was located to the left of the skull and is 
also made of silver wire and gold foil. See table 21:10, pp. 273, for further information. 
Cat. 832, Cl, 2:3 is a three quarter fragment of a simple silver ring. It has a carination 
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TABLE 7.14 Bimetallic rings 
( 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. O.D. Style Notes 
91 B. 1 7.1 8.0 23.2x24.7 41.9x43.8 pair of rings corroded together; prox. left femur 
6.0 7.9 25.5x26.7 41.6x42.7 
93 B. 1 8.6 7.5 26.2x27.0 43.2x45.2 pair of rings corroded together; right shoulder 
7.4 6.1 28.2x28.4 41x41.9 
95 B.2 7.6 6.0 28.0x28.0 42.0x42.0 15/18 1 complete; found at lip of pot 
112 B. 7 8.1 9.1 24.5x26.3 41.4x41.6 15/18 1 complete 
186 B. 5 5.5 6.7 24.7x25.3 43.4x43.8 
190 B.9 7.3 7.2 20.6x21.6 41.8x45.8 1 complete; skull area 
232 B. 13 9.8 5.6 28.7x29.2 42.4x43.2 11 1 complete ring; sloping cross-section; dimensions 
larger on one side than the other 
•r 
233 B.13 7.5 4.4 26.5x30.4 36.4x38.4 11 1 complete ring; bangle like cross-section 
235 B.13 7.9 5.6 28.6x29.2 40.0x41.8 11 1 complete ring 
). 290 B. 14 9.4 8.5 34.3 48.4 pair of rings corroded together; perpendicular 
10.1 7.0 34.1 48.6 orientation; matting impressions 
799 A2/B2, 13:8 6.3 7.4 C. 30.0 1/3 fragment 
850 B. 57 7.6 6.6 25.0x26.3 39.8x41.0 10/11 1 complete 
867 C2, 3:4 9.4 9.6 23.lx23.6 41.0x42.0 18 
873 B. 59 5.5 6.3 24.lx25.3 40.0x41.1 7/11 pubic area; 1 complete ring 
885 ? 7.5 7.3 26.0x26.5 41.5x43.8 10 1 complete ring 
890 B.62 7.5 7.1 30.lx30.2 45.0x45.6 18 1 complete; neck area 
927 B.63 7.4 7.1 23.8x26.0 40.0x40.8 11/15 2 complete rings 
7.3 7.2 24.5x25.0 40.8x44.5 15 
"7 962 B. 68 7.2 7.4 23.8x25.9 41.6x43.0 7 1 complete ring 
v 967 Cl, 3:7 12.5 14 14.0x16.0 43.2x48.8 7/18 1 complete ring; much corrosion 
982 B. 62 10.2 9.4 20.8x23.1 43.0x43.8 10/18 2 bimetallic rings in pair 
8.8 9.8 17.0xlS.O 40.0x43.8 10/18 
I 985 B. 71 7.7 4.8 28.0x31.7 39.7x42.7 11 1 complete ~" 
996 C2, 3:12 1/3 fragment 
997 A3, 3:6 10.6 10.5 C. 25.0 15 1/2 fragment; heavily corroded 
1013 B.63 7.2 6.1 29.9x31.5 44.5x45.3 15 1 complete ring; under pot cat. 925 
1016 C2, 3:13 8.7 5.7 c. 30.0 11 fragments of 1 ring 
fea. 1 
"' 1049 Cl, 3:13 8.5 4.8 c. 35.0 11 1/3 fragment 
1083 B. 70 7.8 4.5 34.4x36.2 45.6x45.8 11 set of 3 complete rings 
7.2 5.0 35.8x36.0 46.0x46.4 11 
10.1 5.8 32.2x34.2 45.4x45.8 11 
"' 
1287 B.85 9.7 5.6 27.9x31.8 40.2x46.7 11 3 complete rings; rt. arm; fibre impressions 
9.8 5.8 29.8x32.6 44.0x46.5 11 ( < 0.4 mm dia.) on middle ring 
'/ 10.5 4.5 34.8x41.4 44.4x50.4 11 __ , 
1288 B. 85 10.9 4.2 33.9x35.9 43.6x49.3 11 4 complete rings from left arm region; last 2 in a 
9.0 5.6 33.6x36.0 44.6x46.7 11 stack; fibre/fabric pseudomorphs on all 
J 8.2 5.4 28.5x30.0 42.0x42.6 11 
;x 7.2 6.0 29.2x30.0 42.3x43.6 11 
1289 B. 85 8.9 6.3 33.8x35.8 46.0x48.0 11 1 complete; neck area; assoc. brown glass bead 
1470c B.102 6.7 6.6 26.lx29.1 44.lx46.1 18 complete; regular circular x-section (most others 
> 
more D-shaped); see also cat. 1470a (bronze 
bangle) & cat.1470b (bronze ring) 
.> 1597 A2/A3, 3:5 8.2 7.8 C .25.0 11/18 fragments of 1 ring 
1608 B.69 7.7 7.6 28.2x28.8 42.2x45.4 15 1 complete ring; over upper left femur; split ring 
1614 B. 115 7.2 7.0 29.5x30.3 43.0x43.8 18 1 complete 
1625 B2/C2, 3:10 8.3 6.5 27.2x29.9 41.2x42.2 15 1 complete ring 
fea. 1 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, 1.0.: Inner Diameter, 0.0.: Outer Diameter 
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TABLE 7.14 Bimetallic rings (cont.) 
Cat. Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
1647 B. 69 8.5 6.4 29.8x31.0 44.0x44.4 11 1 complete; under rt. chin 
1653 B.104 7.8 7.9 23.6x25.7 40.6x42.3 10/15 1 complete ring; neck area 
1750 B.113 8.1 8.1 24.6x25.6 42.lx42.8 7/11 1 complete ring; under skull; fabric impression 
t.b.a. B2/C2, 3:7 8.7 7.6 C. 35.0 15 1/3 fragment 
t.b.a. Cl, 3:10 8.7 5.8 c. 30.0 11 fragments of 1 ring 
t.b.a. Xl, 3:13 fea. 26.0 5.5 25.0x25.8 37.3x37.6 15 1 complete ring 
t.b.a. B.9 7.4 7.4 c. 25.0 c. 38.0 iron only- not bimetallic ?; complete 
t.b.a. B. 62 8.5 9.5 17.4x18.9 31.9x41.9 7 2 complete rings in stack; fibre impressions 
8.0 8.8 20.4x22.9 43.7x44.l 7/15 
t.b.a. B. 74 9.4 4.8 30.0x30.6 42.5x43.1 11 neck area 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, 0.D.: Outer Diameter 
running around the centre of the outside edge. R.H.: 3.0 mm, R.W.: 2.1 mm, I.D.: 16.3 
mm. 
Cat. 942, B. 59 is a small silver U-shaped earring. R.H.: 3.5 mm, R.W.: 3.3 mm, length: 
13.9 mm, width: 10.5 mm, I.D. (width): 4.0 mm. 
Cat. 1541, B. 113 is a silver toe ring associated in a stack with four bronze toe rings (see 
above). R.H.: 2.3 mm, R.W.: 1.7 mm, I.D.: 17 mm, 0.D.: 20 mm. 
Cat. 1706, B. 113 is a simple silver finger ring associated in a stack with at least four 
bronze rings. R.H.: 3.9 mm, R.W.: 2.4 mm, I.D.: 15.8x16.5 mm, O.D.: 20.9x21.7 mm . 
Gold 
There have been two finds of gold beads. While the two finds are distinct in form, 
within each set form and size is remarkably consistent. One set of beads are spherical 
and the other bi-pyramidal in shape. In both cases the beads were made by encasing a 
fired clay core within thin sheet gold. 
Cat. 965, B. 68 is a necklace of 39 gold beads. Each bead has a roughly circular cross-
section but is flattened at the ends and was made by wrapping a gold foil or sheet 
around a clay core. This gold may be alloyed with silver, or some other metal, as it is 
not as yellow as cat. 1710 (below) or the gold foil associated with the silver spiral earrings 
(cat.'s 291 and 292 above). The beads are similar in size and shape except for one larger 
bead on which the free edge of the gold wrapping is obvious. Bead 1) length: 2.8 mm, 
diameter: 4.lx4.3 mm, perforation: 2.3 mm; bead 2) length: 3.1 mm, diameter: 4.4x4.5 
mm, perforation: 2.3 mm; bead 3) length: 3.1 mm, diameter: 4.2x4.4 mm, perforation: 
2.0 mm; bead 4) length: 2.9 mm, diameter: 4.5x4.6 mm, perforation: 2.3 mm: bead 5) 
length: 3.1 mm, diameter: 4.7x4.9 mm, perforation: 2.3 mm; bead 6) (larger bead): length: 
5.0 mm, diameter: 6.4x6.9 mm, perforation: 4.1 mm. 
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FIGURE 7.19 Bronze, iron and lead artefacts. Bronze: A. cat. 653, B. cat. 1122, C. cat. 1592, D. cat. 1738, E. cat. ?? Bimetallic rings: 
F. cat. 95, G. cat. 186, H. cat. 982, I. cat. 1392 Lead: J. cat. 852 Silver: K. cat. 942 Bimetallic rings: L. cat. 91, M. cat. 93 Iron bangles: 
N. cat. 1719, 0. cat. 1720 Iron tore: P. cat. 1718. 
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TABLE 7.15 Number of burials including each personal ornament class - against mortuary phase, age and sex of the deceased. 
Numbers in brackets = average number of artefacts per burial, totals are of whole numbers (not averages) - 'X' = presence only 
Phase Sex Shell Shell Shell Stone Glass Other Animal Shell Ivory Bronze Bronze Iron Iron Finger Toe 
beads earrings earplugs beads beads beads teeth bangles bangles bangles anklets bangles tores rings rings 
1&2 F 1 (4) 1 (1) 
1&2 M 1 (2) 2 (3) 1 (1) 1 (1) 
1&2 A 
1&2 C 
1&2 I 
3 F 1 (4) 7 (3.3) X 6 (4) 4 (8.25) 
3 M 1 (15) 4 (1.75) X 1 (2) 1 (1 ?) 1 (1) 1 (5) 
3 A 1 (2) X 1 (1) 1 (9) 2 (6.5) 
3 C 1 (1) 1 (1) X 1 (1 ?) 
3 I 1 (1 ?) X 
4 F 1 (1) 4 (7) X 4 (23.5) 2 (6) 3 (43.3) 2 (5.5) 
4 M 3 (1.7) X 6 (32) 5 (39.6) 4 (20) 
4 A 2 (1) X 5 (7.8) 5 (7.6) 3 (9) 
4 C 1 (2) 1 (9) 
4 I 6 (1.5) X 1 (6) 8 (9) 6 (3.8) 
4 NB 1 (1) 1 (5) X 1 (1) 1 (16) 1 (1) 
5 F 1 (1) 1 (3) 1 (1) 1 (9) 1 (6) 
5 M 1 (2) 4 (7.25) 3 (17.7) 
5 A 2 (1) X 1 (2) 4 (7.25) 1 (9) 
5 C 
5 I 1 (29) 1 (1) X 1 (1) 4(10.75) 
Totals 5 51 1 1 1 2 35 89 X 2 3 3 7 3 3 2 7 43 519 9 36 1 4 1 1 28 513 14147 
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TABLE 7. 15 (cont.) Number of burials including each personal ornament class - against mortuary phase, age and sex of 
the deceased. Numbers in brackets = average number of artefacts per burial, totals are of whole numbers (not averages) 
Phase Sex Other Bi-met. Bronze Bronze Ear Ear Head Bronze Belts Silver Gold Other 
rings rings bells earrings spirals spools spirals tore beads iron 
1&2 F 
1&2 M 1 (3) 
1&2 A 
1&2 C 
1&2 I 
3 F 1 (1) 2 (1) 
3 M 1 (1) 1 (1) 
3 A 1 (21) 
3 C 
3 I 
4 F 5 (2.4) 3 (2.3) 3 (8.3) 2 (1.5) 1 (1) 1 (2) 1 (64) 
4 M 6 (3) 3 (1.6) 2 (6) 1 (2) 1 (2) 2 (3.5) 1 (2) 
4 A 5 (4.8) 3 (8) 3 (1.3) 1 (1) 1 (2) 
4 C 1 (1) 
4 I 6 (1.8) 3 (4.7) 1 (1) 2 (1.5) 
4 NB 1 (1) 
5 F 2 (1) 2 (1.5) 
5 M 3 (2) 1 (1) 1 (2) 1 (39) 
5 A 3 (2.3) 2 (1) 1 (1) 
5 C 1 (3) 
5 I 2 (1.5) 6 (1.2) 3 (2) 
Totals 32 80 21 44 5 46 15 52 7 11 2 3 3 3 1 3 2 7 3 5 2 103 1 2 
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Cat. 1710, B. 113 is a necklace of 64 virtually iqentical gold beads. Each is a bi-pyramid 
with flattened apices through which the bead is pierced. These beads are also made by 
wrapping gold foil or sheet around a clay core. The gold is particularly yellow, perhaps 
indicating few impurities. Bead 1) length: 3.5 mm, width 1: 4.0 mm, width 2: 4.0 mm, 
width of apex: 1.4 mm, perforation diameter: 0.4 mm; bead 2) length: 3.3 mm, width 1: 
3.8 mm, width 2: 3.8 mm, width of apex: 2.1 mm, perforation diameter: 0.4 mm. 
Discussion 
1. The variety of personal ornaments 
Nothing illustrates the socio-cultural and technological revolution that is the Southeast 
Asian Iron Age quite so effectively as a consideration of the personal ornaments. The 
impression of impoverishment given by the Ban Lum Khao assemblage is overtaken 
by the ostentatious and gaudy display of individual wealth and status at Noen-U-Loke. 
New materials appear; glass, agate, iron, silver and gold; and, paradoxically, bronze 
work reached a level of sophistication that is orders of magnitude above that found in 
the actual Bronze Age. As well as materials, new types and styles of artefacts appear. 
The new basic types include; belts, tores, bells, anklets, finger and toe-rings, earplugs 
and spiral headpieces. New styles of bangles and earrings, in particular, are numerous. 
The impression of variety is also increased as, in contrast with the Bronze Age and 
earlier periods, artefacts were worn in more than one way. The principal examples are 
bronze bangles and anklets. Forms are repeated so that the only way confidently to 
distinguish between bangles and anklets is by direct observation of where they are 
found on the body. The style 24 bangles and anklets are of a particularly distinctive and 
striking form; simple bands with scalloped edges. Of these, only 12 bangles and eight 
anklets can be clearly identified. There is no regular difference between the two groups 
except a slight tendency for anklets to be smaller, but with larger radial dimensions 
relative to their internal diameter. All eight anklets were found with infants. 
Finally, combinations of artefacts appear to be more important at Noen-U-Loke. Ear-
rings, earplugs and earspools occur in matched sets, left and right. Collections of ban-
gles and anklets are also often paired bilaterally. Belts do not occur singly, and, finger 
and toe rings are often found in very large numbers on single individuals. Just as the 
interpretation of shell beads at Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao is often complicated by 
their status both as stand-alone artefacts and as components in necklaces, bracelets and 
the like, we must now consider whether a collection of 75 bronze bangles, forming a 
graduated set, constitutes a single artefact? - put another way, has it become 'more than 
a sum of its parts' ? 
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Variety, then, is expressed not only through more types and styles and a greater 
range of materials, but, also by new and more complex ways of wearing personal orna-
ments. 
2. Distribution of the ornaments 
There are three main ways to sub-divide the Noen-U-Loke graves, and hence their 
contents; age and sex, burial phases and burial clusters. Each is considered in the 
following paragraphs. Table 7.15 provides presence and absence data for the major 
artefact types against burial phases and the age and sex of the interred. 
Considering first the relationship between burial phases, several features are imme-
diately obvious. When combined, phases 1, 2 and 3 are clearly distinguished from phase 
4. On the one hand, they do not include bi-metallic rings, earrings, ear spirals, ear spools, 
belts or any artefacts of silver or gold. These categories include some of the most so-
phisticated objects, in terms of metal-working technology, recovered from the site. Gold 
and silver first occur in phase 4. On the other hand, the first three phases do include 
fragments of shell bangles, iron bangles, bronze and iron tores and the unique head 
spirals - none of which are found in the later burials. The head spirals are confined to 
phase 3. 
Some artefacts occur both in the first three phases and in phase 4. These include 
bronze bangles, bronze finger- and toe rings, hardstone and glass beads and bronze 
bells. However, it is important to note that most of these do not occur before phase 3, 
the exception being the bronze bangles which are present from phase 2. 
A closer consideration of the distribution of bronze bangle styles is instructive. Table 
7.16 presents presence and absence data for bangle styles set against burial phases and 
the age and sex of the interred. Styles 11 and 15 are simple undecorated bands, sepa-
rated only by a slight convex curve on the outer edge of the style 15 examples. These 
are common, appear throughout all phases and they echo the most common bronzes 
from Nong Nor. Almost all the bangles prior to phase 4 are of these forms. In contrast, 
the vast majority of more complex forms do not appear until phase 4. These include all 
the 'disc' forms (styles 4-9), style 18 (circular cross-section) and all the more complex 
forms (styles 21-24). The only exceptions are the style 25 bangles found in burial 40, 
phase 3. 
Spiraliform bangles (style 29), finger rings and toe rings are a feature of this site. 
These are restricted to phase 4. 
It seems clear then that there was a real change between phases 3 and 4 involving an 
efflorescence of new types and styles of personal ornaments. It is equally clear that 
phase 3 is distinguished from the earlier two phases. Working chronologically, phases 1 
and 2 represent a society in the earliest stages of experimenting with a new technology 
(while Bronze Age burials were not present in these excavations they were recovered 
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TABLE 7 .16 The distribution of bronze bangle styles by burial phases and the sex and age of the 
interred. Burials are also grouped by cluster 
186 
Burial Phase Cluster Sex Age 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 ? 
125 1 0 A 
108 2 F A 
114 2 F A 
26 2 M A X 
27 2 M A X 
107 2 M A 
106 2 0 I 
36 3 A F A 
37 3 A F A 
42 3 A M A 
44 3 A M A 
41 3 A 0 C 
24 3 A 0 I 
38 3 A 0 I 
30 3 B F A X 
35 3 B F A ? X X 
40 3 B F A X 
48 3 B F A ? ? 
49 3 B F A X 
52 3 B F A X 
32 3 B M A X 
33 3 B M A X 
39 3 B M A 
45 3 B M A 
50 3 B M A 
53 3 B 0 A 
54 3 B 0 A 
55 3 B 0 A 
29 3 B 0 C 
22 3 B 0 I 
28 3 B 0 I 
122 4 A 0 I X X X X 
104 4 A F A 
113 4 A F A X X ? X 
105 4 A M A ? X X X ? ? X 
111 4 A M A 
78 4 A 0 A X X 
95 4 A 0 A X X X X 
96 4 A 0 A X X X X 
109 4 A 0 A X 
124 4 A 0 A 
1 21 4 A 0 I 
80 4 A 0 0 X X X X 
110 4 AP F A 
94 4 AP M A 
112 4 AP 0 I 
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TABLE 7.16 (cont.) The distribution of bronze bangle styles by burial phases and the sex and age of 
the interred. Burials are also grouped by cluster 
Burial Phase Cluster Sex Age 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 ? 
99 4 B F A X X X X 
84 4 B M A X 
98 4 B M A X X 
76 4 B 0 A 
31 4 B 0 C X 
25 4 B 0 
46 4 B 0 I X X 
77 4 B 0 I X 
79 4 B 0 I X X X 
81 4 B 0 I X X 
92 4 B 0 
93 4 B 0 
103 4 B 0 
117 4 B 0 
119 4 B 0 
120 4 B 0 I X X X X 
123 4 B 0 
126 4 B 0 
47 4 B 0 0 
83 4 B 0 0 
87 4 C 0 A 
62 4 C F A X ? X 
82 4 C F A X X X X 
69 4 C M A ? X X X ? 
74 4 C M A 
86 4 C M A X 
75 4 C 0 A X 
118 4 C 0 A ? X X X X 
63 4 C 0 I X 
85 4 C 0 I 
88 4 C 0 I 
89 4 C 0 I 
90 4 C 0 I 
91 4 C 0 I X X 
100 4 C 0 I 
16 4 D F A X 
14 4 D M A X X X 
20 4 D 0 A X ? 
21 4 D 0 A 
13 4 D 0 I 
101 4 M 0 A 
17 4 M 0 I 
18 4 M 0 I 
19 4 M 0 I 
43 4 M 0 I 
97 4 M 0 I 
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TABLE 7.16 (cont.) The distribution of bronze bangle styles by burial phases and the sex and age of 
the interred. Burials are also grouped by cluster 
Burial Phase Cluster Sex Age 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 18 20 21 22 23 24 25 ? 
10 5 F A X X 
12 5 F A 
64 5 F A 
1 5 M A X X X 
5 5 M A 
60 5 M A 
61 5 M A X X 
65 5 M A X ? X 
66 5 M A 
68 5 M A ? X 
59 5 0 A X 
72 5 0 A 
4 5 0 A X 
8 5 0 A 
57 5 0 A 
67 5 0 A X 
73 5 0 A 
57.1 5 0 C 
70 5 0 C 
2 5 0 I 
3 5 0 I 
6 5 0 I X 
7 5 0 I 
9 5 0 I 
11 5 0 I 
56 5 0 I 
58 5 0 I 
71 5 0 I 
102 5 0 I X X X 
11 5 5 0 I X X X X 
11 6 5 0 I 
elsewhere on the mound (Wichikana 1986)). The shell beads and animal tooth pen-
dants link these burials with their Bronze Age antecedents. At the same time the iron 
bangles and tores, which are confined to a single phase 2 adult female burial, look 
forward in time. The distribution of these artefacts fits well with the idea that early iron 
was valued for its rarity and unique characteristics and so displayed as personal orna-
ments. In considering the iron from Noen-U-Loke more generally, Connelly (2000) ad-
vances this argument likening the Southeast Asian case to that described for Eurasia 
(Snodgrass 1980) where an initial period of ornamental use is also indicated and we 
shall see in the following chapter that a similar situation applies at sites such as Nil 
Kham Haeng, Ban Na Di and Ban Chiang. In addition, it is commonly accepted that 
early iron was of poor quality and probably inferior to good quality bronze. It was only 
with technological developments, specifically carburisation, quenching and temper-
ing, that its potential was realised and its role as agricultural tools and weapons for 
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hunting and war predominated. By phase 3, the brief existence of iron personal orna-
ments was over. 
Phase 3 saw the introduction of glass beads, agate beads and pendants, carnelian 
beads, bronze bells, bronze finger rings and some new forms of bronze bangles. These 
form a consistent basis for the assemblages of later periods. Perhaps the most distinc-
tive finds from phase 3, however, are the head spirals which do not recur in later phases. 
They are found only in the upper layer of graves in cluster B. The three individuals 
include two females and a male forming a neat line of parallel graves. Given what is to 
come in phase 4, these head spirals represent the beginnings of two important proc-
esses; first, they are early experiments in more complex and innovative items of bronze 
ornament and, second, they appear to be unique to a single cluster within phase 3, 
perhaps even a sub-group of this cluster, indicating the distillation of intra-societal in-
equalities. 
A single find of 21 bronze bells from burial 54 (phase 3, cluster B) represents the 
introduction of this artefact to the site. Bronze bells generally have much fine detail and 
involved the casting of complex three-dimensional forms which probably required sub-
sequent assembly. This represents metal-working expertise at a different level to other 
artefacts found during this period. Glass and hardstone beads and pendants also make 
their first appearance during phase 3. The technologically refined nature of the car-
nelian beads, in particular, suggest they were imported as there were no experimental 
stages or' apprentice pieces' recovered from the site. It seems likely that the complex of 
bronze bells, glass beads, hardstone beads and pendants represent the opening up of 
new exchange relationships during this period. 
If we refer again to Tables 7:15 and 7:16, we see that phase 4 heralds a second in-
crease in the variety of personal ornaments. A particularly distinctive new group of 
artefacts comprises bi-metallic rings. Should they be classified as personal ornaments 
and do they represent a return to displaying iron as jewellery? First, while it is far from 
clear how these artefacts were used, the fact that these rings were often recovered as 
partially overlapping pairs suggests that they were for fastening straps on clothing. 
They are too small for bangles and too large for finger or toe rings. The carefully ap-
plied iron cladding may have provided a longer life for the 'fastenings', however, it is 
more likely to have fulfilled a decorative function. It seems then, that iron as decoration 
did continue into the later phases, but, it is equally clear that these rings represent a 
significant departure from the heavy mono-metallic iron jewellery of phase 2. By now 
iron was too valuable to be wasted and only a little, in the form of cladding, could be 
lost to decorative purposes. 
The phase 5 personal ornament assemblage is a clear development from that of phase 
4, albeit in a graveyard that is now not characterised by clusters. One of the most sig-
nificant finds may be three bronze rings from burial 4, a young adult. Each of the rings 
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is carefully made with a signet form. Two have circular signets with a spiral pattern 
and the third is diamond shaped with an inset diamond pattern. In terms of time and 
effort of manufacture, fine detail, and artefact style, these are a significant departure 
from the hundreds of rings recovered earlier in the sequence. Is this the beginning of a 
shift in society's view of what is valuable; a shift away from simple accumulation and 
towards a greater investment in the 'crafting' of individual artefacts? Such a shift may 
be inevitable; after all, there is a physical limit as to how many rings and bangles one 
individual can wear. Similar artefacts have been found in Dvaravati contexts (Glover, 
pers. comm., Veraprasert 1992). 
Of course, advancements in the crafting of personal ornaments had already begun 
in phase 4. The unique key-shaped earrings from burial 99, the belt clasps and the gold-
on-silver ear spirals of burial 14, all reveal a sophisticated approach to metal working. 
Each of these, however, is a new artefact that had not been produced before at the site. 
What is different about the signet rings is the complete transformation of a common 
artefact. The lateral thinking involved in creating a new artefact is taken further by 
redesigning something that was common and familiar. 
By contrasting the burial phases then, it seems that systematic change in the per-
sonal ornament assemblages is present, however, we must be careful not to over inter-
pret such findings. Two caveats must be kept in mind. First, the putative phases have 
been constructed post-excavation and rely, to some extent, on a comparison of artefacts 
for their definition, so it is important to recognise the danger of circular argument. 
However, the tight clusters of burials in phases 3 and 4, and the clear change in grave 
orientation between these two phases, supports the present scheme. Second, there is 
the factor of sample size. Phases 1 and 2 include very few burials, phase 4 is by far the 
most numerous so it is not surprising that a greater variety of artefacts is associated. 
However, the converse must also be true. The fact that some artefacts do not occur in 
phase 4, but are present in the earlier graves, can only serve to stress the distinctions. 
Turning our attention to the burial clusters within phases, do these show similar 
inequalities? Clusters are apparent only in phases 3 and 4. The phase 3 graves have 
been divided into two clusters; A and B. Cluster B appears to be richer in ornaments 
than cluster A. As well as the head spirals noted above, bronze bangles and anklets, toe 
rings and bronze bells occur in cluster B but are absent from cluster A. In contrast, 
cluster A includes shell beads and fragments of shell bangles that are absent from clus-
ter B. Bronze finger rings and glass and hardstone beads are associated with both clus-
ters. Sample size must again be considered as there are twice as many burials in cluster 
B as in A, however, there does seem to be real difference in wealth. A closer considera-
tion of the hardstone beads clarifies this. In cluster A these are represented by a single 
pendant. In cluster B at least 11 agate pendants, 3 agate beads and 13 carnelian beads 
are present. Indeed, all but one of the carnelian beads found in the site are found in this 
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cluster. 
Another possible reason for the difference is that, stratigraphically, cluster Bis later 
than cluster A, although it is difficult to know by how much. Cluster B graves also 
include large amounts of rice, a characteristic of Phase 4. It may be that instead of re-
vealing differences between social groups, phase 3 witnesses an important social and 
cultural transition at the site. 
Within phase 4 four main clusters have been identified; A, B, C and D. Differences in 
presence and absence are less clear. Most of the artefacts present occur in all the clus-
ters, however, there are some unique and outstanding finds. Gold beads and gold-on-
silver ear spirals occur only in cluster A, the unique bi-furcated iron-sheet artefacts 
derive from cluster C (Fig. 7.20), as do the unique bronze ear spools. Cluster B appears 
to be poorer, it includes no bi-metallic rings and no bronze belts. However, the unique 
key-shaped earrings do come from this cluster and it must be noted that only three 
adult burials and one child burial make up this grouping. The remainder are infants 
who we might expect to be less well endowed with grave goods. At this stage the per-
sonal ornaments cannot be used to differentiate the clusters of phase 4. 
Several miscellaneous burials were identified in that they are not closely associated 
with any clusters. Burial 97 stands out for two reasons; it is the only burial to include in 
situ complete ivory bangles, and, the 2-3 year old infant may have suffered from cer-
ebral palsy (Tayles pers. comm.). Although identified as belonging to phase 4 its orien-
tation suggests it is more likely to be a phase 3 burial, which would accommodate the 
ivory bangles more easily. However, the artefacts are still unique within the site and it 
seems clear that this child, perhaps due to its disability, did not fit easily into society. At 
death its unique character engendered unique treatment, hence its isolation and unu-
sual grave goods. This may be an example of the way of death overriding more regular 
social attributes in the disposal of an individual (Binford 1971:104). 
The most basic divisions within any society are based on age and sex. Turning first 
to phases 1,2 and 3, two main conclusions can be drawn from Table 7.15. Most artefacts 
are common to both adult males and females. The exceptions being the iron bangles 
and an iron tore from a single female burial and animal tooth pendants from two male 
burials. Given that bronze tores were found with a male burial itis unclear whether the 
associations of the iron jewellery is of significance. Of more interest are the animal 
tooth pendants. Their association with males recalls Nong Nor where I have suggested 
that male hunting activities may be causal. The single dog tooth pendant from Ban 
Lum Khao is also associated with a male (Burial 28). 
The second conclusion is that the clearest distinction is between adults and sub-
adults, with most personal ornaments, except shell beads, hardstone beads and glass 
beads, being denied to the younger individuals. 
During phase 4 the greater variety of ornaments are shared between adults and sub-
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FIGURE 7.20 Bifurcated iron artefacts (cat. 1686, B 118) - are these personal ornaments? 
adults including; hardstone beads, glass beads, bronze bells, bronze bangles, bronze 
finger rings, bronze earrings and ear spirals. However, bronze belts, silver, gold and 
iron ornaments, tores and earspools are all restricted to adults. These are the rarer, and 
certainly more ostentatious, artefacts (it should be noted tores are represented by a 
single fragment only). In contrast, the artefacts restricted to sub-adults include a single 
shell- and a single bone bead associated with a probable infant burial, and the ivory 
bangles interred with burial 97, the probable cerebral palsy sufferer. While given access 
to a wider range of ornaments, sub-adults were still denied the more ostentatious items. 
At the same time, however, there is little discernible difference in presence and absence 
of ornaments between adult males and females. The one exception is the bronze an-
klets which make their appearance in this phase and are associated with females only 
(there is a possible anklet from phase 3 but its use is not securely identified). 
During phase 5, a differentiation between adult males and females begins to emerge. 
Again, only females have bronze anklets while bi-metallic rings, ear spirals and gold 
beads appear to be restricted to males. For these latter items the numbers are too small 
to be sure of their significance, however, the distribution of bronze anklets is significant 
in confirming the distinction between males and females already noted in phase 4. The 
treatment of sub-adults also mirrors that in phase 4; they have access to a wide range of 
common artefacts but not the rare and ostentatious examples. The only shell beads 
from this phase are found with an infant, burial 116. 
Finally, we must turn our attention to the material found outside grave contexts. 
While only one grave contained fragments of shell bangles, there were fragments of at 
least 23 other shell bangles found in the general layers. None was recovered above 
layer 4, spit 10, with several found in layers 5 and 6. Eight finds of ivory bangles, out-
side graves, were recovered from between layer 4, spit 5 (layer 4:5) and layer 4:12. Frag-
ments of three slate bangles, which recall the examples reported from Khok Phanom 
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Di, were recovered from layer 6. Fragments of four clay bangles were found in layers 5 
and 6. It seems clear that these are the last vestiges of the earlier Bronze Age occupa-
tion, although the possibility that they may represent everyday items, as opposed to 
ritual items, must still be considered. The ivory bangles, all found in layer 4, are the 
most likely to fill this role. The six bangles worn by the infant, burial 97, show that 
ivory was in use during the Iron Age - but not generally in ritual contexts. 
The patterns of personal ornament distribution within the site presents a picture of 
changing emphasis on raw materials, developing technological and artistic sophistica-
tion and subtle shifts in social relationships. Phases 1 and 2 indicate close links with the 
preceding Bronze Age occupation, including animal tooth pendants which are associ-
ated with male burials, while at the same time experimenting with iron jewellery. Phase 
3 sees the introduction of glass and hardstone beads and new experiments with more 
complicated bronze ornaments. Burial clusters appear with clear distinctions in their 
personal ornament assemblages; cluster B dominates in possession of new and innova-
tive artefacts. Male and female graves remain difficult to distinguish on the basis of 
ornaments, however, sub-adults are significantly poorer. By phase 4, at least four clus-
ters are present. While the variety of artefacts and forms increases markedly, including 
the addition of gold and silver, it is difficult to differentiate the clusters other than by 
unique artefacts from one or other of the clusters. Sub-adults are richer than in previ-
ous phases but are still denied access to rare items. Males and females are indistin-
guishable except for the bronze anklets that are associated with females. This associa-
tion is continued through to phase 5, a period where clusters cannot be identified, al-
though at the same time, distinctions between adult males and females appear. Princi-
pally, females seem to be becoming more closely associated with sub-adults in that 
both groups are denied access to the more ostentatious personal ornaments. 
The status of biological materials; shell, bone, animal tooth and ivory, is of interest. 
Following phase 2 they are restricted to sub-adults, suggesting a lower value relative to 
the new materials. This perhaps parallels the case at Bronze Age Nong Nor where the 
shell beads, while still significant, are by no means as well crafted as those from nearby, 
pre-metat Khok Phanom Di. Fragments of shell, slate and clay bangles are found 
throughout the lower layers of the site as reminders of the Bronze Age occupation. The 
fragments of ivory bangles are more likely to represent bangles worn during the Iron 
Age, albeit in non-ritual contexts. 
Perhaps one of the most surprising finds is that glass and hardstone beads, from the 
moment of their appearance in phase 3, are common to all phases, clusters, ages and 
sexes. If we look more closely at the hardstone artefacts an interesting picture emerges 
(Table 7:17). First, agate pendants are the most widely distributed throughout the site. 
Agate beads are almost as undiscriminating. The carnelian beads, however, are restricted 
to phase 3, cluster B. The only exception is a single bead, of quite different form, recov-
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ered from an infant burial from phase 4, cluster B. This restricted distribution exacer-
bates the differences between cluster B and cluster A. It is suggested that the carnelians 
may be the result of a one-off exchange, not local manufacture, and that the supply was 
never topped up. 
3. Materials, technology and exchange 
... Athene, Daughter of Zeus, made him seem taller and sturdier than ever 
and caused the bushy locks to hang from his head thick as the petals of the 
hyacinth in bloom. Just as a craftsman trained by Hyphaestus and herself in the 
secrets of his art takes pains to put a graceful finish to his work by overlaying silver-
ware with gold, she finished now by endowing his head and shoulders with 
an added beauty. (Homer 1946:108, translated by E.V. Rieu, emphasis mine) 
In terms of technology and raw materials the personal ornaments of Noen-U-Loke can 
be divided into four main groups: 1. natural and/ or easily worked materials such as 
shell, bone, tooth, ivory, slate and clay, 2. metals, 3. agates and carnelians, and, 4. glass. 
The first group requires a relatively simple technology to produce which appears to 
translate into a relatively fow social value at Noen-U-Loke. They are never common 
and, beyond the first two phases, they are confined to sub-adult graves. Tooth and 
ivory were locally available, however, slate and marine shell had to be imported which 
indicates the continuation of Bronze Age exchange networks. 
Metal working requires a more complex technology and better organised approach. 
There is no evidence of pre-metal occupation so we must assume that a copper alloy 
technology was well established from the very beginning. However, technology devel-
oped significantly throughout the life of the site. Of particular interest are the new 
metals and alloys exploited, these suggest new exchange relationships. While the met-
allurgical analysis has not yet been completed, it has been suggested that the local lateritic 
soils were utilised as iron ore. This would go a long way towards explaining the explo-
sion of Iron Age sites in Northeast Thailand, each equipped with easily produced, effi-
cient, tools. Connolly (pers. comm.) has questioned whether early iron was carburised, 
without which technology it would have had limited advantages over good quality 
tin-bronzes as agricultural tools and weapons. This question remains to be answered, 
but the presence of iron implements and weapons in graves shows that they were so 
used, at least during the latter part of the sequence. 
Understanding the make-up of the copper alloy artefacts must also be a primary aim 
of future research. As already noted, detailed elemental analyses of any one material 
was beyond this study, however, in retrospect this may have been a useful focus. In 
particular, it would be interesting to know how many artefacts are of unalloyed copper, 
how many are arsenical bronzes, tin bronzes, high-tin bronzes (as at Ban Don Tha Phet 
(Bennett 1989, 1990, Bennett & Glover 1992, Glover 1990)) and how many are tertiary 
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TABLE 7 .17 The distribution of agate and carnelian ornaments against burial phases and the age and 
sex of the interred. Where appropriate the burials are grouped by cluster 
Burial sub-bur. Phase Cluster Sex Age Agate Agate Carnelian 
pendants beads beads 
125 1 0 A 
108 2 F A 
114 2 F A 
26 2 M A 
27 2 M A 
107 2 M A 
106 2 0 I 
36 3 A F A 
37 3 A F A 1 
42 3 A M A 
44 3 A M A 
41 3 A 0 C 
24 3 A 0 I 
38 3 A 0 I 
30 3 B F A 1 9 
35 3 B F A 1 2 
40 3 B F A 1 
48 3 B F A 2 
49 3 B F A 2 1 
52 3 B F A 2 1 
32 3 B M A 2 
33 3 B M A 1 
39 3 B M A 
45 3 B M A 1 
50 3 B M A 2 1 
53 3 B 0 A 2 
54 3 B 0 A 
55 3 B 0 A 
29 3 B 0 C 1 
22 3 B 0 I 1+ 
28 3 B 0 I 
104 4 A F A 2 
113 4 A F A 2 22 
105 4 A M A 
111 4 A M A 
78 4 A 0 A 1 
95 4 A 0 A 
96 4 A 0 A 
109 4 A 0 A 
124 4 A 0 A 
121 4 A 0 I 
80 4 A NB NB 5 
110 4 AP F A 
94 4 AP M A 2 
112 4 AP 0 I 
99 4 B F A 1 
84 4 B M A 
98 4 B M A 
76 4 B 0 A 
31 4 B 0 C 
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TABLE 7.17 (cont.) 
Burial sub-bur. Phase Cluster Sex Age Agate Agate Carnelian 
pendants beads beads 
25 4 B 0 I 
46 4 B 0 I 1 
77 4 B 0 I 
79 4 B 0 I 
81 4 B 0 I 
92 4 B 0 I 
93 4 B 0 I 
103 4 B 0 I 
117 4 B 0 I 
119 4 B 0 I 
120 4 B 0 I 3 
-y-
123 4 B 0 I 
126 4 B 0 I 1 (sphere) 
47 4 B 0 0 
83 4 B 0 0 
62 4 C F A 1 
82 4 C F A 
69 4 C M A 
74 4 C M A 
86 4 C M A 1 
75 4 C 0 A 
118 4 C 0 A 
63 4 C 0 I 
85 4 C 0 I 
[;- 88 4 C 0 I 
89 4 C 0 I 
90 4 C 0 I 
91 4 C 0 I 1 
100 4 C 0 I 
16 4 D F A 
14 4 D M A 2 
20 4 D 0 A 1 (lozenge) 
21 4 D 0 A 
13 4 D 0 I 2 
101 4 M 0 A 
17 4 M 0 I 
18 4 M 0 I 
19 4 M 0 I 
,- 43 4 M 0 I 
97 4 M 0 I 1 
10 5 F A 1 
12 5 F A 
64 5 F A 
1 5 M A 
5 5 M A 1 1 
60 5 M A 
61 5 M A 
65 5 M A 
66 5 M A 
68 5 M A 
C' 4 5 0 A 1 
8 5 0 A 
57 A 5 0 A 
67 5 0 A 
73 5 0 A 1 
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TABLE 7.17 (cont.) 
Burial sub-bur. Phase Cluster Sex Age Agate Agate Carnelian 
Pendants Beads Beads 
57 B 5 0 C 
70 5 0 C 
2 5 0 I 
3 5 0 I 
6 5 0 I 
7 5 0 I 
9 5 0 I 1 
11 5 0 I 
Sex-M: male, F: female, 0: unknown; Age-A: adult, C: child (5-15 yrs), I: infant 
alloys including lead (Seeley and Rajpitak 1984). It is at least clear from the increasingly 
complicated forms being produced that new techniques of some sort were being devel-
oped over time, and we know that lead was present at Noen-U-Loke. 
Silver and gold were introduced during phase 4 and are the clearest examples of 
innovation. The gold beads are particularly interesting. Two sets were found, each from 
a different burial. Each set has differently shaped beads but, within each set the form is 
consistent. The method of manufacture is the same in that all were made by cladding a 
clay core with gold sheet. The quality of the gold also differs, if we are to judge from 
colour, but again is consistent within each set. No gold beads were found in other buri-
als or in combination with other beads. These observations suggest that the beads were 
manufactured with the final necklace in mind and that they were not mass produced in 
the same way as the glass and hardstone beads. The complete, and presumably origi-
nal, nature of the necklaces suggests that they had not passed through many hands 
before being interred. It may be that they were locally produced. Unfortunately, at this 
stage it is not known from where either the gold or the silver was originally sourced. 
Similar artefacts have recently been reported from the site of Go Mun, near Da Nang 
in Central Vietnam (Reinecke and Le Duy So'n 2000). The artefacts had been recovered 
from looters operating at the site which is a mound occupied by a modern village. Iron 
Age jar burials are reported and the associated jewellery includes diagnostic bi-cephalous 
nephrite earrings (Loof-Wissowa 1980-1, Reinecke 1996); nephrite and glass lingling-
lo; other nephrite earrings, pendants and beads and agate, carnelian and rock-crystal 
beads as well as the gold beads. These last clearly derive from the same tradition as the 
Noen-U-Loke examples. Biconical in shape they are also made from gold sheet and the 
ends, through which they are pierced, are similarly flattened. The sample illustrated in 
their article is less regular in size than those from Noen-U-Loke, however, it is unclear 
(from the english summary) whether they derive from a single composite artefact or 
variously from throughout the site. Otherwise, the dimensions are similar. Reinecke 
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and Le Duy So'n (ibid) suggest that these finds of stone, glass and gold serve to link the 
Sa Huynh culture more closely with Thailand and other peoples to the west, than with 
its closer neighbours, the Dong Son culture of Northern Vietnam. Go Mun is thought to 
date between 500 BC and AD 100 which would put these beads somewhat earlier than 
those in Northeast Thailand. Gold foil beads have also been recently excavated at Oc 
Eo (Manguin and Vo Si Khai 2000). They have a maximum length of 6 mm and were 
found in what may be a burial jar, recovered from phase 1 of the sequence, and tenta-
tively dated to about the AD 1, although possibly a little later. 
Gold beads have also been recovered from among a wide range of ornaments at the 
Sa Huynh sites of Giong Ca Vo and Giong Phet, Can Gio district, Ho Chi Minh city 
(Dan Van Thang and Vu Quoc Hien 1995, Nguyen Kim Dung et al. 1995, Nguyen Kim 
Dung 2001). Over 400 jar burials were excavated with more than 80 percent of the orna-
ments recovered being beads (carnelian, jade or nephrite, agate, garnet, crystal stone, 
glass, shell and gold). Other ornaments include both jade and glass bicephalous pen-
dants and ling-ling-o earrings (including one made of carnelian), objects of gold, stone, 
glass and shell bangles and over 200 pottery earrings. Glover (pers. comm.) notes that 
some of the gold beads are of similar form to the Noen-U-Loke examples (although I 
have not been able to confirm this - photographs at the back of Trinh Sinh and Nguyen 
Van Huyen (2001) are suggestive of a relationship). The sites are thought to date from 
about 500 BC to the first century AD (Nguyen Kim Dung 2001:107). 
The question of craft specialisation is apposite to this discussion. It is important to 
remember that most of the interments at Noen-U'"Loke date to between 200-300 BC and 
the middle of the first millennium AD. By the end of this period states were developing 
in the lower Mekong Delta and on the fertile plains of Central Thailand and craft spe-
cialisation has long been identified as a key component of state societies. Is there evi-
dence for craft specialisation in the metal work at Noen-U-Loke? I have already sug-
gested that the signet rings of phase 5 represent a new level of technological and artistic 
sophistication. The gold-on-silver earrings may also be indicative. The quotation at the 
beginning of this section, perhaps first written during the 8th or 9th centuries BC, sug-
gests that this is the sort of subtlety produced by a skilled craftsperson who takes pride 
in his or her work. Neither of these cases is proof-positive, but together they provide 
tantalising support for the presence of specialist jewellers, either at Noen-U-Loke itself 
or amongst its exchange partners. 
The agates and carnelians are further examples of possible craft specialisation. These 
are the subject of more detailed research by Theunissen (2000) and Theunissen et al. 
(2000), however, the main points here are that the hardness of the stone, and the fine 
perforations drilled through the beads, clearly indicate an advanced technology. Such 
technologies were present in India several centuries earlier, so the question becomes 
whether these beads and pendants were imported from India, another manufacturing 
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site in Southeast Asia (Theunissen et al. 2000t or manufactured locally? There is at least 
one agate and carnelian source, Khao Mogul, in Lopburi Province, Central Thailand, 
although as yet, there is no evidence of prehistoric exploitation. It is in current use and 
I have collected samples that Theunissen is using in his sourcing studies which will 
hopefully answer these questions in due course. For the moment, he has identified 
repairs on some of the artefacts that suggest they were done by someone less skilled 
than the original artisan and has noted that the chemical composition of some of the 
Noen-U-Loke carnelians is not inconsistent with that of raw material from Khao Mo-
gul. Also, the restricted temporal distribution of the carnelian beads indicates an initial 
supply, dwindling with time. It therefore seems unlikely that these beads were locally 
produced. The single carnelian bead from phase 4 (cat. 1684, B. 126), is perhaps the 
most interesting in this debate. At Nong Nor, dating at least half a millennium earlier, 
identical beads were found in direct association with beads of more skilled manufac-
ture. These beads share a much cruder, globular spherical form with a large perfora-
tion. Is the example from Noen-U-Loke an heirloom bead dating from early local ex-
periments with copying imported artefacts? It is an interesting possibility. 
Finally, glass is often grouped with agates, carnelians and, of course, iron as a prime 
indicator that the Iron Age has arrived at a Southeast Asian site. Again, the glass at 
Noen-U-Loke is the subject of more detailed research by others, however, some obser-
vations can be made here. It has been suggested that some smelting slag recovered 
from the excavations was the result of glass-making activities (Saitowitz pers. comm.). 
This remains to be proven. My general impression is that the range of colours and 
types of glass beads at this site is unremarkable and could be expected at any Iron Age 
site throughout Southeast Asia (Bronson 1990, Basa et al. 1991, Basa 1992, Glover and 
Henderson 1995). Only simple forms and opaque monochrome colours are present and 
none of the more specialised types (for example; clear glass, multicoloured, eye-beads, 
and gold-under-glass) are represented (Basa 1992). They can clearly be categorized 
amongst the widespread 'Indo-Pacific' (Francis 1990) or 'tradewind' bead group and 
include the brick red mutisalah beads (Dubin 1987:184). While the whole subject of the 
ultimate origin of the glass, bead manufacturing sites and the distribution of beads, is 
one that demands significant research, it seems unlikely that glass beads were being 
manufactured on site, although some re-melting may have occurred in metal working 
furnaces, or even in domestic hearths. 
The theme in this discussion has been one of local manufacture versus importation 
of personal ornaments. I have argued that the glass and hardstone artefacts were prob-
ably imported while the metals were more likely locally produced. Perhaps the strong-
est support for these contentions is to be found by considering style and variety. The 
metal work reflec~s an increasingly flourishing local tradition, based strongly on a spi-
ral motif that is interpreted in many different ways; as spiral earrings, flat head spirals, 
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spiral finger and toe-rings, spiraliform clasps on belts and as incised spiral decoration 
on bells and rings. There is consistency that yet is open to experimentation. On the 
other hand, the styles and forms of glass and hardstone beads and pendants are more 
strongly proscribed. In addition, similar artefacts are widely distributed throughout 
the region. Central, mass-production manufactories are much more clearly indicated. 
The exceptions to these generalisations are the gold beads, the spherical bronze bells 
and the signet rings. The bells are already present in phase 3, along with glass and 
hardstone beads, and are also found throughout the region in very similar form. Com-
pared to the other bronzes of phase 3 and 4, and despite the similar decorative motif, 
they required a more complicated technology and may also speak of mass-production 
at distant locations. The three signet rings of phase 5 and the very finely decorated 
earring fragment from phase 4 (B 98, Fig. 7.11£) may also fall into this category. Metal 
rings excavated from Khlong Thom (Khuan Lukpad), Krabi Province in Southern Thai-
land, are similar in form to the Noen-U-Loke examples (Veraprasert 1992). This site has 
long been postulated as an early centre of exchange in the developing 'world trading 
system' centred in India (Glover 1989, Bronson 1990). I have already noted that Glover 
(pers. comm.) feels these signet rings are common in Dvaravati sites, Central Thailand, 
he further suggests that their presence at Noen-U-Loke may represent either contact to 
the west or the spread of Hindu/Buddhist fashions and ideology into the area. 
Finally, we should take another look at the bifurcated artefacts thought to be ear-
rings or some sort of head ornament. Glover (pers. comm.) points out that these are 
known from Ban Don Ta Phet as well as from a other sites in Central Thailand. 
4. The question of colour 
Higham and Thosarat (1994:26-30) has noted that the 'princess' of Khok Phanom Di, 
burial 15, must have glittered brightly in the sun with 120,000 new shell beads. Marble 
comes in a variety of colours and polished bronze and copper bangles would also be 
impressive. However, none of these could compete with the brightness, intensity and 
variety of colour available with the carnelians, agates and related stones, and glass that 
arrived with the Iron Age. As well as the initial impact of colour, it can also be used to 
add subtlety to the social meanings of an artefact. Now, not only does the wearing of a 
glass bead necklace mean something, but, the colours of the beads can also be exploited 
(Williams 1987). Silver, and the immutable colour of gold, can only add to this variety. 
Understanding prehistoric uses of colour is outside the confines of the present re-
search but it is noted as an area that would repay closer attention. 
5. The relationship with Ban Lum Khao and Nong Nor 
The 'Origins of Angkor Project' involved excavations at both Ban Lum Khao and 
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Noen-U-Loke in order that social and cultural change could be traced from a Bronze 
Age base through to the late Iron Age. Unfortunately, clarifying the temporal relation-
ship between the two sites is difficult. No bronzes were recovered from Ban Lum Khao 
and the lower Bronze Age component, supposed to exist at Noen-U-Loke, was not en-
countered. Furthermore, a lack of radiocarbon dating material at Ban Lum Khao means 
that the upper levels can not be directly dated. Higham and Thosarat have estimated 
the date of the final interments at Ban Lum Khao based on a similarity between their 
grave pottery and material found in the early burials at Noen-U-Loke. This muddies 
the relationship between the two sites because, in order to understand a key compo-
nent of one site, its dating, a relationship between the two has already been assumed. It 
is important that these caveats are acknowledged when making comparisons. 
However, despite the lack of data it is probably safe to assume that the final inhabit-
ants of Ban Lum Khao and the initial colonisers of Noen-U-Loke were close contempo-
raries. Unfortunately, Bronze Age burials were absent in the area excavated at Noen-U-
Loke, however, material from outside burial contexts is instructive. While the frag-
ments of shell bangles suggest a similar exchange network, the slate bangle fragments, 
although rare, are significantly different from anything found at Ban Lum Khao. No 
marble was recovered at Noen-U-Loke. 
The first in situ ornaments at N oen-U-Loke were found with phase 2 and are, if any-
thing, more similar to the Nong Nor assemblage than that of Ban Lum Khao. The sim-
ple bronze bangles and the animal tooth pendants are clearly reminiscent of the coastal 
site, while the shell earplugs indicate a similar technology to that at other Central Thai 
sites. 
The overall impression then, is of a clear separation between the two Northeastern 
Thai sites - exacerbated by the lack of bronzes at Ban Lum Khao. Does this indicate the 
incursion of a new cultural group bringing the Iron Age to Northeast Thailand? De-
spite the differences this seems unlikely. Higham and Thosarat (2000) clearly believe 
that there is a relationship between the pottery at the two sites. The decoration on ivory 
bangle fragments is similar between the two sites. Also, the personal ornament assem-
blage at Noen-U-Loke changes very quickly between phases 2 and 4, within a single 
developing culture. Just as rapid a change could easily have occurred between the final 
Bronze Age and the early Iron Age. 
Conclusions 
The specific conclusions from this discussion can be enumerated as follows: 
1. Overall, the variety and number of personal ornaments is easily an order of 
magnitude above that associated with earlier periods. 
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2. The burial phases reveal a developing personal ornament assemblage. Phases 1 
and 2 show clear links with the past while at the same time these people are 
beginning to experiment with iron. The ensuing phases employ more raw materials 
and greater technological and artistic sophistication. 
3. Phase 5 may signal a shift away from simple accumulation of artefacts and 
towards an increased concentration on crafting of individual items. 
4. Clusters A and B, in phase 3, show clear differences. Cluster B appears to be 
wealthier and to have distinctive artefacts that may symbolise group membership. 
The fact that cluster B is later than cluster A could also explain many of the 
differences. 
5. In contrast, the four clusters making up phase 4 are much more similar in 
overall wealth. Taking into account sample size differences between clusters, none 
stands out as particularly wealthy or impoverished. Each cluster does, however, 
include some unique items. 
6. Burial 97 represents an individual, outside of normal society due to a disability 
(cerebral palsy), and who was treated uniquely in death. 
7. During the first four burial phases the distinctions between adult males and 
females are small. In contrast, sub-adults are consistently denied the rare items of 
personal ornament. 
8. During phase 5 there is a tendency for females, as well as sub-adults, to be 
denied the rare artefacts and materials. 
9. Bronze anklets are unique to phases 4 and 5 where they are restricted to female 
burials. 
10. Glass and agate are widely distributed throughout the site, between phases, 
clusters, ages and sexes. Carnelians are more closely restricted to phase 3, cluster B. 
11. Glass, agate and carnelian beads and pendants and the bronze bells were 
probably imported. The remainder of the bronzes and the other metals were more 
likely to have been manufactured on site or nearby. 
12. A tendency towards craft specialisation is recognised at this site. 
13. The role of colour in the use of personal ornaments in Iron Age Thailand merits 
further research. 
14. While located close to Ban Lum Khao, and probably occupied 
contemporaneously for at least a short period, there is not a close relationship 
between the personal ornaments of the two sites. It is evident that rapidly developing 
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technology and expanding exchange networks significantly affected the personal 
ornament assemblages in this area. 
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More generally, the socio-cultural implications of this changing assemblage are 
two fold. First, we can picture a group constantly experimenting with new and 
innovative personal ornaments. This reflects a dynamic culture with expansive 
exchange networks that is open to new ideas and influence. In contrast to the Bronze 
Age, individuals probably have more direct contact with their exchange partners. 
Secondly, a strongly competitive society is indicated, with the display of personal 
ornaments as an important component of that competition. If the two clusters of 
phase 3 represent contemporary distinctions then social competition had clearly 
resulted in the domination of one sub-group over another. During phase 4, however, 
no single group appears to have the upper hand. Finally, burial clusters are less 
apparent during phase 5 and personal ornaments are less important grave goods, 
which together may indicate a shift away from families, or other sub-groups, as 
possessors of political influence, and towards an increasing emphasis on individual 
wealth and social status. 
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CHAPTER 8: Discussion 
In this dissertation two main subjects have been explored. The first concerns the nature and use of personal ornaments at the three sites discussed. Second, how can this 
information be applied to clarifying the process of increasing social complexity in 
prehistoric Thailand? In chapter three these major subject areas were broken down into 
six specific aims. 
1. to clearly sort, using a transparent typology, and describe the personal 
ornaments from the sites of Nong Nor, Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-Loke, 
2. to understand how these artefacts contribute to the mortuary ritual at the sites, 
3. to assess whether the symbolic values of the ornaments can be reconstructed, 
4. to understand what these artefacts can tell us about other aspects of prehistoric 
life, e.g. technology, craft specialisation, subsistence, trade and exchange, 
5. to combine aims 2-4 above to contribute to our understanding of social 
organization and, 
6. to investigate the similarities and differences at these sites in the larger context 
of regional variation and the transformations from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age, 
and then to the Iron Age. 
This chapter examines these aims with a particular emphasis on understanding the 
nature of changing social complexity between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. The 
nature of changing exchange networks is particularly relevant. We begin by looking 
more closely at several important comparative sites within Thailand including Ban 
Kao and Ban Don Ta Phet in Western Thailand, Khok Phanom Di, Non Pa Wai, Non 
Mak La and Nil Kham Haeng in Central Thailand, Non N ok Tha in the upper Chi River 
catchment, Northeast Thailand and Ban Chiang and Ban Na Di in the Songkhram River 
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FIGURE 8.1 Map indicating the sites mentioned in this chapter. 1.Khok Phanom Di, 
2. Nong Nor, 3. Khok Phlap, 4. Ban Kao, 5. Khao Wong Prachan Valley (Ban Tha 
Kae, Non Pa Wai, Non Mak La, Nil Kham Haeng), 6. Ban Lum Khao, Noen-U-Loke, 
Ban Prasad, 7. Ban Kan Luang, 8. Samrong Sen, 9. Oc Eo/Funan 10. Go Mun, 11. 
Dong Son, 12. Ban Don Ta Phet, 13. Khlong Thom/Khuan Lukphad, 14. Phu Lon, 15. 
Ban Na Di, 16. Non Yang, 17. Angkor, 18. Non Nok Tha, 19. Ban Chiang, 20. Giong 
Ca Vo & Giong Phet, 21. Phum Snay 
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FIGURE 8.2: General chronological relationships of the major sites considered in this 
chapter. Note that changing views on chronology could see a number of variations on 
this diagram. 
catchment, upper Northeast Thailand. We then return to discuss our three sites with 
reference to this larger context and the aims detailed above. Further sites are brought 
into the discussion where relevant, for example, Non Praw and Don Klang in North-
east Thailand and Khok Phlap in Central Thailand (see Figure 8.1 for the location of 
sites mentioned in this chapter and figure 8.2 for general chronological relationships of 
the major sites). 
Sites for Comparison 
Ban Kao 
The excavation at this site can be said to mark the beginning of modern archaeology in 
Thailand. It distinguishes itself from the two other pioneering excavations at Ban Chiang 
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and Non Nok Tha by being relatively free of controversy. Also, a report on the burials is 
available (S0renson and Hatting 1967) and it is from this that the following data are 
derived. 
The Bang site at Ban Kao was excavated in 1961-2 by the Thai-Danish Archaeological 
Expedition under the direction of Per S0renson. 44 burials were discovered of which 38 
were completely removed (1967:65). The burials have been divided into three periods; 
early Neolithic, late Neolithic and Iron Age (this last represented by just two burials), 
based primarily on a consideration of pottery typology and depth below datum of the 
burials. S0renson and Hatting suggest that the site was occupied by about 1800 BC 
with the change from early to late Neolithic occurring about 1500 BC. Higham (1996b:258-
65, 1998:76-9) has more recently argued that the two Neolithic phases are best com-
bined and that the overall period dates between 2300-1500 BC. Of the 44 burials, only 
eight included personal ornaments, seven of which fall within S0renson and Batting's 
late Neolithic period with one belonging to the Iron Age. Two further burials include 
material that could be classified as ornaments. Burial 17, a female aged about 17 years, 
included the plastron of a tortoise near the face. Unfortunately, this burial could not be 
confidently assigned to any of the three phases. Burial 37, another Late Neolithic burial, 
is a male aged 20-25 years whose grave goods included what has been interpreted as a 
sandstone 'phallus'. 
Not only is the proportion of burials including personal ornaments small, but the 
overall amount and variety of these artefacts is strictly limited. A large number of shell 
disc beads were found, however, as complete artefacts they only account for two neck-
laces (or two strands of just one composite necklace) and a single bracelet. The two 
Table 8.1: Personal ornaments at Ban Kao 
Burial Period Age Sex Shell beads Stone beads Stone disc Other 
1 LN 40 M 2 f.w. mussel 
10 LN 50+ M 1 (large) 
11 LN 30 F 2x necklace 2x nephrite? 
n = 308 & assoc. with 
n =336 shell neck. 
14 LN 40 M perforated shell 
- pendant? 
15 LN 40 M 1x bracelet 
left hand 
n = 165 
21 LN <17 ? 1 x bone/ivory bead 
12 Iron 30 F 1 x bone disc (turtle shell) 
2x ivory disc (decorated) 
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nephrite or jade beads stand out, but they are again components in the disc bead neck-
lace found with burial 11. These tubular beads are relatively common finds within pre-
historic Thailand and are clearly related to the serpentine 'belt bead' found with burial 
83 at Nong Nor. 
The other noteworthy artefact is the large stone ring found beyond the head of Burial 
10. With a perforation diameter of 7.1 cm and an outer diameter of 25.1 cm it could well 
be a bangle. Its maximum thickness is 1.8 cm which is greater than all the completed T-
sectioned bangles from Nong Nor (table 5.10, chapter 5 above). However, if it is a ban-
gle then why was it located beyond the head and not worn on the arm? S0renson and 
Hatting (ibid) note that the surfaces are quite rough, suggesting that it could represent 
an unfinished artefact and the photograph in their site report seems to show a clean 
central perforation unaffected by use wear. 
Both male and female adult graves include personal ornaments, although it may be 
significant that the three most impressive finds are found with adults thought to be 
about 30, 40 and 50+ years old; that is, mid- to older aged adults (one female and two 
males). No child or infant interments are represented, however, a single infant burial 
from the nearby Lue site, again placed in the late Neolithic, included two cylindrical 
ivory beads. Finally, perhaps the most intriguing aspect is the lack of personal orna-
ments amongst the Early Neolithic burials. 
One interpretation of the site may be that an early society with little use for personal 
ornaments developed, perhaps in a response to changing lifestyles, into one for which 
visible and portable symbols were increasingly relevant (and important?). Such inter-
pretations can better be discussed after considering the contemporary site of Khok Ph-
anom Di. 
Khok Phanom Di 
Some background to this site has already been given in Chapter 5 as it forms an important 
prelude to the excavations at Nong Nor. In brief, Khok Phanom Di was excavated in 
1985 as a joint project of the Fine Arts Department and the University of Otago. The 
excavation was carried out over seven months, during which 154 burials were 
uncovered. The burials have been divided into seven mortuary phases thought to date 
between 2000-1500 BC and there is no evidence that bronze was a part of the local 
technology. Khok Phanom Di is important for two reasons; first, it provides a well 
documented pre-metal comparison and, second, a detailed report on the personal 
ornaments has already been published (Pilditch 1993). 
In her discussion Pilditch (ibid) made a number of observations on the personal or-
nament assemblage. Shell beads, for example, are noted as the most common ornament 
found in mortuary contexts. However, they were not found in the general layers. Disc 
beads are common throughout all seven mortuary periods while barrel beads are most 
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common in Mortuary Periods 2 and 3. They are replaced by I-shaped beads during 
Mortuary Periods 3 and 4, which are in turn replaced by H-shaped beads during Mor-
tuary Periods 5 and 6. Pilditch asks whether these replacements represent changing 
styles or, alternatively, the adaptation of a fixed style or form to new materials when 
the original shell became inaccessible. 
Pilditch grouped the bangles with other disc shaped objects in a general classifica-
tion scheme. This has been discussed in Chapter 4 (above) with an adapted form of her 
scheme used here. At Khok Phanom Di most of the artefacts were in fact bangles except 
for a small minority of discs, some with central projecting 'horns', that were probably 
used to decorate clothing or as part of a headdress. Of a total of 196 discs and bangles, 
114 (58.2 %) were made of stone, mostly a form of slate. Almost all of these stone discs 
are fragmentary, all are bangles and none were found in mortuary contexts. This distri-
bution outside of mortuary contexts is echoed in the 24 fragmentary ivory bangles found 
at the site. 
Pilditch goes on to argue that these data represent a clear distinction between mor-
tuary and non-mortuary personal ornaments, particularly in material. There are also 
distinctions over time, although these may be confused by the mortuary /non-mortu-
ary division. The changing styles of non-disc shell beads have already been noted; these 
were all found in burials. However, in the upper layers of the site burials do not occur 
and it is here that many of the stone bangle fragments are found, ivory bangle frag-
ments are more commonly engraved than in lower layers and fragments of star-shaped 
turtle shell bangles appear. Pilditch contends that these are true chronological develop-
ments and further notes a tendency for stone bangle forms to become more simple over 
time. 
Pilditch' s data have been used to construct Table 8.2. Perhaps the most striking fea-
ture of this table is the enormous number of shell beads present. Each has been indi-
vidually made and so in total they represent a great many person-hours of labour. This 
is exacerbated when one notes that the quality of workmanship is considerably higher 
in the Khok Phanom Di sample than in most other samples of prehistoric shell beads 
(although Khok Charoen and Non Pa Wai, among other inland Central Thailand sites, 
do share some forms with Khok Phanom Di). Pilditch notes that there is some evidence 
for the local manufacture of shell artefacts at Khok Phanom Di - so it may be that as 
well as specialist potters, the community also included specialist shell workers. In-
deed, Pilditch notes that the quantity of stone bangle debris in the upper layers is con-
sistent with industrial level manufacturing, so specialist stone workers may also need 
to be considered. It should be pointed out that I am not suggesting full-time specialists 
supported by the community, rather that these were skills the community enjoyed and 
may have been known for locally, or possibly regionaly. 
Pilditch' s progression from barrel beads to I-shaped beads to H-shaped beads is clearly 
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Table 8.2: Personal ornaments at Khok Phanom Di 
Burial Phase Cluster Age Sex Shell Shell Shell Shell Other Shell Stone Turtle Other/notes 
bead bead bead bead bead bang. bang. carap. 
disc barrel I- H-
152 1 37 M 11 1 (fun.) 
100 2 A.1 32 M 220 
143 2 A.1 0 ? 50 2 (fun.) 
144 2 A.1 0 ? 2 
94 2 8.1 31 F 55 1 
120 2 8.1 21 M 327 13 1 x rhinocerous tooth 
121 2 8.1 1.25? 7 
,,, 129 2 8.1 27 M 353 i 
130 2 8.1 0.5 ? 17 1 x fish vert. disc 
140 2 C.1 17 F 610 
125 2 C.2 0 ? 2 
126 2 C.2 0 ? 3 
109 2 C.3 31 F 1588 
87 2 C1 24 F 866 
)' 114 2 C1 0 ? 16 
117 2 D.2 16 M 8 
133 2 D.2 0.3 ? 45 17x cowrie shell, 
6x bone beads, 
1x pierced snail shell, 
7x fish vert. disc 
134 2 D.2 0.5 ? 1 x fish vert. disc 
122 2 D.3 52 F 105 13 
) 123 2 D.3 2 ? 120 
102 2 E.1 35 F 16x bored canine teeth 
132 2 E.1 34 M 3920011 5(fun.) 1 x bored canine tooth 
112 2 F.1 46 F 542 
113 2 F.1 46 F 224 143 
99 2 F.1 0.5+? 230 
101 2 F.1 1.5 ? 626 13 
[/ 105 2 F.1 0.3 ? 1043 88 
91 2 F.2 45 M 1294 93 
88 2 F.2 0.75? 690 16 3x fish vert. disc 
89 2 F.2 0.5 ? 73 
:,; 
70 3 A.2 0 ? 1 x fish vert. disc 
T 
75 A.2 0 ? 189 3 
57 3 A.3 26 M 93 1 
73 3 C.4 25 F 1260 285 
90 3 C.4 27 M 1500 37 
93 3 C.4 42 M 859 
72 3 C.5 32 M 330 1 1 x shaped animal tusk 
1 x shark spine pend. 
103 3 D.4 26 M 59 56 1 x bored shell object 
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Table 8.2: Personal ornaments at Khok Phanom Di (cont.) 
! \ 
Burial Phase Cluster Age Sex Shell Shell Shell Shell Other Shell Stone Turtle Other/notes 
bead bead bead bead bead bang. bang. carap. 
disc barrel I- H-
30 4 A.4 34 M 
; 
32 4 A.4 11 F? 1 1 x bone pend./amulet 
44 4 D.5 18 M 1 x turtle carap. object 
23 4 E.3 30 M 1 
41 4 F.5 0.75? 41 
r_y-
29 4 F.7 27 M 330 17 1x turtle carap. object 
24 4 F.8 25 M 
33 4 G C ? 7845 107 x2 small mammal teeth 
j & 5? Nassarius shell 
beads 
.) 
15 5 35 F 120808 950 1 garment decoration & 
necklace - also, 
2x horned shell disc, 
·,J, 
2x small shell disc, 
5x pierced canines & 
1 x shell headdress 
v 43 5 30 M 56200 7 435 1 1x cylindrical sh. bead, 
2x large shell disc, 
1 x pierced canine & 
1 x turtle carap. orn. 
14 5 1.25? 269 
.:~ 16 5 1.25? 12561 200 1 anklet & necklace 
',), 18 6 42 F 9969 700 
19 6 25 F 1600 
6 6 9 ? 17786 656 2x cylindrical sh. bead, 
& 1 x shell disc 
,:::r 
13 6 H 35 F 3 
8 6 H 15 M 1x turtle carap. object 
9 6 H 30 M 3 2x turtle plastron orn. 
_A 7 6 H 1.75? 9 4x fish vert. disc 
11 6 I 12 F 12 57 ·, 
:s 
1 7 I 9 ? 3-4? 
12 7 I 12 ? 730 30 
3 7 I 0.3 ? 49 12 4-5? 
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illustrated and bangles of shell are clearly more common from Mortuary Phase 5 on-
wards. The unique turtle carapace ornaments (sometimes referred to as cod-pieces) are 
restricted to Mortuary Phases 3 and 4, in addition to being restricted to male burials. 
Interestingly, animal tooth pendants are found in both male and female interments. 
A major feature of Khok Phanom Di is the clear clustering of burials. Given this 
opportunity to express internal divisions it is puzzling to note that there is no clear 
pattern in the distribution of personal ornaments between clusters. The only real dis-
tinction is the alignment of very rich burials making up Mortuary Phase 5 which are 
not complemented by any contemporary cluster or alignment with which to make a 
comparison. 
In sum, two points need to be emphasised. First, the personal ornament assemblage 
at Khok Phanom Di is both rich and unique; it represents the height of the pre-metal 
jewellers craft. Second, there are some anomalies to contend with. Why are so many 
artefacts, and indeed materials, restricted to either mortuary or non-mortuary contexts 
and do changes in styles and form represent developing preferences or are they adap-
tations to the changing availability of materials? 
Khao Wong Prachan Valley (Non Pa Wai, Non Mak La & Nil Kham Haeng) 
Located in Central Thailand these three sites have most recently been excavated by 
members of the Thai Archaeometallurgical Project (TAP) co-directed by Dr. Vincent 
Pigott, University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, and Mr. Surapol Natapintu, 
Silapakorn University, Bangkok. While I have examined a sample of the personal 
ornaments from these excavations I have not seen the final report so cannot always 
assign artefacts to burials, or burials to chronological divisions within the sites. Indeed, 
it is likely that many artefacts have been missed completely. A description of the artefacts 
I have seen, from my contribution to the final report to the Thai Fine Arts Department, 
is included as Appendix A in this thesis. A more general discussion is given below. 
Non Pa Wai 
Initial excavations at this site were carried out in 1986 by Surapol Natapintu, however, 
the material reported on here was excavated in 1992 by the TAP team. Two main 
occupation periods were recognised, an early pre-bronze period - including burials -
dating to sometime shortly after 2300 BC followed by a layer including burials and 
evidence of copper smelting dating to about 1500-1000 BC (Higham 1998:118). 
Unfortunately, without access to the final report it is difficult to differentiate between 
these two main periods, so the personal ornaments are considered as a single sample. 
The 1992 excavations revealed at least 28 burials distributed between six ( of a total of 
at least nine) excavation 'operations'. Overall, personal ornaments appear to have been 
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sparse; the artefacts examined by me derived from just nine of the 28 burials. Shell disc 
beads were well represented with 588 associated with a single burial (operation 9, burial 
3), although the remaining 161 beads were shared between three or four burials. Some 
of these beads were made from a form of cockle shell, based on the remaining original 
shell external architecture. Also, Operation 9, burial 4 and/ or 5, included two perfo-
rated cockle shells along with 111 disc beads. Perhaps of more interest is the presence of 
seven I- and eighteen H-shaped beads, practically identical to those from Khok Ph-
anom Di. A single funnel-shaped bead was also recovered, although not from a mortu-
ary context. 
A link with Khok Phanom Di is also found with the single marble disc found with 
Operation 7, burial 5. This disc has a notch carved in the outer edge and a projecting 
horn in the centre of one side and is paralleled by the two horned discs of shell found 
with burial 15 at Khok Phanom Di. 
None of the shell bangle fragments were found with burials at Non Pa Wai and no 
trochus shell was present, at least in the sample examined. However, two marble ban-
gles were found with Operation 1, burial 2, including one that had been carved to re-
semble a conus shell bangle. Other artefacts of note are two stone bangle cores, one 
probably of nephrite, a clay T-shaped earplug and fragments of at least 94 clay bangles 
- some of reasonably refined form. 
Non Mak La 
This site was excavated by the TAP team in 1994. While earlier excavations in 1985 had 
revealed copper and iron working, the 1994 excavations encountered generally Neolithic 
deposits with at least 31 burials recovered from three of six excavation 'operations'. 
Shell beads are relatively few with the largest find being of 149 disc beads from 
below the pelvis of a burial in Operation 6. However, a large I-shaped bead was also 
found with Operation 4b, burial 1. Only 1 shell barrel bead was available for inspec-
tion. One serpentine, one marble and one nephrite bead account for the stone bead 
sample. This last has had the ends cut on an angle and is an example of a widely found 
type throughout prehistoric Thailand, see for example the two beads from burial 11 at 
Ban Kao. 
A number of clay beads have been observed including an object that resembles the 
'clay rollers' of Ban Chiang. Shell bangles are much more common than at Non Pa Wai 
with 15 complete, or nearly complete bangles from three to five different burials. Of 
these, only two are trochus shell with the remainder made of tridacna shell. Most have 
roughly square cross-sections with a bevel on the outer edge. 
Seven complete stone bangles are reported on as well as fragments of nine others. A 
variety of marbles are represented including pale green, yellow-brown and white col-
oured stone. A dark green serpentine or nephrite is also represented. As well as bangles 
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and bangle fragments, evidence of local manufacture in the form of bangle cores of 
both tridacna shell and various types of marble and related stone. A flaked bangle blank 
was made of a pale green stone, probably marble. 
Clay bangle fragments are also present, however, a variety of ear ornaments are 
probably the most distinctive finds from this site. These included several T-shaped ear-
plugs with a pair of black burnished examples from a burial in Operation 4. As noted, 
one of these was found at Non Pa Wai and I have observed that they are a common find 
at nearby Ban Ta Kae. Several less clearly defined specimens were probable waisted 
earplugs, and a pair of burnished clay earspools were recovered from Operation 3, 
burial 12, as well as fragments of similar artefacts. A final distinctive artefact is made of 
shell and resembles a blunt flat-head nail with three incised lines crisscrossing the face 
with a small depression at the point of intersection. Similar artefacts have also been 
found at Ban Ta Kae. 
Nil Kham Haeng 
The material examined from this third site represents the Iron Age in this part of central 
Thailand and dates to some time after 700 BC. Only a small group of artefacts was 
examined comprising iron and copper-alloy bangles and copper-alloy rings from eight 
burials. The bangles, both of iron and copper-alloy, are of simple cross-section and 
generally found in sets. Operation 4, burial 1, for example, had 27-28 iron bangles with 
circular cross-sections on each arm. Within each set the diameters progressively 
narrowed from one end to the other and a bracelet of shell barrel beads was associated 
with the set on the right arm. Five carnelian beads were also found with this burial but 
I was not able to examine them. The iron bangles with Operation 2, burial 2, have a 
double-wire cross-section and seem to occur in sets of 8-10 on either arm and the copper-
alloy bangles, generally simple bands, also seem to occur in sets. 
Finally, copper-alloy rings were also found. A set of eight and a further set of three 
were recovered from Operation 2, burial 5 and all rings recovered from burials were 
simple bands . 
An important observation at this site is that the earliest use of iron was again as 
personal ornaments. 
Ban Don Ta Phet 
Ban Don Ta Phet is located in Kanchanaburi Province in west Central Thailand. 
Excavations were first carried out by the Fine Arts Department in 1975-6 under the 
direction of Chin You-di and followed by two excavation seasons jointly run by the 
Fine Arts Department and the Institute of Archaeology of the University of London 
(1980-1 and 1984-5) (You-di 1976, Glover 1989, 1990, Glover et al. 1984). In the absence 
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of a final report no summary tables are presented for this site. 
The site is essentially a burial ground, although presumably associated with a nearby 
settlement. One of its most interesting features, although not usually emphasised, is 
the presence of a ditch and bank boundary which presumably marks out the mortuary 
area. As far as I know this is a unique feature in prehistoric Thailand. A number of 
burial contexts were identified within the excavated area. Unfortunately local soil chem-
istry was such that bone did not survive well, and therefore, 'burial contexts' were 
identified rather than burials. Age and sex are not known for any of these contexts. A 
total of 50 burial contexts were recovered during the final two seasons. Radiocarbon 
determinations suggest that the burials date to the early 4th century BC (390-360 BC) 
(Higham 1996:282) and Glover argues that the archaeological deposits represent a short 
time span. This places Ban Don Ta Phet maybe 100 years after Ban Lum Khao was 
abandoned, some 400 years after the end of activity at Nong Nor and roughly contem-
porary with phases 1 and 2 at Noen-U-Loke. 
Burial contexts were identified by the concentration of supposed grave goods. These 
included a variety of bronze bowls and canisters, bronze bracelets, anklets, finger rings 
and bells, a variety of socketed and tanged iron tools including, pottery, spindle whorls 
and a variety of beads and pendants made of glass and semi-precious stone. Glass 
bangles have been found at the site (observed in the Bangkok National Museum dis-
play; illustrated here in Appendix 1, fig. A.2). Glover et al. (1984) suggest that some of 
these artefacts may have originally been contained in mounds over the graves. The 
personal ornament assemblage appears to be dominated by the carnelian and agate 
beads. 
Based on these excavations Glover (1989) has built a careful argument hypothesis-
ing that Ban Don Ta Phet represents the first evidence of a 'World Trading System' 
encroaching upon the margins of Southeast Asia. He begins by establishing the exist-
ence of an organized Indo-Roman commercial trade from at least the 2nd century AD 
and suggests that this system probably extended back in time by several centuries. 
Such a conclusion is, he argues, supported by Indian texts that suggest speculative 
mercantile and missionary voyages to Southeast Asia, from India, from at least the 3rd 
century BC. It is in establishing an archaeological evidence base for this earlier activity 
that Ban Don Ta Phet is important and Glover emphasises two groups of artefacts, 
beads and high-tin bronze vessels. 
Of the 3000 or so beads found in the three seasons at Ban Don Ta Phet, more 
than 600 were made of hard, semi-precious stone such as agate, carnelian, 
rock crystal and jade (possibly nephrite). By far the most common were 
spherical carnelians, then small faceted carnelians, cylindrical and barrel-
shaped banded agates, small unmodified rock crystals and small cylinders 
of jade ..... a few 'tiger's claw' beads, and slotted and 'comma-shaped' ne-
phrite pendants. (Glover 1989:22) 
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Glover argues that the most likely source for the carnelians and agates is India, while 
at the same time acknowledging that this is difficult to prove in most cases due to the 
simple forms employed. However, at least 50 of these beads have been 'etched' and for 
these the association with Indian sources seems much more clear, although at least one 
example may have its source in Tibet. Glover's argument is supported in a more recent 
study of typological, morphometrical and manufacturing techniques of agate and car-
nelian beads from India and Southeast Asia. Bellina (2001) suggests that the central 
Thai, in particular Ban Don Ta Phet, beads of the last few centuries BC have a variety of 
technical similarities with the best Indian beads of the same period. On the other hand 
Bellina also notes that there are distinct stylistic differences and suggeststhat the South-
east Asian beads may have been made to order in India for this foreign market. 
The most distinctive 'bead' is in the form of a carnelian lion which may represent the 
influence of Indian Buddhist ideology into western Thailand. Glover remarks that the 
lion was a common reference to Buddha when representations in human form were not 
acceptable. 
Glover also notes that the glass beads are unusual at this site. These include some 
large translucent green six-sided prisms which he suggests may be copies of beryl beads 
from India. These have still not been found elsewhere in Thailand. Also, while red, 
green, yellow and blue beads were found, the most common colours were a pale whit-
ish-green and a honey-like colour both of which seem to be rare elsewhere. The glass 
beads add to our impression of Ban Don Ta Phet as a singular site. 
The bronzes from Ban Don Ta Phet have been categorised into three groups; contain-
ers, bird figurines and ornaments. The containers come in a variety of forms with the 
most distinctive feature being their high tin content. Similar artefacts have been found 
in Indian sites where tin is scarce, as well as further south in Thailand and on the Ma-
layan Peninsula in tin mining areas. This distribution suggests to Glover that these 
vessels were imported into India from Southeast Asia. 
Finally, it is worth noting that the bronze bangles and anklets from Ban Don Ta Phet 
have been described as either of a very simple form ubiquitous in Southeast Asia or 
found only at this site and nearby Ongbah cave. The latter case is represented by U-
sectioned high-tin bronze anklets, although it should probably be noted that three ban-
gles of similar form were found on the left wrist of burial 40 at Noen-U-Loke. 
NonNokTha 
Non Nok Tha was excavated over two seasons (1966 and 1968) and the manuscript of 
the final report has kindly been made available to me (Bayard n.d.- see also, Bayard 
1970, 1971, 1976, 1984b). Non Nok Thais located in the upper reaches of the Chi River 
catchment and as such parallels the upper Mun River sites (Ban Prasat, Ban Lum Khao 
and Noen-U-Loke). As with Ban Kao and Ban Chiang, Non Nok Tha was one of the 
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pioneering excavations in modern Thai archaeology. As such it has not been without 
controversy, principally regarding its radiocarbon chronology. The initial published 
determinations meant that, as with Ban Chiang, Non Nok Tha was associated with 
claims for very early bronze in Southeast Asia (Solheim 1967, 1972, Bayard 1970, 
1971,1980, Higham 1977, Higham and Leach 1971) and such claims have coloured all 
later discussions of the site. While there has been a lively debate through the intervening 
decades (see for example; Bayard 1996, Higham 1996b) this is not the place to follow 
that debate, and, in any case Bayard's (n.d.) manuscript gives a good account. However, 
some comment will be made on the basis of the personal ornaments. 
The burials have been divided into three stratigraphic periods; Early, Middle and 
Late. It is the first two that are of interest to us and Bayard suggests two possible sce-
narios as consistent with the available dates: 
A) The four TL dates could support an initial occupation of the site in the 
early Third Millennium BC, with the MP middle levels dated to the mid-
Second Millennium. 
B) The accelerator date OxA-2383 and a charcoal date of about 2000 BC from 
EP 1 B. 125 (FSU-345) could suggest an initial occupation of the site in the 
terminal Third Millennium, with the Middle Period following on during the 
mid-Second Millennium (and perhaps later, given the two accelerator dates 
on MP 1 and 2). (Bayard n.d. chapter 5:57) 
Higham (1996, 2000), relying on recent accelerator determinations, prefers an initial 
occupation between 2000-1500 BC with the bulk of the occupation, including bronze 
bearing levels, falling between 1500-1000 BC. Whichever is closer to the truth, there 
seems to be a general consensus that the Middle Period at Non Nok Tha dates to the 
Bronze Age, while the Early Period lies immediately prior to, or is the initial stage of, 
the Bronze Age. Where the controversy over dating becomes more important is in as-
sessing the duration of the site. If a long chronology is the case then Bayard's sub-
periods assume importance as real staging posts in a long process of cultural change . 
However, if a shorter chronology is accepted then we must look more closely for vari-
ation within (a) roughly contemporary population(s). 
Personal ornaments themselves (Table 8.3) are rare at Non Nok Tha and of limited 
variety. If we accept Higham's chronology, then Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao are 
broadly comtemporary with later Middle Period Non Nok Tha. Both sites are repre-
sented by fewer excavated burials than Non Nok Tha and yet both have significantly 
more personal ornaments in terms of number and variety. Within burials, the assem-
blage at Non Nok Tha includes shell disc beads, a cowrie shell, shell bangles, two bone 
beads, three pierced dog teeth (necklace), possible stone bangles, two 'tubular' stone 
beads, a 'rock crystal' bead (stolen prior to analysis), five 'ovoid' stone beads, bronze 
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-, Table 8.3: Personal ornaments at Non Nok Tha ' 
Burial Period Sex Shell Shell Stone Stone Bronze Bronze Other/notes 
bead bangle bead bangle bead bangle 
a6 EP1 M waist 
b62 EP1 M pig tusk? 
b14 EP1 C -waist 
-face 
-in pot 
b16 EP1 C waist 
b94 EP1 C neck 
b96 EP1 C 
b121 EP2 C waist 
b82 EP2 I x8 
a81 EP3 M ? 
a79 EP3/ C neck cowrie 
MP1 
a84 EP3/ C x3 
'> MP1-2 
b103 MP1 F 756 
;r b101 MP1 ? disc bangle? beyond head 
a53 MP3 F wrkd. shell 
a63 MP3 F 5 
a38 MP3 M wrkd. shell 
a74 MP3 C tube 
_, b47 MP4 M 1 .-,-
b124 MP4 M 1x rock 
::. 
crystal 
b5 MP4 C 1xtube 
5xovoid 
}- b15 MP4 C x3 x2 x4 
a31 MP5 F x17 
>: (2 complex) 
b49 MP5 F x2 bone beads 
b23 MP5 M 1 
(small) 
b32 MP5 M? -3x pierced 
0( dog teeth 
(neck) 
,:.,, a7 MP5 C neck 
a35 MP5 C 
a58 MP5 C T. c/pace 
b48 MP6 F bronze object 
.T b1 MP6 M 1 
b26 MP6 M x2 Ivory 'top' ., 
(small, 
stone?) 
b61 MP6 M T. c/pace 
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bangles, a few pieces of worked shell and stone, ivory and turtle carapace fragments. 
Although speculative, it is possible to employ the personal ornaments to re-examine 
the chronology of Non Nok Tha. First, we see that Bayard's division into Early and 
Middle Periods is supported by a predominance of shell beads in the Early Period with 
bronze bangles only appearing from Middle Period 3 onwards. The general sequence 
appears to be confirmed. However, Middle Period 4 is more interesting; it includes two 
burials, 1968 B. 5 and 1968 B. 124, each containing stone beads. The rock crystal bead in 
B. 124 was stolen so cannot be examined but was presumably made from some form of 
cryptocrystalline quartz more characteristic of the Iron Age in Southeast Asia. Unfortu-
nately, the five ovoid beads from B. 5 have no further description. If these were made of 
agate, carnelian or a related stone then, again, this would have implications for the site 
chronology (it should be pointed out here that while these beads are recorded in the 
burial register, they are not included in the chapter considering stone artefacts). Bayard 
(pers. comm.) suggests that they were made from a grey fine-grained metamorphic 
rock. 
Middle Period 4 also includes B. 15, a child, who had on each arm two bronze ban-
gles separated by a shell bangle. This mixture of shell and bronze is something one 
would expect at Bronze Age Nong Nor. Given the few carnelian beads at Nong Nor, 
admittedly located in a very different environment, it would not be surprising if Non 
Nok Tha Middle Period 4 fell within the 1100-700 BC period proposed for Nong Nor. 
Middle Period 5 is also interesting. It includes 1966 B. 31, the only burial with a 
significant number of bronze bangles and the only burial with bangles of complex form . 
This young female had 16 bangles on her left arm and one on the right. All were of 
simple D-sectioned form apart from two; the most distal on the left arm and the single 
bangle on the right wrist. Each of these has a round cross-section with cast on 'knobs'. 
At Noen-U-Loke, where a significantly larger sample of bronzes was recovered, com-
plex forms do not appear until Mortuary Phase 4, that is, within the Iron Age and well 
after the beginning of the first millennium AD. Metallurgical analyses from the site 
may also provide clues to its chronology. The bronze axe from 1968 B. 90, supposedly 
the earliest bronze in the site, was originally thought to be made of copper but later 
analysis suggests it is in fact of 17% tin bronze. No copper artefacts were found which, 
given their presence at coastal Nong Nor and inland Non Pa Wai, suggests a later rather 
than earlier date for Non Nok Tha. 
Three further bronze axes may be important. Higham (1996:195-7,235) notes that a 
distinctive crescent shaped axe from Non Praw and another from Don Klang are both 
paralleled by a third from Non Nok Tha. Neither site is more than 30 km distant from 
Non Nok Tha and while there are no dates for Non Praw, Don Klang is thought to date 
to the last few centuries BC. 
One final group of ornaments should be considered. At Non Nok Tha some 12 buri-
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als included fragments of stone bangles described as accidental or probably accidental 
inclusions. Similar fragments were also found in the general layer deposits. Fragments 
of stone and shell bangles were regularly found amongst the Iron Age deposits at Noen-
U-Loke while being almost completely absent as deliberate grave goods. Although analy-
sis has not yet been completed this situation appears to be repeated amongst similar 
deposits at the recently excavated site of Ban Non Wat, located just two kilometres east 
of Noen-U-Loke. 
The point to be made here, then, is that if one were arguing from the personal orna-
ments alone the Middle Period at Non Nok Tha could be seen to stretch from the late 
Bronze Age or the early Iron Age to the middle Iron Age. Such an interpretation would 
stress the paucity of personal ornaments at the site. In assessing relative wealth at the 
Non Nok Tha, Bayard postulates that the personal ornaments are exotic goods and as 
such tend to be found in the richer graves. He further argues that the relative lack of 
exotic goods may well reflect the sites location 'upstream' and away from the major 
trade networks. This is a point I have already mentioned with respect to Ban Lum Khao 
and Noen-U-Loke and will return to later in this chapter. 
The Early Period remains difficult to place, perhaps within the Bronze Age due to 
the paucity of stone and shell ornaments, and remembering that at Bronze Age Ban 
Lum Khao no metallic personal ornaments were recovered (Bayard (pers. comm.) notes 
that a probable fragment of bronze was recovered from within an Early Period 1 pot, 
however, it was lost in transit and prior to analysis). Alternatively, we could continue 
to place the Early Period in the pre-metal era with the implication that the Bronze Age 
trade networks that brought marine shell and marble to Ban Lum Khao had either not 
yet developed or, due to the sites even more distant location, were never to be effective. 
Ban Chiang 
Ban Chiang is again a controversial site for which a final report is not available. The 
first volume has now been published (Pietrusewsky and Douglas 2002) and while it 
deals specifically with the human skeletal remains it does include a burial register 
containing brief descriptions of grave goods and an updated chronology for the site. 
The report considers two excavations at the site. They were carried out, respectively, in 
1974 and 1975 and both were joint operations between the University of Pennsylvania 
and the Thai Fine Arts Department co-directed by Dr. Chet Gorman and Achan Pisit 
Charoenwongsa. The burials have been organised into ten stratigraphic levels, in turn 
grouped into three main periods. The Early Period includes five sub-periods (EPl-V) 
and is thought to date between 2100-900 BC. The Middle Period includes three sub-
periods (MPVI-VIII) and has been dated to 900-300 BC and the Late Period is divided 
just once (LPIX-X) with a proposed time span of 300 BC-AD 200. These Early Period 
dates, in particular, vary significantly from earlier published estimations which saw 
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the Early Period beginning at about 3500-3600 BC (Gorman and Charoenwongsa 1976, 
White 1982) and were the source of much of the controversy around this site. 
While a great variety of personal ornaments have been recovered from the environs 
of Ban Chiang, and much is on display in the Ban Chiang site museum, only a limited 
amount was recovered from the 1974 and 1975 excavations. Table 8.4 is drawn from 
both the 2002 report and White (1982), where many of the ornaments are illustrated. 
While neither publication provides a complete coverage of these artefacts, between the 
two a reasonable assessment of what artefacts were found with burials may be gained. 
The first point to note is that no shell beads have been reported from the site. It is 
difficult to know if this is due to incomplete publication or if it is indeed the case - there 
is certainly no mention of shell beads in Gorman and Charoenwongsa's (1976) initial 
assessment of the site. Also, no shell or complete stone bangles were found. As at Non 
Nok Tha the lack of these artefacts as well as the shell beads suggests two competing 
hypotheses. First, there may be some chronological significance, that is, the site lies 
complet~ly within the Bronze and Iron Ages and was not occupied until after shell 
beads (and shell and stone bangles) ceased to be important as personal ornaments. Or 
second, that geography is the determining factor; located well upstream the Bronze 
Age coastal-inland trading networks did not operate effectively at Ban Chiang. 
On the other hand 1975 burial 55 includes at least one ivory bangle and 1974 burial 
20 includes a number of bone artefacts, in particular, two pierced tiger tooth pendants. 
These clearly recall Bronze Age Nong Nor and the early burials at Noen-U-Loke. At 
both sites I have argued that male personal ornaments are as much about the indi-
vidual as they are about displaying wealth or status. White (1982:82) has this to say 
about 1974 burial 20" While the precise social meaning for his grave furnishings is elusive, 
their singularity suggests that this individual was recognized by the ancient society not so 
much for his wealth as for his role, deeds, or perhaps even for his character ". The T-sectioned 
bronze bangle worn by 1975 burial 40 also clearly has a parallel with that associated 
with burial 105 at Nong Nor. 
Continuing with the metal ornaments, White (1982:79) stresses that the Early Period 
bangles and anklets are of simple form and that these artefacts become more elaborate 
during the Middle Period. Two finds of metal anklets are recorded for the Early Period 
but are not described, however, the single find of bronze bangles, with 1974 burial 23, 
does reveal a relatively simple 0-sectioned form. Despite this, it should be noted that 
versions of this form (style 18) were not found at Noen-U-Loke until phase 4 (that is, 
after about AD 250). During the Middle Period metal bangles and anklets are indeed 
more complex. The T-sectioned example noted above falls within this group as does a 
wide split-ring band similar to one found with burial 27 at Noen-U-Loke (cat. 481). 
1975 burial 26 includes up to five iron bangles and a possible bimetallic bangle (al-
though the photographs seem to show simply a close association between two of the 
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Table 8.4: Personal ornaments at Ban Chiang 
Burial Period Age Sex Glass Bronze Bronze Iron Other/Notes 
Bead Bangle Anklet Bangle 
b55 ? 14-16 M? bangles on both elbows, 
ivory? (Higham 1996:198) 
b54 EPIV 3-4 F? bangle on right wrist, 
,- material? 
b38 EPIV 3.5-4.5 M? x3? 
-' both 
\ 
ankles 
(simple) 
a23 EPV 45-50 M x4 
left forearm 
(a-section) 
a49 EPV-MPVI 4-5 ? metal? bronze/iron? not specified 
a20 MPVI 35-40 M bone hairpin & x2 tiger 
tooth pendants 
b14 MPVII 1-1.5 F? x2-3? 
right elbow 
( a-section?) 
b40 MPVII 45-50 M x1 T-section calcite bangle 
left forearm (fragment?), 1x bos figurine 
c) (T-section) 
b23 MPVII A F? both arms? style? 
CJ. 
b26 MPVII 3-5 F? x1 x4 fragments of a 5th iron 
(complex) 2 per bangle? 
arm? 
b16 MPVII <1 F? x1? both 
right wrist ankles ,, (11wide) (a-section-
split ring) 
" ..>- b12 MPVIII <1 M? X no information 
b56 bone? bangle fragments, 
decorated with incised 
lines & concentric circles 
'" 
?;' b5 LP? necklace c. 200 beads, most mutisalah, 
also few transluscent yellow 
blue beads 
a14 LPX 5-7 ? necklace right arm X no information on anklet(s) 
necklace includes high-
;y tin bronze elements & 
mutisalah (red) beads 
NB: burial numbers have an 'a' or a 'b' preceding them. 'a'= 1974 excavation, 'b' = 1975 excavation. 
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iron bangles and the bronze bangle). The bimetallic (or bronze) bangle is a band 28.7 
cm long with a variable outer diameter and four small 'knobs' around the circumfer-
ence at one end. This last association of iron and complex bronze is unexpected because 
at Noen-U-Loke iron bangles (and tores) occur only at the very bottom of the sequence, 
while complex bronzes, as already noted, appear somewhat later. Again, we are left 
wondering whether the explanation for these differences lies in chronology or regional 
variation. 
Finally, it is also interesting to note that it is not until the Late Period that glass beads 
appear and no agate or carnelian beads occur at all . 
Ban Na Di 
This site is of particular interest for two reasons. First, it has a good sequence of 
radiocarbon determinations, particularly useful due to its close geographic relationship 
to Ban Chiang, and second, a detailed study of its personal ornaments has already been 
carried out (Pilditch 1984, 1986). 
Ban Na Di was excavated in 1980-81 as part of a larger project, incorporating site 
survey and test excavations, which was aimed at building on the earlier work at Non 
Nok Tha and Ban Chiang. The project was a joint exercise between the Fine Arts De-
partment and the University of Otago (Higham and Kijngam 1984). Two areas were 
excavated, 28 metres apart, to a maximum depth of 4.2 metres and a total of 68 inhuma-
tions were recovered. The stratigraphy has been divided into eight main layers of which 
the top two are modern or historic and so do not concern us here. Layer 8 (basal) repre-
sents the first occupation and included lenses of shell, charcoal and sand as well as a 
number of pits. Layers 6 and 7 form a relatively homogenous unit containing the 60 
burials that make up Mortuary Phase 1 at the site. These burials have been divided into 
sub-phases la, lb and le. Layer 5 is characterised by the presence of metal working 
furnaces and a lack of burials while Layer 4 includes five child jar burials, two contain-
ing glass beads. Finally, layer 3 includes three disturbed burials along with numerous 
postholes and pits. 
Higham and Kijngam (1984) originally dated Mortuary Phase 1 to c. 900-100 BC, 
however, on further consideration of the radiocarbon determinations Higham (1996:204) 
would rather compress the range to 600-400 BC (or 700-400 BC (Higham 1998:100)). 
The personal ornaments have been published in Pilditch (1984) and discussed in 
greater depth in the same author's MA dissertation (Pilditch 1986). Table 8.5 has been 
extracted from her data and Figure 8.3 is her representation of the chronological distri-
bution of personal ornaments within the site. The first point to note from Table 8.5 is 
that shell beads are common throughout Mortuary Phase 1 at the site, although the 
bulk of the beads (7850/12466 = c. 63%) come from just one burial in Mortuary Phase 
la. Aside from a single limestone bead two T-sectioned stone bangles were the only 
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Table 8.5: Personal ornaments at Ban Na Di (after Pilditch 1986) 
Burial Period Area Age Sex Shell Stone Trochus Stone Bronze Iron Other/notes 
bead bead bangle bangle bangle bangle 
(T-sec.) 
26 1a A >50 F 242 
-r 
40 1a B 50 F x3 cattle figurines 
21 1a B 20 M 776 
47 1a B 32 M 15 1 1 x12 figurines 
(animal & human) _, 
19 1a B 23 ? 7850 x2 cattle figurines 
\ 22 1a B 7 ? 220 
46 1a B 9 ? 790+2 x2 barrel beads & 
2 cattle figurines 
\ 44 1a B <0 ? 165+4 x4 barrel beads 
45 1a B <1 ? 215+5 1 x5 barrel beads & 
6 cattle figurines 
'7 
48 1b A 37 F 5 
15 1b A 2 ? cowrie shell 
ts16 1b B 22 F 6 3 
36 1b B 32 F 127+14 1 19 x14 barrel beads 
ts15 1b B 22 M 24 
ts17 1b B 47 M 400 2 
38 1b B 7 ? 219+1 2 1 x1 cattle figurine 
ct 
18 1c A 37 F 1 
48 1c A 35 F 78 2 
29 1c A 2 ? 236 2 
,:-'; 38 1c B A F 900 
ts12 1c B >30 M 170+1 x1 barrel bead & 
·;;,-
dog tooth necklc. 
16 1c B 27 M 1 4 x1 iron coil 
17 1c B 32 M 1 barrel 1 1 x1 bronze coil 
~ 
32 1c B 22 M 13 
">- 35 1c B 32 M x1 cattle figurine 
-,:i 
5 2 A I ? 2 one is a coil 
8 2 A I ? 1 x8 blue glass 
beads 
;y 1 3 A? 18 F bronze ring frag. 
2 3 A? A ? x2 glass beads & 
;__r 
brnz. bangle frag. 
3 3 A 45-49 M 1 
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other significant personal ornaments associated with this first mortuary phase, how-
ever, it is important to note the large number of cattle figurines, as well a one elephant, 
one deer and two human figurines, that are associated with these burials. 
Mortuary Phase lb sees the continuation of shell beads and T-sectioned bangles along 
with the introduction of trochus shell bangles and bronze bangles. Of particular note is 
the set of 19 square-sectioned bronze bangles found on the left arm of burial 36. Such a 
set would not be unexpected at Noen-U-Loke. The other two finds of bronze bangles in 
this phase are of relatively complex form. 
Turning to Mortuary Phase le we should note the advent of iron ornaments at the 
site. Also found is a necklace of pierced dog teeth and 13 trochus bangles from burial 32 
(6 on the left arm and 7 on the right). Mortuary phases 2 and 3 are poorly represented. 
However, it is from these burials that the few glass beads derive. 
An interesting aspect of this assemblage is the persistence of shell beads, in rela-
tively large numbers, and trochus and T-sectioned stone bangles well into the Iron Age. 
This is not a feature found elsewhere. For example, while shell beads are found through-
out the sequence at Noen-U-Loke the largest find is of 29 disc beads associated with 
glass beads with burial 116 in Mortuary Phase 5. Stone bangles are not associated with 
burials at any time at Noen-U-Loke and shell bangles only as probable accidental inclu-
sions. At Ban Chiang shell beads and bangles are absent in burials, while the only stone 
bangle is fragmentary. At Non Nok Tha the relatively complex bronzes hint at the pres-
ence of Iron Age deposits, however, no iron is present and the mix of shell, stone and 
bronze bangles at the site most clearly parallels the Nong Nor assemblage. 
Summary of the comparative sample 
This review prompts two conclusions. First, we can perceive a general pattern of change 
in personal ornament selection, materials and use from the Neolithic to the Late Iron 
Age in prehistoric Thailand. This can be characterised as follows. Natural and easily 
worked materials such as shell and marble appear to persist from the Neolithic into the 
Bronze Age where they share equal status with metals. With the appearance of iron 
there is a brief experiment with iron ornaments, associated with a few shell and animal 
tooth beads and pendants. This initial period is quickly followed by an efflorescence of 
bronze ornaments. Styles become more complex and, at least at Noen-U-Loke, the sheer 
mass of personal ornaments increases. This appears to be associated with the 
introduction of glass and hardstone beads and the final demise of biogenic materials, 
apart from ivory which, however, rarely finds its way into the mortuary ritual. 
Second, and despite the general pattern, each site is unique. Khok Phanom Di is 
clearly a special case amongst sites without metal, especially if we are to compare it 
with Ban Kao, its nearest chronological neighbour in the sample considered here. 
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Bronze Age Nong Nor seems to represent an energetic admixture of bronze and 
natural materials, the old and the new, in its personal ornament assemblage while con-
temporary Ban Lum Khao is distinctly conservative. Ban Chiang seems to follow the 
general pattern, in particular the Middle Period assemblage would fit well with the 
early Iron Age at Noen-U-Loke. Nearby Ban Na Di follows a similar pattern with Mor-
tuary Phase le witnessing the introduction of iron bangles but still contemporary with 
shell and stone bangles, animal tooth necklaces and significant numbers of shell beads. 
While the Non Nok Tha assemblage is small its particular mix of Middle Period 
artefacts recalls, in part, Bronze Age Nong Nor. However, the complex bronze bangles, 
part of a set of 17 with 1966 Burial 31, have Iron Age affiliations. 
In the Khao Wong Prachan Valley some distinctive artefacts are found including clay 
T-shaped earplugs, clay earspools and H- and I-shaped shell beads. These last are shared 
at a local level with sites such as Khok Phanom Di. 
Returning west, Ban Don Ta Phet is again clearly a special case, particularly if it does 
indeed represent a short term event occurring soon after the beginning of the 4th cen-
tury BC. The metal working is clearly as complex, or more so, than anything found at 
Noen-U-Loke dated up to a millennium later and the etched carnelian and agate beads, 
common at Ban Don Ta Phet, are absent from the latter site. 
A crude measure of difference may be the proportion of burials that include per-
sonal ornaments excavated from each site. Table 8.6 presents this data and the sites 
appear to fall into three groups. The first group includes Ban Kao, Ban Chiang and Non 
Nok Tha with a value of about 20 percent or less. Khok Phanom Di, Nong Nor, Ban 
Lum Khao and Ban Na Di make up the second group with a range from 30-40 percent 
and Noen-U-Loke is on its own with over 60 percent of the excavated burials including 
Table 8.6: Percentage of burials with personal ornaments at sites discussed in this 
chapter 
Khok Ban Nong Ban Non Ban Ban Ban Ban Ban Don Noen-
Phanom Kao Nor Lum Nok Chiang Chiang Chiang Na Di Ta Phet U-Loke 
Di Khao Tha early middle total ('81-5) 
burials with 59 8 59 34 32 5 7 13 24 ? 80 
ornaments 
total no. of 154 44 155 110 217 93 33 142 60 50 126 
burials 
% burials w/ 38.3 18.2 38.1 30.9 14.7 5.4 21.2 9.2 40.0 ? 63.5 
ornaments 
Notes: (1) Ban Chiang late period= 1/15 = 6.7% burials with ornaments. 
(2) The Khao Wong Prachan Valley sites have not been included as incomplete information does not allow 
quantification. 
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personal ornaments. The lack of published data means that the Khao Wong Prachan 
Valley sites and Ban Don Ta Phet are difficult to include. However, what has been pub-
lished suggests that the proportion value for the last site is likely to approach 100 per-
cent. 
Overall, there seems to be little pattern to the proportion values, except perhaps for 
a weak trend towards more burials with personal ornaments over time. As might be 
predicted, however, Khok Phanom Di stands against any such trend. Neither does re-
gion seem to correlate strongly with proportion value. An obvious example is to com-
pare Ban Chiang and its neighbour Ban Na Di, where the latter site averages four times 
the proportion of burials with personal ornaments than the former. There is clearly 
room for much further research here. 
Having added this review to our prior considerations of the Nong Nor, Ban Lum Khao 
and Noen-U-Loke assemblages it is now time to return to broader themes. These are 
presented under the headings; typology, mortuary ritual, personal ornaments as 
symbols, materials and technology, exchange, social organisation and change and, finally, 
the Southeast Asian sequence. Discussions focus first on the three main sites, then 
Thailand and its prehistory and finally the broader context of Southeast Asia as a whole. 
Typology 
Chapter four described and explained the typology used. The artefacts were illustrated 
and described in chapters five, six and seven. It is intended that these provide a template 
for standardised descriptions in future research, and act as a source of absolute metrical 
data and typological assignations that will encourage re-analysis and comparison with 
future samples. 
An attempt was ma_de to use a consistent typology to describe all the personal orna-
ments, particularly bangles, so that relationships might become clear. However, while 
there is a good argument for this practice with non-metal artefacts, which seem to show 
clear similarities across regions, the metals are less standardised and seem to show 
more variation between sites. There may be two reasons for this; first, the methods of 
working shell and stone encourage relatively simple forms while metal casting, espe-
cially by the lost wax method (Pilditch 1986), allows much more creativity in design. 
And second, at mining sites such as Non Pa Wai there is much evidence for casting 
ingots but little for completed artefacts (Pigott et al. 1997). That is, metal was probably 
exchanged as ingots with the final artefacts being cast locally while the stone and shell 
of the Bronze Age, and earlier, was more commonly exchanged as complete artefacts. 
In the Chao Phrya river system sites such as Tha Kae may have been specialist produc-
tion centres for shell and stone bangles (Ciarla 1992). During the Iron Age a major pro-
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duction centre for nephrite and/ or jade and glass was at the mouth of the Dong Nai 
and Varn Co rivers at present day Ho Chi Minh city, Southern Vietnam (Nguyen Kim 
Dung 2001). 
It is dear that more work will need to be done on the typology of metal personal 
ornaments. This will include not only aspects of form but also the nature of the alloys 
used. For example, copper-based alloys that include lead are more free flowing when 
molten and so allow more complex forms to be cast. Was there a simple cause and effect 
relationship in prehistory? 
Mortuary ritual 
Personal ornaments are an important component of the mortuary ritual at all the sites 
considered. They are prominently displayed within the grave, and, while not ubiquitous, 
only ceramics are more common grave goods. Other features of mortuary ritual also 
recur constantly. At all three sites and at Khok Phanom Di, the standard disposition of 
the body is extended and supine - although there is some variation. The orientation of 
the body also varies. As well as personal ornaments and pottery, grave goods commonly 
include animal bones, fish and tools. 
At many sites some ornaments are found in non-grave contexts only and therefore 
have been excluded from the mortuary ritual. At Khok Phanom Di slate bangles fulfil 
this role, at Ban Lum Khao we have ceramic bangle fragments and at Noen-U-Loke 
ceramic and shell bangles are so dispersed while the ivory bangles are associated with 
a single individual who may have been 'outside' normal society. At Nong Nor the situ-
ation is less dear because much of the surviving substrate surrounding the burials dates 
to an earlier occupation period. 
It follows that because some ornaments were excluded from the mortuary ritual, 
and because those that were included were generally carefully placed and displayed, 
that personal ornaments were interred in a deliberate manner. They conveyed informa-
tion to the mourners. Similarly, personal ornaments were not found as caches or accu-
mulations, again supporting symbolic meanings beyond that of simple accumulative 
wealth (Renfrew 1986, Earle 1996). Three meanings may have been intended; 1. that 
this was a favourite object owned by the deceased, 2. a display of personal wealth, or, 3. 
a symbol of office within the community (or perhaps representing group or sub-group 
membership). These competing meanings are not mutually exclusive and each contrib-
utes to our understanding of the society. 
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Personal ornaments as symbols 
It is argued ..... that where the surviving material culture data are sufficiently 
networked, it is possible to grasp variations in meaning in different contexts 
because the network is itself the attempt by people in the past to construct 
order through the repetition of similarities and differences in play at the 
same time. The problem is to decide which similarity and difference is rel-
evant. Which similarity and difference is being picked out by those living in 
the culture? It is argued here that anthropologists and archaeologists can 
answer such questions because the problem (the need for cultural order) is 
universal, and the methods of producing and reading the cultural order are 
the same in the present and in the past. The methods, the universal language, 
include the processes of comparison and repetition, the construction of boundaries, 
similarities and differences. (Hodder 1987:7-8, emphasis mine) 
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In the same volume a contemporary study of the social meanings of beads amongst the 
Turkana of northern Kenya noted that different combinations of beads " ... signify identity, 
beauty, relationship, context, gender and wealth; they also heal and protect" Williams (1987:35). 
Through these many social and ideological meanings the Turkana social organization 
is reproduced by the display of neck beads. In fact, Williams goes as far as equating the 
beads of the Turkana with writing as a means of communicating social information. It 
is the combination of specific meanings that reflect the society's organisational principles. 
For the prehistorian the first step is to understand the specific meanings. 
Williams was able to achieve this by closely observing and interacting with a living 
community. She gained an appreciation of personal histories and circumstances as well 
as the community's stories and myths. As prehistorians, we have no such opportuni-
ties and so must rely on commonalities of context to approach the question of meaning. 
At Nong Nor, the grave goods that most intuitively have symbolic meaning are not 
personal ornaments at all but are dog crania. While animal remains are often included 
as grave goods in prehistoric Thailand the most common examples are whole fish (Tho-
sarat 2000) and the limbs of pigs or cattle (Bayard 1971, Higham and Kijngam 1984, 
Wilen 1989). These are easily interpreted as food offerings. Dog crania are harder to 
interpret; they may represent a food offering, either with the crania as a 'choice' cut 
from the carcass, or as a representation of the whole animal in the afterlife, as may be 
the case for the clay bovid figurines included in burials at Ban Na Di (Higham and 
Kijngam 1984). Alternatively, they may be a totem or symbol of sub-group membership 
based on kinship. This latter explanation is supported because the crania are distrib-
uted between male, female, child and infant graves and are not restricted to a single 
demographic group. On the other hand, graves containing dog crania are not spatially 
clustered within the cemetery - so conclusions remain unclear. 
Focusing on personal ornaments at Nong Nor, I have argued that a distinction can 
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be made between common and rare artefacts. The common ornaments are distributed 
promiscuously between adult males, adult females and subadults and it is difficult to 
reconstruct any meaning other than accumulative wealth. The rare items are essen-
tially restricted to adult male graves, they tend to be unique and stand out from the rest 
of the assemblage. Burial 105 is instructive. A male was interred in a particularly large 
grave. He is wearing a unique T-sectioned bronze bangle prominently displayed on his 
left arm. The burial includes other symbolic elements, particularly the dog crania. The 
picture here is of an important individual buried with objects representing wealth or 
status, however, it cannot be said what the specific meanings of individual artefacts 
were. Did the large bronze bangle function as a symbol of office or simply indicate 
individual wealth? Perhaps the most interesting aspect is the variety of rare personal 
ornaments at the site. Adult males seem to be as intent on displaying individuality as 
much as wealth. 
At Ban Lum Khao too few personal ornaments were found to allow an assessment of 
symbolism, however, the general picture seems similar to Nong Nor. At Noen-U-Loke 
the quantity of personal ornaments was not a problem and several groups of artefacts 
can be linked to one or other group in society. During phases 1 and 2 animal tooth 
pendants are important and may serve to signify the prowess of the wearer; a prowess 
perhaps based on hunting skills. The following observations on the Hagen people of 
Highland New Guinea may be apposite: 
The process of decoration in Hagen is not representational but metonymical: 
that is, when Hageners wish to associate themselves with magically power-
ful things, such as birds, they do not construct masks, carvings, or paintings 
of these. Instead they actually take parts of the birds, their feathers, and at-
tach these to themselves as decorations. (Strathern and Strathern 1971:177) 
The fact that these ornaments disappear in the following phases indicates a shift in 
social values. 
Turning to the later phases, perhaps the most poignant symbolism is embodied in 
the unique ivory bangles found with burial 97. This individual, who probably suffered 
from cerebral palsy, was interred away from the clusters and may have been viewed as 
outside normal society. These unique ornaments may have signified this 'outside' sta-
tus. 
In mortuary phase 3, two burial clusters have been identified. If the clusters were 
contemporary then two very different groups within society would be indicated. Clus-
ter B is relatively much more wealthy and includes all but one of the carnelian beads 
recovered from the site. In symbolic terms, the bronze head spirals are unique to this 
cluster and may have signified sub-group membership. However, cluster B is 
stratigraphically later than cluster A, and as well as the carnelian beads it also includes 
rice-bed burials. It remains possible that the differences are temporal rather than reflec-
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tive of distinctions within a contemporary society. 
From their first appearance in mortuary phase 4, and continuing into mortuary phase 
5, bronze anklets are clearly associated with females at Noen-U-Loke. At the same time, 
at least by phase 5, females are being denied access to the more rare and exotic orna-
ments. In this case females are being defined not only by this lack of access to unique 
items but, more pro-actively, by wearing particular artefacts unique to their sex. What-
ever the specific meanings of these artefacts it is clear that divisions in society were 
becoming more important and that personal ornaments were increasingly used to sym-
bolise those divisions. 
Materials and technology 
Prehistoric sequences have long been intimately linked with changes in materials and 
technology as these are the easiest variables with which to track change. Hence, the 
Neolithic, the Bronze Age and the Iron Age. While these are convenient ways to order 
the evidence, the details of each individual sequence are more complex. 
Shell was by far the most important material used to make personal ornaments at 
Khok Phanom Di. Many different artefacts were produced, including a variety of beads, 
and this probably reflects the number of species employed as well as a need to express 
difference and status. Much time and effort was committed to the manufacture of these 
items. The point here is that while this is a pre-metal site, the technology employed was 
still of a high standard demonstrating a detailed knowledge of the materials employed. 
Vincent's (1987) description of the pottery at the site as including 'masterpieces' is ap-
posite. As well as specialist potters, the personal ornaments may also have been made 
by specialists. 
Turning to Nong Nor we see that copper-alloy and tin have entered the repertoire, 
but have not completely replaced shell. Marble has also become an important material 
for personal ornaments. While marble was worked in the same way as shell, metal-
working was a new, multistage, technology requiring the mining and smelting of ore, 
followed by the making of a mould before final casting of the artefact. Despite this 
apparent increase in the organisation of technology there is no clear effect on mortuary 
ritual. It may be that, to the inhabitants, this process did not substantially differ from 
one whereby marine shell was harvested, prepared for transportation or trade, cut into 
blanks and finally fashioned into the complete artefact (Ciarla 1992). 
Alternatively, it may be that the bronzes were imported into Nong Nor as complete 
artefacts; there is no evidence of on-site metalworking at the site, while at the same 
time extensive copper mining was occurring in the Khao Wong Prachan Valley to the 
north. The presence of I- and H-shaped beads, identical to those found at Khok Ph-
anom Di, in the Khao Wong Prachan Valley sites (Higham and Thosarat 1998a:70-l, 81) 
and similar socketed copper artefacts shared between the two areas (ibid. 122-4, Reay 
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and Chang 1998), clearly indicate a long standing exchange relationship. 
This brings us to the question of how and when metal working first arose in prehis-
toric Thailand. At Nong Nor copper, tin and tin-bronze artefacts are all found dating to 
1100-700 BC. This is in contrast to the early copper using phases in the Khao Wong 
Prachan Valley, beginning at Non Pa Wai between about 1500-1000 BC (Pigott et al. 
1997). In this relationship we can perhaps discern a local developmental sequence that 
included an initial Chalcolithic period. White (1982:37-40) notes that one of the metal 
artefacts lowest in the sequence at Ban Chiang on the Khorat Plateau is a bent spear-
head that, when analysed, showed negligible amounts of tin. 
In a recent publication dedicated to the Bronze Age of Southeast Asia, Higham 
(1996:311) made the surprising statement that he" ... had not given specific consideration to 
the origins of bronze working and no firm conclusions are offered". He does, however, briefly 
discuss the evidence for two possible hypotheses. First, that bronze technology arrived 
by way of trade contacts from the north and second, that it developed via independent 
invention within Southeast Asia. Concluding that the evidence is unclear, Higham goes 
on to offer a 'third way' which, following Pacey (1990:vii-viii), emphasises the ability of 
the spread of knowledge, or even rumour of an unfamiliar technique, to stimulate the 
development of new, but related, technologies among distant peoples. In this way, not 
only the objects produced but even the techniques employed to produce them may 
have a distinct local flavour. A similar hypothesis was discussed some time ago by 
Bayard (1980:198-9) with particular reference to Northeast Thailand. In a second publi-
cation Higham (1996a) notes that the dates and distribution of Bronze Age sites in South-
east Asia would fit well with such a model, based on an ultimate origin in the Yangzi 
Valley. 
I find this 'third way' an appealing argument suggesting as it does that metal work-
ing was probably imported, but perhaps as an idea only. The idea provided inspiration 
for local experiments which began with the simplest components before developing 
further. 
Returning to Nong Nor, its assemblage of personal ornaments can be characterised 
as exhibiting integrated technologies. The more simply worked shell and soft stone sit 
side-by-side with eatly metals; some produced by alloying technology. The T-sectioned 
stone bangles require a greater level of expertise to produce than do other stone ban-
gles at the site and are probably imported. All the examples are well-worn, emphasis-
ing their rarity, while many of the simple discs retain manufacturing scars. The anoma-
lous carnelian beads must also be mentioned. They are the earliest examples yet found 
in Thailand and were most likely imported from India. As such the technology repre-
sented by them is not related to local capabilities. 
While new technologies are represented others have been lost. Shell beads, in par-
ticular, are made with nothing like the refinement exhibited at Khok Phanom Di. 
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Meanwhile on the Khorat Plateau, the initial occupation of Ban Lum Khao probably 
took place one or two centuries before Nong Nor. Copper-alloy was present at the site, 
but it made no impact on the personal ornament assemblage. It is possible that this is 
because the excavations were at the edge of the site and so revealed the poorest graves, 
however, this seems unlikely to be the complete explanation. Some of the larger marble 
bangles, for example, show a commitment to producing, and interring, ostentatious 
jewellery. If we look again at chronologies another explanation may be indicated. We 
have already noted that copper production began some time after 1500 BC in the Khao 
Wong Prachan Valley. At Phu Lon, on the northern Khorat Plateau, it began no earlier 
than 1100 BC (Pigott and Natapintu 1988) by which time Ban Lum Khao was already 
occupied. Metal working began at Ban Na Di at about 1000 BC (Higham 1998). And 
finally, we have no clear idea of the date of the final graves at Ban Lum Khao. Although 
Higham and Thosarat (2000) venture a date of about 600-500 BC, this may not date the 
bulk of the burials excavated. It may be that at Ban Lum Khao metals were new, novel 
and above all, rare. They quite probably had to be imported from some distance and 
were perhaps too valuable to be lost through interment. Bronze artefacts are similarly 
rare at Non Nok Tha, although some do occur. Perhaps the most surprising feature of 
this latter site is the relative rarity of stone and shell personal ornaments. 
At Noen-U-Loke we enter the Iron Age, a period long identified as a harbinger of 
new technologies and materials in Thai prehistory. Iron, glass, carnelian and agate all 
appear, however, if the stratigraphy is taken on face value then iron is seen to appear 
first at about 500 BC (burial phases 1 and 2) while glass and hardstone do not appear 
until after about 200 BC (burial phase 3), at which time bronze t~chnology reaches a 
new level of sophistication. Although no metallurgical analysis has yet been done it is 
clear from the complex forms that, from at least AD 200, new copper alloys and more 
refined casting techniques were being employed. Silver and gold also make their ap-
pearance at this juncture, while at the same time shell, marble and other soft stone, and 
animal teeth are deleted from the repertoire. 
The silver is particularly interesting, I have already argued in chapter 7 that there 
were two levels of bronze working technology represented at this site. The 'higher' 
level is represented by the bronze bells and the signet rings while the majority of the 
rings and bangles are more simply produced. The few silver artefacts clearly fit into the 
latter grouping and were probably also locally produced. 
Each of these materials represent a corpus of specialised knowledge and technolo-
gies. The inference is that at least part-time craft specialists are involved and, while the 
iron and some of the bronzes may have been produced on site it is likely that the other 
materials were mass produced by specialists located at distant manufacturing centres. 
However, a direct comparison between Noen-U-Loke and pre-metal Khok Phanom Di 
is revealing. The finely crafted nature of the Iron Age ornaments is most clearly re-
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fleeted not in the Bronze Age assemblages but rather at Khok Phanom Di. The many 
thousands of shell beads worn by burial 15 at Khok Phanom Di may find their sequel in 
the copious copper-based bangles and rings of wealthy individuals at Noen-U-Loke. 
Exchange 
Exchange networks have expanded over time, however, the details are not yet clear. In 
particular, how many artefacts were imported complete, how many are copies of foreign 
patterns and how many represent local developments? 
Pilditch (1993:170) notes that the Conus and Tridacna shell found at Khok Phanom Di 
would not have occurred locally. It is most likely to have come from the shallow coralline 
waters of Peninsular Thailand. At the same time the movement of raw materials along 
major river systems is evident from the presence of distinctive I-shaped and H-shaped 
shell beads at both Khok Phanom Di and Non Pa Wai. There seems then, to have been 
regular exchange along major rivers and around the coasts. On the other hand both the 
slate, represented by bangle fragments, and andesite, used to manufacture adzes, would 
have come from rocky outcrops bordering the Central Thai floodplain. Some overland 
travel would have been necessary and most of the adzes recovered were well used 
indicating that this stone was not discarded lightly (Pisnupong 1993). Access to this 
material was neither easy nor guaranteed. 
Turning to the Bronze Age we find that sources of copper ore are distributed widely 
throughout the uplands surrounding both Central Thailand and the Khorat Plateau 
while tin is abundant on Peninsular Thailand. The problem of overland travel for the 
purposes of obtaining raw materials had therefore been solved by this time. A more 
extensive coastal network is also hinted at in this period. I have already noted that the 
T-sectioned stone bangles at Nong Nor represent a form that is distributed widely 
throughout Southeast Asia and that all the examples at Nong Nor are heavily worn and 
many have been repaired by copper-alloy binding. An exotic origin is supported if we 
contrast these artefacts with the simple-disc marble bangles at Nong Nor which are 
always complete, more common at the site and probably made from a stone closer at 
hand; Mason (pers comm.) has observed suitable marble sources located within the 
Bang Pakong catchment. The majority of these simple bangles retain clear scars on the 
inner surface where the core has been broken away. That is, they were worn only briefly, 
if at all, before interment. The wide distribution of the T-sectioned bangles is also at-
tested by their presence in distant Northeastern sites such as Ban Lum Khao in the Mun 
River catchment and Ban Na Di in the Songkhram River catchment on the North of the 
plateau. A bronze example, similar to that found at Nong Nor, was recovered from a 
wealthy burial at Ban Chiang (White 1982:39-40). 
Nong Nor may prove to be a pivotal site in terms of early exchange relationships. At 
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this early date it is close to the western margin of the distribution of T-sectioned ban-
gles. No trochus shell was found at Nong Nor, yet this is abundant at contemporary 
Northeastern sites so different sources of shell are implied. At the same time it repre-
sents the eastern margin of the distribution of carnelian beads. This site had access to 
both the Mekong Delta exchange network, which included the coast north around Vi-
etnam and the Chao Phrya exchange network which probably included peninsular 
Thailand. 
Carnelian and agate, along with glass, become much more important when we en-
counter the Iron Age. It seems unlikely, given current evidence, that the glass and hard-
stone beads at Noen-U-Loke were manufactured at the site. Theunissen (2000) has sug-
gested that the agate and carnelian may have been produced at a manufacturing centre 
in the region of Oc Eo while others ( e.g. Bronson 1990) identify Khuan Lukpad (Khlong 
Thom), on the west coast of Peninsular Thailand, as a likely centre for the manufacture 
of both glass and hardstone beads. It also remains possible that these artefacts were 
imported complete from even further afield and that sites such as Khuan Lukpad rep-
resent major nodes in the trade network; Dubin (1987:181-7), in a summary of the evi-
dence, notes that carnelian beads were being manufactured in the Indus Valley, and 
exported westwards to Mesopotamia, from 2500 BC. Following the collapse of the In-
dus valley civilisations, at about 1600 BC, long distance trade also collapsed with bead 
production reduced to a village level activity (Francis 1982a) only to be revived with 
Roman-Indian trade beginning in the 2nd century BC. It is this second efflorescence 
that is pertinent to the Iron Age of Southeast Asia. Glover (1989) has identified several 
artefacts at Ban Don Ta Phet, in Western Thailand, as clearly linking the local Iron Age 
with India and suggests that Southeast Asia had become a component in an expanding 
'world trading system'. This would fit well with the conclusion above that glass and 
hardstone did not appear at Noen-U-Loke until about 200 BC. 
What of the early carnelian at Nong Nor? It is most likely that this is the result of 
down-the-line exchange from earlier bead production in India. Small portable artefacts 
may easily travel many thousands of kilometres, perhaps over several generations, 
without organised and regular exchange relationships. The much greater amount of 
both glass and hardstone at Noen-U-Loke reflect more consistent and large scale ex-
change systems. A consider of copper and bronze supports this argument. These early 
metals at Nong Nor and Non Pa Wai bear little relationship to those of Northern Viet-
nam, for example, where weapons are much more common (Higham 1989:194-8). It is 
not until the Iron Age, with the appearance of bronze drums at sites such as Ongbah, 
Western Thailand, that direct relationships are indicated (S0renson 1988). 
As with copper based technology, the origin of iron technology in Southeast Asia is 
unknown. If we accept that at Noen-U-Loke iron appeared before glass and hardstone, 
then separate sources are not unlikely. The pattern of contact already established in the 
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Bronze Age, both northeast to China and west to India, may also be responsible for the 
characteristic artefacts of the Iron Age. 
Social organization and change 
Some time ago Peebles and Kus (1977:431-3) identified five archaeological correlates of 
chiefdoms. First, there should be clear evidence of ranking among the mortuary data 
and Peebles and Kus go to some length to specify exactly how this ranking will be 
expressed. In short, there should be two parallel hierarchies operating in a cemetery. 
The elite will be differentiated from the commoners, but, at the same time a hierarchy 
based on age and sex will be evident within each of the two, or more, major social 
rankings. Second, there should be present a hierarchy of settlement types and sizes. 
Third, each settlement should be located so that it will usually be self sufficient in 
subsistence. Fourth, there should be evidence of organised productive activities that 
involve a large proportion of the community, and fifthly, there should also be evidence 
of society-wide efforts to buffer against adversity. 
While at first glance the personal ornament data only address the first of these di-
rectly, and then only partially, it does in fact provide important insights on some of the 
others. For example, part-time craft specialisation is recognised as evidence of the fourth 
dimension of organised productive activities. Of course chiefdoms come in many forms, 
and chiefs may lead because of different opportunities, qualities and circumstances 
(Johnson and Earle 1987, Earle 1997), however, the correlates outlined provide an im-
portant starting point for analysis. 
Before Iron 
If we turn first to Nong Nor and Khok Phanom Di we are immediately faced with a 
paradox. Khok Phanom Di is earlier yet displays much more clearly a ranked cemetery. 
Burial 15 for example, the 'Princess', is clearly very rich and is associated with an infant 
burial that reflects a similar level of wealth. Higham and Thosarat suggest that the 
source ofherwealthmayhave been her skill as a potter and Vincent's (1987) comments, 
already noted, confirm the high level of skill exhibited by potters at this site. It seems 
likely that part-time specialisation was a fact. Because of the number and quality of 
shell beads, particularly those adorning burial 15, I contend that such specialisation 
extended to the manufacture of these artefacts as well. We must consider Khok Phanom 
Di as a relatively complex society, autonomous and probably organised at the local 
group level (Johnson and Earle 1987). 
At Nong Nor we might expect the presence of bronze to have an impact on social 
organization. However, this is not the case. While there is differentiation in grave goods, 
particularly the personal ornaments, this is largely based on sex and age - the richest 
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burials are adult males - and certainly reflects a society no more complex than that of 
Khok Phanom Di. In fact, there is less evidence of craft specialisation in the quality of 
the locally produced artefacts, however, exchange relationships do appear to have in-
creased with some artefacts originating both to the east and west, perhaps as far as 
India. The stone and shell used at Khok Phanom Di was available on the margins of the 
alluvial plain or along the same coast occupied by the site. This is essentially a local 
network. At Nong Nor the T-shaped stone bangles and carnelian beads are clear evi-
dence of some sort of contact over much larger distances. However, the quantity of 
these artefacts does not suggest large scale organised exchange but a more opportunis-
tic, down-the-line relationship. 
The production of copper-based artefacts might well be considered an organised 
productive activity, however, White and Pigott (1996) suggest that copper-based tech-
nology had a more subtle effect in Thailand (see also, O'Reilly 2001). They make a 
useful distinction between social complexity and political centralisation and, referring 
to White (1995), they support a heterarchical model of social complexity whereby " ... 
lateral differentiation and flexible hierarchy were core social processes. Economic specialisation 
and interregional exchange served to integrate the differentiated society horizontally ... ". That 
is, society could become more complex, and interconnected, without necessarily re-
quiring increased political centralisation - the development of chiefdoms could be post-
poned. On the ground this means that communities such as Non Pa Wai could special-
ise in producing copper allo~ and Tha Kae in producing shell and stone bangles, and 
both could participate in exchange which connected distant communities without this 
exchange being a causal factor for the development of chiefdoms. Nong Nor was clearly 
part of such a network. 
While de-emphasising the effect of the Bronze Age on social organization in Thai-
land the differences between these two sites do point to another social upheaval. Higham 
and Lu (1998) argue that the introduction of rice agriculture to Thailand was part of an 
expansion from a heartland in the middle Yangzi Valley. This expansion involved not 
only ideas but people and communities as well. At the same time sites such as Khok 
Phanom Di and the phase 1 at Nong Nor had developed an autochthonous sedentary 
adaptation to the rich coastal environments. It does not seem unreasonable to assume 
that these communities had increased in social complexity given the richness of the 
environment and the large sedentary community it could support (Higham 1989, 
Higham and Thosarat 1994). Contact with intrusive agriculturalists, as suggested by 
the introduction of rice at Khok Phanom Di, may have exacerbated a tendency towards 
social complexity, perhaps as a form of cultural defence. 
Bronze Age Nong Nor seems to represent a completely different type of society that 
was less specialised and probably less hierarchical. This community conforms well with 
a model where it is seen as descending from rice agriculturalists colonising a new terri-
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tory in competition, or perhaps complementary to, an established sedentary hunter-
gatherer population. 
Ban Lum Khao also indicates little social differentiation beyond sex and age. The 
similarities extend to a participation in similar exchange networks, represented by the 
T-sectioned stone bangles in particular. On the other hand, the trochus shell, present at 
Ban Lum Khao but absent at Nong Nor, reveals some differences in the materials avail-
able to the two communities. Again, the numbers and quality of the personal orna-
ments argue against specialist production on site. 
Neither of the Bronze Age sites exhibit community-wide activities nor can they be 
shown to be part of a settlement hierarchYt although a lack of dated sites in either re-
gion does not allow a firm conclusion either way. And, while there are relatively rich 
and relatively poor graves there is no clear elite sub-group (Peebles and Kus 1977). 
Finally, although there is some structure to the cemeteries, the clearly defined clusters 
of Khok Phanom Di are not repeated. If anything, social divisions are less formally 
structured than at Khok Phanom Di. The Bronze Age at Non Nok Tha, Ban Chiang and 
Ban Na Di, as discussed above, generally conform to this description. 
A model for change in Central Thailand 
Higham (1996a:88-9) discusses a model whereby agriculturalists migrating into 
Southeast Asia encounter hunter-gatherer communities such as Khok Phanom Di. These 
latter communities are gradually absorbed into the new culture with their language 
and other cultural attributes eventually disappearing (see also Bellwood 1993). Sites 
such as Ban Kao represent the new arrivals (S0rensen and Hatting 1967). 
I suggest that the relatively complex social organization at Khok Phanom Di may 
have been a response to managing relationships with the new arrivals, as much as a 
consequence of the rich environment they lived in. In the end, however, the more gen-
eralised agriculturalists had the advantage. They could occupy more varied environ-
ments and their population increased at the expense of the autochthonous inhabitants. 
Phase 1 at Nong Nor (O'Reilly 1995) may represent the original population immedi-
ately prior to the new arrivals. 
Metal working technology was introduced relatively shortly after 1500 BC and was 
accompanied by new personal ornaments. The most distinctive are the T-sectioned ban-
gles which have a wide distribution concentrated in China (Masato 1994) and ranging 
as far south as Gua Cha in Kelantan, Malaysia, near the modern Thai/Malaysian Bor-
der (Bellwood 1997:261-2). The close cultural links formed in the wake of an expanding 
agricultural adaptation may have provided a conduit for the transmission of metal 
technology along with these personal ornaments. Notwithstanding this, I have also 
suggested that the development of metal technology in Thailand had a substantial lo-
cal component. While the idea, and limited numbers of artefacts, were available to po-
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tential metal-smiths in Central Thailand they had to work out the details for them-
selves. Not the least of these details was locating and developing local ore sources. 
Bellwood (1995) applies Moore's (1994) distinction between 'bifurcative' and 're-
ticulate' models of biocultural change to this situation. In Bellwoods argument, the 
original dispersion of agriculturalists is bifurcative in that it involves massive popula-
tion expansion and domination. Following this, reticulate change re-establishes itself 
as the dominant process. During this stage cultures are described as having porous 
boundaries and peoples interact freely - presumably while retaining cultural and eth-
nic distinctions. It is this second stage that I argue accounts for the later dispersals of 
metal working technology and personal ornaments. 
The personal ornament assemblage also records variability, especially in the Bronze 
Age, and the culture of Khok Phanom Di may not have disappeared completely. Khok 
Phlap is a Bronze Age site located near the northwestern margin of the Gulf of Thailand 
at a similar distance to Nong Nor from the current coastline (Daeng-iet 1978). Although 
there are no radiocarbon dates Higham (1986a:281) considers it likely to be contempo-
rary with Nong Nor based on its location and the presence of bronze but not iron. The 
personal ornaments are kept in the Ratchaburi National Museum, Ratchaburi, and some 
are illustrated in Daeng-iet' s 1978 article. They include T-sectioned bangles that appear 
to be of different stone than the Nong Nor examples. One particularly large bangle may 
be a local, modified, version of the original theme. A star-shaped turtle carapace ban- · 
gle was found, as was a stone bangle of related but distinct form. On this latter bangle 
six rounded 'points' are created by three arcs, with opposing curves to the central cir-
clet, being carved at equal distances around the outside edge. This form was repeated 
in bronze at the site. Other bronzes include an armband, again decorated with complex 
arcs projecting from the around the middle of the outside edge. Finally, many D-shaped 
earrings were recovered from the site. Those illustrated in the Muang Boran article are 
relatively crudely formed and poorly finished. However, several examples held in the 
museum, that seem to be made from the same mottled stone as the bangles, are beauti-
fully finished. 
Contrary to Higham I suggest that Khok Phlap was occupied later than Nong Nor, 
perhaps immediately prior to the Iron Age. While the star-shaped turtle carapace ban-
gle is clearly similar to fragmentary examples recovered from Khok Phanom Di the 
developed form of the large marble bangle and the complex bronzes speak of a more 
evolved local technology. " ... stone beads of many different colours ... " (Daeng-iet 1978:25) 
are also reported from the site, however, it is unclear whether these include carnelians 
and agates (at least in the English summary). Given their presence at Nong Nor, and a 
date near the beginning of the fourth century BC at Ban Don Ta Phet, it seems unlikely 
that they were not present at Khok Phlap. At the same time the D-shaped earrings, 
shared with Nong Nor, may be local developments. 
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Whether Khok Phlap was contemporary with, or slightly later than, Nong Nor the 
important point here is that the personal ornaments are distinctive and show a rela-
tionship to the earlier hunter-gatherer culture. During this 'reticulate' period, the late 
Bronze Age, regional and sub-regional variation was increasing. One final point, given 
the apparent status of D-shaped earrings as local developments it may be no coinci-
dence that similar earrings can be observed in the Ratchaburi National Museum adorn-
ing images in stucco from Ku Bua, an early Dvaravati centre in the area. 
The Iron Age: Noen-U-Loke 
Noen-U-Loke requires some care in interpretation. The site was occupied from perhaps 
as early as 1000 BC through to about AD 600, a millennium and a half, or three times 
the duration of Khok Phanom Di. It is clear that any interpretation must accommodate 
change and to this end it is worthwhile reviewing the sequence; as well as change in the 
cemetery other features of the site need to be considered. 
Earlier excavators have reported a Bronze Age presence at the site. No burials dating 
to this period were recovered during the present project although pits at the bottom of 
the square do record human activity during the first half of the first millennium BC. 
The earliest burials recovered during this project date to about 200-300 BC, although 
the exact date of any one burial is not known. These early burials, assigned to mortuary 
phases 1 and 2, are an intriguing mix of Bronze Age and Iron Age characteristics. Burial 
125, the lowest in the sequence includes pottery related in form to that recovered from 
upper Ban Lum Khao and, burials 26 and 27 include animal tooth pendants character-
istic of the Bronze Age. Burial 27 also included shell earplugs, recalling the Bronze Age, 
and iron, in the form of a socketed hoe and a spear. Finally, burial 108 includes the only 
iron jewellery at the site (apart from the more sophisticated bi-metallic rings). The pic-
ture here is surely one of continuing Bronze Age traditions with males involved in 
hunting and expressing this in their personal ornaments. In this interpretation the spear 
is seen as a hunting implement rather than a weapon of war. Pigott and White (1996:170) 
have noted that weapons are considerably less well represented amongst Thai bronzes 
than in cemetery sites in the Red River Valley of northern Vietnam. 
Mortuary phase 3 reveals a clear change. Burials are clustered, forming two groups, 
and glass, agate and carnelians make their first appearance. Of the two clusters one is 
richer than the other, although this may in part reflect a difference in age. All the car-
nelians derive from cluster B. It is interesting to note that no iron grave goods were 
recovered from either of these clusters. 
Some of the most important features of this site are the moats which surround the 
main mound. Increasing our understanding of the moats at this site, and others nearby 
such as Non Muang Kao, is one of the most important outcomes of the Origins of Ang-
kor Project. The moats are generally wide and shallow, although deep geoarchaeological 
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trenches have revealed some deeper disturbances (Boyd et al. 1999a, b ). Recent thoughts 
suggest that these latter 'disturbances' resulted from the extraction of raw material for 
the construction of the banks separating each moat and that these deeper cavities were 
quickly infilled by natural processes (Boyd pers. comm.), thus returning the moat to its 
shallow profile. Although, it should be noted that interpretations of the moats are very 
much in a state of flux, so that ideas are changing quickly. 
McGrath and Boyd (n.d.) have shown that the moats at close by sites were constructed 
between about 0-600 AD with initial construction beginning at one site (Ban Non Wat) 
between about 200-0 BC. McNeill (1997) has also recorded dates within the first half of 
the first millennium AD for moat construction at Muang Phet. 
For the present, the point here is simply that moats are clear evidence of a significant 
investment of labour into the land surrounding Noen-U-Loke. Mortuary phase 3 prob-
ably belongs to the first two centuries AD and so either immediately predates or is 
contemporary with the earliest work on the moats. Mortuary phase 4 has been divided 
into four main clusters with the earliest, cluster A, probably dating between AD 100-
300. Cluster D probably dates to AD 200-400, with the remaining clusters broadly con-
temporary so that, as a whole, this mortuary phase is clearly associated with the moats. 
Iron tools become more common as grave goods during this period and the bronze 
personal ornament assemblage explodes with variety, complexity and mass. 
The picture that emerges from this review is one whereby a population established 
in the Bronze Age grows, develops and incorporates new technologies. It always em-
ployed rice agriculture as an important subsistence strategy but hunting was also im-
portant, at least socially, well into the Iron Age. Following something of a transitional 
period during mortuary phase 3, mortuary phase 4 sees iron tools, associat~d with rice 
agriculture, become more dominant in mortuary ritual and moat construction is now 
well underway. Significantly, rice itself was an important grave good during phase 4 -
the rice-bed burials- and it is during this period that social competition between fam-
ily or other groups within society reached its zenith. 
Can we conclude that a chiefdom is present at this juncture? Not necessarily. If we 
return to the five correlates defined by Peebles and Kus we see that first, although there 
is clear competition in grave goods, a clear two-tier structure whereby whole groups of 
burials are significantly richer than others does not exist (at least, not within the exca-
vated area, and there is no surface evidence for elite burials. Bayard (1996) has pointed 
out that larger areas need to be excavated to fully investigate this question). Rather, 
there is competition between broadly equivalent social groups (the case during the 
earlier phase three is potentially more interesting as one cluster is richer than the other, 
however, while included in the same mortuary phase, the two clusters are not actually 
contemporaneous). Second, a hierarchy of settlement types and sizes has yet to be shown. 
Survey work associated with this project found that similar moated sites are closely 
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packed in the Mun catchment and there is no evidence as yet that each was not autono-
mous. 
With regards to the third correlate, the sites were probably self sufficient and the 
fourth and fifth correlates may be fulfilled by the moat building activities. Despite these 
last three agreements the mortuary evidence and the lack of a clear site hierarchy must 
count against the existence of a fully developed chiefdom. White's (1985) thought pro-
voking discussion on the archaeology of big-man societies points out that complex ag-
ricultural systems and exchange patterns are not unknown among such groups. 
During mortuary phase 5, however, several things happened; iron knives and sick-
les became almost compulsory grave goods, the pattern of clustering broke down, the 
large numbers of grave goods seen with the phase 4 burials was not matched, there 
was a move towards new artefact styles, in particular the bronze signet rings of burial 
4, and finally, the first likely violent death is recorded with an iron arrowhead lodged in 
the spine of burial 61, a young male. 
These less tightly clustered and less overtly wealthy burials may reflect lower levels 
of competition amongst these individuals. Perhaps these are the graves of 'ordinary' 
people, intimately associated with agricultural work, who are matched elsewhere on 
the mound by high status burials representing an elite class. If this were shown to be 
the case, then a chiefdom type organisation would be confirmed. The presumably mur-
dered individual may have died in a battle brought on by tension symptomatic of a 
growing complex society, the edges of whose catchment is perhaps contingent with 
that of its expanding neighbours. 
An argument based on a lack of evidence is always dangerous and it could just as 
easily be argued that the burials recovered during mortuary phase four are in fact the 
dominant elite and that the commoners graves lie outside the square. Further excava-
tion is the only answer to this debate. 
The important conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that, contrary to a 
general acceptance that the Iron Age, appearing around 500 BC, coincided with the 
emergence of chiefdoms from Bronze Age segmentary, autonomous societies, what we 
see at Noen-U-Loke is a gradual process whereby Bronze Age social organisation is 
continued into the first millennium AD. The societies became larger and perhaps more 
complex in the Iron Age, but it was not until at least AD 100 that coordinated society-
wide projects, in the form of moats, can be demonstrated. Even when moats are being 
built and maintained the competition between social subgroups, represented by the 
wealth displayed and the clustering of burials in mortuary phase four, is more repre-
sentative of local group or big-man organisation (Renfrew 1986, Earle 1987). A charis-
matic big-man could well attract and organize the labour required to build a moat, in 
fact, one can imagine a circumstance where the control and 'ownership' of the moat(s) 
becomes itself the focus of social competition. Taking a symbolic perspective, the moats 
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themselves may be important clues. By completely enclosing the central mound at this 
and numerous contemporary sites, they emphasise independence and separation and 
so argue against a regional organisation. Taking this argument to its logical conclusion 
we might well conclude that chiefdoms, in the sense of regional polities with formal-
ised hierarchies, did not exist before AD 500 in the upper Mun River catchment. 
Two final points here; first, despite the larger size and, presumably, population at 
Noen-U-Loke the cemetery organisation is clearly analogous to that at Khok Phanom 
Di, two millennia earlier. Second, warfare is often argued to coincide with increasingly 
complex societies. I recently took part in excavations at the Iron Age site of Phum Snay, 
Northwest Cambodia. Of just nine burials excavated, the only complete undisturbed 
adult burial included an iron sword and knife. Also, recent excavations at Ban Wang 
Hi, Northern Thailand, have revealed burials including decorated swords and large 
spears (Pautreau and Mornais 1998, in O'Reilly 2001). While spears and arrows are as 
easily interpreted as weapons for hunting as they might be for warfare, swords are 
more likely to turned to the latter purpose. No swords were found at Noen-U-Loke. 
A model for change at Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-Loke: 'an upstream battle' 
One of the most puzzling features of Ban Lum Khao is the lack of bronze artefacts. 
However, a consideration of its location may help us understand this anomaly. Copper 
mining activity has been demonstrated at Phu Lon to the north and in the Khao Wong 
Prachan valley to the west. Most authors (especially Higham 1989) have identified 
waterways as the conduits for exchange throughout prehistory in Southeast Asia. If we 
accept this then direct overland supply of metal ore or ingots from either source is an 
unlikely option (though one that should not be discounted completely)-which suggests 
that the route may have been from Phu Lon down the Mekong River and then upstream 
to the upper Mun Valley catchment. This movement against the current may have 
isolated Ban Lum Khao somewhat from the sources of raw materials and consequently 
copper and bronze were too valuable to be lost as grave goods. The personal ornament 
assemblage in the broadly contemporary early phase graves of nearby Ban Prasad, 
while containing some bronze, is dominated by shell and marble (Higham 1996a:205-8) 
and the striking pottery may have provided an alternative corpus of quality grave goods. 
I suggest that this isolation was just as important as a factor in Iron Age developments 
within the 'Origins of Angkor' study area. The continuing intensification of agriculture 
and the presence of increasingly complex polities to the south were also important 
variables. 
Bayard (n.d.) made similar arguments to account for the apparent paucity of exotic 
artefacts at Non Nok Toa and earlier, Bronson (1977) had identified the upstream/ 
downstream dichotomy as an important variable in Southeast Asian prehistory. 
White (1995) has proposed a model for the development of early rice agriculture and 
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certain aspects are applicable here. Her main conclusion is that the process was one 
" .. .from haphazard, opportunistic and diffuse to systematic, integrated and focused ... " (ibid.:61). 
While Bronze Age communities such as Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao clearly grew 
rice they also hunted and fished for many of their resources. S0rensen and Hatting 
(1967:140-7) stress that the earliest Neolithic communities in Thailand had equally di-
verse subsistence strategies. I have argued that this is reflected in the personal orna-
ments at Nong Nor and phases 1 and 2 at Noen-U-Loke. 
It is my contention that the moats at Noen-U-Loke were constructed as incipient rice 
padies. Their shallow nature supports this conclusion and, as already noted, there is 
little evidence for warfare at this site so a defensive function seems unlikely. Also, they 
were not all constructed at the same time, McGrath and Boyd (nd) note that earlier 
moats are present under the edge of the mound indicating that the mound has ex-
panded over time. The configuration visible today is only the final stage of a long-term 
process. This process is reflected in the grave goods. The early animal tooth pendants 
disappear after phases 1 and 2. During phase 3 rice becomes an important grave good 
in itself and by phase 4 iron agricultural tools are seen as fitting accompaniments to the 
dead, along with the rice. I believe this changing emphasis reflects the society's increas-
ingly systematic, integrated and focused approach to rice agriculture. 
The ability to intensify production simply by the construction of more moats would 
have provided a focus for the sort of social competition reflected in the gaudy display 
of personal ornaments in the phase 4 graves. 
In contrast, during this same period communities living in the delta of the Mekong 
were becoming important nodes in a 'world trading system' (Glover 1989). Already at 
about 390 BC carnelian and agate, probably of Indian origin, were common at Ban Don 
Ta Phet in western Thailand and nephrite bicephalous and lingling-o earrings were 
travelling west from the Sa Huyhn culture in southern and central Vietnam. The inten-
sity and volume of this trade increased and by about 250 AD an already complex pol-
ity, probably located in the region of Oc Eo, was being described by Chinese repre-
sentatives of the Wu emperor (Pelliot 1903, referenced in Higham 1996a:333). Indian 
ambassadors were present and a taxation system based on silver, gold and pearls was 
noted. 
At this juncture the site of Ban Kan Luang, located near the confluence of the Mun 
and Chi rivers in Northeast Thailand, becomes important. No radiocarbon dates are 
available, but the presence of iron tools and bronze personal ornaments suggest it is 
broadly comtemporary with Noen-U-Loke. However, there are some important differ-
ences. Burials are in large jars set upright in the ground, the bronze jewellery is consid-
erably more complex and ornate than that found at Noen-U-Loke and arrowheads, 
spearheads and axes are strongly represented among the bronzes (FAD 1992). The ex-
cavators have noted similarities with Dong Son bronzes and S0rensen (1992, referenced 
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in Higham 1996a:230) has recorded that a number of Dong Son drums have been found 
in the area of the confluence of the Mekong and Mun rivers. Higham (ibid.) suggests 
that this was a strategic point for controlling trade, both along the rivers and overland 
to coastal Vietnam, giving local leaders opportunities to enhance their standing. 
The point I want to make is that little of this material reaches Noen-U-Loke where 
the bronze personal ornament assemblage is dominated by much simpler, probably 
locally produced, wares. Also, there is no evidence of bronze arrowheads, spearheads 
or axes. If these had a martial purpose at Ban Kan Luang they were not required at 
Noen-U-Loke. Higham (ibid.) notes that as one proceeds up the Mun river jar burials 
become less common and disappear (Vallibhotama 1984) and Phimai Black pottery as-
serts itself within a close radius of 50 km about the town of Phimai (McNeill and Welch 
1991). As with Ban Lum Khao, the picture is one of isolation from the major trade routes 
along the Mekong river. 
Some artefacts did make it upstream; the bronze bells, perhaps of Dong Son origin 
( or at least indicating that Dong Son and upper Mun people participated, at some level, 
in the same exchange networks), and the signet rings whose closest parallels are to be 
found at Khlong Thom on the Thai Peninsula. Glover (pers. comm.) notes that these 
rings are also represented in Dvaravati and Cham contexts as well as at Oc Eo/Funan. 
Gold and silver, noted as important valuables at 'Funan', also filtered through; gold as 
complete beads similar to examples found in central Vietnam and at Oc Eo, and silver 
as raw material for local metal smiths. 
While denying the Noen-U-Loke community some ornate personal ornaments there 
were also benefits to this isolation. At Non Yang, further upstream from Ban Kan Luang, 
Nitta (1991, 1994) has identified moats with what he interprets as defensive palisades, 
suggesting that warfare, or at least some degree of tension between communities, was 
a fact during the Iron Age at this site. Again, I would point out that there is little evi-
dence for warfare at Noen-U-Loke until the final burial phase; further, this comprises 
just a single individual killed by an iron arrowhead. 
Finally, I have argued that Noen-U-Loke was not a chiefly society. The pattern of 
trade, cultural contact and perhaps inter-societal tension current at the major river con-
fluences and along the coastal 'world trading system' did not pertain in the upper reaches 
of the Mun. While society became more complex, political centralization (White and 
Pigott 1996) did not develop beyond a big-man organization at least until the end of 
phase 4. It is possible, however, that such a change did take place during phase 5, im-
mediately before the site was abandoned. It may be significant that this occurred at 
about AD 600-650, which coincides with the beginning of Muang Serna phase in the 
upper Mun valley (Welch and McNeill 1991). It is at this point that the early historic 
period begins and Dvaravati style art and inscriptions begin to be found in Northeast 
Thailand. 
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To summarise this model: the upper Mun valley was always somewhat isolated from 
the main routes of exchange. However, agricultural intensification did begin around 
the last century BC with the beginning of moat building. This process continued over 
the next 500 years, and as the central mound at Noen-U-Loke expanded further rings of 
moats were constructed at the outer circumference. I suggest that this process was rela-
tively slow and did not require the controlling hand of a chief, but simply a society-
wide need for more agricultural land and a degree of competition for this resource. Salt 
was also produced locally and may have provided a second focus for competition, 
particularly as a commodity for exchange. By about AD 200 the social value of rice 
agriculture had increased and, over the next two centuries, this became the major focus 
for social competition. The mortuary ritual at this time stressed one's relationship to 
rice and its production, as well as displaying wealth and status in the form of metal, 
glass and stone personal ornaments. This competition was intense and no one social 
group can be seen to predominate. 
While some artefacts and raw materials filtered through from the 'world trading 
system', direct cultural change, particularly political centralisation, did not follow. The 
flourishing local personal ornament tradition at Noen-U-Loke is evidence of this as is 
the restricted distribution of Phimai Black pottery. Late Iron Age society in the Phimai 
area can be characterised as increasingly complex, incorporating greater populations, a 
greater emphasis on agriculture and more specialist artisans. Each site is essentially 
autonomous and most likely lead by a succession of big-men who must continually 
work to retain their position and the wealth represented in the burials may reflect an 
energetic system of redistribution of prestige goods in order to create and strengthen 
power bases and alliances in life. The concept of heterarchy, applied by Pigott and White 
(1996) to the Bronze Age is extended to include the Iron Age. 
More broadly, the Mun valley, during this period, may be pictured as a continuum 
with complex big-man societies occupying the upper reaches and more traditional chief-
dom societies, such as Ban Kan Luang, occupying strategic locations closer to the Me-
kong River. These latter societies may represent either the incursion of new cultures 
into the Mekong river valley, perhaps Vietnamese in origin, or more simply in situ change 
engendered by the increased access to exotic goods enjoyed by these communities at 
the inland margin of the 'world trading system'. 
It may also be important to make a distinction between trade and exchange. At Oc 
Eo (Funan) and Khlong Thom something similar to commercial trade was taking place, 
employing staple finance (Brumfiel and Earle 1987:6) in the form of gold, silver and 
pearls. By the time the same materials reached the upper Mun valley what was hap-
pening is perhaps better described as the exchange of prestige goods or primitive valu-
ables (Dalton 1977, Renfrew 1986) in the pursuit of social rank. 
Society in the upper Mun valley was perhaps destined to develop further complex-
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ity out of a distinctly local tradition, however, direct influence from the Dvaravati state 
in Central Thailand, from about AD 600, forever altered the local trajectory. Also, in-
scriptions located, perhaps significantly, in the region of the confluence of the Mun and 
Mekong rivers record military incursions by Mahendravarman of Chenla early in the 
7th century AD (Higham 1998a:194). From this point overland routes were being forged, 
altering forever the shape of cultural relationships, and Indian influences on literacy, 
religion, law and politics began to predominate. 
Comparison: Vietnam 
Archaeology is a rapidly growing discipline in Vietnam and much that is being found 
is important to our discussion here. Turning first to North Vietnam we encounter an 
important sequence in Bae Bo (lower reaches of the Red River with related sites along 
the Ma and Ca rivers to the south). The sequence has been divided into several phases; 
early, middle and late Neolithic ( the last called Phung Nguy en in North Vietnam), Dong 
Dau and Go Mun (early and late Bronze Age) and Dong Son (Iron Age) (Higham 
1996b:75-7). Changing sea-levels have had an effect on how we understand this sequence 
and Higham (ibid) notes that it is not until about 5000 BC that we have evidence of 
coastal peoples. Earlier sites are now located underwater. Inland sites in and around 
Bae Bo are represented by the Hoabinhian tradition dating to the late Pleistocene. 
By about 4000 BC (middle Neolithic) ceramics and polished stone tools are appear-
ing at coastal sites such as Cai Beo (Ha Van Tan 1994). Higham (1996b) stresses that 
these coastal peoples are probably the descendents of earlier coastal groups and that, as 
such, they were probably always quite separate from the Hoabinhian/Bacsonian up-
land traditions. 
From about 2800 BC (Phung Nguyen/late Neolithic) we see the first evidence of 
agriculture - which distinguishes these people from the 'affluent foragers' (Higham 
ibid) of previous periods. The following Dong Dau phase begins about 1500 BC and 
establishes bronze technology (first introduced in the later Phung Nguyen period) with 
the artefacts produced including axes, chisels, arrowheads, socketed spears, fishhooks 
and bangles. The Go Mun period dates to 1000-600 BC. Bronze becomes more common 
with a range of artefacts being produced, however, stone adzes and bangles remain 
abundant. Slit stone earrings are also present and these represent a continuity forward 
from the Phung Nguyen and Dong Dau phases (Ha Van Phung 1993, in Higham 
1996b:100). 
The Dong Son phase begins during the second half of the first millennium BC and 
sees the introduction of iron technology. Burials include numerous bronze objects, as 
well as iron, including weapons such as swords, halberds and pediform axes. The large, 
much decorated, bronze drums are perhaps the most distinctive artefact. Dong Son is 
also marked by increasing influence from the states developing to the north and any 
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discussion of this culture must take into account Chinese historical accounts noting the 
existence of the kingdom of Au-Lac (258-207 BC), subsequently subsumed into the new 
kingdom of 'Nam Viet' under a southern Chinese warlord, Zhao Tuo, before the whole 
area was finally absorbed by the Han empire in 111 BC. (Taylor 1991). 
At the site of Co Loa we see a rectangular citadel protected by 8 km of moats and 
ramparts, purported in folklore to be the capital of the Au-Lac Kings. Surviving Viet-
namese legends record an even earlier series of 'kingdoms' said to have been founded 
in 2879 BC (Nguyen Ba Khoach 1980). 
Vietnamese archaeologists have stressed the continuity of style of personal orna-
ments from Phung Nguyen to Dong Son (Trinh Sinh and Nguyen Van Huyen 2001). 
Nguyen Ba Khoach (1980) comments on stone bangles with a variety of cross-sections 
repeated in Dong Son bronzes, including T-sectioned examples. Stone included quartz-
ite, amphibolite, nephrite and jasper, and bangle cores record that at least some manu-
facturing took place in the Red River valley. The site of Trang Kenh dates to the termi-
nal Phung Nguyen period and appears to have been a sophisticated centre for manu-
facturing nephrite bangles and beads (Nguyen Thi Kim Dung 1996). At Lung Hoa stone 
bangles, beads and earrings were found in burials. Already jade artefacts illustrate con-
tact with Shang China (Higham 1996b:87-9). 
Goloubew (1929, in Higham 1996b:110) recorded jade, shell and bronze bangles, 
bronze belt buckles with bells and decorated drinking vessels from the site of Dong 
Son itself. Trinh Sinh and Nguyen Van Huyen (2001:146-7) suggest that iron bangles 
were briefly experimented with here just as they were in Thailand and their illustra-
tions at the end of this publication record glass and carnelian beads, distinctive stone 
earrings and a variety of bronze bangles clearly distinct from those found in Thailand. 
Also illustrated are unusual armbands with long pendulous bells attached, from the 
site of Lang Vac located in the Ca River system and dated to the Dong Son period. 
Looking south we encounter the contemporary culture of Sa Huynh with expres-
sions in central Vietnam and around the delta of the Mekong River. These sites are 
characterised by adult jar burials and generally date from 500 BC to the first century 
AD. A discussion of the personal ornaments from recently excavated sites in and around 
Ho Chi Minh city has recently been published (Nguyen Kim Dung 2001) and I have 
already noted in Chapter 7 the material from the sites of Giong Ca Vo and Giong Phet, 
including numerous glass and carnelian beads and nephrite and glass bicephalous ear-
rings. Among the bangles recovered from these two sites 465 are made of glass, 289 are 
of jade and shell and only 27 are of bronze. A carnelian bangle is also mentioned as well 
as iron bangles found at Giong Ca Vo and a nearby site called Long Buu. Two, appar-
ently carnelian, bangles illustrated in Trinh Sinh and Nguyen Van Huyen (2001) are 
from Giong Ca Vo. 
The huge proportion of glass bangles is not repeated in the Thai sites (with the pos-
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sible exception of Ban Don Ta Phet; see Appendix 1, figure A.2) and fits well with the 
suggestion that glass was locally produced (Salisbury and Glover 1997). Nguyen Kim 
Dung suggests that the stone and shell ornaments were also locally produced. If this is 
so then it is part of a tradition of personal ornament manufacture carried on at Oc Eo, to 
the west of the Mekong Delta, (Hirano 2001, Manguin and Vo Si Khai 2000) amongst jar 
burials immediately predating putative state formation, that is, during about the first 
two centuries AD. 
Another distinctive artefact group from the Ho Chi Minh city sites is that of terracotta 
earrings which, from those illustrated in Nguyen Kim Dung (2001), seem to be local 
forms with some based on the lingling-o earring usually made from stone (Loofs-
Wissowa 1980-81, Reinecke 1996). Similar artefacts have been found in Samrong Sen, 
Cambodia, and in jar burial sites in caves on Tabon Point, Palawan Island in the Philip-
pines (Fox 1970, in Nguyen Kim Dung 2001). 
Beads are the most common personal ornaments at these sites. It is interesting to 
note that at Giong Ca Vo 786 carnelian beads were found against just 55 agates (while 
309 beads of other semi-precious stone were also found including nephrite, garnet and 
rock crystal). At Noen-U-Loke there were just 10 carnelians against a total of 79 agate 
pendants and beads; that is, a complete reversal of proportions. Beads at Giong Ca Vo 
were also made from tektite (2), glass (652), shell (566), gold (65) and terracotta (7). 
It should be pointed out that the geographic and temporal extent of the Sa Huynh 
culture is still under debate and some researchers consider that Giong Ca Vo and Giong 
Phet represent a distinct culture, or sub-culture, from that of Sa Huynh proper (Hirano 
2001, Nguyen Giang Hai 2001). 
In summary: with the coming of the Iron Age to Vietnam we find two distinct and 
flourishing cultures, Dong Son in the north of the country and Sa Huynh in the south . 
The personal ornaments appear to be equally distinctive. In Dong Son bronzes are im-
portant as bangles and there is an emphasis on ornamentation of other objects, in par-
ticular the bronze drums. Jade is most commonly used in the manufacture of artefacts 
of Chinese inspiration. There seems to be a tradition of making T-sectioned stone ban-
gles in the area which con tines into the Iron Age. Amongst Sa Huynh peoples semipre-
cious stone is more often used to make locally relevant objects, in particular the bi-
cephalous earrings and a variety of carnelian and agate beads. Glass features promi-
nently amongst personal ornaments and there is evidence for the local manufacture of 
glass from before O BC/ AD with a concentration of effort at sites such as Oc Eo into the 
first few centuries AD. 
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In chapter two an 'orthodox scenario' of the sequence in wider Southeast Asia was 
briefly outlined. It is now appropriate to consider the implications of this research on 
that scenario. Five main stages were defined; pre-agricultural societies, the appearance 
of agriculture, the Bronze Age, the Iron Age and the development of complex society. 
The clearest contribution from the study of personal ornaments is an understanding of 
the changing exchange networks implied by the changing distribution patterns of these 
artefacts. The following discussion is illustrated in figures 8.4 A-D and 8.5 depicting 
changing general patterns of exchange in Southeast Asia. 
The Neolithic and Khok Phanom Di. At Khok Phanom Di we see a society straddling the 
transition between hunter-gatherer and agricultural modes of life. Neolithic communities 
had arrived by a process of expansion and bifurcation (Bellwood 1995) and their more 
generalised adaptation would soon overtake autochthonous sedentary hunter-gatherer 
societies such as Khok Phanom Di. The rapidity of this expansion is evidenced by the 
similarities between the Neolithic phases at Non Nok Tha on the upper Khorat Plateau 
and Ban Kao in western Thailand. During this period exchange routes are local; confined 
to single river systems and the coasts extending from the river mouths (see fig. 8.4A). 
The Bronze Age. I have argued that bronze technology, at least as an idea, was introduced 
to Thailand by a reticulative process (Bellwood ibid.), along a continuum of closely 
related social groups left in the wake of the original expansion of agriculturalists. The 
distribution of T-sectioned bangles signposts this network. At the same time sites such 
as Nong Nor and Khok Phlap reveal developing local traditions and exchange 
relationships. Nong Nor shares distinctive shell pendants with Samrong Sen, located 
just east of the Tonle Sap, and D-shaped earrings with Khok Phlap - where a distinctive 
and striking local tradition of star-shaped bangles had developed, perhaps revealing a 
descendent relationship with the people of Khok Phanom Di. The first signs of exchange 
from the west are revealed by the few carnelian beads found at Nong Nor. 
In Northeast Thailand exchange routes remain tied to the Mekong River system and 
distinctive pottery traditions at sites such as Ban Prasat support the importance of de-
veloping local traditions (see fig. 8.4B). 
Since the first writing this section it has been pointed out to me (Glover, pers. comm.) 
that star-shaped bangles are widespread. They are included in the T.0. Morris collec-
tion of Burmese artefacts in the British Museum, have been found in the Sakhon Na-
khon Basin in upper Northeast Thailand and I have seen an example in the National 
Museum in Vientiane said to derive from survey work along the banks of the Mekong 
River. Clearly, work still remains to be done on distinguishing local traditions from 
more widespread cultural relationships. 
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The Early Iron Age. In an introduction to the 'Origins of Angkor' project report Higham 
(2000) distinguishes between an Early and a Late Iron Age and this seems a useful 
distinction to apply more broadly. The Early Iron Age dates between 500-1 BC. 
I have repeatedly referred to the 'world trading system' discussed by Glover (1989) 
and it is during this period that it begins to become important. Knowledge of iron 
technology spreads quickly, perhaps by the same reticulative process as I argue was 
responsible for the spread of bronze. Finds of agate and carnelian beads at Ban Don Ta 
Phet evidence large scale exchange with the west for the first time. To the east, lingling-
o and Bicephalous nephrite earrings, probably first manufactured in central Vietnam, 
are found both at Ban Don Ta Phet and to the south in Island Southeast Asia. More 
complex coastal exchange patterns, involving greater distances, are evolving. At the 
same time, local traditions continue to be important and, while complex chiefdoms are 
developing among the Dian in Yunnan (Higham 1996a:142-73), the evidence for politi-
cal centralization in Thailand and Cambodia is less clear. At sites such as Ban Na Di 
and Ban Chiang, as well as Noen-U-Loke, there is evidence iron was first used for per-
sonal ornaments in societies little different from their Bronze Age antecedents. 
Agricultural intensification, which I argue is evidenced by the moats at sites such as 
Noen-U-Loke, begins near the end of this period (see fig. 8.4C). 
The Late Iron Age. Dated between 1 BC-AD 500 this is a period of significant change in 
Thailand and adjoining territories. Khlong Thom on the Thai Peninsula reveals evidence 
of transhipment and local manufacture of glass, agate and carnelian beads. Oc Eo and 
the associated incipient state of Funan are clearly connected in a commercial system of 
trade extending from Rome in the west to the Chinese states in the east, while the complex 
chiefdoms of Dong Son developed, more likely, in response to the expansion of the 
Chinese states. This expansion may represent a second, less extensive but more long 
lasting, period of bifurcative biocultural change. 
While sites such as Ban Kan Luang suggest influence from the Dong Son culture of 
northern Vietnam it is my contention that the upper Mun Valley was distanced cultur-
ally as well as spatially from the states and complex chiefdoms that participated di-
rectly in the 'world trading system'. Inland exchange routes continued to follow the 
major rivers and, while some materials and artefacts were diverted upstream to the 
Phimai region, most were captured by those living at the major confluences. Local tra-
ditions and styles of personal ornament and pottery continued to flourish in the upper 
reaches (see fig. 8.4D). 
Complex Society and States (see fig. 8.5). Understanding the formation of states is 
essentially outside the subject of this dissertation, however, there are some important 
points I would like to make that relate to trade routes and exchange relationships. The 
development of the early state at Funan is clearly related to its strategic location at a 
nodal point in the 'world trading system'. A similarly important secondary nodal point 
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FIGURE 8.4 General patterns of personal ornament movement during the major 
prehistoric perionds: A. The Neolithic and Khok Phanom Di, B. The Bronze Age, C. 
The Early Iron Age, D. The Late Iron Age 
o;.1 
FIGURE 8.5 General pattern of personal ornament movement at 500-600 BC, 
depicting possible overland routes 
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exists at the confluence of the Mun and Mekong rivers, and a third at the confluence of 
the Mun and Chi rivers. These second and third nodes control increasingly localised 
networks that feed into, and off of, the world system, but are not an integral part of it. 
There was less volume and a smaller variety of commodities, providing less opportunity 
for states to develop. 
However, the communities occupying these secondary nodes were still important as 
'middlemen' whose own interests were best served by maintaining a cultural and physi-
cal barrier between the coastal states and the inland communities. This may account, in 
part, for many of the features of Noen-U-Loke. One example may be the distinctive 
gold beads shared by Go Mun in central Vietnam (not to be confused with Go Mun in 
the Red River Valley of northern Vietnam), early jar burials at Oc Eo in the Mekong 
River delta, and by Noen-U-Loke. Reinecke and Le Duy So'n's (2000) assessment of Go 
Mun places its gold beads at some time between 500 BC -AD 100, at Oc Eo the likely 
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date is around the turn of the 1st century AD (Manguin and Vo Si Khai 2000), while the 
earliest gold beads at Noen-U-Loke are from burial 113 in phase 4, cluster A, which 
Higham (2000) suggests could be no earlier than AD 100 and may be as late as AD 300. 
The diachronic distance is not large but it does seem that there was a significant delay 
in these highly portable artefacts reaching the upper Mun Valley. 
A second example is the restricted temporal distribution of carnelian beads. Follow-
ing an initial supply they seem to have been unavailable. 
The existence of such a barrier may also explain why, when Mahendravarman be-
gan to extend the state of Chenla at the beginning of the 7th century AD, it appears that 
he attacked these nodal points first (Higham 1998a:194). The overland routes being 
forged at the same time further eroded the power of the nodal communities and brought 
the people of Northeast Thailand into direct contact with the states both south and to 
the west. Phimai became incorporated into the Angkorian empire and this process came 
to its logical conclusion when Jayavarman VI, a descendent of a noble Mun Valley fam-
ily, usurped the throne at Angkor in AD 1080 (ibid.:197). 
Conclusion 
Personal ornaments have the potential to be powerful indicators of social organisation 
in prehistoric Thailand, both as pieces of symbolic material culture carrying their own 
messages, and, as components of an equally symbolic mortuary ritual. While we cannot 
hope to know everything an artefact meant to the living society, an understanding of 
the distribution between individuals, locations and times; the technologies used to 
manufacture the artefacts; the exchange networks that distributed them and the 
relationship with other aspects of prehistory can all contribute to the picture. 
Returning to the main aims enumerated at the beginning of this chapter we can say 
that: 
1. The typological framework used here works well for non-metal ornaments. More 
work is required on the typology of metal ornaments. This should include an under-
standing of the alloys used. 
2. Personal ornaments were important contributors to mortuary ritual at all the sites 
considered. However, it is also important to note that some ornaments were excluded 
from mortuary rituals. 
3. The association of different ornaments with different sub-groups within society 
gives some clues as to the symbolic values. Some tentative conclusions are given here, 
however, it is clear that recent theoretical work in contextual and cognitive archaeology 
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will provide new frameworks for this sort of analysis. Colour, as well as form and 
location on the body are all variables worthy of investigation. 
4. Three main areas outside social organisation have been approached through the 
analysis of personal ornaments; technology, craft specialisation and exchange. In terms 
of technology I have raised the possibility of local Thai developments in copper-based 
metallurgy, although without discounting an external seeding process. 
At least part-time craft specialisation was present from the time of Khok Phanom Di 
where both pottery and shell beads may have been involved. However, during the 
Bronze and Iron Ages we may better picture agricultural off-season community 
specialisations based on local resources. Examples include copper production in the 
Khao Wong Prachan Valley and Phu Lon and stone and shell bangle production at Tha 
Kae. During the Iron Age there is access to specialist products such as carnelian beads, 
agate pendants and bronze bells, but the source of these has yet to be discovered. 
Exchange networks during the pre-metal period and the Bronze Age were essen-
tially local, based on major river systems and the attendant coastal resources. A 
reticulative process of biocultural change may account for the dispersal of bronze tech-
nology and T-sectioned stone bangles. During the Iron Age, Northeast Thailand was 
clearly affected by the expanding world trade network, although at one or two degrees 
of separation. I argue that what materials were exchanged in and out of the upper Mun 
Valley depended very much on the communities controlling the major confluences fur-
ther downstream. 
5. The social organisation at Khok Phanom Di was relatively complex, and indeed 
may have included a greater degree of ranking than present at the ensuing Bronze Age 
sites of Nong Nor and Ban Lum Khao where simple farming village societies with only 
weak ranking were present. 
At Noen-U-Loke iron does not herald an immediate increase in ranking. It is not 
until at least the end of the first century AD that competition between sub-groups in-
creases and moat construction begins. Social organisation at the big-man level is indi-
cated and, despite some tantalising indications otherwise, it appears unlike! y that N oen-
U-Loke ever formed part of a chiefdom. 
This conclusion must be presented with two important caveats. First, excavations at 
Thai sites have not yet uncovered areas anywhere near as large as those in Chinese 
archaeology (Bayard 1996), for example, and it is clearly possible that graves of chiefs 
await discovery at Noen-U-Loke, or even that we have already uncovered the chiefs 
and not the commoners. However, even if chiefly society is shown to have existed at 
Noen-U-Loke I would still stress the importance of local tradition and independence. 
Characteristics that resulted from, or perhaps contributed to, an isolation from the main 
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trade routes along the Mekong River. Second, perhaps we need to reconsider what we 
mean by the term chiefdom in Southeast Asia and how we will recognise it in the field. 
Chiefdoms come in many forms and chiefly power can have a variety of sources (Earle 
1997). And, as Renfrew (1986:150) points out, " ... it is meaningless to talk of a "chiefdom" on 
the basis of a single place ... the whole point of a chiefdom society is that the centre has an organ-
ising role beyond the domestic or village level." This is an important area for further re-
search in which the concept of heterarchy (White and Pigott 1996) may prove to be 
important. 
6. In terms of the larger context I have advanced three models. First, considering 
change in Central Thailand I argue that the original bifurcative (Bellwood 1993, 1995) 
expansion of agriculturalists, reaching western Thailand at about 2300 BC, was fol-
lowed by a reticulate stage which allowed the transmission of bronze technology, is 
signposted by the wide distribution of T-sectioned bangles, and at the same time, en-
couraged the development of divergent local traditions. 
Second, change in the upper Mun Valley exacerbates an impression of increasing 
regional variability in the Iron Age. My contention is that Noen-U-Loke was separated 
from the social and cultural developments on the coasts both by its physical distance 
and the presence of controlling 'middlemen' at the major river confluences further down-
stream. For this reason, while agricultural intensification had an effect at Noen-U-Loke, 
warfare was less apparent, social organization did not increase beyond the big-man 
level and local styles of personal ornament and pottery continued to flourish right up 
to the point that the site was abandoned, at about AD 600-650. 
These two models of social change are both built on a third which characterises the 
changing nature of exchange in the region. Briefly, the arrival of agriculturalists brought, 
or imposed, an essentially similar culture to many areas of mainland Southeast Asia. 
Almost immediately exchange between different communities began, though essen-
tially restricted to local riverine and coastal systems. During the Bronze Age these local 
systems intensified against a backdrop of broad biocultural change incorporating the 
introduction of bronze technology and the first signs of contact with states to the west. 
The Early Iron Age saw this early promise crystallise in the form of glass, agate and 
carnelian beads entering the Thai, Cambodian and southern Vietnamese societies. Per-
sonal ornaments characteristic of the Sa Huyhn culture of southern and central Viet-
nam began to be distributed widely around the coasts of Cambodia, Thailand and Is-
land Southeast Asia, but not onto the Khorat Plateau. The late Iron Age sees the coastal 
trade formalised and controlled by states. Early in this period distinctive gold beads 
are shared by Go Mun in central Vietnam, early jar burials at Oc Eo in the Mekong 
River delta and Noen-U-Loke. However, a general pattern of isolation from the main 
trade networks still applies to the upper Mun Valley. I argue that it is not until the 
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power of the societies dominating the strategic river confluences is diminished, both 
by direct military action from Chenla and by the forging of overland routes bypassing 
these bottlenecks, that communities in the Phimai region participate more directly in 
Glover's (1989) world trading system. 
Finally, it is worth noting that I began Chapter two by summarising Bayard's (1984a) 
scheme of General Periods. I acknowledged that its utility for describing greater 
Southeast Asia was restricted because it was developed with particular reference to 
Northeast Thailand, as has been stressed by the author (Bayard pers. comm.). However, 
given that Ban Lum Khao and Noen-U-Loke are Northeast Thai sites we can perhaps 
be forgiven for revisiting this early, and speculative, schema. In Bayard's terminology 
General Period A is characterised by the development of some sort of semi-sedentary 
agriculture, along with noticeable, but weak social ranking. General Period Bis marked 
by the appearance of bronze and an increase in social ranking, but still at a simple-
ranked level. 
General Period C is characterised by iron technology, intensive wet rice farming and 
a marked increase in ranking. I would argue that in our discussions General Period C is 
split between the early and late Iron Age, where the appearance of iron equates with 
the former while intensive rice farming and a marked increase in ranking equates with 
the latter. The early Iron Age probably sees little in the way of increasing social com-
plexity compared with the preceding Bronze Age. 
By General Period D state-like entities, or at the very least complex chiefdoms, have 
appeared. Bayard saw this period beginning at about AD 1, somewhat later Higham 
(1989) gave a date of about AD 200. While dates of this order may be correct for the 
Mekong delta, in the upper Mun I would argue that General Period D does not begin 
until closer to AD 500 prompted by contact with, or influence from, expanding Central 
Thai and Cambodian states. This requires that we at least consider the possibility of a 
long history of increasingly complex big-man societies which, however, did not be-
come organized into chiefdoms. 
We, then, have two refinements to add to Bayard's scheme. First, that General Period 
C is made up of two distinct sub-periods, and second, somewhat as a consequence of 
the first, that General Period D (in terms of complex society) begins later than Bayard 
envisioned. 
As with Bayard's scheme, these conclusions have specific utility only in Northeast 
Thailand (and it is hoped that this discussion will be accepted in the same heuristic 
spirit as was intended for the original scheme). However, as this region has a long, if 
sometimes unique, history of interaction with wider Southeast Asia then any better 
understanding of change in Northeast Thailand must contribute to our understanding 
of broader patterns of change and development. 
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CHAPTER 9: Conclusions and 
Future Directions 
Material culture is the basic element of archaeological research. It is all that is left when a prehistoric society dies, however, it is more than a pale reflection of the 
people who created and used it. Material culture in a living society is an active component 
with which individuals engage so as to display, maintain, shift or improve their place 
in society. Archaeologists such as Hodder (1987) and Renfrew (1986, 1998) stress that 
such a definition of material culture includes all aspects of the material world with 
which an individual interacts. Mountains, buildings and finger rings can all be imbued 
with symbolic meaning. Even other individuals are material culture in this interpretation 
(Strathern 1998). 
However, not all these components are available to the archaeologist, some disappear 
along with the people and, how do you know which mountain was significant? In this 
dissertation I have concentrated on a particular type of material culture - personal 
ornaments. There is a simple pragmatic reason for this decision - the vast majority of 
the sites excavated in prehistoric Thailand are cemetery sites. The interred are 
consistently accompanied by grave goods which include pottery, personal ornaments, 
tools, weapons and animal remains. Of these, pottery and personal ornaments are the 
most numerous, however, in contrast to pottery, focused studies on ornaments are rare. 
It has been my intention to begin to redress this omission. 
Beyond this simple redress, personal ornaments have a distinctive role to play in our 
understanding of prehistoric social organisation and evolution in Thailand. While all 
material culture may be symbolic I argue that personal ornaments are more overtly so, 
and may therefore provide a more direct route to an understanding of prehistoric social 
organisation. Mortuary ritual is also an overtly symbolic process. The fact that personal 
ornaments play such a large role in mortuary ritual can only redouble our interest. 
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These then have been the twin aims of this dissertation/ to clarify and draw attention 
to personal ornaments as an archaeological resource and to contribute to our 
understanding of social organisation and evolution in Thailand. 
The first step in this analysis was the construction of a typological scheme that 
encourages a standardised method of data presentation and allows clear comparisons 
between sites. Three main sites were to be considered. Two Bronze Age sites/ Nong Nor 
in Central Thailand and Ban Lum Khao in the Northeast revealed the level of regional 
variation in this period. And/ at Noen-U-Loke we were able to investigate the impact of 
the Iron Age. It was decided to that typological scheme should build on that used at 
Khok Phanom Di (Pilditch 1993) and so this site also became an important component 
of the dissertation. The basic descriptive data and illustrations of the personal ornaments 
presented are comprehensive/ partly because it is important that this information is 
available but/ more importantly/ because the reader should have a visual appreciation 
of these visually oriented artefacts. 
Each site has its own characteristics and identity. The personal ornament assemblages 
differ and/ when combined with other archaeological date/ we can characterise each 
community as follows. Khok Phanom Di was a relatively complex sedentary hunter-
gatherer community that may have developed exchange relationships with 
neighbouring agricultural groups. Nong Nor was a simple agricultural village with 
relatively weak ranking but participating in an expanded exchange network. Ban Lum 
Khao appears to mirror the social organisation at Nong Nor but its exchange network 
is limited to the Mekong River system and the coasts to the Northeast. Noen-U-Loke 
sees the introduction of iron and/ over time/ an increase in social competition and the 
construction of moats surrounding the central mound. I have argued strongly that a 
chiefdom did not exist but that a big-man society is indicated . 
This last conclusion/ and others in this dissertation/ are not made without caveats. 
The short history of archaeological research in Thailand does not provide us with an 
extensive data base to support large scale interpretations. Earle (1997:21-2)/ for example/ 
emphasises the long history of research that underlies his investigation of the 
development of chiefdoms in Denmark. However/ syntheses and the construction of 
models help us to direct future research. With this in mind I will not further summarise 
the findings of this dissertation - they have been extensively detailed in the previous 
chapter. Instead/ I submit that the questions raised in the present research are as 
important as the conclusions reached and I will here present what I think are some of 
the more important or immediate questions towards which future research should be 
directed. 
Style/ typology and materials. An initial motivation for this research was an interest in 
mortuary ritual. I realised that little was known about the personal ornaments that are 
such a large and visible component of this ritual. The first step was to characterise the 
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major classes of artefact, the styles within each class and the materials used. However, 
this first step quickly became the first stumbling block as it quickly became apparent 
that the enormous variety made an overall assessment difficult. Building on Pilditch's 
(1984, 1986, 1993) initial work at Ban Na Di and Khok Phanom Di I have attempted to 
provide a framework that future research will build upon. Many more single-class 
studies such as that begun by Theunissen (2000a,b) on the sourcing of agate and carnelian 
are required. 
Artefacts that immediately come to mind include what I have termed a stone belt 
bead at Nong Nor. This is repeated at the much earlier site of Ban Kao and later at Ban 
Chiang. I suspect that there is a relationship with the jade tubes described from Chinese 
graves at, for example, Erlitou between 2000-1500 BC (Higham 1996a:56) and Tienzimao 
in Yunnan, between 300-100 BC (ibid.:161-5). 
A better understanding of the T-sectioned stone bangles is another immediate concern. 
It is not adequate to characterise them as simply as made of stone, we need to know 
what stone and where from. It is clear that a great variety of raw materials were used and 
equally clear that some of these bangles were traded over long distances and in use for 
many years while others were probably local copies or developments of the basic theme. 
Related to this I have identified two classes of marble used to make bangles. One is fine 
grained, while the other is more crystalline. These are very broad distinctions and they 
demand refinement. Overall, as well as sourcing studies of carnelians and agates, softer 
stone also requires attention. 
L-sectioned bangles (style 1) are another important form in the region and there is 
some confusion between these and the T-sectioned bangles. For example, Bellwood 
(1997:261-2) in discussing the Neolithic burials at Gua Cha in Malaysia suggests that T-
sectioned bangles were a feature of Khok Phanom Di. This is not so, however, L-sectioned 
bangles were. At Bronze Age sites such as Ban Lum Khao and Nong Nor the two styles 
do co-exist. I have already suggested that T-sectioned bangles were later arrivals, 
travelling along pathways cut by the earlier expansion of agriculturalists. I think that it 
is likely that the L-sectioned bangles represented local cultures and that the co-existence 
of the two forms at later sites suggests significant cultural intermixing rather than simple 
domination of one over the other. The excavation of other early sites would clarify this 
argument. 
Both L- and T-sectioned bangles are often made of shell and this is another important 
material in the context of personal ornament studies. In some cases it is clear what 
species was employed, however, this is not always the case. I have grouped shell bangles 
into broad categories on the basis of general morphology. Shell beads are even less 
secure in their identification. In particular, it would be interesting to know how many 
shell beads at inland sites were made from freshwater shell - if any? Kenoyer (1997) 
notes that shell species can often be identified by microscopic examination of shell growth 
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FIGURE 9.1 Colour images: A. Two forms of gold beads (NUL), bi-pyrimid cat. 1710 (left), spheres cat. 
965 (right) B. Style 2 marble bangle (BLK) C. Silver& gold spiral earring (NUL) cat. 292 D. Carnelian 
beads, Nong Nor cat. 231 a-d E. Banded marble L-sectioned bangle (Museum on Evolution and Prehistory, 
Mahidol University) F. End view of broken silver & gold spiral earring showing gold in place between 
spirals (NUL) cat. 291 G. Fired-clay bangle fragments , Non Pa Wai t#'s 19498, 20355, 18695, 20774 & 
19581 , H. Stucco image from Ku Bua showing Dvaravati earrings (Bangkok National Museum) I. D-
sectioned earring from Khok Phlap (Ratchaburi National Museum) 
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layers on an object. Clearly, a comparative atlas of likely species in our region would be 
of great use (for related research see, Moir 1990), as would the sort of sourcing study 
carried out earlier by Kenoyer (1984) with regard to the Indus civilization. The 
identification of tridacna shell to the species level would be particularly useful. Tridacna 
gigas appears to be restricted to the Thai peninsula in mainland Southeast Asia, while 
other species are more widely dispersed (Moir 1985). 
The status of fired-clay bangles is a subject I am particularly interested in. These 
have been found as fragments only, usually in the general levels of an excavation, and 
certainly never worn by the dead. Whether or not they were indeed bangles has been 
questioned (Higham, pers. comm.). O'Reilly (1998) has suggested an analogy with 
ceramic bangles from Borneo (Harrison 1973), but it is clear that these are porcelain 
imitations of shell bangles and are of much more recent manufacture. Returning to 
archaeological contexts, some fired-clay bangles are clear imitations of contemporary 
bangle forms; I have recorded T-sectioned and star-shaped fragments from the Khao 
Wong Prachan Valley sites (Fig. 9.1). Assuming they were worn as bangles, were they 
everyday pieces excluded from mortuary contexts or, more simply, children's play 
pieces? The first interpretation distinguishes these ornaments from those used as grave 
goods and supports the symbolic importance of those interred with the dead. It is clearly 
of interest to distinguish between these two interpretations. 
Finally in this section, metals also require a better understanding of their makeup 
and technology. The early work by Rajpitak and Seeley (1984) and Maddin and Weng 
(1984) has been followed by important research into ore mining and processing at Phu 
Lon and the Khao Wong Prachan Valley (Natapintu 1988, White and Pigott, 1996, Pigott 
et al. 1997) and Reay and Chang (1998) have analysed a small sample of copper-based 
objects from Nong Nor. However, much remains to be done and it is clear that a focused 
compositional study of a range of metals, especially copper-based alloys, would tell us 
much about the development and spread of this technology in the region. 
Symbolism. This is a vast seam of information waiting to be mined and I have only 
scratched the surface in this dissertation. I argue that the nature of personal ornaments 
makes this a particularly apposite approach to take and that current and recent theoretical 
approaches under the headings of Symbolic, Contextual and Cognitive archaeology -
to name a few-will provide a framework for further research in this area. 
Sites and Chronologies. I have identified two sites that particularly merit closer 
examination. Khok Phlap is clearly important to understanding a local tradition, 
expressed through personal ornaments, that would have bearing on our understanding 
of the development of complex society at the head of the Gulf of Thailand. A museum 
based research programme would be a realistic beginning. 
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Ban Kan Luang is a second important site with particular relevance to this dissertation. 
A better understanding of the chronology, the personal ornaments and other features 
would do much to support or disprove the models I have presented. Again, a museum 
based research programme is indicated as a first step. 
The Khao Wong Prachan Valley is a third area that merits closer study. I have already 
gathered data on the personal ornaments from recent excavations in the area (Non Pa 
Wai, Non Mak La, Nil Kham Haeng, Phu Noi and Ban Tha Kae ). This is ongoing research 
but early indications are that, as well as the distinctive H- and I-shaped beads, other 
ornaments are shared with Khok Phanom Di and Nong Nor, including the simple marble 
bangles at Nong Nor and the star-shaped bangle form found at Khok Phanom Di and 
at Khok Phlap. Regionality is also indicated with distinctive forms appearing in the 
Valley sites; clay ear-spools and ear-plugs and a form of shell ear-plug that resembles a 
large flat-head nail. As with Khok Phlap, these sites provide a background to the central 
Thai state of Dvaravati. 
What is a chiefdom in Southeast Asia? Early attempts to identify chiefdoms in our area 
have been criticised (Wilen 1982-3) and this is not the place to delve into the huge 
literature on the nature of chiefdoms. The simple point I want to make here is that 
cultural evolution, as with biological evolution, is not a predetermined process from 
more simple to more complex. It is rather one of adaptation to the local environment, a 
significant influence being the presence of other people(s). Although we have no 
indication of a hierarchy of adjacent sites, I suggest that the level of complexity, including 
ascribed status, at Khok Phanom Di brings it close to a chiefdom level of organization. 
It certainly achieved a big-man, or perhaps more appropriately, a big-woman, level of 
complexity. The contemporary Neolithic, and following Bronze Age, communities 
appear to be more simply organized, while I have suggested that Noen-U-Loke, despite 
the diachronic distance, represents a return to complex big-man social organization . 
I hope it is clear that these are hypotheses only, the purpose of which is to provide a 
focus for future discussions. In terms of supporting or disproving the existence of 
chiefdoms, identifying hierarchies of sites forming an integrated society is the key. 
Burma. With political stability returning to much of Southeast Asia research in Vietnam 
and, more recently, Cambodia is adding much to our knowledge of regional processes; 
especially those involving contact with China. Of course India is also very important, 
especially during the period of early state development. Influence from India is first 
seen in the Early Iron Age, however, the status of this influence is unclear. Research in 
Burma, particularly at late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age sites would surely clarify 
this situation (see Stargardt 1990 for an overview). 
I have recently seen pictures of artefacts from a Bronze Age site in central Burma, 
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Nyaunggan, the stone bangles are particularly heavy with large outer diameters that, 
in most cases, are not circular. One example has a large sub-triangular form in plan 
view. All that can be said at present is that these show some broad relationships to 
surface collected artefacts from western Thailand (personal observations on artefacts 
held in the Museum on Evolution and Prehistory in Thailand, Department of Anatomy, 
Mahidol University, Bangkok). 
In the end, in attempting to do two things - first, to characterise and provide a framework 
for the description of personal ornaments, and second, to investigate social complexity 
and evolution through the medium of personal ornaments as grave goods - this 
dissertation may have suffered somewhat in that it appears to 'fall between two stools' . 
However, its strength is as a heuristic device that focuses attention on the problems 
and opportunities of such research. By ending with a list of questions to be answered, I 
hope to stimulate the interest of other's in order that a body of work can be created, and 
a clearer picture, illustrating the role of personal ornaments in prehistory, can be drawn. 
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APPENDIX A: Personal Ornainents 
at Non Pa Wai, Nil Khain Haeng and 
Non Mak La 
During December 1994 and January 1995 I had the opportunity to examine personal ornaments recovered from three sites excavated by the ThaiArchaeometallurgical 
Project (TAP); Non Pa Wai, Nil Kham Haeng and Non Mak La. This report describes, 
with some exceptions, all these artefacts. Finds such as t# 2869 (Nil Kham Haeng, 
operation 4, burial 1) which comprises a number of carnelian beads located at the neck, 
were not seen by me so are not included here. Also, while a large sample of clay bangle 
fragments have been described from Non Pa Wai, time did not allow me to examine all 
such artefacts. 
The range of forms and materials at these three sites is generally similar to other 
assemblages of similar antiquity. Some points of interest include the presence of I-shaped, 
H-shaped and funnel shaped shell beads similar to those from the coastal site of Khok 
Phanom Di. However, evidence that shell disc beads at these three sites were made 
from a cockle shell and trochus shell as well as the more common tridacna, contrasts 
with assemblages from coastal sites. A single disc bead of marble was also recovered. 
Finally, despite the fact that no bangles of conus shell were recovered from any of these 
sites, a marble bangle carved to resemble a conus shell bangle was recovered from Non 
Pa Wai. 
The assemblages include a variety of bangles, ear ornaments and beads. The materi-
als employed include shell, stone (marble, serpentine, nephrite and carnelian), fired 
clay and bronze. Figure A.1 illustrates a sample of these artefacts, see also Figure 9 .1, G 
(clay bangle fragments). 
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Terminology 
Descriptive terminology and classification schemes for personal ornaments are detailed 
in Chang (1996, in press). These owe much to the work of Kenoyer (1991) and Pilditch 
(1993). 
Metals are described as copper alloy or iron. Identifications were made by direct 
examination in the field. Copper alloy artefacts may or may not contain significant 
admixtures of tin, lead or other metals. 
Bangles are solid circlets of any material. Bracelets are made up of units connected 
to form a string. 
All measurements are recorded in millimetres; where there is a choice, the largest 
measurement has been recorded. 
Non Pa Wai 
Shell beads 
Disc beads 
There is clear evidence from the surface of some disc beads that some are made from 
cockle shells and others from nacreous shell such as trochus. The larger beads occur in 
ones and twos. Large concentrations (necklaces, belts etc.) are made up of beads with 
diameters of circa. four-five millimetres. 
I-shaped beads 
These flattened beads are similar to examples from the coastal site of Khok Phanom Di. 
Along with the H-shaped beads they are probably made from tridacna shell simply 
because of their size. 
H-shaped beads 
Again, these are similar to examples from the coastal site of Khok Phanom Di. They are 
probably made from tridacna shell simply because of their size. 
Other shell beads 
T# 6881, operation 5, lot 17, is a single funnel bead similar to those recorded from Khok 
Phanom Di (Pilditch 1993). Length: 21 mm, maximum diameter: 14.5 mm. 
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·\ Table A.1 : Disc beads at Non Pa Wai 
', 
t# Context L. Dia. P. D. Size Notes 
7719 surface? 2.00 9.80 2.70 8 Large single disc bead 
11548 Op.6, B.3 1.90 5.00 6 The largest of these 5 beads is dish-
1.55 5.10 6 shaped in cross-section, may be made 
2.25 5.40 6 of cockle shell rather than the larger 
2.20 10.40 3.10 8 tridacna sp ? 
3.50 8.90 2.70 8 
11722 Op.9, B.3 5-6 467 beads recovered; some from 
-, nacreous surfaced shell (trochus ?) and 
others with ridged surface (cockle ?) 
12494 Op.9, B.4-5 0.75-1.20 2.85-4.50 5-6 105 beads divided into two bags; most 
near the larger end of range 
13158 Op.9, B.3 c. 5-6.00 6-7 c. 30 beads adhering to pelvis 
13159 Op.9, B.3 1.95 11.20 3.55 9 These 5 beads associated with 6 I-
-\ 4.30 8.85 3.20 8 shaped beads located near the neck; 
3.10 9.90 3.35 8 12 more discbeads (total: 17) of similar 
2.90 8.10 2.25 8 size were also associated; further 
3.50 7.50 2.70 7 smaller disc beads ( c.4 mm diamter) 
lodged in the perforation of an I-shaped 
bead 
;r 13164 Op.9, B.3 c. 1.60 C. 5.30 6 12 beads 
13170 Op.9, B.6 c. 1.50 c. 5.30 6 11 beads; 2 are a dark yellow-brown 
:>- • 
colour 
13180 Op.9, lot44 1.35 9.10 1.35 8 Single large bead with nacreous surface 
13184 Op.9, B.4-5 c. 1.20 C. 4.40 1.15 6 Six beads 
13557 Op.6, B.6 0.80-1.20 3.70-5.00 5-6 35 beads; one larger bead, diameter: 
\) 5.80 mm, is clearly of cockle shell 
15771 Op.9, B.3 0.90-1.85 3.80-6.35 7 4 beads, most near the larger end of 
'> 
the range; ridged surface from original 
cockle shells clearly visible on some 
L.: Length, Dia.: Diameter, P.O.: Perforation diameter 
·" 
,"' 
Table A.2: I-shaped beads at Non Pa Wai 
-'\ t# Context L. E.W. E.Th. S.Th. Notes 
er 
12908 Op.7, B.7 19.00 13.30 4.60 4.25 Shell (or bone)? 
13159 Op.9, B.3 27.75 6.70 These six beads associated with a number 
21.45 6.00 of disc beads at the neck of B. 3 
20.70 5.40 
19.15 5.90 
""' 
8.25 5.05 
27.15 7.30 
L.: Length, E.W.: End width, E.Th.: End thickness, S.Th.: Shaft thickness 
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Table A.3: H-shaped beads at Non Pa Wai 
t# Context L. E.W. E.Th. S.W. S.Th. Notes 
15013 Op.6, lot 51 5.70 6.10 2.70 2.65 2.25 B.7? at least 10 more beads in this 
6.15 6.85 3.30 2.70 2.55 category - fragments only; 
5.75 5.60 3.35 2.70 2.75 perforation dia. c. 1 .6-2.0 mm 
4.80 5.45 3.10 2.40 2.40 
5.70 6.25 3.40 2.75 2.70 
5.40 5.75 3.60 2.80 3.10 
5.20 5.60 2.70 2.20 2.20 
5.60 6.15 3.20 3.00 2.45 
L.: Length, E.W.: End width, E.Th.: End thickness, S.W.: Shaft width, S.Th.: Shaft thickness 
T# 12494, operation 9, burials 4 and 5, includes two perforated cockle shells as well as 
the disc beads discussed above. The shells are perforated near the hinges by grinding 
or pecking rather than drilling and are described as earrings by the excavator. 
Stone beads 
T# 10167, operation 2, lot 58, is a black serpentine or nephrite bead blank. This bead 
has a sub-triangular cross-section and has not been drilled. Length: 11.50 mm, width 1: 
7.25 mm, width 2: 7.40 mm. 
Shell Bangles 
This material is represented by fragments only, all with a square or nearly square cross-
section. None would have been particularly heavy to wear. 
Table A.4: Shell bangles at Non Pa Wai 
t# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Style Notes 
14262 Op.2, lot 404 5.25 6.05 c. 70 10 rounded outer edge; tridacna sp. ? 
20121 Op.2, lot 183 11.10 11.00 C. 50 10 rounded outer edge; tridacna sp. ? 
20123 Op.2, lot 183 8.30 6.75 iO rhomboid cross-section with sharp corners 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: inner diameter 
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Stone Bangles 
A variety of forms represented here. The most interesting is t# 16060, which has been 
carved to resemble the natural architecture of a bangle made from conus shell. 
Table A.5: Stone bangles at Non Pa Wai 
t# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
6882 Op.5, lot 17 7.80 14.80 5 grey-black fine grained stone -
marble? Inner edge not vertical 
7067 surface 17.00 21.15 C. 60.00 14 coarsely grained marble (noted as 
from NKW?) 
12765 Op.2, lot 87 15.80 29.50 C. 55.00 1 grey-white marble bangle 
13595 Op.1, lot 100 7.85 14.40 c. 55.00 7 black fine grained stone, slate? 
16059 Op.1 , B.2 9.80 11.15 54.15 76.55 10 rounded outer edge; very smooth, 
white, marble; lower right arm 
16060 Op.1, B.2 24.45 C. 9.00 53.70 73.00 10/16 rounded outer edge; R.W. thickened 
-18.35 for part of circumference, carved to 
resemble a gastropod shell bangle; 
lower right arm 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, 0.D.: Outer Diameter 
Other bangles 
T# 14906, operation 8, lot 58, is a fragment of bangle that may be made from ivory. The 
outer edge is rounded. Radial height: 9.95 mm, radial width: 8.40 mm, inner diameter: 
c. 50 mm, style: 10. 
Bangle cores 
T# 13358, operation 8, lot 38, is a heavily concreted fragment of a serpentine or nephrite 
bangle core. Maximum diameter: c. 55 mm, thickness: 5.20 mm .. 
T# 14651, operation 2, lot 101, is a grey-white marble bangle core also heavily concreted. 
Maximum diameter: 53.60 mm, thickness: 13.45 mm. 
Disc Ornament 
T# 12920, operation 7, burial 5, is a grey-white marble disc with a notch carved in the 
outer edge and a flat topped central horn projecting 19.90 mm from the centre of one 
side. This resembles shell artefacts recovered from Khok Phanom Di. Diameter: 91.00 
mm, thickness: 8.45 mm, horn diameter: 18.05 x 21.20 mm. 
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Earplugs 
T# 11549, operation 6, burial 3, is a brown grading to black T-shaped earplug (see the 
description of earplug forms in the Non Mak La ear ornament section below). It has 
been damaged after manufacture but was originally well made. Length: 14.50, face 
diameter: 35.10, shaft diameter: 29.20. 
Clay Bangles 
This is the most difficult group of personal ornaments to describe. No complete artifacts 
have been found and none have been reconstructed from fragments so we cannot be 
sure that they really are bangles. Some fragments, each of which appear to constitute 
about a third or a half of a complete circlet, have circular cross-sections at either end but 
a flattened, oval, cross-section in the middle. For these, an alternative explanation as 
handles from pottery vessels is possible. Other fragments are uniform in cross-section 
and their inner and outer edges clearly form arcs from complete circlets, making their 
identification as bangles more secure. 
Some of these artifacts are decorated, most often with a scalloped pattern around the 
outer edge, produced by pinching the wet clay between forefinger and thumb. Finger-
prints are visible in some depressions. One fragment has a series of incised curves on 
both surfaces around the outer edge, probably formed by pressing a fingernail into the 
soft clay. Another fragment appears to be part of a star-shaped bangle, however the 
projecting point has been broken off. The surface colour is variable; a proportion ap-
pear to have black, burnished surfaces and others may have been treated with a red-
brown slip. The majority of fragments however, have not had any special surface treat-
ments. 
Cross-sections, while variable due to the plastic nature of the medium, are generally 
sub-triangular, widest at the inner edge and tapering to a rounded point at the outer 
edge. On some artifacts a more circular cross-section is evident and variation is also 
produced when decoration has involved pinching in around the outer edge. 
Miscellaneous 
T# 6880, operation 6, surface find, is a, probably intrusive, translucent blue glass bangle 
fragment. Radial height: 5.85 mm, radial width: 3.20 mm, style: 11. 
T# 8069, operation 4, lot 45, is an iron ring with a flattened oval-shaped section along 
part of the circumference. This is probably intrusive. Inner diameter: 14.10 mm. 
T# 8497, operation 5, lot 45, is a clay ball with a perforation into, but not through the 
artefact. The hole may open out inside making the ball hollow. A similar, larger, artefact 
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Table A.6: Clay bangles at Non Pa Wai. Many t#'s include more than one bangle 
--A fragment. 
t# Context R.H. R.W. Length I.D. Notes 
7587 Op.2, lot 19 12.10 10.80 46.50 
.'~ 
7915 Op.6, lot 2 10.00 10.10 37.45 50-60 style 12 (star-shaped) 
12226 Op.7, lot 66 9.00 10.05 27.65 scalloped outer edge 
14047 Op.1, lot 140 9.30 14.70 24.40 
14056 Op.1, lot 163 11.10 14.20 25.70 
8.60 15.10 34.35 
9.20 13.10 26.05 black surface 
;,, 7.40 14.20 28.80 
14079 Op.1, lot 163 9.70 13.85 21.10 scalloped outer edge 
14127 Op.1 , lot 140 10.10 13.60 61.50 60-70 black surface 
\ 
8.15 13.30 33.80 55-65 black surface ., 
11.60 16.60 21.10 black surface 
8.10 13.40 29.80 black surface 
8.80 13.10 34.85 50-60 black surface 
14702 Op.2, lot 105 7.75 14.30 47.90 
14703 Op.2, lot 105 9.10 13.00 33.20 
'•7 14816 Op.6, lot 52 7.95 15.15 56.45 scored around outer edge 
!> ~ 15047 Op.2, lot 204 9.55 12.90 51.65 45-55 pinched outer edge 
7.30 11.70 31.00 60-70 
6.70 10.50 48.65 
15186 Op.2, lot 180 6.60 11.95 28.10 
' .) 9.05 13.10 22.70 
> 15317 Op.2, lot 118 9.60 24.45 20.95 
·J 8.70 14.90 26.80 
15348 Op.2, lot 132 7.70 12.35 30.40 40-50 scalloped outer edge, black surface 
7.40 13.10 25.50 scalloped outer edge, black surface 
8.90 14.60 62.45 60-70 flattened central portion 
' 
12.30 12.30 50.20 50-60 red-brown slip 
> 11.80 13.30 33.70 65-75 red-brown slip 
8.60 12.80 26.80 
7.20 12.20 23.00 
15505 Op.2, lot 135 8.25 9.70 19.75 scalloped outer edge 
8.05 13.90 36.00 50-60 black surface 
,~ 15512 Op.2, lot 133 9.30 10.25 42.90 40-50 
15532 Op.2, lot 139 7.90 13.10 55.50 50-60 
5.30 10.90 40.20 40-50 black surface 
10.20 15.85 21.25 
8.00 14.10 24.80 
- 15533 Op.2, lot 103 9.75 3.35 41.30 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
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Table A.6: Clay bangles at Non Pa Wai (cont'd) 
·" t# Context R.H. R.W. Length I.D. Notes 
15534 Op.2, lot 104 7.35 9.40 16.40 scalloped outer edge, black surface 
6.60 12.75 46.35 40-50 
10.35 12.10 30.30 40-50 
6.50 12.20 22.80 black surface 
7.45 11.10 17.05 black surface 
15535 Op.2, lot 104 10.25 10.45 39.25 c. 60 scalloped outer edge 
8.80 13.70 26.50 
9.15 15.25 29.80 black surface 
15542 Op.2, lot 145 11.00 19.05 30.60 black surface 
15562 Op.2, lot 141 6.90 10.60 46.55 C. 60 
~ 11.05 12.90 36.35 60-70 
I, 
I \ 15589 Op.2, lot 152 9.00 12.40 54.50 50-60 
·\ 
15708 Op.2, lot 157 9.85 12.10 43.35 45-50 impressed fingernail decoration 
6.00 8.75 28.00 40-50 scalloped outer edge, black surface 
15736 Op.5, lot 164 10.50 15.15 33.10 70-80 roughly-scalloped outer edge 
11.10 13.80 33.70 60-70 black surface 
8.70 14.60 44.90 c. 50 black surface 
9.55 14.50 36.70 50-60 black surface 
::r 
6.65 10.10 39.90 C. 80 
~ ,. 
9.40 15.05 24.10 
8.70 12.35 32.35 black surface 
9.80 12.90 25.85 black surface 
()-
7.55 11.65 33.40 
6.80 13.75 27.70 black surface 
7.25 14.50 17.10 black surface 
·.l 15833 Op.2, lot 17 4 8.80 12.65 47.00 50-60 
15957 Op.2, lot 140 10.45 11.70 32.90 impressed fingernail decoration 
15975 Op.2, lot 163 4.70 8.10 23.40 40-50 
16211 Op.2, lot 152 8.20 13.35 32.80 40-50 
7.60 12.95 34.00 40-50 
,-. 
7.20 11.25 29.60 
16323 Op.2, lot 241 9.30 15.10 34.10 black surface 
5.50 8.00 32.30 
8.25 11.45 23.40 
·" 19618 Op.2, lot 253 7.00 9.20 32.05 40-50 
> 6.50 11.70 22.10 black surface 
19696 Op.2, lot226 9.60 14.50 27.40 
6.30 8.70 24.00 
19862 Op.2, lot 214 7.40 12.45 32.50 
5.90 10.90 25.70 black surface 
'--"( 
19876 Op.2, lot 229 8.10 9.50 21.10 scalloped outer edge 
5.10 10.30 25.35 
7.30 12.50 15.00 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
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Table A.6: Clay bangles at Non Pa Wai (cont'd) 
t# Context R.H. R.W. Length I.D. Notes 
19895 Op.2, lot 211 8.60 13.00 45.70 60-70 
8.35 11.75 19.15 
10.10 12.00 28.10 black surface, outer edge pinched- but 
irregular 
6.75 11.50 27.90 black surface 
6.90 13.00 24.00 black surface 
19898 Op.2, lot 257 7.75 13.00 25.80 50-60 black surface 
4.70 9.65 22.90 50-60 
20128 Op.2, lot 204 10.05 12.15 52.30 scalloped outer edge 
10.50 14.60 31.00 black surface 
8.15 13.15 25.70 black surface 
6.00 10.75 31.95 
20163 Op.2, lot 199 10.25 15.70 22.80 red-brown slip 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
was found at Non Mak La (see below). Diameter: 23 x 28 mm, perforation diameter: 
6.70mm. 
T# 9352, operation 3, lot 64, is a fragment of a well finished black marble disc that is 
drilled centrally. Diameter: c. 45-50 mm, thickness: 6.70 mm, perforation diameter: 4.25 
mm. 
T# 10784, operation 8, lot 7, is a 7 sided chalk or shell cylinder. The ends are flat and it 
is thicker at one end. This may be an earplug. Length: 31.30 mm, diameter: 7.10-9.05 
mm. 
T# 12427, operation 3, lot 140, is a circular clay object shaped like a button with a thick 
line cut into the convexly curved surface. It may indeed have been used as a button. 
Diameter: 18.20, thickness: 7.10 mm. 
Nin (Nil) Kham Haeng 
Beads 
T# 1992, operation 4, lot 63, is a tabular chip of worked malachite with maximum 
dimensions of 12.45 x 10.30 x 4.00 mm. 
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T# 2581, operation 4, burial 1, comprises a number of shell barrel beads arranged in a 
spiral at the narrow end of an iron arm band, some are represented by casts only. These 
beads were probably elements in a bracelet. Bead dimensions vary; lengths of three 
beads are 5.05 mm, 11.05 mm and 11.55 mm respectively. 
T# 5123, operation 4, burial 1, comprises three shell barrel beads with lengths of 10.55 
mm, 10.65 mm and 12.20 mm respectively. These were located on the lower right arm 
of burial 1, just above an arm band of iron bangles. 
Shell bangle 
T# 15863, operation l, lot 301, is tridacna shell bangle with a rounded outer edge. Radial 
height: 5.10 mm, radial width: 7.25 mm, style: 7. 
Metal bangles 
Both Iron and copper alloy bangles occur at this site. Bangles were most commonly 
worn in sets of five or more. Some of these sets may have been manufactured as 
armbands such that they could no have been separated into individual bangles, however, 
as corrosion has welded together any bangles in contact at the time of burial, it is difficult 
to tell if this is the case. 
The iron bangles are particularly interesting because the corrosion products pro-
duced post-deposition have recorded details of woven matting and wood that were 
buried with the body. 
Metal rings 
Again, rings were most often recovered as sets. All are of copper alloy. 
T# 0420, operation 3, lot 25, is a fragment of fine copper alloy wire, probably a ring. 
Radial height: 1.65 mm, radial width: 1.00 mm. 
T# 2854, operation 4, lot 81, comprises at least six copper alloy rings bonded together 
by corrosion products to form a stepped tube. Dimensions for one example: radial 
height: c. 2.5 mm, radial width: 1.70 mm, inner diameter: 17.60 mm. 
T# 3044, operation 1, burial 4, comprises fragments of at least two copper alloy rings. 
Radial height: 2.35 mm, radial width: 1.75 mm. 
T# 5661, operation 2, burial 5, comprises fragments of three copper alloy rings corroded 
together thus preserving their original relationship. Found near the skull. Radial height: 
2.15 mm, radial width: 1.35 mm. 
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·, Table A.7: Metal bangles at Nin Kham Haeng 
t# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. Style Notes 
2581 Op.4, B.1 3.60 43-65 18 A 110 mm long IRON arm-band made up of 
at least 28 progressively smaller individual 
bangles; circular cross-sections; shell 
beads arranged at one end 
2696 Op.1, lot 88 3.70 4.60 18? A single fragment 
2878 Op.4, B.1 4.00 C. 3.00 45-63 19/20 A 185 mm long IRON arm-band made up of 
-8.00 at least 27 progressively smaller individual 
bangles; left arm 
4419 Op.2, B.3 5.60 3.85 C. 80 15 Fragments from a stack of at least 
4.85 3.20 C. 80 11 three bangles of varying cross-sections, as 
indicated by the two described here 
4777 Op.2, B.3 4.50 3.25 C. 65 15 Fragments of at least ten individual bangles; 
all very similar cross-sections 
5441 Op.2, B.2 c. 5.50 3.00 c. 80 19 Stack of four IRON bangles each with 
distinctive double wire cross-section 
5531 Op.1, B.5 7.00 7.00 15 A set of five bangles and a set of 
7.50 8.00 C. 50 15 four bangles 
5603 Op.2, B.5 3.75 1.95 11 Small fragment of a single bangle 
5617 Op.2, B.5 2.70 1.90 C. 40 Fragments of at least five bangles, some 
/ 
4.20 3.25 C. 40 corroded together in their original 
relationship; dimensions vary as indicated 
by the two fragments described here 
5618 Op.2, B.5? 3.55 3.00 C. 40 15 Eight bangles stuck together by corrosion, 
all appear to be of similar dimensions; at 
least three are not complete circlets but 
have breaks which may be original as they 
are lined up 
) 
5659 Op.2, B.5 4.10 3.70 15 Fragments of two bangles 
5682 Op.2, B.2 c. 5.50 c. 3.00 60 19 Stack of 8-10 IRON bangles, each with a 
distinctive double wire cross-section, 
making up an arm-band 56 mm long; 
impressions of woven matting recorded in 
the corrosion products encrusting the 
bangles 
7080 Op.1, B.7 6.00 4.40 C. 50 11 Left wrist 
12585 Op.1, lot 237 4.65 3.90 15? May be bangle fragment or heavy wire 
artifact 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: ln.ner Diameter 
T# 5658, operation 2, burial 5, is a set of eight copper alloy rings corroded together into 
a tube. Dimensions vary, for one ring they are: radial height: 3.25 mm, radial width: 
2.30 mm, inner diameter: 16.80 mm. 
Miscellaneous 
~ 
T# 16283, operation 1, lot 325, comprises fragments of a pig's tusk. 
T# 14991, operationl, lot 281, is a section of burnt ivory, broken at one end. Length: 116 
mm, diameter: 31.85 mm. 
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NonMakLa 
Beads 
Beads were rare finds at Non Mak La and only t# 30517 had them in any appreciable 
quantity. Despite a lack of numbers the variety of forms and materials represented is 
large. 
Shell beads 
T# 19507, operation 4-4b, lot 46, is a single tridacna shell cylindrical bead. Length: 
18.51, widthl: 6.70 mm, width2: 7.50 mm, perforation diameter: 4.00 mm. 
T# 30517, operation 6, lot 4 comprises 149 disc beads found under the right pelvis of a 
burial. These beads are very well made and preserved. Size is regular with bead 
diameters closely grouped at the boundary between size categories 5 and 6. A small 
sample have been measured. Diameter: 5.25-5.75 mm, thickness: 0.75-1.45 mm, 
perforation diameter: 1.70-2.00 mm. 
T# 30954, operation 4b, area of burial 1, is a tridacna shell bead. It is a variation of the 
I-shaped beads recorded from Non Pa Wai (above) but is more regularly shaped. The 
central shaft is nearly circular in cross-section. The flared ends are round-cornered 
rhomboids of almost identical dimensions. Length: 37.85 mm, shaft diameter: 5.15-5.30 
mm, maximum end widths: 9.40-9.60 mm, perforation diameter: 3.85-4.15 mm. 
T# 31927, operation 3, lot 88, is a single tridacna shell barrel bead. Length: 21.40 mm, 
widthl: 8.00 mm, width 2: 8.40 mm, perforation diameter: 2.40 mm. 
T# 32259, operation 4, burial 1, comprises nine disc beads made from a nacreous shell. 
Diameter: 4.45-4.80 mm, thickness: 0.75-1.60 mm, perforation diameter: 1.05-1.60 mm, 
size category: 6. 
Stone beads 
T# 17407, operation 5, lot 5, is a single, dark red-brown, serpentine bead. It is cylindrical 
with grinding facets just visible along its length. One end has broken off so we cannot 
be sure of the original length but it is unlikely to be much longer than the remaining 
portion. Length: 31.55 mm, widthl: 8.45 mm, width2: 8.60 mm, perforation diameter: 
3.35mm. 
T# 20711, operation 4b, lot 60, is a grey-white marble disc bead. Diameter: 10.30 mm, 
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thickness: 2.65 mm, perforation diameter: 3.10. 
T# 32123, operation 5, burial ll, is a cylindrical, dark-green, nephrite bead. The ends 
have been cut at an angle so this bead can be worn with others as a necklace. This bead 
has been perforated longitudinally by two, intercutting, drill holes. Length: 31.90 mm, 
width: 10.70 mm, perforation diameter: 3.40 mm 
Clay beads 
T# 17551, operation 5, lot 12, is an orange-brown clay barrel bead. It is well finished 
with a regular shape and smooth surfaces. It is perforated longitudinally by two 
intercutting holes. Length: 21.85 mm, widthl: 12.70 mm, width2: 13.60 mm, perforatfon 
diameter: 1.40 mm. 
T# 17812, operation 3, lot 9, is a cylindrical, brown, clay bead of irregular form. Length: 
35.20 mm, widthl: 13.60 mm, width2: 13.15 mm, perforation diameter: 3.25-5.25 mm. 
T# 18187, operation 5, lot 17, comprises two clay barrel beads burnt brown and brick-
like orange coloured respectively. Brown bead- length: 19.65 mm, widthl: 13.20 mm, 
width2: 13.30 mm, perforation diameter: 1.75-3.10 mm. Orange bead - length: 22.10 
mm, widthl: 11.85 mm, width2: 12.85 mm, perforation diameter, 1.70 mm. 
T# 18240, operation 4b, lot 14, is a thick disc perforated centrally. This bead is irregularly 
formed and poorly finished; lipping around the perforation ends, from forcing a tool 
through the wet clay, is still evident. Length: 9 .95 mm, widthl: 42.30 mm, width2: 38.85 
mm, perforation diameter: 5.35. 
T# 32392, surface find, is a large, light orange coloured, clay object that resembles, in 
general terms, the well known clay rollers of Ban Chiang. This large cylinder has an 
assortment of rectangular and circular depressions cut into the curved surface. It is 
perforated longitudinally through the flat ends. This artefact has not been careful 
finished. Length: 50.70 mm, widthl: 31.95, width2: 33.25, perforation diameter: 6.60-
7.45 mm. 
Shell bangles 
A variety of forms are represented, the most common being style 10 with square or 
nearly square radial sections. The bangles recorded in table 8 are made from tridacna 
sp. shell unless otherwise indicated. Trochus shell bangles are also represented. 
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Table A.8: Shell bangles at Non Mak La 
t# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
19018 Op.5, lot 41 13.60 17.85 C. 65.00 14 Well finished 
19109 Op.5, lot 44 7.90 9.80 10 Rounded outer edge; fragment 
19503 Op.4-4b, lot 46 9.00 8.10 c. 75.00 16 Trochus shell; fragment 
19578 Op.5, lot 62 7.10 6.45 C. 50.00 5 Trochus or other nacreous shell 
30781 Op.3, lot 63 11.60 4.20 16 Trochus shell; fragment 
31092 Op.7, B.1 7.50 7.30 37.65 48.80 10 Rounded outer edge; well finished 
31901 Op.3, B.7 12.50 10.15 77.80 95.75 16 Trochus shell 
31902 Op.3, B.7 12.40 11.65 77.55 95.80 16 Trochus shell 
31990 Op.7, lot 57 8.30 8.40 36.40 54.00 10 Rounded outer edge; two sides 
5.60 7.95 36.80 53.05 8 Bevelled outer edge 
32081 Op.7, B.6 6.15 7.00 41.50 51.30 10 Rounded outer edge; one side 
8.80 5.50 40.45 51.00 15 All surfaces well finished 
7.55 7.00 40.00 54.50 10 Rounded outer edge; two sides 
7.50 5.70 41.80 53.00 10 Rounded outer edge; one side 
6.40 5.80 41.05 52.40 10 Bevelled outer edge; one side 
7.80 6.20 41.90 53.50 10 Bevelled outer edge; one side 
32301 Op.3, lot 97 11.05 9.90 36.20 54.75 10 Bevelled outer edge; two sides 
9.95 8.70 38.20 54.70 10 Bevelled outer edge; one side 
8.85 7.00 39.00 52.00 10 Rounded outer edge; one side 
7.85 9.25 37.25 52.45 10 Rounded outer edge; one side 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, 0.D.: Outer Diameter 
Stone bangles 
The inner surfaces of many of these artefacts are poorly finished with ridges and scars 
from drilling and breaking out the centre still clear. This may indicate that some, at 
least, of these artefacts were manufactured for burial or ritual purposes only and not 
worn daily. T# 31254 is bagged with half of a bangle core that could have come from 
the same original piece of marble. The core has been neatly cut in half. 
Clay bangles 
These differ from the Non Pa Wai sample in the wider variety of forms present, as 
indicated in the style column. Many of the forms more commonly associated with 
stone, shell and metal bangles are represented here. Particularly striking are t# 19581 
and t# 20774 with well defined spines producing a star shaped bangle. Unfortunately, 
none of these bangles are complete. 
Metal bangles 
This group is represented by a single find. T# 18314, operation 1, lot 28, is made up of 
fragments of at least four copper alloy wire bangles worn as a set. Radial height: 2.45 
mm, radial width: 1.20 mm, style: 20. 
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Table A.9: Stone bangles at Non Mak La 
t# Context R.H. R.W. I.D. 0.D. Style Notes 
18238 Op.4b, lot 14 14.55 5.60 c. 60.00 11 Dark grey-green serpentine 
18377 Op.3, lot 21 7.35 5.65 c. 60.00 11 Dark grey-green serpentine 
18387 Op.3, lot 22 4.50 7.20 7 White marble 
19171 Op.3, lot 44 13.30 16.35 c. 50.00 14 Yellow-white marble 
19546 Op.G-Gb, lot 47 9.30 9.10 c. 55.00 14/15 Grey-white marble; well polished 
19849 Op.3, lot 42 10.60 8.45 C. 45.00 11 Fine grained white marble 
20422 Op.4-4b, lot 33 11.55 6.50 c. 50.00 11 Dark grey-green serpentine 
31254 Op.5, lot 100 6.60 29.25 c. 55.00 5 Pale green marble 
31830 Op.4, area B.2 6.00 8.45 8 White marble; fragment 
32179 Op.7, B.2 3.60 19.25 55.10 92.20 4 Pale green marble; lower right arm 
32188 Op.7, B.5 4.85 5.80 37.05 50.50 10 Yellow-brown marble 
5.05 7.10 37.20 51.55 10 Yellow-brown marble; worn 
together with the following bangle 
3.75 8.40 36.25 52.90 4 Yellow-brown marble 
32260 Op.4, B.1 5.00 15.90 49.35 80.75 4 White marble; left arm 
32262 Op.4, B.1 13.05 7.55 50.50 66.45 11 Dark green serpentine; right arm 
32278 Op.G, lot 147 12.55 23.45 56.35 102.30 4 Off-white marble 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter, 0.0.: Outer Diameter 
Table A.10: Clay bangles at Non Mak La 
t# Context R.H. R.W. Length I.D. Style Notes 
18695 Op.5, lot 24 7.85 10.75 34.05 C. 35.00 Burnished black grading to brown 
18722 Op.4, lot 20 14.00 7.90 27.90 11 Rounded corners; burnished brown 
18865 Op.5, lot 35 20.30 20.00 52.55 c. 60.00 1 Black grading to brown clay 
19498 Op.5, lot 64 9.75 12.65 64.50 c. 45.00 Burnished black grading to brown 
19501 Op.4-4b, lot 46 9.20 28.00 58.65 4 Brown burnished 
19502 Op.4-4b, lot 46 20.40 19.15 87.65 51.85 2 Dark red-brown 
19581 Op.5, lot 62 11.40 8.75 55.60 c. 50.00 12 Burnished black grading to brown 
20355 Op.5, lot 28 11.70 11.00 57.80 2 Red-brown slip 
20383 Op.5, lot 32 4.55 4.70 25.90 C. 70.00 18 Yellow-brown 
2077 4 Op.5, lot 70 11.30 9.10 49.00 c. 50.00 12 Burnished black grading to brown 
31027 Op.3, lot 64 24.00 29.00 66.50 2 Burnished black 
32201 Op.3, lot 89 12.45 41.10 124.90 c. 55.00 4 Burnished black 
R.H.: Radial Height, R.W.: Radial Width, I.D.: Inner Diameter 
Ear Ornaments 
There are five major forms of ear ornament, or possible ear ornament, at Non Mak La; 
T-shaped earplugs, waisted earplugs, tabular clay objects, earspools and earrings. 
T-shaped earplugs 
T-shaped earplugs are well executed, often burnished and usually made of clay. These 
artefacts have a well defined face, waist and shaft. Two variations are worth noting. T# 
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19598 is mushroom shaped with a convexly curved face and may be a miniature pottery 
anvil rather than an earplug. T# 31118 is made from shell and resembles a blunt flat-
head nail in form. The face is decorated with three criss-crossing incised lines and a 
shallow circular indentation where the lines intersect. 
Table A.11: T-shaped earplugs at Non Mak La 
t# Context Length F.D. W.D. S.D. Notes 
19598 Op.5, lot 63 27.05 18.60 10.45 Mushroom shaped clay; maybe miniature 
anvil 
30845 Op.4, lot 72 14.30 16.50 10.45 12.95 Black burnished clay; concavely dished 
face; right ear (pair with t# 30850) 
30850 Op.4, lot 72 14.30 16.70 10.25 12.75 Black burnished clay; concavely dished 
face; left ear (pair with t# 30845) 
30937 Op.7, lot 22 18.00 36.05 27.25 28.50 Light brown clay; 2 incised lines encircling 
shaft near end 
31118 Op.5, lot 76 21.20 16.10 C. 6.50 6.80 SHELL; decorated on face with incised lines 
31231 Op.3, lot 73 14.40 26.70 20.60 22.35 Black grading to brown burnished clay; 
concavely dished face 
F.D.: Face Diameter, W.D. Waist Diameter, S.D.: Shaft Diameter 
Waisted earplugs 
Waisted earplugs are usually of clay. They range from artefacts resembling the T-shaped 
forms, but with much less sharply defined features, to heavy tabular objects with only 
slight waisting. 
Table A.12: Waisted earplugs at Non Mak La 
t# Context Length F.D. W.D. S.D. Notes 
17 440 Op.5, lot 8 21.05 26.25 22.80 24.60 Dark brown clay 
17734 Op.4, lot 10 27.15 31.80 30.70 c. 31.80 Brown clay; fragment 
18099 Op.2, lot 27 19.75 24.25 22.60 26.10 Yellow-brown clay 
18786 Op.5, lot 27 C. 24.00 35.45 26.90 32.60 Brown clay; oval face and shaft 
18864 Op.5, lot 34 16.15 22.65 19.30 20.10 Black burnished clay 
18988 Op.4-4b, lot 42 23.35 32.80 26.20 29.55 Yellow-brown clay 
19478 Op.5, lot 56 10.25 46.95 44.95 c. 46.00 Black burnished clay; very heavy 
19497 Op.5, lot 64 21.80 48.00 c. 48.00 Black burnished clay; concave depressions 
at both ends 
19948 Op.2, lot 39 22.45 20.45 19.15 20.80 Yellow-brown clay 
20953 Op.4b, lot 63 15.30 14.30 12.95 13.45 Yellow-brown clay; concavely dished at 
both ends 
20954 Op.4b, lot 63 19.20 c. 37.00 34.35 c. 37.00 Black grading to brown clay 
30647 Op.5, lot 73 19.50 43.00 38.85 c. 43.00 Yellow-grey clay; oval shape 
31556 Op.5, lot 104 20.90 28.90 27.70 27.50 Burnished brown grading to grey-black clay 
31881 Op.3, lot 85 25.25 47.75 45.85 c. 47.75 Burnished brown clay; cordmark-like 
decoration over whole surface 
F.D.: Face Diameter, W.D.: Waist Diameter, S.D.: Shaft Diameter 
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Figure A.1 (above) Nil Kham Haeng and Non Pa Wai : Non Pa 
Wai - A. Clay beads (top row) t#'s 18187 (2 beads) , 17812, 
15551 , shell bead t# 17 407, nephrite bead t# 32123. Nil Kham 
Haeng - B. t# 2878, armlet made up of individual iron bangles . 
Non Pa Wai - C. Clay earspools t#'s 32313 & 32314, D. side 
view of C., E. Bangle cores t#'s (left-right) 18779, 19253, 18787, 
F. Shell earplug (2 views) t# 31118, G. Clay roller t# 32392, H . 
Possible earplugs t#'s 31881 , 19497, 17 465, I. Earplugs (top 
row) t#'s 18864, 18549, 31231 (bottom row) t#'s 30845 & 30850 
Figure A.2 (right) Blue glass bangles (& etched stone beads) , 
Ban Don Ta Phet (Bangkok National Museum) 
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Tabular clay objects 
These heavy tabular clay discs exhibit no waisting at all. While they may not actually 
be ear ornaments they are included here because in dimension and material they most 
closely resemble earplugs. 
Earspools 
Earspools are made from fired clay. They resemble a bicycle wheel rim in form with a 
U-shaped concave outer edge right around the circumference. These artefacts are circlets 
with a large hole in the centre. 
Earring 
The final form is represented by a single artefact. T# 30708, operation 5, surface, is a 
tridacna shell earring of split ring form. Radial height: 4.80 mm, radial width: 4.50 mm, 
inner diameter: 8.70 mm, outer diameter: 17.65 mm, width of split: 2.05 mm. 
Table A.13: Tabular clay objects at Non Mak La 
t# Context Mx.D. Thick. Notes 
17465 Op.5, lot 10 42.90 29.35 Circular 
19457 Op.5, lot 52 40.75 19.20 Oval 
20012 Op.2, lot 41 24.20 C. 18.50 Oval 
31386 Op.7, lot 23 36.40 22.20 Circular 
31882 Op.3, lot 84 29.75 15.00 Circular 
Mx. D.: Maximum Diameter, Thick.: Thickness 
Table A.14: Earspools at Non Mak La 
t# Context 0.D. I.D. W.D. R.H. Notes 
16531 Op.3, lot 4 
18549 Op.4-4b, lot 19 20.10 7.10 C. 16.00 
18694 Op.5, lot 24 
19285 Op.5, lot 55 36.80 21.70 
19579 Op.5, lot 62 35.30 21.10 31.55 
32313 Op.3, B.12 49.05 33.85 46.30 
32314 Op.3, B.12 53.50 35.35 48.75 
12.45 Brown grading to grey-black clay; 
R.W.: 7.50 mm 
11.65 
14.70 
16.10 
12.50 
8.40 
15.50 
Yellow-brown clay 
Brown grading to black fragment; 
R.W.: 9.40 mm 
Black burnished clay 
Yellow-brown clay 
Brown burnished clay; right ear 
Black burnished clay; left ear 
O.D.: Outer Diameter, I.D.: Inner Diameter, W.D.: Waist Diameter, R.H.: Radial Height 
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Bangle cores 
Some of these artefacts show considerable evidence of manufacturing techniques. T# 
18779 has two opposing sets of curved striations on one of the flat ends indicating that 
it may have been detached from an original cylinder of marble using a string saw and 
grit (Ciarla, pers. comm.). T# 18787 retains the original outer surface of the shell at one 
end and has a partially completed tridacna shell bangle still attached. T# 20775 is a 
flaked bangle blank of pale green marble (style 4?). 
Miscellaneous 
T# 31856, operation 3, lot 83, is a roughly shaped clay ball with a perforation into, but 
not through, the artefact. It may originally have been covered in a black slip. This 
artefact is similar to, though bigger than, t# 8497 from Non Pa Wai (described above). 
Diameter: 42.45 x 34.45 mm, perforation diameter: 9.00 mm. 
Table A.15: Bangle cores at Non Mak La 
t# Context Dia. Thick. Notes 
17644 Op.3, lot 13 40.65 4.35 Pale green marble 
18476 Op.5, lot 20 45.45 7.10 Pale green marble 
18661 Op.5, lot 22 51.80 8.30 Pale green marble 
18779 Op.5, lot 25 54.80 23.80 White marble 
18787 Op.5, lot 27 51.85 22.90 Tridacna shell; includes partially completed bangle 
18961 Op.4, lot 41 51.50 7.30 Grey-green marble; tabular disc drilled from one side 
19228 Op.4b, lot 45 29.65 24.25 Tridacna shell 
19253 Op.5, lot 48 38.20 35.10 Tridacna shell 
19812 Op.3, lot 27 44.30 23.30 Tridacna shell 
20775 Op.5, lot 70 75.00 15.90 Pale green marble; flaked blank 
30625 Op.?, lot 79 47.70 8.30 Pale green marble 
30725 Op.5, lot 89 52.55 9.25 Pale green marble 
31586 Op.5, lot 107 42.50 9.15 Marble 
32394 surface find 33.40 19.95 Tridacna shell 
Dia.: Diameter, Thick.: Thickness 
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